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The introduction is structured as follows: section 1.1 gives a short overview of the 
region and the population of Usandawe, the primary area where Sandawe is spoken. 
Section 1.2 briefly introduces the language by describing the classification, its 
position among other, unrelated languages in the region, and the sociolinguistic 
situation in Usandawe. Section 1.3 provides the background to the study by 
describing previous studies and the structure and methodology of the research that 
was carried out. Finally, section 1.4 is a reading guide to the book. It presents two 
text samples in Sandawe that display the basic characteristics of the language with 
references to the sections, orthography and annotation conventions, followed by a 
gloss list and list of morphemes. 
1.1. Usandawe, the area and its population 
Sandawe ((-',9-'6/#!5%'!%')) is spoken in nothern-central Tanzania, in an area situated 
to the north-west of Dodoma, to the south-west of Kondoa, and to the south-east of 
Singida (see the map below).1 The area is part of Kondoa district and encompasses 
several rural wards. It has no official, administrative status as a whole. The Swahili 
toponym Usandawe is commonly used by the Sandawe themselves and others in 
order to refer to the area where the Sandawe live and where the language is spoken 
primarily. 
Nowadays, most of the population live in settlements along the main roads, such as 
Farkwa, Poro Banguma, Kwa Mtoro, Magambua, Ovada, Gungi, Moto, Gumbu, 
Sanzawa. The size of the settlements ranges from a few hundred up to four thousand 
people (source: the United Republic of Tanzania 2002 Population and Housing 
Census). Large parts of the northern half of Usandawe are almost uninhabited 
because of their infection with tse tse flies and the centralization of people in 
designated villages during the villagization programme in the 1970s (see also 
Newman 1978).  
There are no accurate up-to-date figures on the total population of Usandawe, nor on 
the number of Sandawe speakers. Previous publications show considerable variation 
in the total number of speakers, which cannot be fully accounted for by natural 
growth: from 20 000 (Tucker 1977) to 30 000 (1957 census) to 40 000 in 2000 
according to the online Ethnologue. The 2002 census presents the number of  
                                                 






inhabitants for each village in Tanzania, out of which we calculated an estimated 
total of 60 000 people in Usandawe.2  
 
Map of northern-central Tanzania, showing Sandawe and some neighbouring 
languages. Adapted from Kießling (1994:11). 
                                                 
2 The estimation was made by adding up the number of inhabitants of all villages in the wards 




The size of Usandawe is approximately 65 by 70 kilometres. Two major, unpaved 
roads run through the area: one from the south-east to the west (a secondary route 
between Dodoma and Singida), the other from the south to the north (a secondary 
route between Dodoma and Kondoa). The two roads cross each other in the village 
Kwa Mtoro, the geographic center of Usandawe.  
Usandawe consists of plains in its western and northern parts at approximately 900 
to 1100 meters above sea level. The southern and eastern parts and the northern 
border are hilly (Sandawe Hills and Songa Hills, respectively), with some mountain 
tops up to 1700 meters above sea level. The area is part of a closed drainage area 
(‘Abflussloses Gebiet’) and has no major permanent water courses, except for Bubu 
River in the south-east. 
The climate is semi-arid. Usually there is some rain at the end of the year and a rainy 
season in the first quarter of the year, but rainfall tends to be unpredictable and local. 
(Drinking) water is scarce most of the time and is obtained from a few wells or from 
holes that are dug in dry creeks. 
The area is among the poorest regions of Tanzania. Infrastructure is poor: there is no 
running water and no electricity in the area, except for a few shops and households 
that own generators. There are no telephone land lines, but the first cell phone 
towers have been placed in 2005. 
Most people are self-sufficient and depend on a pragmatic mix of small-scale 
agriculturalism and cattle-keeping, collecting honey and fruits, and hunting. 
Common crops are various kinds of millet (:26-;) ), such as <-'<-#)=-#-# ‘white millet’, 
>+/#.?-# ‘red millet’, and @/'54'4# ‘bulrush millet’; and maize ():%#,%#) or !-#-#,-#). 
Nowadays, some people cultivate crops for trade, e.g. sunflower and sesame, but 
unpredictable rainfall makes this an uncertain occupation. A few are engaged in 
cattle trade, but large stocks are rare.  
Although the Sandawe have often been referred to as hunter-gatherers, we have 
found no evidence of people that depend mainly on hunting and gathering. Ten Raa 
(1970) describes part of the (“aboriginal”) Sandawe population as hunter-gatherers 
and Ten Raa (1986a;b) focus on the relatively recent acquisition of cattle when the 
Alagwa arrived in Usandawe. On the other hand, Newman (1991/1992) provides a 
reinterpretation of the “hunting and gathering past” of the Sandawe and sketches a 
scenario of gradual transition from hunting and gathering to cultivation and animal 
husbandry which started earlier, probably with “the arrival in this part of Tanzania 
of the first Southern Cushites”.  
1.2. Sandawe, the language 
Sandawe ((-',9-'6/#!5%'!%'); Ethnologue language code [sad]) is spoken by 
approximately 60 000 people. The primary area where the language is spoken is 
Usandawe, but there are small communities of Sandawe speakers in Dodoma, 




but the estimated total population of Usandawe of 60 000 (see above) serves as a 
basis. The actual total number of speakers of Sandawe may be lower or higher 
because on the one hand, the current estimation includes people from other ethnic 
groups in the region that do not speak Sandawe (e.g. Datooga, Nyaturu, Gogo, and 
others in the larger settlements, e.g. Farkwa, Kwa Mtoro). On the other hand, 
Sandawe speakers outside Usandawe are not taken into account.3 
Sandawe is considered to be part of the Khoisan language family, together with the 
southern-African Khoisan languages and the other Tanzanian click language Hadza 
(Greenberg 1963). However, the existence of Khoisan as one genealogical unit is 
“still under debate” (Güldemann and Elderkin 2010:15), as there is little linguistic 
evidence to group the quite distinct languages and families together, especially for 
the non-Khoe Khoisan languages. The classification of Sandawe within the phylum 
is therefore difficult. Sands (1998) posits Sandawe as an isolate language in a 
primary branch. Güldemann and Elderkin provide grammatical and lexical data in 
order to show that Sandawe “stands a good chance to be related to Khoe-Kwadi in 
southern Africa” (Güldemann and Elderkin 2010:16). 
Dempwolff (1916) describes some dialectal variation for Sandawe in two groups: 
1/#A-' (lit. ‘genuine’) and Bisa. Eaton et al. (2007) states two main varieties, western 
and eastern. Several of our consultants (from the central and western parts of 
Usandawe) confirmed the variation, generally stressing the differences with the 
Farkwa (eastern) variation (“they speak slower”; “they use !-#-#,-# for maize instead 
of ):%#,%#)”). However, in our research the Sandawe did not use 1/#A-' and “Bisa” to 
refer to dialectal varieties. Generally, people refer to Mangastaa (off the major 
roads, to the south-east of Kwa Mtoro) as the place where Sandawe ya asili 
(‘original Sandawe’) is spoken.  
In the northern-central Tanzanian region, Sandawe is surrounded by languages from 
three different language families. Several Bantu languages are spoken in the areas 
around Usandawe: Rangi (F.30) to the north-east, Gogo (G.10) to the south, and 
Rimi/Nyaturu (F.30) to the west. Swahili is spoken throughout the region, as the 
national language of Tanzania and lingua franca. Moreover, two West-Rift Southern 
Cushitic languages are spoken close to the Sandawe area: Alagwa to the north and 
Burunge to the east. Two Nilotic languages are spoken by nomadic groups in the 
region: Datooga and Maasai. 
The extent to which Sandawe has been in contact with other languages will not be 
investigated in detail in the current study. However, the presence of borrowings 
from other languages is evident, such as Southern Cushitic cattle terminology (cf. 
Ten Raa 1986a), Gogo hunting terminology (e.g. different types of arrows), and 
Swahili technical terms (see section 3.2). There are no indications for borrowings 
from the Nilotic languages Datooga and Maasai. Further research on (recent) 
language contact could focus on Nyaturu (many of the eldest Sandawe speakers in 
                                                 
3 For both non-Sandawe speakers in Usandawe and Sandawe speakers outside Usandawe, no 




Kurio, Kwa Mtoro and villages further to the west had Nyaturu fathers, who settled 
in Usandawe during major droughts; some clans are said to be of Nyaturu origin, 
e.g. 6-'>"'$"#), Gogo (many Sandawe men in the south of Usandawe have married 
Gogo women), and Southern Cushitic (there is a clan of “rainmakers” near Kurio, 
named !-'<-#=6-#; see also Ten Raa 1986b). At present, Swahili, as the second 
language of most Sandawe speakers, is evidently an important factor in language 
contact. 
Sandawe is the primary language in Usandawe in every-day communication. 
However, Swahili, as the official, national language, is the language of 
communication in primary schools and in administrative institutions. English is only 
spoken by a few. Many Sandawe have low esteem of their language and culture. 
Moreover, Sandawe language and culture have little prestige outside Usandawe. 
Because of the presence of clicks in the language, Sandawe speakers are easily 
recognized outside the area. During our research, we observed that many native 
speakers, among each other, change to their second language, Swahili, once they are 
in public space outside Usandawe. 
1.3. Background to the study 
The current study is based on empirical research on Sandawe, with emphasis on the 
description of the language, and the presentation of various oral texts that were 
collected during fieldwork. The description in the sections of the book follows the 
form-to-function principle as strictly as possible: (phonological) forms and 
variations are presented first, then a functional and semantic analysis follows.  
There are numerous publications on aspects of Sandawe language and culture. For 
an extensive bibliography, see the online EBALL Sandawe Bibliography by Maho 
and Sands. Dempwolff (1916) is a major early work on linguistic and ethnographic 
aspects of Sandawe. Van de Kimmenade (1954) is a micro-fiche publication which 
contains a grammatical sketch and vocabulary. Eric ten Raa has published more than 
twenty articles on ethnographic aspects of the Sandawe in the 1960s, 1970s, and 
1980s which contain much lexical information. Research by Edward Elderkin 
focuses primarily on the (tonal) phonology of Sandawe, e.g. Elderkin (1989) and 
(1992). Moreover, he composed an (unpublished) Sandawe wordlist, which has a 
very accurate phonetic transcription. Another wordlist has been published by Ryohei 
Kagaya (1993). Kießling (2010) gives a description of verbal plurality in Sandawe. 
Most recently, much linguistic research has been carried out by Helen Eaton, for 
example on information structure marking in Sandawe (2002; 2010b). In 2010, a 
grammar of Sandawe was published online by Eaton. Unfortunately, the core 
chapters of the current study were in a final version when Eaton’s publication came 
out. Therefore, no comparisons to her analysis have been made. The current work 
provides, among others, an overview of different types of nominal and verbal 
derivation in Sandawe, with an extensive description of their semantics and syntax. 




Sandawe: plurality marking on verbs and the various types of clitics, notably 
subject/modality markers. 
The data for the current study have been collected during three fieldwork trips to 
Usandawe: from February to August 2003, from October 2004 to February 2005, 
and in May and June 2006, which adds up to approximately 900 hours of data 
collection. Common methodology for linguistic fieldwork research was used, which 
is based on structured interviews and the collection (recording, translation, analysis) 
of oral texts with selected consultants. All data were checked as much as possible 
with other consultants and native speakers.  
The research was carried out with three main informants, who were mostly 
consulted separately during sessions at the Roman Catholic Mission in Kurio, a few 
kilometres to the south of Kwa Mtoro.  
- Joseph Majua 1+-',94#4# was born in Kurio (central Usandawe) in 1931, from a 
Nyaturu father and a Sandawe mother. Sandawe is his mother tongue, Swahili 
is his second language, he does not speak Nyaturu. He is a retired teacher.  
Joseph Majua has attempted to write Sandawe (both for himself and in 
preparation for interviews for this study), but does not distinguish between 
the various velaric and glottalic consonants in writing. He provided most of 
the oral text material for this study. 
- Anastasia Kanuti 52-'1(2-'6-# was born in Kurio (central Usandawe) in 1939. 
Her parents were both Sandawe. Sandawe is her mother tongue, Swahili is 
her second language. Anastasia Kanuti provided most of the vocabulary items 
during the first and second fieldwork trip.  
- Placidi Nangile was born in Ovada (western Usandawe), in 1953, his parents 
were both Sandawe. Sandawe is his mother tongue, Swahili is his second 
language, and English is his third language. He moved to Kurio in 1996, and 
also lived in Kwa Mtoro and outside Usandawe. He is a teacher by 
profession. After some training during interview sessions, Placidi Nangile 
was able to write sentences and paradigms in Sandawe by using the 
orthograpy as used in this study, including tone marks. 
Further data were collected by (ad-hoc) observation, for example with adolescents at 
the fields and the dam in Kurio, and during visits of families in the villages Kurio, 
Kwa Mtoro, Ovada, Farkwa, Sanzawa, and Pendo. The languages used in elicitation 
were Swahili (primarily) and Sandawe. 
The data collection contains eight notebooks with several thousands of vocabulary 
items, both in isolation and in utterances, paradigms, etc. Approximately 1400 
vocabulary items have been stored in a simple database (Shoebox). Further, there are 
approximately 4 hours of (mini-disc and tape) recordings of (animal) stories, 
procedural text, dialogues, and riddles, which were transcribed, analyzed and used 
as input for further data collection. A selection of these texts is presented in the 
appendix to this study. The transcriptions of ten oral texts have also been saved in 




1.4. Reading guide to the study 
The following sections provide a reading guide to the study. First, basic 
characteristics of the language are presented on the basis of two short text samples, 
and with reference to the relevant sections in the book. In section 1.4.2 the 
orthography and annotation conventions are explained. Sections 1.4.3 and 1.4.4 
provide a gloss list and a morpheme list, respectively.  
1.4.1. Sandawe text samples and language 
characteristics 
The two text samples below are presented in order to outline the main characteristics 
of Sandawe, and to refer to the relevant sections of this study. The first sample is 
part of a transcribed recording with Joseph Majua, who narrated the story “Frog, 
where are you?” as based on a picture book by Mayer (2003). The second sample 
contains an utterance from the oral text “The name of Sanzawa”, as recorded with 
the same consultant.  
The numbers below the text lines refer to the description and references below.  
- The first sample starts with a verbal clause in the first line, which is 
introduced by a narrative conjunction (-'-', a common way of linking clauses 
and utterances. Then the lexical subject +/'/#("&'*)B4'48,("&' ‘this child’ follows, a 
postpositional phrase B+48,1-',-'(-' ‘into a cave’ and an (unmarked) main verb 
(4#4#7%&' (‘examine’). The subject is not marked on the verb but on the 
conjunction (-'-' (incorporated) and on the postpositional phrase (as a clitic); 
subject clitics can have various positions in the clause. The second line starts 
with the same narrative conjunction and a complementizer, followed by direct 
speech: a subject @24'$4'$4;) ‘frog’ and a verb 54#4#("#("&' ‘be around’. The 
following verbal clause is linked to the previous clause with a coordinating 
conjunction ,%' with a coordinating linker !), and the narrative conjunction 
(-'-'. The third line is a question directed towards the ‘frog’, which is the first 
constituent. The question word (‘where?’) has a subject/modality clitic. The 
utterance ends with the verb stem !%#3/# ‘stay’. 
 
(-'-'* +/'/#("&'** )B4'48!,!("&'* B+48,!1-'!,-'=(-'* (4#4#7%&'*
18 6 4 1 3 2 1 5 5 7 8 2*
CNJ2.3fSG DEM1.f  child-DEF-f  cave-in-DIR=3fSG examine 
And this girl examines into a cave  
(-'-'* 5-#!-&#* 9%'./'* @24'$4'$4;)*54#4#!("#!("&'* ,%'!)* (-'-'* +-#@-'*
18   1  9 18 16 18 8 1 
CNJ2.3fSG that maybe frog be_present:SG-BE-3fSG CNJ-CL CNJ2.3fSG call 





 20 7 11 
frog-2SG where?=2SG stay:SG 
“Frog, where are you?”. 
 
- The first sentence of the second sample has a subordinate clause and a main 
clause. The first word, ):%8*#) ‘meat’, which is the object of the subordinate 
clause, has extra prominence (gloss ATT): it is in first position before the 
subordinate conjunction, the vowel is lengthened, and it has rising pitch at the 
end. The subordinate clause is marked by an initial subordinate conjunction, 
+%#3!-', and a subordinate marker, =%'!%&', at the end. The subordinate clause has 
two verbs (‘skin’, ‘finish’) that are linked by the verb linker !) on the first 
verb. The main clause is introduced by the conjunction >-'-'. In the second line 
the object, +%8)=/#7/8)*):%8*#) ‘the rest of the meat’, is in focus, similar to ‘meat’ 
in the first line. The constituent is placed before the conjunction. 
):%8*#)* +%#3!-'* B2/#!!/&#6-#!-#!)* @24'4#5+-#=%'!%&'* >-'-'* )@-#1+-C#!!-&#6-#!-#*
10 19 8 12 13 17 8 19 18 8 12 13 
meat.ATT SUB:CNJ-3 skin-PL1-3O-VL finish=SUB CNJ2.3 dice-PL1-3O 
When he had finished skinning the meat, he cut it into small strips. 
+%8)=/#!7/8!)* * ):%8*#)* >-'-'* 9D-'9D-'(!%#./#!/#*
  3 4  18 14 15  13 
other-COLL-DEF meat.ATT CNJ2.3 roast.FACT-IT-3O 
The rest of the meat he roasted.  
Sandawe has a rich phonology which contains sets of pulmonic, glottalic, and 
velaric consonants (clicks) (1), voiced and voiceless vowels (2), and tone; see 
chapter Chapter 2 on phonology.  
The domain of nouns and noun phrases (chapter Chapter 3) is characterized by a 
two-gender system (section 3.2) and the absence of regular number marking (section 
3.3). Nominal derivation is discussed in sections 3.4.1 to 3.4.5. Derived nouns and 
definite nouns (e.g. ‘this child’, ‘the rest of the meat’ (3); section 3.5) show overt 
gender and number marking, which is often not marked in indefinite nouns. Noun 
phrases generally have a noun-modifier order, but pragmatically marked modifiers 
precede the noun (e.g. the demonstrative precedes ‘girl’ (4); section 3.6.1). 
Postpositional phrases are characterized by one or more postpositional suffixes at 
the end of the phrase (e.g. ‘into the cave’ (5); section 3.6.3). 
Sandawe has three sets of pronominal forms that occur freely: free personal 
pronouns, demonstratives (6), and the (locational) deictic elements ,/#! and ,-#! 
(sections 4.1 to 4.3). Bound pronominal forms range from subject markers in the 
form of subject/modality clitics (7, section 5.1), forms incorporated in negation 




6.3). Nearly all pronominal forms are formally based on two basic sets, as discussed 
in section 4.4. 
Chapter Chapter 5 discusses five groups of clitics: subject/modality markers, 
negation markers, mediative markers, the general question marker, and the 
exclamatory marker. Sandawe subject/modality clitics (7) are remarkable, because 
of their variable position in the clause (section 5.2), e.g. on postpositional phrases 
(‘into the cave’) and on question words (‘where?’). Section 5.7 treats the structure of 
the clitic complex, a combination of two or more clitics that usually centres around 
the subject/modality clitic. 
In the verbal domain (chapter Chapter 6), a distinction can be made between regular 
verbs (e.g. ‘examine’, ‘call’, ‘finish’ (8)), and special verbs (e.g. ‘be present’ (9); 
section 6.7). Regular verb roots form the basis of verbal derivation which results in 
extended verb stems (section 6.2), like factitive (14), iterative (15), causative, 
reciprocal, and middle stems. Verbal direct object marking (e.g. the third person 
object suffix !/# (13)) is discussed in section 6.3. When oblique objects are marked 
verbally, a verbal case marker is introduced which is attached to the verb root or 
extended stem, after the (optional) direct object suffix (section 6.5). The oblique 
object pronoun is formally identical to the direct object pronoun. There are three 
verbal case markers: benefactive, comitative, and applicative. 
Plurality marking on the verb (section 6.4) shows a complex interplay between 
participant plurality and plurality of action. In Sandawe, non-human nouns (e.g. 
‘meat’ (10)) and their coreferential subject and object markers (8) have no number 
marking, but a suppletive plural verb stem or a verb with a plural marker (e.g. ‘skin’, 
‘dice’ (12)) can express plurality of participants. Intransitive plural verbs code 
plurality of the subject participants, transitive plural verbs code plurality of the 
object participants.  
However, the same verbal plural markers can express plurality of action, as 
demonstrated in sections 6.4.a and 6.4.b. Moreover, plurality of action is explicitly 
expressed in reduplicated verb stems and iterative stems (sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, 
respectively).  
Sandawe has various coordinating and subordinating elements in the form of clitics 
and conjunctions, see chapter Chapter 7. The linker !) (section 7.1) is used as a 
coordinating linker on conjunctions (‘and she …’ (16)) and as a verb linker in 
several constructions, for example ‘finish skinning’ (17). It is also used (as !*#)) in 
enumerations. There are three types of coordinating conjunctions ((18); sections 7.2 
to 7.4), which show a lot of overlap in function, but which differ with respect to the 
absence or (optional) presence of pronominal marking.  
Subordinate clauses are characterized by an initial subordinating conjunction with 
obligatory pronominal subject marking, and a final subordinate marker in the form 




Interrogatives (chapter Chapter 8) are formed by question words (e.g. (20) ‘where?’) 
and/or question markers in the form of a clitic. In yes/no-questions, the interrogative 
may be marked by prosodic means only. 
1.4.2. Orthography and annotation conventions 
Sandawe has no official orthography. The SIL-team in Usandawe has developed an 
orthography which is based on Latin script, but the large consonant inventory of the 
language makes it difficult to provide an orthography that can be used without 
training. Thus, with the exception of those who are trained to use this orthography, 
the Sandawe are not able to read or write their native language. 
The orthography which is used in this book has been developed during the research 
and aims at a consistent, phonemic transcription of Sandawe. In some cases 
however, it is near-phonetic, in order to stay close to the actual realization. The basis 
for the orthography is the International Phonetic Alphabet, with some adaptations.  
Sandawe has five vowel qualities: -, /, E, 4, and ". Phonemically long vowels are 
written by double characters, e.g. ./#/#. In rare cases, a vowel may be extra-long, for 
example the exclamatory marker which is lengthened according to the speaker’s 
liking; it is written =34#4#4# (section 5.6). The longer duration of vowels before a nasal 
coda consonant is automatic and not written (section 2.1). Voiceless vowels are 
transcribed as vowels with a subscript diacritic, e.g. "&. Voiceless vowels after a 
glottal stop are also represented in transcriptions, but they are realizations of the 
glottal stop release and have no phonemic status, e.g. 5"#!"&#,-' (section 2.1). Note that 
the voiceless vowel "& may be realized as labialization of the previous consonant, e.g. 
B2/#/#("#056/#(%&#. (< B2/#/#!("#5"&'!/#!(E&). 
An overview of all consonants is given in section 2.2. The representation of the 
palatal approximant is 3. Aspiration and labialization are written by separate (non-
superscript) graphs. Note that aspirated consonants may be labialized, which results 
in trigraphs, e.g. 1+6. Affricates are represented by digraphs and trigraphs: 1(+, 1(, 
9D, 1A, and 9F. Glottalic consonants (ejectives) are characterized by 2: 52, 1(2, and 1A2. 
There are three click types, which are represented by : (dental), @ (alveolar) and B 
(lateral) in the orthography. The click accompaniments are represented by digraphs 
or diacritics: aspirated and nasal clicks have digraphs (e.g. :+, ):), voicing and 
glottalization are represented by diacritics (e.g. :G , :2). 
Nasals in coda position are homorganic consonants and the actual realizations are 
represented in the orthography, e.g. !%'.?48, A%',1+4#, 54#)=4#$-'!-&'. Before a glottal stop 
(in polymorphemic words), the realization of the nasal is a nasalized vowel, e.g. 
:-C8!-&'6-# (<:-8)!!6-#). When vowel-initial morphemes and clitics follow the nasal, an 
onset-filler = is inserted (section 2.3), which is written in transcriptions, e.g. 
1(/'/8)=-'-'. (< 1(/'/#!*')!-'-'). 
Tone is represented on each vowel, and, in some cases, on coda consonants 3 and 6. 




contour). On long vowels, level tones are written on both graphs, e.g. ./#/#. The 
writing of contour tones on long vowels is split up over the two graphs, e.g. 1(+-'-#. In 
some cases, double contours occur on a single syllable, when a low or high 
(floating) tone is added to a contour tone e.g. ):%8*#), 5+4'48).  
Upstep and non-automatic downstep are pitch phenomena which are marked in 
transcriptions by H and 0, respectively. Note however that automatic downdrift is not 
marked and that downstep (marking) is absent after a low tone. See section 2.4.4 for 
more detailed information. 
All Sandawe transcriptions in this publication (from phonemes to text samples) are 
presented in bold, phonetic font (SIL Doulos IPA).4 Examples that consist of more 
than one morpheme or word are in principle presented with a morpheme break-up, 
an interlinear gloss line and a translation line. The morpheme break-up uses hyphens 
for affixes and equation marks for clitics. 
1.4.3. Glossing conventions and gloss list 
The glossing conventions below apply to all glossed text in this book. The Leipzig 
Glossing Rules form the basis for these conventions, but note the different use of the 
full stop (.) and colon (:). 
- Glosses for content words generally have a single translation equivalent, 
preferably in one word. Two-word glosses for single content words are linked 
by an underscore mark, e.g. ‘get_up’. 
- Glosses for function words, morphemes, and grammatical categories are 
generally provided in small caps, often in abbreviated form, see the gloss list. 
Exceptions are glosses for gender (‘f’ and ‘m’, see below), free personal 
pronouns (e.g. ‘I’, ‘he’) and three postpositional suffixes (‘area’, ‘in’, ‘sake’). 
- Special glossing conventions apply to bound pronominal forms, which 
encode information on person and/or gender and/or number. This information 
is represented in glosses in the following format: ‘3fSG’. Only third person 
singular forms can encode feminine gender. Note however that some third 
person forms only encode person, and may be used in combination with 
singular and plural verb stems, hence the glosses ‘3’ and ‘3O’ (see sections 
5.1 and 6.3, respectively). Free personal pronouns have a translation 
equivalent instead of a gloss, in order to distinguish them explicitly from 
bound forms and demonstratives. 
                                                 
4 Swahili loanwords and insertions are also represented in the same font. Swahili words which 
are incorporated in Sandawe and which comply to patterns of Sandawe phonology and 
tonology, are transcribed in the Sandawe orthography, e.g. 9/#=/' ‘airplane’ (Sw. ndege), 
>+-#-#,%'!,-' ‘on the coast’ (Sw. pwani). Otherwise, they are considered insertions and 




- Glosses separated by a hyphen correspond to the lexical items and 
morphemes in the transcription, which are separated likewise, e.g. ‘eland-
DEF’. 
- Glosses that are preceded by an equation mark (=) correspond to clitics, 
which are similarly separated from their host in the transcription line, e.g. 
‘=3’. 
- A full stop (.) separates glosses for grammatical categories which cannot be 
separated segmentally or morphologically, e.g. downstep for possession (tone 
only), a conjunction which has an incorporated pronominal element (e.g. 
‘CNJ2.3’), or a verbal object marker that is infixed in the root. 
- A colon (:) is used for port-manteau morphemes and for grammatical 
categories that are not overtly marked, e.g. a second person singular optative 
subject clitic (‘2SG:OPT’), or suppletive singular/plural verb stems (‘run:SG’). 
The lines below represent the typical form of a glossed example: 
>-'-'* +/'6/#* 1("'"8!)* +-';)=-'=-'!)* 1+-8*
CNJ2.3 he animal-DEF get_up=3-VL run:SG 
And this animal gets up and runs. 
The list below gives an overview of symbols, glosses and abbreviations used in the 
book, with a description of the meaning and/or its function. 
 
1, 2, 3 First, second, third person 
3O Third person object (verbal suffix) 
  
0 Downstep:  
1. downstep in the phonological word 
2. syntactic pitch marking, e.g. possessive construction (POSS), 
multi-verb construction (VV) 
H Upstep (information structure marking) 
  
AG Agent (nominal suffix) 
APPL Applicative (verbal case marker) 
area Locative postposition (‘in the area of’, ‘near to’) 
ATT Prominence marker (‘attention’) 
BE Special verb marker 
BEN Benefactive (verbal case marker) 
C Consonant 
CAUS1; CAUS 2 Causative 1; 2 (verbal extensions) 
CL Coordinating linker 
CNJ Coordinating conjunction 
CNJ2 Narrative (coordinating) conjunction 




COM Comitative (verbal case marker) 
CONF Confirmative (mediative clitic) 
DEF Definite 
DEI1; DEI2 Deictic element 1; 2 (near; remote) 
DEM1; DEM2 Demonstrative 1; 2 (near; remote) 
DIR Directional postposition 
EXCL Exclamatory marker 
f; (f.) Feminine (gloss; translation) 
FACT Factitive (verbal extension) 
HORT Hortative (subject/modality clitic) 
in Locative postposition 
IND Indulgent (mediative clitic) 
INF Infinitive (deverbal, derivational suffix) 
INSTR Instrumental postposition (‘with, by, using’) 
INT Intensifier 
INTJ Interjection 
IT Iterative (verbal extension) 
L Linker (enumeration) 
LOC General locative postposition (‘on’) 
m; (m.) Masculine (gloss; translation) 
MID1; MID2 Middle 1; 2 (verbal extension) 
MIR Mirative (mediative clitic) 
N Homorganic nasal 
(n.) Noun (translation) 
NAR:INTJ Narrative interjection 
NEG1 Negative realis marker (clitic) 
NEG2 Negation marker 
NEG:OPT Negative optative marker 
NMN Nominalization (deverbal, derivational suffix) 
NMN2 Nominalization 
NMN3 Nominalization 
NMN:PAT Nominalization: patient noun 
NR Non-realis (subject/modality clitic) 
OBJ Object 
OPT Optative (subject/modality clitic) 
PL1 Verbal plurality marker (object plurality or action plurality) 
PL2 Verbal plurality marker (subject/oblique object plurality or 
habitual aspect) 
POSS Possessive construction as marked by downstep 
(POSS.) Possessive construction (downstep not audible) 
PP Postposition(al phrase) 
PPr Personal pronoun 
PRO Pronoun 
Q General question marker (clitic) 




REC Reciprocal (verbal extension) 
RED Reduplicated verb stem 
sake Postposition ‘sake, reason’ 
SFOC Subject focus  
SG Singular 
SUB Subordinate marker (clause-final clitic) 
SUB:CNJ Subordinating conjunction 
SUBJ Subject 
subj/mod Subject/modality marking 
SV Subject-Verb relation as marked by downstep 
(SV.) Subject-Verb relation (downstep not audible) 
TOP Topic marker 
TOP2 Topic marker 2 (exact function unclear) 
V Vowel 
V & Voiceless vowel 
(v.) Verb (translation) 
VL Verb linker 
VV Multi-verb construction as marked by downstep 
(VV.) Multi-verb construction (downstep not audible) 
Y/NQ Yes/no-question marker (mediative clitic) 
1.4.4. Morpheme list 
The following is a list of grammatical morphemes. Allomorphs (including 
phonologically conditioned forms) are provided in one line, but may be repeated in 
the list in order to simplify searches. Pronominal forms and other forms with 
pronominal marking are not included here, see section 4.4 for an overview of these 
forms. 
 
!--* SFOC Subject focus marker (tone depending on 
preceding tone (pattern)) 
!/#J*!3/#* m Masculine (nominal marker) 
==-#!J*==!J*==-8!-&'* CONF Confirmative (mediative clitic) 
==/#* MIR Mirative (mediative clitic) 
+%#!* SUB:CNJ Subordinating conjunction 
+-'-#! '* DEM2 Demonstrative 2 formative (remote) 
+/'/#! '* DEM1 Demonstrative 1 formative (near) 
!%'./#J*!*'./#J*
!%#./#!J*!"'./#*
IT Iterative (verbal extension) 
!%#./#!* IT Iterative (verbal extension); used before !/# 
(3O) and !/#("#*(3fSG) 
=%8!%&'* SUB Subordinate marker (clause-final clitic) 




5-#!-&#* that Complementizer, introducing direct or indirect 
speech 
=5/# IND Indulgent (mediative clitic, exact distribution 
unclear) 
!5E* TOP Topic marker (tone depending on preceding 
tone) 
!5%#* REC Reciprocal (verbal extension) 
!5%'!%')J*!5%#!%')*  Derivational suffix (language names) 
!5"&'* CAUS1 Causative 1 (verbal extension) 
!56*'J*!7*'J* BEN Benefactive (verbal case marker) 
!5!6-#!)5%#* REC Reciprocal (verbal extension) 
!./'/#* sake Postposition ‘sake, reason’ 
!.!(/#* PL-FACT Plural factitive stem marker (<IT-FACT?) 
=,-'* DIR Directional postposition 
=,-#* Q General question marker (clitic) 
,-#!* DEI2 Deictic element 2 formative (remote) 
,/#!* DEI1 Deictic element 1 formative (near) 
=,/'!,*=,!J*=,/'* Y/NQ Yes/no-question marker (mediative clitic) 
,%'* CNJ Coordinating conjunction 
!*',!(4'* DEF-PL Definite plural (human or specific animate) 
! ',!("&'* DEF-f Definite feminine 
!)* CL Coordinating linker 
!)* VL Verb linker 
!*')* DEF Definite (masculine) 
!*;)* ATT Prominence marker (‘attention’) 
!*#)* L Linker (enumeration) 
!)5%#* REC Reciprocal (verbal extension) 
!4#* NMN Nominalization (deverbal, derivational suffix) 
!(-'* NMN3 ? Nominalization (exact distribution unclear). 
Can be used with a following postposition: 
!(-'!,-'; !(-'!./'/# ‘in order to’, ‘with the 
intention of’.*
!(/#* FACT Factitive (verbal extension) 
!(/8*  Derivational suffix for nouns denoting places 
and place names (<BE-3?) 
!(%#!J*!(!J*!("#!* BE Special verb marker 
=(%#!%&#J*=(%'!%&'* TOP2 ? Topic marker (form and exact function 
unclear) 
!(4* PL Plural marker (nominal marker; humans) 
!("'J*!("#* f Feminine (nominal marker) 
!("#5"&'J*!("#5!* CAUS2 Causative 1 (verbal extension) 
!1-'J*!1*'!* in Locative postposition 
!1/'* area Locative postposition 
!14'* NMN:PAT ? Nominalization (deverbal patient nouns, 




!1(2/'* APPL Applicative (verbal case marker) 
=01(2/#* NEG2 Negation marker (verbal marker) 
!1(2%#* NMN2 ? Nominalization (exact distribution and 
meaning unclear) 
!1(2%#J*!1(2*#* MID1 Middle 1 (verbal extension) 
!1(2%&'J*!1(2* MID2 Middle 2 (verbal extension) 
!1(2%&'J*!1(2* LOC Locative postposition 
!"'./#* IT Iterative (verbal extension); used after labial 
stop or labialized consonant 
!6-'* PL2 Verbal plural marker: 
1. Subject plurality 
2. Oblique object plurality 
3. Habitual marker 
!6-#J*!!6-#* PL1 Verbal plural marker: 
1. Object plurality 
2. Action plurality 




!7*'* COLL Collective marker (nominal suffix) 
!7*'J*!56*'* BEN Benefactive (verbal case marker) 
!7/'* QS Question of state 
!7/8!)* COLL-DEF Definite collective marker 
!3'* AG Agent (nominal suffix) 
!3/#J*!/#* m Masculine (nominal marker) 
=34#4#4#* EXCL Exclamatory marker 
!!* LOC Locative marker/postposition 
!!%')J*!!%',!* INSTR Instrumental postposition (‘with, by, using’) 
!!48)* INF Infinitive (deverbal, derivational suffix) 
!!6-#J*!6-#* PL1 Verbal plural marker: 
1. Object plurality 
2. Action plurality 








The following sections present a description of the phonology of Sandawe. First, 
vowels and consonants are discussed in sections 2.1 and 2.2. Section 2.3 discusses 
the syllable structure of Sandawe, including labialization. Section 2.4 discusses tone. 
2.1. Vowels 
The Sandawe vowel system is based on five vowel qualities: -, /, E, 4, and ". In table 
1, the vowel phonemes of Sandawe are shown. A distinction is made between short 
and long oral vowels, and voiceless vowels. 
Table 1: Sandawe vowel phonemes 
 vowel qualities 
short (oral) E* /* -* 4* "*
long (oral) EE* //* --* 44* ""*
voiceless E&* * * * "&*
 
The following near minimal pairs contrast the different vowel qualities. 















- vs. 4 
B2-'-#* follow 
B24#4#* to rain 
(-#5+-'* yoke, pole of a water-carrier 
@G-#-#5+4'* raised, open place 
 
" vs. 4 
1"8* come out 
14#* finish 
9"'$"&'* slope; family/clan possessions 
94#$4#* zebra 
 
The (near) minimal pairs in the following examples show contrastive length for 
voiced vowels. 
1(%#* I 
1(+%'%#* gums; mushroom, sp. 
)@/#* become light 
)@/'/#* laugh 
@-#5%#* bifurcation 
@-#-#5%#* fresh milk 
B248* sleep 




Vowels that precede a nasal consonant in the coda may have a longer duration than 
short oral vowels in open syllables. This effect is clearest in monosyllables before 
pause. However, there is no opposition between long and short vowels before nasals.  
B248* KB248L* to sleep 
B24#4#* KB24#ML* to rain 
B248)* KB248M)L* throat 
 




The phonological status of voiceless vowels is problematic, as discussed below. 
Voiceless vowels have only two vowel qualities: E and ".5 Since there is no voice in 
their pronunciation, distinguishing the two acoustically can be difficult. The decisive 
feature seems to be the absence or presence of lip-rounding.  
In the majority of cases, voiceless vowels occur in word-final position.  
54')54#$%&'* cock 
5-'5"#$"&'* calabash 
?"#(%&'* kind of gazelle 
1%#."&'* swallow 





Grammatical morphemes and clitics in word-final position may have a final 
voiceless vowel as well: 
!5"&'J*!("#5"&'* CAUS1, CAUS2 (causative verbal suffix) 
!1(2%&' MID2 (middle) 
!("&'* fSG (nominal gender marker) 
=(E&* 1SG (realis subject clitic) 
!*'(%&'* 1SG:NR (non-realis subject clitic) 
=("&' 3fSG:NR (non-realis subject clitic) 
 
All word-final voiceless vowels have a low tone. The tone of voiceless vowels 
cannot be heard when lexemes are used in isolation, but it surfaces when suffixes or 
clitics are added. The vowel is realized as a voiced vowel with a low tone in these 






Did you take the calabash? 
                                                 
5 Voiceless vowels after a glottal stop in coda position are not included here, as they are 
considered realizations of the glottal stop release. The quality of these phonetic elements is 




A few lexemes show word-internal voiceless vowels, e.g. reduplicated stems which 
end in a voiceless vowel, and some noun and verb stems. Note that word-internal 
voiceless vowels always follow a continuant. The following are examples of 
reduplicated forms and an exhaustive list of stems that contain word-internal 
voiceless vowels: 
1(2-'7"&'!1(2-'7"&'!(/#* beat lightly 
5-#(%&'5-#(%&'* temple 
</#."&'</#."&'* way of dancing (ideophone) 
N-'$%&'56-'* Farkwa (place name) 
=%'$%&'?/#* run 
+-'<%&'(/#* praise 
524#)=4#$"&#.-'* bird, sp. 
<-'<%&'1-'* Lalta (place name) 
1+-#(%&#,4#* liver 
@+-'(%&'./#* fetch water with a small calabash 
B+-#(%&#,-#* tree, sp. 
?-'%'(%&'5/#<%'* bicycle (<Sw. baisikeli) 
 
The tone of word-internal voiceless vowels cannot be heard and the test which 
determines the tone of final voiceless vowels cannot be used here. The phonetic 
realization of tone after the voiceless vowel may help to determine the underlying 
tone for voiceless vowels. In all reduplicated stems the high tone after the voiceless 
vowel is realized on a lower pitch level than the previous high tone (e.g. 
</#."&0</#."&'). This is predictable if a low tone is posited for the voiceless vowel 
(</#."&'</#."&'.).6 
The tone of word-internal voiceless vowels in other nouns and verbs, which are very 
few in number, can be high or low. In the following lexemes a high tone is posited: 
1+-#(%&#,4# and B+-#(%&#,-#. The reason for positing a high tone here is the phonetic 
realization of the final tone in these lexemes: in 1+-#(%&#,4# and B+-#(%&#,-# the final high 
tone is realized on the same pitch as the previous high tone, which cannot be 
explained if the voiceless vowel had a low tone. When followed by a low-toned 
syllable, the phonetic realization of the following tone does not provide a clue to the 
tone of the voiceless vowel. By arbitrary convention, the tone of these voiceless 
vowels is posited as identical to the pitch level of the preceding vowel, e.g. 
524#)=4#$"&#.-', =%'$%&'?/#, <-'<%&'1-'. 
The two voiceless vowels can be contrasted to each other and to their voiced 
counterparts. The contrast between voiceless E& and "& is shown by the 
                                                 
6  Note however, that the reduplication of verb stems is also characterized by downstep 
between the two parts (see section 6.2.1). So for reduplicated verb stems there is no need to 




subject/modality clitics =(E&! (1SG realis),*=*'(%&' (1SG non-realis) versus =("&' (3fSG non-
realis).7  In the table below, the voiceless vowels are contrasted to their voiced 
counterparts. The following lexemes contain voiceless vowels both after continuants 
($, (, and .) and non-continuants (i.e. obstruents like 52, 5, and =): 
?4'?4#$%#* small gourd 
54')54#$%&'* cock 
+%#5%#* how? 










,:"8.("'* wife 8 
!("&'* fSG (nominal gender marker) 
 
The preceding examples show that voiceless and voiced vowels are contrastive. 
However, word-final E& always has a low tone and word-final E always has a high 
tone. There are no words with a low-toned voiced vowel E. Thus, these word-final 
voiceless and voiced vowels are in complementary distribution when tone is taken 
into account. The occurrence of the word-final voiceless vowel E& is therefore treated 
as the phonetic realization of a low-toned voiced vowel.  
Complementary distribution cannot be claimed for the voiced oral vowel ". 
Although the word-final voiceless "& also has an underlying low tone, the low tone is 
not restricted to the voiceless vowel, e.g. 1+/',9/#="' ‘legs of bed’. 
Word-internal voiceless vowels remain partly unexplained. Their existence is 
remarkable, because most voiceless vowels occur in word-final position and become 
voiced when another morpheme or clitic is attached. One can assume that word-
internal voiceless vowels in reduplicated stems have a special status: the 
                                                 
7 The first person singular realis clitic =(E& has no underlying tone. Its non-realis counterpart 
has an underlying low tone. See section 5.1 for more information.  




voicelessness from the final vowel is preserved on the reduplicated internal vowel. 
The other word-internal voiceless vowels are found after continuants in a few 
lexemes that all contain three or more syllables. There are no near minimal pairs that 
contrast internal voiceless to voiced vowels. Maybe the vowel has been devoiced 
(and hence shortened) in order to conform better to the predominant pattern of 
disyllabic roots and stems in Sandawe (see sections 3.1 and 6.1). 
2.2. Consonants 
The consonants of Sandawe are presented in tables 2 and 3. Table 2 presents the 
pulmonic and glottalic consonants (ejectives); table 3 demonstrates the velaric 
consonants (clicks).  
Table 2: Pulmonic and glottalic consonants, according to manner and place of 
articulation 
  bilabial alveolar palatal velar glottal 
STOPS vl. asp.* >+* 1+* * 5+* *
 vl.* >* 1* * 5* !*
 voiced* ?* 9* * =* *
 nasal* .* ,* * )* *
 * * * * * *
FRICATIVES vl.* N* (* * 7* +*
 lateral* * A* * * *
 * * * * * *
AFFRICATES vl. asp.* * 1(+* * *
 vl.* * 1(* * *
 voiced* * 9D* * *
 vl. lateral* * 1A* * * *
 voiced lateral* * 9F* * * *
 * * * * * *
EJECTIVES vl.* * * * 52* *
 vl. affricate* * 1(2* * * *
 vl. lateral* * 1A2* * * *
LIQUIDS * * <J*$* * * *





Table 3: Velaric consonants (clicks), according to click type and accompaniment 
 dental alveolar lateral 
voiceless aspirated :+* @+* B+*
voiceless :* @* B*
voiceless glottalized :2* @2* B2*
nasal ):* )@* )B*
voiced :G* @G* BG*
 
The following consonants have labialized counterparts, as discussed in section 2.3: 
- 1+, 1, ,, (, A, 1(+, 1(, 9D, 1(2, 1A2, 5+, 5, =, 7, and 52; 
- :+, :, :2, ):, @+, @, @2, )@, B+, B, B2, and )B. 
2.2.1. Pulmonic and glottalic consonants 
This section presents a further description of the pulmonic and glottalic consonants. 
Examples are provided and (near) minimal pairs show the main phonological 
oppositions. 
With the exception of laterals, stops and affricates distinguish between voiceless 
unaspirated and voiceless aspirated phonemes (>, 1, 5, 1( versus >+, 1+, 5+, 1(+). The 
following lexemes show the opposition between the voiceless aspirated, voiceless 
unaspirated and voiced consonants (?, 9, =, 9D) in near minimal pairs. 
>+/8* tomorrow 
>/'/#* put (SG) 
?/'/#?-'* be nearby 
1+/#5/#</#* hyena 
1/#1/#$-'* seed(s) 





1(+%'%#* gums; mushroom, sp. 
9D%'=%#9-'* heart 
 
The contrast between unaspirated and aspirated consonants can be seen as a fortis-




“normal” and “strong”, its voiceless counterpart as “weak”. The “weak” voiceless 
consonants may be perceived auditorily as almost voiced. 
In loanwords from Swahili, there is no contrast between aspirated and unaspirated 
consonants. 9  Standard mainland Tanzanian Swahili does not have a phonemic 
contrast between aspirated and unaspirated consonants, it only has the series of 
unaspirated consonants. Words containing a voiceless stop/affricate in Swahili are 
incorporated in Sandawe with a voiceless aspirated stop/affricate, the “normal” 
consonant according to native speakers. This is illustrated by the examples below.  
>+/'(-#-'* money (<Swahili pesa) 
1(+"#>+-'* bottle (<Swahili chupa) 
 
The affricates 1(+, 1(, and 9D all have two phonetic realizations, one more fronted 
[1(+, 1(, 9D] and one more central [1O+J*1OJ*9P]. These realizations may be used as free 
variants within the ideolect of a single speaker. However, it is stressed by elder 
speakers that the more fronted variant is the “original” one, as pronounced by 
speakers of Mangastaa and surroundings, the geographical centre of the Sandawe-
speaking area. These three afrricates*are relatively rare, for example when compared 
to the ejective 1(2 (see below). 
There are three nasal consonants: ., ,, and ). The nasals . and , are contrasted in 
the examples below. The nasal , is less frequent than ., especially in word-initial 
position. The nasal ) does not occur word-initially. 
./#/#* big 
,/'/#* stay (PL) 
.%',%#5%#* know, understand 
,%#!%&'* go (PL) 
 
In coda position, there is no opposition between the three nasal consonants. The 
nasal in the coda is a homorganic consonant, whose place of articulation is 
determined by the following: 
. before labial consonants, e.g. !%'.?48 ‘say’. 
, before (post-)alveolar consonants, e.g. A%',1+4# ‘muscle’, .-8,1(+-' ‘eat’. 
) before velar consonants and in word-final position before pause, e.g. 
54#)=4#$-'!-&' ‘axe’, @+/8) ‘tongue’.10 
                                                 
9 ‘Swahili’ is consistently used here to refer to standard mainland Tanzanian Swahili that 
Sandawe speakers are in contact with. 
10 The consonant ) in coda position should not be confused with the nasal component ), 




Across morpheme or word boundaries, a nasal coda consonant can be followed by a 
glottal stop or a vowel. When the nasal is followed by a glottal stop across  
morpheme boundaries, the nasal is realized as nasalization of the preceding vowel 
(see sections 6.3 on clipping before direct object pronouns, and 6.4.1 on the plural 
marker !!6-#): 
1+%#./# + !6-#* >* 1+%#N!!6-#* >* *1+%C#!%&#6-#* cook (PL object) 




A branch of the acacia 
When a vowel follows the nasal consonant, the nasal is pronounced [)L and the velar 
stop = appears as an onset-filler (see section 2.3 on syllable structure): 
=%'1A2/8!)==-'* )B4#5+4'*
cloth-DEF=3 wash 
He washed the garment. 
Note that the nasal ) is the sole segment in two grammatical markers: the 
definiteness marker ! ') (section 3.5) and the linking clitics !) (section 7.1). 
There are two exceptions to the homorganic status of the nasal in the coda position: 
the nasal . (a plural marker for factitive verb stems) does not change its place of 
articulation before the factitive stem marker !(/#: 
9D-'-'!.!(/#* * make touch (PL stem) 
Further, the nasal . occurs in the lexical item :6/'/8. ‘tree, sp.’ which is 
additionally exceptional both in syllable structure and tone pattern (rising-falling). 
The set of fricatives contains five consonants, all of which are voiceless: N, (, 7, +, 
and the lateral voiceless fricative A. The fricative N is very rare and restricted to 
occurences before /, -, and ": 
N-'$/#* lie 
N-'$%&'56-'* Farkwa (place name) 
!-'N-'* acacia, sp. 
<-'N-'* fruit-bearing tree, sp. 
52"#52"'N/#* sprout 





The fricative ( is very common and occurs before all vowel qualities.  
(-'!"#1-'* ostrich 
(/#.?/#1+"'* stick used to hold the cooking pot 
(%'?%'$%#* cooking pot with a small opening 
(4#=4#$4#* large stick 
("'$"#* wall 
 
The following examples illustrate occurrences of 7.  
7-8* be bad 
7/#/#* stick used to hold the cooking pot 
1A2-'7/#* beat, hit, strike 
74'!-#* tree, sp. 
=4#1A24#7%&'* jump to mind 
B+-'7"#* bee, sp. 
 
The fricative + is illustrated below. The occurrence of this fricative in word-internal 
position is rare, the only lexeme in our data is 6-'+/#/'6 ‘brother (relative?)’.11 
+-'.-#* insult 
+/#/'6* this (DEM1, m.) 
+%#:2-#* tie; cover 
+4'=4'$%#* trade, price 
+"'.-'* win 
 
The set of laterals consists of the fricative A, the affricates 1A and 9F, the ejective 1A2, 
and the approximant <. The lateral affricates are rare and are not attested in word-
internal position. The following lexemes contrast the lateral consonants in word-




1A2-'-#* take (PL) 
<-#-#!/'* hare 
 
                                                 
11 We do not know the exact meaning of this lexeme. It was explained to us in Swahili as 
kaka, siyo mama mmoja wala baba mmoja ‘brother who does not have the same mother, nor 





The ejectives are 1(2, 1A2, and 52. In the examples below 1(2 is contrasted to the 
affricates 1(+ and 1(. The ejective is common, both word-initially and word-
internally. 
1(2/8* hair 
1(+/'/#* be absent 
1(/'/#* head 
 
The lateral ejective 1A2 has been contrasted to the other lateral consonants above. The 
consonant occurs word-initially and word-internally before all vowel qualities, 
except, word-internally, before E. 
1A24#74#* dig holes to plant 
1A2%'1+/#* slaughter 
>+"#1A2"#.-'* peace 
52-'1A2/#* be stupid 
 
The liquids l and r are contrasted below. Word-initial $ is rare when compared to l. 
$-#1-'* tree, sp. 
<-'N-'* fruit-bearing tree, sp. 
$48)* voice 
<4')=4#(%&'* genet 
?-#-#$%&'* rainy season 
?-'<%#.-#-#* female in-law 
>-'$-'$/#* sketch on ground; cure by sweeping a feather 
5%'>-#<-#<-#* sweat 
=4'$4'* pillar 
?4'=4'<4#* honey bag 
 
The approximants 6 and 3 are rare. Word-initially, 6 is most common before - and 





64#64#)* mosquito (ideo.?) 




5/#</#6-'* milk container 
(-'6-'!-'&1/#* yawn 
@2-'6/#* fall (SG) 
B"'"#6/#* shoot with an arrow 
(-',9-'6/#* Sandawe 
>"#6!4#* pestling (NMN) 
 
In very few examples, 6 occurs in the coda position of the syllable (see section 2.3). 
6-'+/#/'6* brother (see footnote 11) 
:2/'/#6* buffalo 
 
Word-initially, 3 only occurs before -. It is attested in the following lexemes: 
3-'!-'./#* get used to 
3-'!-'?/#J*3-#!-#?4#4#* to work, work (n.) 
3-'3-#* elder sibling 
 
Word-internally, the approximant occurs before -, /, and 4.  
94'!4#!4&#3-'* flamingo 
:+%'%#3-'* Kirk’s dikdik 
1(+%#3-'* all 
(%#3/#* take (SG) 




Finally, the approximant 3 can appear in the coda of a syllable (see section 2.3). It is 
very rare in lexemes (e.g. 6-#.?483 ‘uncle’ and 56-#-'3 ‘shoulder’), but more 
common as the realization of a grammatical marker !E: 
.-',-'!-#!%'* K.-',-'-#3'L*
know-3O-3:NR 
He will know it*
                                                 





In some cases, particularly in morphophonology, the approximants function as 
glides which fill the onset of phonemically onsetless syllables. The glide will be 






Day (subject focus) 
The glottal stop has full phonemic status. The following pairs contrast the glottal 
stop to + and 5 in initial position. 







A word-initial glottal stop could be analyzed as an automatic consequence of the 
articulation of an initial vowel. However, the initial glottal stop is never omitted in 
speech, for example when it separates two identical vowels. Therefore, the word-
initial glottal stop is treated as a phoneme.  
1(24;)* +%#!(-'* !-'A/'/#=(-'* .-8,1(+-#=%'!%&'* +/'("#* 1(+%',-#!,-'=(-'* !-'.%#,%&'*
hippo SUB:CNJ-3fSG cactus=3fSG eat=SUB she (POSS.)anus-DIR=3fSG believe 
When a hippo eats a cactus, it trusts its anus. (Saying).13  
+%#!(-'* !-'A/'/#=(-'* **K+%#(-'MA/'/#(-'L*
1(+%',-#!,-'=(-'* !-'.%#,%&'* **K1(+%',-#,-'(-'M.%#,%&'L*
Note that, whereas words always start with a consonant, several clitics start with a 
vowel, e.g. the following subject/modality markers: =%' (2SG realis; 3 non-realis), =-' 
(3 realis), =4' (1PL realis), and =/' (2PL realis). The 3PL realis clitic has two variants: 
=-'!-&' and =!-' (see section 5.1.1).*
                                                 




The word-internal glottal stop may appear in the onset or the coda of the syllable. 
When it occurs in the onset, it usually separates two identical vowels, except for 
verb roots with a final /#. 
A-'!-#<"&'* cheese 
3-'!-'./#* get used to 
94'!4#!4&#3-'* flamingo 




A glottal stop in the coda position of a syllable is infrequent, but it is found both in 
lexemes and in grammatical markers. The glottal stop is followed by a voiceless 
vowel, which has the same quality as the preceding vowel.  




In the verbs below, the glottal stop is part of the plural verb marker !!6-#, which is 
attached to (clipped) verb stems (see section 6.4.1): 
?48!!4&'6-#!* say (PL) 
5+-;!!-&#6-#!* hit (PL) 
 
2.2.2. Clicks 
Table 3 has demonstrated the consonants that are produced with a velaric airstream 
mechanism, i.e. clicks. Three click types are distinguished: dental (:), alveolar (@) 
and lateral (B). Each click type has five accompaniments: voiceless aspirated, 
voiceless, voiceless glottalized, nasal, and voiced. This gives a total of fifteen click 
phonemes in Sandawe. In lexical items, clicks are as common in Sandawe as 
pulmonic and glottalic consonants. In function words and grammatical markers 
clicks are absent.  
There is considerable variation in the literature in the use of click type labels and the 
orthographic representation of click types. Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:248) 
give an overview of classifications of click types by several authors. Their 
discussion shows that a lot of variation is found for the alveolar click type (@). The 
variation is explained among others by different timepoints used in measuring the 
place of articulation: “The maximum occlusion during a click is more extensive than 




articulation will vary according to whether place is based on the maximum occlusion 
or a later timepoint” (id:249). In this way, the description of the click type 
transcribed as @ can be found as alveolar or post-alveolar (contact just before 
release), but also as palatal (measurement during maximum occlusion). 
Moreover, “auditorily similar click types can be produced by different speakers 
using somewhat different articulations” (id:249). Ladefoged and Maddieson 
particularly note variation in the production of the alveolar click type in Sandawe 
and Hadza (id:253). 
The present description follows Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) in using alveolar 
as a non-specific label for the click type @ in Sandawe. For this study no detailed 
phonetic investigation has been made in order to show variation in the production of 
the alveolar click type among speakers. The allophonic variant of the alveolar click 
type in which “the tongue tip makes contact with the bottom of the mouth after the 
release of the front click closure” (id:253), has occasionally been noted during 
fieldwork sessions. It is treated as a free variant of the alveolar click type, and 
therefore it is not distinguished in the transcription. 
The two sets of examples below contrast the different click types and the 
accompaniments, respectively. The contrast between the three click types is 
illustrated by glottalized clicks: 
:2/'/#* look at, inspect (dental) 
@2/'/#* earth, clay (alveolar) 
B2/'/#* to skin (lateral) 
 
The contrast between the five click accompaniments is exemplified by alveolar 
clicks. 
@+-8)* place where millet is beaten (voiceless aspirated) 
@-8* moonlight (voiceless) 
@2-'6/#* fall (voiceless glottalized) 
)@-#* grasp, catch (nasal) 
@G-8!-&'* sound of something soft falling and hitting 
the ground (ideo.) 
(voiced) 
 
Word-initial clicks are common, but word-internal clicks are relatively rare. 
Examples with a word-internal click often have a word-initial click as well, but 
word-initial pulmonic and glottalic consonants also occur. Examples in the latter set 
frequently contain a word-initial +. 
@"#,@/'* kidney 
B24'B2-#* baboon 




:+%',:4#* tree, sp. 
!-;,B+"#.-'* tree, sp. 
.-#-#:2-'* louse 
(/#)B-#* tree, sp. 






Voiced clicks are very rare. Only two lexemes in our data contain voiced dental 
clicks.14 Note that both have word-initial as well as word-internal clicks. 
:G%#:G4#4#* bird, sp. 
:G%':G%#(-'* slope  
 
Eight lexemes in our data contain a voiced alveolar click. Five of these contain a 
word-internal 5+, as shown below: 
@G/#5+/#* tree, sp. 
@G-'5+%#,-#* carry sth. under one’s arm 
@G-#-#5+4'* raised, open place 
@G-')5+-#$-'* hard field 
@G4'5+4#.%#* antelope, sp. 
 
The rest of the examples contains at least one ideophone: 
@G-8!-&'* sound of smth. soft falling and hitting the ground (ideo.) 
@G"8)* explode (ideo.?) 
@G4',@G4'6-#(%&'* bird, sp. 
 
Two lexemes in our data have voiced lateral clicks, both word-initially and word-
internally.  
BG-#BG-'* meat of the high back, around the shoulders 
BG4#BG/'* big male of greater kudu 
 
                                                 
14 Elderkin (1994) also presents only two examples that contain a voiced lateral click: :G%C;M:G4#M 
‘bird, sp.; pytilia’ and :G/C#M ‘slope’. Probably, :G%':G%#(-' in our data is a complex form, which may be 




The voiced lateral click seems to be the rarest among consonants in Sandawe. The 
two lexemes above were provided by one consultant when asked for any words that 
contain [BG]. Other consultants could not provide any examples, nor did they know 
the meaning of the two lexemes when they were presented to them. An old word list, 
which is probably copied from Ten Raa’s informant Pius Duma, had two lexemes. 
The words, which are retranscribed below in the current writing system, correspond 
more or less to our examples: 
BG-'B+-'* mfupa juu ya kidari (bone above the chest) 
BG4'=/' (or BG4'BG/')* dume kubwa la mnyama, hasa lenye pembe kubwa 
(large male animal, especially one with big horns/antler) 
 
Vowels before glottalized and voiced clicks are automatically nasalized, both word-
internally and across word boundaries. 
K5-C#@2-'L* grind 
K+4C#@24')L* forehead 
K:G%C':G%#(-'L* slope  




She looked inside the cave. 
De Voogt (1992) and Elderkin (1992) also claim that the nasalization of vowels 
before glottalized clicks is automatic. De Voogt presents an articulatory description 
of glottalized clicks in Hadza and Sandawe in which he assumes a delayed glottal 
closure (as opposed to the voiceless click). Nasalization of preceding vowels then 
results from an open velic which keeps the pharyngeal air pressure low as long as 
the glottis is open. Voiced clicks are not treated because they were not recorded 
during his research. Elderkin (1992:113) states that he “always heard this nasality 
before the glottalised click when it follows a vowel; I have never noted it before any 
other of the oral clicks, including the aspirated click”. 
This type of predictable nasalization before glottalized and voiced clicks is not 
further marked in transcriptions, hence /5-#@2-', +4#@24'), :G%':G%#(-', BG4#BG/'/. 
2.3. Syllable structure 
Sandawe has open and closed syllables. Open syllables contain an initial consonant 
in the onset and a vowel in the nucleus which may be short, long or voiceless: CV, 




consonant in the coda: CVC, or CVVC. The following description presents a short 
overview of elements in the onset, nucleus and coda. 
Syllables always have a consonant in the onset position. Although some morphemes 
and clitics may consist of a vowel only, this never results in onsetless syllables. 
When the vowel is attached to its host it either merges with the preceding vowel in 
the nucleus, or, in the case of E, it may fill the coda position as a glide 3. When the 
vowel follows a syllable with a nasal coda consonant, it forms a new syllable. In this 
case, the onset-filler = appears between the nasal ) and the vowel --: 
1(/'/8!)=!-'-'* +%#52%&'J* 1(/'/8!)!-'-'* >*1(/'/8)R=-'-'*
head-DEF-SFOC go:SG CVV-C-VV  CVVC.CVV*
The head went 
The consonant in the onset position can be simple or complex. Simple onset 
consonants are all pulmonic, glottalic and velaric consonants, except ) (see section 
2.2.1). Labialized consonants are complex consonants. In our description of these 
consonants we leave the question open whether they are single segments (Cw) or 
consonant clusters (Cw). A digraph is used throughout the transcriptions. 
Labialization is the only type of secondary articulation for consonants in Sandawe. 
The rounding of the lips takes place simultaneously with the primary articulation. 
Over half of the consonants has a labialized counterpart: 
- the (post-)alveolar consonants 1+, 1, ,, (, A , 1(+, 1(, 9D, 1(2, and 1A2; 
- the velar consonants 5+, 5, =, 7, and 52;*
- the velaric consonants :+, :, :2, ):, @+, @, @2, )@, B+, B, B2, and )B. 
The consonants without a labialized counterpart fall into several groups. In terms of 
place of articulation, labial and glottal consonants do not occur with additional 
rounding. Regarding manner of articulation (or efflux for the clicks), the following 
consonant types cannot be labialized: voiced stops (with the exception of =), nasals, 
lateral affricates, liquids and approximants, and voiced clicks.15 
Labialized consonants occur in word-initial and word-internal position, but most of 
them appear word-initially. The following lexemes contrast labialized consonants to 




B-8* plant (v.) 
 
                                                 
15 The incorporation of Swahili loanwords in Sandawe strengthens the claim for the absence 





There are some additional interesting facts about labialized consonants: 
- co-occurrence restrictions for labialized consonants and vowels 
- variation between labialized consonants and consonant-vowel sequences 
- the formation of labialized consonants as the outcome of a diachronic, 
morphophonological process. 
First, the occurrence of labialized consonants is restricted to syllables which contain 
an (unrounded) vowel: i, e, or a. The vowel qualities o and u cannot co-occur with 
labialized consonants. 16  The examples illustrate the co-occurrence of labialized 
consonants with short and long oral vowels i, e, and a. 
@+6%#52%&'* insect, sp. 
1(26%')5%#$%&'* snail 
1+6%'%#* bird 
.-#=6/#<-'* lower leg 
A6/#!/&#* come out quickly 
16/'/#* night 




Second, variation has been noted for some lexemes which contain labialized 
consonants. In careful speech the syllable which consists of a labialized consonant 
and a vowel undergoes a process of breaking. This results in two new syllables: one 
which contains the non-labialized consonant and a rounded vowel, followed by a 
second one which contains the original vowel of the first syllable. An automatic 
glide 6 connects the two vowels: 
):6-'-#J*):4'6-#-#* elephant 
 
The numeral ‘three’ has two free variants. One has a labialized consonant, which is 
followed by -; the other has an unrounded consonant which is followed by the 
rounded vowel 4. 
(6-'.5%#7%&'J*(4'.5%#7%&'* three 
 
Finally, in two examples labialized consonants are apparently the result of former 
morphophonological changes. 
 
                                                 
16 Another co-occurrence restriction is that labialized velar consonants (5+6, 56, gw, 76, and 




.-#7-'*)B6/#/#* male child, son 
,:6/#/#* do, create 
 
These words, which display frozen morphology, can be compared to 
morphologically simple forms. The rounded vowels in the simple forms are realized 
as rounding of the preceding consonant in the complex forms: CV[rounded]+V > 
CwVV. The vowel // in .-#7-'*)B6/#/# is a frozen gender marker (!/#), which was 
added to the noun root )B4'4# ‘child’. The verb root ):6/#/# ‘do, create’ can be 
compared to the clipped form ):"#!, which is the basis for plural verb stem formation 
(see section 6.4.1). The verb root ):6/#/# seems to contain a frozen (object?) suffix, 
which is realized as a long vowel //. The rounded vowel " is realized as rounding of 
the click ):. Note that the long vowels in the forms cannot be explained. 
The nucleus of the syllable is filled by a short, long, or voiceless vowel. There are 
no diphthongs in Sandawe. When a morpheme with a vowel-initial syllable is 
attached to an open syllable (CV(V)-V), the structure of the nucleus can be 
preserved in three ways: 
- the vowel becomes part of the nucleus of the same syllable. The vowel 
quality of the preceding word is lost; e.g. .-'7/#=-'*K.-'7-#-'L ‘he is smart’ 
- the vowel forms a new syllable, which has an initial glide; e.g. 
6/'$/#=-'*K6/'$/#3-'L ‘he walks’ 
- if the vowel is E, it can occupy the coda position of the syllable as the 
approximant 3; 1+%#./#!%'!("&'*K1+%#./#3'("&'L ‘cook, f.’. 
The following consonants can occur in the coda position of the syllable: 6, 3, a 
homorganic nasal, ., and !. 
The coda consonant 6 has only been attested in the examples below. In the first two 
examples 6 is a suppletive masculine gender marker, which is only used with 
demonstratives and A-#-# ‘be good, fine’. 
+/'/#6'* this (DEM1, m) (cf. +/'/#!("&' ‘this’ DEM1, f.) 
A-#-#6'* (he is) good (cf. A-#-#!("&' ‘(she is) good’) 
6-'+/#/'6* brother 
:2/'/#6* buffalo 
!/'.-#6* antelope, sp. 
B2/;6* soil, k.o.; vegetation, k.o. 
5/8614'* wild pig 
 
The coda consonant 6 also occurs in an alternative pronunciation of (-'34' 





The coda consonant 3 is more frequent, because it is a common realization of the 
nominal agent suffix !%'. and the subject/modality clitics =%' (2SG realis and 3 non-
realis). It also occurs in the nouns 6-#.?483 ‘uncle’ and 56-#-'3 ‘shoulder’. 
N-'$/#!3'J*N-'$/#!3'!("&'* liar (m., f.) 
.-',-'!-#=%'* K.-',-'-#3'L* he will know it 
6-#.?483* uncle, father’s brother 
56-#-'3* shoulder 
 
A nasal in the coda position is either an instance of a homorganic nasal consonant, 
e.g. $%#)=4# ‘go around’, or the (invariable) nasal . as the plural factitive stem 
marker, e.g. +"':2"'!.!(/# ‘taste from a dipped finger’ (see section 6.2.3 for more 
examples). In mono-morphemic lexical items, there is no distinctive length of the 
vowel before the nasal coda consonant: CVN. When the nasal is part of a 
grammatical morpheme, it may be attached to short or long vowels: CV-N or CVV-
N. 
The glottal stop ! in the coda position occurs both in lexical items and grammatical 
markers (see section 2.2.1). The glottal stop is automatically followed by a voiceless 
vowel, which has the same quality as the preceding vowel, e.g. A-'!-&'1/# ‘die’, A6/8!/&' 
‘come out suddenly (SG)’, 5+"8!"&' ‘be dumped, be thrown up’. There are only two 
lexical items in which the glottal stop follows a long vowel: @2-'-#!-&' ‘move closer to’, 
and @-'-#!-#&(4' ‘moon’. 
Sandawe has no complex codas at the phonetic level. In one instance, namely plural 
verb stems with a nasal, a nasal consonant and a glottal stop would both appear in 
the coda, but this is resolved in the phonetic realization. Disyllabic verb roots which 
end in ./# or ,/# undergo clipping (reduction of the final syllable) before the plural 
object marker !!6-#, e.g. A4'./# ‘cultivate’ > A4;N!; where N is a homorganic nasal 
element (for more information on clipping, see section 6.3). When the plural marker 
is attached, the glottal stop appears in the coda position of the preceding syllable. 
The vowel which precedes the glottal stop is nasalized (as the realization of the nasal 
element): A4C;!4&#6-#. For more information see sections 6.3 and 6.4 on clipping and 
verbal plurality marking, respectively. 
2.4. Tone 
The description of tone in Sandawe first identifies the tonemes in (nominal and 
verbal) roots and presents an overview of their distribution. Then issues in the tone 
of grammatical elements are treated. Finally, tone in phrases and clauses is 
discussed. 
Tone is constant in noun and verb roots, except for a few derivational suffixes that 
change the tone pattern of the root (e.g. the deverbal marker !4#, section 3.4.2). The 




contour tone ( *;*). The phonemic status of the falling contour tone ( *8*) is 
problematic, see below. Contour tones are very common at the phonetic level, but 
they have a restricted distribution. It is demonstrated that contour tones are often 
allotones of level tones, or are compound tones which are made up of two level 
tones. Lexical tone marking in the transcriptions stays close to the phonetic 
realization, with exceptions indicated below. In the description, the syllable will be 
taken as the basic tone bearing unit.  
The following pairs contrast high and low tones in word-initial and word-final 
position, respectively: 





The rising contour tone has a more restricted distribution. The rising tone is only 
phonemically distinct on long vowels and on syllables with a nasal coda consonant. 
It is most common in monosyllables, where it can be contrasted to the high level 
tone. 
1(+-'-#* tear 
1(+-#-#* cooking pot 
B4'4#* track, path 
B24#4#* to rain 
1(24;)* rhinoceros 
1(24#)* tree, sp. 
 
The lexical item B2/;6 ‘kind of soil; kind of vegetation’ is the only example of a 
syllable with a coda consonant 6 which has a rising tone. 
A different kind of rising tone is a compound tone, which is formed in contracted, 
bound forms. When disyllabic verb roots are clipped, the original tone pattern is 
preserved on the resulting single syllable. If the tone pattern on the disyllabic word 
was low-high, the tone on the clipped, monosyllabic verb is rising. This rising tone 
is realized on a short vowel: e.g. :+-'6/#*> :+-;! ‘draw (bow)’. 
The phonemic status of the falling contour tone is problematic. The tone occurs in 
the following environments: 
- as a variant of an initial low tone in roots with an all low tone pattern 
- in monosyllabic roots with a CV(N) structure 




In roots with an all low tone pattern, the root-initial low tone may be realized as a 
falling tone. The occurrence of this type of falling tone is most frequent in citation 
forms of disyllabic roots with an initial CVC structure and trisyllabic roots with an 
internal voiceless vowel. 
9D-8,9D-'*~*9D-',9D-'* back 
+"8.?"'*~*+"'.?"'* cow 
=6-8$1-'*~*=6-'$1-'* he-goat 17 
N-8$%&'56-'*~*N-'$%&'56-'* Farkwa (place name) 
<-8<%&'1-'*~*<-'<%&'1-''* Lalta (place name) 
 
Note that the falling tone does not occur when the subject focus marker !-- is 
suffixed to these roots. The tone of the focus marker is usually a copy of the final 
tone of the preceding root, but for roots with an all low tone pattern, the tone of the 
marker is rising (instead of low):  
9D-',9D-'!-'-#* back (+focus) 
+"'.?"'!-'-#* cow (+focus) 
 




The falling tone in monosyllabic roots is in complementary distribution with the low 
tone, as the low tone does not occur in any monosyllabic roots (see below). Unlike 
the falling tone in disyllabic and trisyllabic roots, it is invariable in monosyllables. 
Therefore, the falling tone in monosyllabic roots can be analyzed as the realization 
of an underlying low tone. 
1(2-8* /1(2-'/ water 
)@"8)* /)@"')/* mouth 
)@/8* /)@/'/* day 
1+-8* /1+-'/* run (SG) 
B248* /B24'/* sleep (PL) 
 
Note that when the subject focus marker is suffixed to monosyllabic roots with a 
falling tone, its tone is low. The tone of the root remains a falling tone, e.g. )@/83-'-' 
‘day (+focus)’; )@"8)=-'-' ‘mouth (+focus)’. 
                                                 
17 The form has an exceptional CVC-CV structure with $ in the coda position. It is related to 
West-Rift Southern Cushitic *gwereta (Kießling and Mous 2003:128). Compare also Iraqw 




Finally, the falling tone occurs when a high and a low tone merge. This compound 
tone is formed in lexical items when the definiteness marker !*') is suffixed to a 
word with a final high pitch. When the preceding tone is a rising tone, a rising-
falling pattern results. 
1(2/8)* < 1(2/##!*')* the hair 
=%'1A2/8)* < =%'1A2/#!*')* the cloth 
@+6/#/')* < @+6/#/#!*')* the hole 
.%'(%#54#4')* < .%'(%#54#4#!*')* the beehive 
9D6-'-8)* < 9D6-'-#!*')* the stick 
6-'=%',/'/8)* < 6-'=%',/'/#!*')* the guest (m.) 
 
Note that in the system of tone marking which is used, surface tone is marked. 
Therefore, a falling tone can be either the realization of an underlying low tone in 
monosyllables (1(2-8 ‘water’ < /1(2-'/ ) or the compound falling tone (1(2/8) ‘the hair’ < 
1(2/##!*') ). 
The following tables present an overview of the distribution of tone in nominal and 
verbal roots according to the number of syllables and provides examples: 
Table 4: Distribution of tone in monosyllabic roots 
Tone CV  CVV  CVC  
Low (L) *  *  *  
Falling (F) B248* to sleep * * B+48)* cave 
High (H) )B4#* to fear B24#4#* to rain 1(24#)* tree, sp. 
Rising (R) **  B24'4#* to harvest B2-;)* well; warthog 
 
- There are no monosyllabic roots with a surface low tone. Monosyllabic roots 
with a falling tone can be analyzed as having an underlying low tone pattern.  
- CV roots can only have a falling or a high tone. Note however that CV roots 
with a high tone are very rare and all examples are verb roots. The falling 
tone on CV roots is common. 
- There are no CVV roots with a falling tone. 
- 1(24#) is the only example of a CVC root with a high tone. 
- The lexical item :6/'/8. ‘tree, sp.’ has an exceptional syllable structure and a 
rising-falling tone pattern (LHL) which has further only been noted for the 
demonstrative +/'/#6' ‘this (DEM1, m.)’ and morphologically complex forms 
that contain compound tones (e.g. .-',-'-#3' ‘he will know it’). 
In polysyllabic roots, the falling tone is a variant of the low tone in initial position, 





Table 5: Distribution of tone in disyllabic roots 






















































R-R **  
 
- There are no roots with a pattern of consecutive rising tones. 
- 1(2%#$4'4# ‘tree top’ is the only disyllabic root with a high-rising tone pattern. 
- There are no CVV syllables with a low tone. 




- Noun roots have more closed syllables and syllables containing long vowels 
than verb roots. Therefore tone patterns for verb roots with a rising tone, e.g. 
./'/#,-' ‘love’, are very rare. 
- The word ,-;)0=6/# ‘cat’ has an exceptional downstepped high tone. This may 
be the result of a merged low and high tone (assuming a frozen gender 
marker): *,-;)="'!/#; alternatively it may be the realization of an underlying 
rising tone on the final vowel, which has been shortened *,-;)=6/'/# > 
,-;)=6/;*/*,-;)0=6/#.18 
 
                                                 




Table 6: Distribution of tone in trisyllabic roots 






















































The distribution of tone patterns in trisyllabic roots shows that all combinations of 
low and high tones are possible. The rising tone only occurs in a few patterns and 




As noted above, tone marking of lexical items stays close to the phonetic realization. 
The following cases present some exceptions: 
- a low tone after one or more high tones is automatically realized as a falling 
contour tone, e.g. 5-#-#5-'*K5-#-#5-8L ‘dog’. (There is no contrast between falling 
tones and low tones after a high tone.) 
- a high tone after a word-initial click is sometimes perceived as a rising tone, 
e.g. ):4#6-#)*K):4;6-#)L ‘star’. (There is no contrast between rising tones and 
high tones after a click in open syllables with a short vowel.) 
- a rising tone after a high tone may be realized as a downstepped high (level) 
tone, especially in fast speech, e.g. !-#<-'-#."&'*K!-#0<-#-#."&'L ‘upper arm’. 
2.4.1. Tone on voiceless vowels 
Tone on voiceless vowels cannot be heard and is not fully contrastive. The tone, 
which can be high or low, depends on the type of voiceless vowel and on its position 
in the word.  
The phonemic voiceless vowels E& and "& should be distinguished from voiceless 
vowels that occur automatically following a glottal stop. The vowels E& and "& most 
frequently occur in word-final position. All word-final voiceless vowels have a low 
tone, e.g. +%#52%&' ‘go (SG)’; 5-'.-#5"&' ‘cheek’. The tone cannot be heard when lexemes 
are used in isolation, but it surfaces when suffixes or clitics are added and the 
vowels become voiced (see section 2.1). 
Word-internally, the phonetic realization of tone after the voiceless vowel can be 
used in a few words to determine the underlying tone for voiceless vowels. For 
example in 5-#(%&'5-#(%&' ‘temple’, the high tone following the word-internal voiceless 
vowel is realized on a lower pitch than the initial high tone. This is predictable 
because of automatic downstep when the voiceless vowel has a low tone. The 
lexemes 1+-#(%&#,4# ‘liver’ and B+-#(%&#,-# ‘tree, sp.’ have a high toned voiceless vowel. 
The final high tone of these words is realized on the same pitch as the previous high 
tone, which cannot be explained if the voiceless vowel has a low tone. 
In other lexemes, the phonetic realization of the final tone cannot predict the tone of 
the voiceless vowel. By arbitrary convention, the tone of these voiceless vowels is 
posited as high or low, depending on the pitch level of the preceding vowel, e.g. 
=%'$%&'?/#, 524#)=4#$"&#.-' (see section 2.1 for more examples). 
Voiceless vowels after a glottal stop are realizations of the glottal stop release. They 
occur with the glottal stop in the coda position of the syllable. The quality of these 
vowels is the same as the vowel quality preceding the glottal stop. By convention, 
the tone of these voiceless vowels is posited as high or low, depending on the pitch 






5-#!-&#* that (complementizer) 
94'!4#!4&#3-'* flamingo 
(-'6-'!-&'1/#* yawn 
9%'!%&'(/'/#* old man 
 
Note that the voiceless vowel in the verb stem ,%#!%&' ‘go (PL)’ is preceded by a glottal 
stop, but the tone differs from the preceding tone. In this case the voiceless vowel is 
not considered part of the glottal stop, but as a word-final voiceless vowel %&'. The low 
tone surfaces in morphophonology, for example when the linking clitic !*#) is added: 
,%#!*%;!).  
2.4.2. Tone on coda consonants 
The only coda consonants that can bear a (low) tone are 3 and 6. In both cases, the 
consonants are realizations of a tone-bearing vowel (%' and "'). The consonant !3' 
occurs either as a nominalizing suffix, or as a subject/modality clitic (3 non-realis 
and 2SG realis): 
N-'$/#!3'* < N-'$/#!%'* liar 
.-',-'-#3'* < .-',-'!-#=%'* he will know it; you know it 
 
The consonant !6' occurs in +/'/#6' (‘this, m.’) and A-#-#6' (‘good, m.’). Although there 
is no productive masculine suffix !"', the tone bearing vowel is assumed in analogy 
to the other forms in the two paradigms, which have a productive gender/number 
marker:  
+/'/#6'* this (m.) 
+/'/#!("&'* this (f.) 
+/'/#!(4'* these (PL) 
 
A-#-#6'* good (m.) 
A-#-#!("&'* good (f.) 
A-#-#!(4'* good (PL) 
 
2.4.3. Tone on grammatical markers and clitics 
Most grammatical morphemes and clitics in Sandawe have tone. They are attached 




forming the tone pattern of the phonological word. The majority of nominal suffixes, 
postpositions and subject/modality clitics have a low tone; most verbal markers 
(verbal stem markers and object suffixes) carry a high tone. The suffix !(/8 (marking 
places and place names, see section 3.4.5) and the infinitive suffix !!48) (see section 
3.4.2) have a falling tone which can in both cases be analyzed as a compound tone.*
The clauses below illustrate how tone is realized across morpheme boundaries. In 
the second line of each example, the grammatical markers and clitics are separated 
from their hosts and displayed with their own tone.  
-"* =%')=%#34'* =-#6-'1-'3/8)* 1(2-'-#,-'* 7/#/#("',/'*
-"* =%')=%#34'* =-#6-'!1-'!3/#!*')* 1(2-'-#!,-'* 7/#/#!("')=,/'*
or Gingiyo mountain-in-m-DEF (POSS.)home-DIR bring-1PL:NR=Y/NQ 
Or will we get him to the house of Gingiyo, from the mountain? 
+/'6/#* 5/'</'.?-8)=-'* )B/'/#("#05/#*
+/'6/#* 5/'</'.?-#!*')=-'* )B/'/#!("#5"&'!/#*
he (POSS.)skin-DEF=3 enter-CAUS2-3O 
He put on his skin. (Source: Animal story “Hare and Civet cat”) 
:-8)=/#(%&#* 1(%#* :26/'/#!%',(%&'*
:-8)!/#=(%&* 1(%#* :26/'/#!!%')=(%&*
see-3O=1SG I (POSS.)eye-INSTR=1SG 
I have seen it with my own eyes. 
Occasionally a downstepped high tone is formed, due to vowel coalescence. This 
occurs for example when the object suffix !/# follows the causative stem marker 




I put it up. 
A few grammatical markers and clitics display special characteristics with respect to 
tone. For some, tone is dependent on the tone of the preceding element, while others 
affect the tone (pattern) of the root.  
The subject focus marker !-- and the topic marker !5E are underlyingly toneless. 
The pitch on which these morphemes are realized is identical to the pitch height of 
the preceding element: low after a preceding low or falling tone; high after a 




















As for him, *
Note however that the subject focus marker is realized on a rising pitch when all 





The nominal suffix !5%'!%'), which marks language names, has low tone. However, 






The tone of some morphemes affects the tone (pattern) of the root. First, suffixes 
with a preceding floating tone can affect the last tone of the root or stem. Examples 
are the definiteness marker !*') and the 1SG realis subject clitic !*'(%&'*. The floating 
low tone is realized on the preceding syllable, which results in a falling contour after 
a high tone, or a rising-falling contour after a rising tone. There is no effect when the 











I will arrive 
Second, the factitive stem marker !(/# changes the tone pattern of the preceding verb 
root: a factitive stem has all low tones before the factitive marker.  
9D-'-'(/#* cause to be contiguous < 9D-#-#* be contiguous 
=4'1A24'7%&'(/#* remember < =4#1A24#7%&' jump to mind 
 
Finally, the deverbal marker !4# changes the tone pattern of the root. The deverbal 
noun has all high tones. 
+4#,4#* (act of) collecting < +4',-#* collect (honey) 
>+"#.>+"#(4#* (act of) offering < >+"'.>+"'(/# offer 
 
2.4.4. Tone and pitch in the phonological word and 
larger domains 
The current section presents a short overview of (the realization of) tone in 
phonological words and larger domains. Downdrift, downstep, and upstep are 
discussed, which operate locally and not at clause or utterance level. The presence or 
absence of these pitch phenomena define phonological phrases, which show a close 
relation with syntax and information structure. For an elaborate analysis of the use 
of pitch in Sandawe, see Elderkin (1989). Dobashi (2003; 2004) uses his data to 
provide a syntactic analysis of tone in Sandawe. Eaton (2002) investigates tone as 
one of the means of marking information structure in Sandawe. 
The phonological word consists of a root or stem plus grammatical suffixes and 
clitics that are attached to it. Within this domain, downdrift (or automatic downstep) 
applies: high tones after a low or falling tone are automatically realized on a lower 
pitch than any preceding high tones. For example, the phonetic realization of low 
and high tones in +-#,-'5%# ‘sit (PL)’ results in a High-Low-Mid pitch contour. 
Non-automatic downstep in the phonological word is rare, but may occur in 
polymorphemic words due to vowel coalescence or when a morpheme has a floating 











I paid for you. 
In verbless negative clauses, the negation marker =01(2/# (section 5.3.2) is part of the 
same phonological word as its preceding predicate. The high-toned clitic is realized 
on a lower pitch than the preceding high tone. 
.-'>%#,=01(2/#*
maping=NEG2 
It’s not a maping tree.*
There are no arguments to posit a floating low tone in front of the morpheme. 
Therefore, the isolated form of the clitic is transcribed with a downstep symbol (0).19 
Downdrift also applies in noun phrases with a noun and modifier(s) (as opposed to 
possessive constructions, see below). In the following example, the high tones of the 
noun are realized on a lower pitch than the high pitch of the demonstrative, because 




Downdrift does not apply in between different constituents. At this level, the high 
tone of a new constituent is realized on the same pitch level as the initial high tone 
of the preceding word; or, for some syntactic constructions and prominent elements, 
on a lower or higher pitch level, respectively. 
The following example is a presentational verbless sentence, in which the elements 
are separate constituents.  
+/'/#6'* .-#14#*
[DEM1.m] [gourd]*
This is a gourd.*
                                                 
19 Note that the same marker codes negation on non-realis verbs and special verbs. However, 





In this sentence, downdrift is absent: the high tones of the noun are realized on the 
same pitch level as the high pitch in the Low-High-Low contour of the 
demonstrative. The absence of downdrift thus marks that there are two constituents 
(cf. the previous example). 
The sentence below consists of a noun and an adjectival verb. The initial high tone 
of the adjectival verb, 1+"#,5-'(/8, is realized on the same pitch level as the initial high 
tone of the preceding noun. Again, downdrift between constituents is absent.  
!-#<-'-#."&'* 1+"#,5-'!(!/8*
[upper_arm] [short-BE-3]*
The upper arm is short.*
In some syntactic constructions, tone is realized on a lower pitch level than the 
preceding word or constituent. First, possessive constructions are characterized by 






The opening of the beehive*
When a possessive construction is used in a clause, the following constituent is 
realized on the pitch level of the (phrase-initial) possessor. Thus, the downstep is 
local; it marks the relation between the elements of the possessive construction. 
94#$4#* +/'6/#* 0.%#>-#,9-'* .%'5+/#!%'=1(2/#*
zebra [he POSS.route] leave-3:NR=NEG2 
A zebra won’t leave his route. 
Second, verbs without subject marking are generally realized on a lower pitch than 
the preceding constituent. This occurs when the subject is a clitic which is attached 
to a non-subject constituent, but also when a subject with a subject focus marker 
precedes the verb. 
1(%#* 0)B4#54#=(%&#* 0)B4#5+4'!6-#!-#*
I POSS.child.PL=1SG SV.wash-PL1-3O 
I washed my children.*
+/'(6!-#-#* )B4#54#* 0)B4#5+4'!6-#!-#*
she-SFOC child.PL SV.wash-PL1-3O 




Note that the realization of tone on the verb on a lower pitch level is only clear when 
there is no low tone preceding or following the downstep. 
Again, downstep is local: constituents that follow these verbs are not subject to the 
lowering. In the following example, the high tone in the postpositional phrase is 
realized on the same pitch height as the initial high tone in the sentence on 1(%#:  
1(%#* 0)B4#54#=(%&#* 0)B4#5+4'!6-#!-#* 5+4'4#!1-'!,-'*
I POSS.child.PL=1SG SV.wash-PL1-3O home-in-DIR 
I washed my children at home. 
The pitch lowering can be contrasted to verbs that have a subject marker attached to 
them. In the following examples, the initial high tone on the verb is realized on the 
same pitch level as the preceding constituent (i.e. the high tone on 1(%#). Note that the 
position of the realis subject clitic in the first example lends extra prominence to the 
verb.  
1(%#* 0)B4#54#* )B4#5+4'!6-#!-#=(%&#*
I POSS.child.PL wash-PL1-3O=1SG 
I washed my children.*
1(%#* 0)B4#54#* )B4#5+4'!6-#!-'!(%&'*
I POSS.child.PL wash-PL1-3O-1SG:NR 
I will wash my children.*
Third, pitch lowering can occur in between the verbs of multi-verb constructions. 
Examine the example below, in which the relation between the operator verb and the 
main verb is coded both by downstep and the verbal linker. 
!-'-'* ,/'/#!)* 0,%#!%'=34#4#4#*
CNJ2.3PL stay:PL-VL VV.go:PL=EXCL*
And they were going/continued going. 
The realization of tone on a higher pitch level is related to the marking of 
information structure. Focused constituents and the exclamatory marker =34#4#4# are 
realized on a higher pitch than high tones of adjacent elements. This is marked by 
the symbol H. 
!"#1/'* H?4'?-#!-#-#* 1+/#$/'* )B4#5+4'*
yesterday Boba-SFOC dish wash 





54#)=4#$-'!-&'* ./#/#=%'* (%#3/#* +-'-'* 1+/'/#* ./#/#=%'* >%'%'* 74'74'(/#=H34#4#4# 
axe big=2SG take:SG and tree big=2SG CNJ2.2SG hammer=EXCL 
You take a big axe and a big piece of wood and then you start hammering (for a long 
time)! 
The realization of the exclamatory marker shows expressive prominence: the longer 
the duration of the vowel and the higher the pitch, the more prominence is expressed 
by the speaker. 
The realization of tone on different pitch levels shows that Sandawe has several 
tonal registers, following Elderkin (1989) who uses three “word levels” or “keys”. 
The realization of tone of clitics, words and constituents in these registers is 
determined by syntactic factors and means of marking information structure. For this 
study, no detailed investigation has been made of these factors, nor absolute pitch 
measurements that could establish the number of registers and their extremes. 
The realization of tone on a higher or lower pitch level than the preceding element is 
marked in examples and texts by symbols that denote downstep (0) and, 
occasionally, upstep (H). 
1A-#,-#!7/8!,!1-'!,-'=(%&'* 5-'1/#=(%&#* 0A-#52%&'*
horn-COLL-DEF-in-DIR=1SG amid=1SG SV.get_stuck 
I got stuck in the antlers. 
Downstep is not marked when the preceding or following tone is low, which is very 
common, especially when a verb is preceded by a (realis, optative, or hortative) 
subject clitic. In these cases, a gloss in brackets is used to label the construction: 
1A-#,-#!7/8!,!1-'!,-'=(-'* 5-'1/#=(-'* A-#52%&'*
horn-COLL-DEF-in-DIR=3fSG amid=3fSG (SV.)get_stuck 
She got stuck in the antlers. 
!-'N-'!)* !-'</'/#*
acacia-DEF (POSS.)branch 






Nouns and noun phrases 
The present chapter deals with Sandawe nouns and noun phrases. The chapter is 
organised as follows: first, an overview of the structure of noun roots is given. In 
section 3.2 gender is discussed. Section 3.3 treats the morphological encoding of 
number, which is marginal for nouns. In section 3.4 nominal derivation is discussed. 
Section 3.5 discusses definiteness as marked by nominal suffixes. The final section 
presents a short overview of noun phrases and postpositional phrases. 
3.1. The structure of the noun root 
The majority of Sandawe noun roots consists of one, two or three syllables. The 
following description presents an overview of structures of noun roots up to three 
syllables. It focuses on the common structures for each group and presents some 
remarkable forms. 
3.1.1. Monosyllabic noun roots 
Monosyllabic root structures are of the following form: CV, CVV, CVN, and 
(exceptionally) CV(V)G. CV noun roots are illustrated below. There are no 
monosyllabic roots that contain a final glottal stop. 
@2%8* lice egg, nit*
):/8* bush, shrubs 





CVV noun roots are illustrated below. 










CVN roots have a final nasal consonant, ). Note that there is no phonemically 
distinctive length contrast in the vowel preceding the nasal consonant. For more 
information on nasals and vowel length, see section 2.1. 
1(24;)* rhinoceros 
1(24#)* tree, sp. 
B248)* throat 
A%8)* mucus 




Finally, three monosyllabic nouns have an exceptional kind of noun root structure: 
CV(V)G. The final consonant of these roots is an approximant, 6 or 3.20 
:/'/#6* buffalo 
B2/;6* soil, k.o. 
56-#-'3* shoulder 
 
The forms with a final 6 may be underlying disyllabic forms, which is also 
suggested by an alternative pronunciation of ‘buffalo’: :/'/#6"#. The noun 56-#-'3 
‘shoulder’ is probably related to West Rift Southern Cushitic *kwaahha (n.sg.f) 
‘shoulder blade’ (Kießling and Mous 2003). 
There is one example of a monosyllabic noun root with a long vowel and a final 
consonant .. 
:6/'/8.* tree, sp. 
3.1.2. Disyllabic noun roots 
All Sandawe vowel types appear in disyllabic roots: short, long, and voiceless. 
Short vowels may occur in the first or in the second syllable, or in both; long vowels 
may appear in the first or in the second syllable, but not in both. The examples 
below illustrate short and long vowels in disyllabic roots: CVCV, CVVCV, 
CVCVV. 
                                                 
20  Note however that (polymorphemic) forms with a syllable-final approximant are not 
exceptional in Sandawe. Compare for example the demonstrative +/'/#6' ‘this (m.)’ and 
constituents with a 2 SG realis or 3 non-realis clitic !%', e.g. 5+6-'-'!3 ‘1. you returned; 2. he 
will return’. 




=%'1A2/#* cloth, clothing 
(-#5+-'* carrying pole 
1(24'4#1(2%#* hunger 
@G-#-#5+48* raised, open place 
!-'A/'/#* cactus 
1(2%#$4'4#* top of tree 
 
Voiceless vowels in disyllabic roots (E& and "&) appear in root-final position, as 
illustrated below: CVCV& ; CVVCV&. 
,-#,%&'* side dish, vegetable 
1A2%#52%&'* morning 
@+"#5"&'* umbilical cord 
?-#-#$%&'* rainy season 
1(2-'-#5"&'** at home21 
 
Most disyllabic roots which contain a closed syllable have nasal consonants in the 
coda: CVNCV(V), CVCVN.22 Nasal consonants assimilate their place of articulation 
to a following consonant. Final nasal consonants are velar: ). *
@2-#.?-#* spleen 
5"')=%#* fishing basket 
1(2-#)52/'* guinea fowl 
1A-')5-#-#* partridge 






                                                 
21 The vowel in this example is part of a frozen suffix !5"&', cf. 1(2-'-#,-' ‘(towards) home’. 1(2-'-# 
is a bound form, it cannot appear without either !5"&', or the postposition !,-'. 
22  Vowels preceding nasal consonants have a longer duration than short oral vowels 





In a few disyllabic noun roots, a glottal stop occurs as a coda consonant. The glottal 
stop only appears in this position in the first syllable of the root. 
5"#!"&#,-' gourd 
@2/;!/&#,-#-# warthog 
9%#!%&#$-' animal, sp. 
@-#!-&#<4' sparrow 
9%'!%&'(/'/# old man 
1(2-'!-&'1-# sterile animal 
3-'!-&'?/# work 
 
There is one example of a disyllabic root with a glottal stop in coda position after a 
long vowel (CVVCCV): 
@-'-#!-&#(4' moon 
 
6 functions as a coda consonant in only a few disyllabic roots.  
!/'.-#6* big antelope, sp. 
5/8614'* pig 
 
Another coda consonant which occurs rarely, is $. Note that both examples are loans. 
=6-'$1-'* he-goat* (cf. West-Rift *gwereta~*gwereti ‘he-goat’) 
.-#$5-'* age group (cf. Swahili rika ‘age group’) 
3.1.3. Trisyllabic noun roots 
This section presents examples of noun roots which contain three syllables. The 
most common structures are: CVCVCV, CVCVCV&, CVCV(N)CVV, 
CV(N)CV(N)CV. 




5%'1%'?-# cooking pot, k.o.*
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Long vowels in three-syllable noun roots occur in root-final position: 
CVCV(N)CVV: 
.4'>4#5-#-# potato 
=4#74#.?/#/#* shaft of arrow 
?/'=/'$-'-#* <arge gourd*
 
Nasal coda consonants appear in the first or second syllable of three-syllable noun 
roots, CVNCVCV and CVCVNCV:*
52"#)52"#$-'* dust 
A"'.?"#$"#* vegetable, k.o. 
./'5/#,14#* spoon, used to stir mash 
6-'$4')=4'* ancestral spirit, soul 
 
A glottal stop in the coda position of the final syllable is possible, but very rare.  
54#)=4#$-'!-&' axe 
 
The final example of a noun root with three syllables deviates from the previous root 




Sandawe distinguishes between masculine and feminine gender for singular number. 
Most morphological gender marking is found on subject clitics (section 5.1), 
conjunctions (sections 7.2, 7.4, and 7.5) and dependent elements, such as 
demonstratives and deictic elements (sections 4.2 and 4.3). 
There is no regular, overt gender marking on the noun, although some feminine 
nouns contain frozen elements in which a gender marker !("' or !("&' can be 
recognized (cf. 3fSG pronominal forms in section 4.4). The examples below are 
human nouns, except for ‘sun’.  
A%#("'* sister (of males) (f.)  
):"8.("'* wife (f.)  
1+-#./'1(+"'* woman (f.)  
1+4#!4&#1(+"' sister (of females) (f.)  
)B4#54#1("#* girl (f.)* *
                                                 
23 One consultant provided an alternative pronunciation @6-#$-#5-#5-#, in which the consonant $ 




):/'./#("'* female person (f.) (cf. ):/'./#(/# male person (m.); 
):4'.4#(4' people (PL) )*
B2-'5-#("&'* sun (f.)  
 
Overt gender marking on nominal heads is restricted to definite feminine nouns, 
feminine agent nouns, and nouns denoting human(s) that are part of a certain group 
or category. As will be described in section 3.5, definite nouns have a definiteness 
marker at the end of the noun. Feminine definite nouns add to this marker the suffix 
!("&', which can be considered a gender marker. The following examples illustrate 
this. 
):"8.("'!,!("&'* (-'-'* !4'4'6/#%'* ,%'!)* 52/#/#*
wife-DEF-f CNJ2.3fSG scream CNJ-CL cry 
And the wife screamed and cried. 
@24'$4'$4;*'!,!(6=-'* :-8)*
frog-DEF-f=3 see 
He saw the frog. 
Agent nouns are deverbal nouns that are characterized by the agent suffix !%' (section 
3.4.3). Feminine agent nouns contain an additional gender marker !("&' after the 
agent suffix, as illustrated below. Note that masculine agent nouns have no overt 
morphological gender marking. 
,4#6/#!3'* ,4#6/#!3'!("&'* < ,4#6/#*
grind-AG grind-AG-f 
grinder (m.) grinder (f.)  grind 
Nouns that denote individuals of a certain group or category of humans, contain a 
gender marker !/# (masculine) or !("' (feminine). Without these markers, the nouns 
denote a plural entity. For a further discussion of these forms and gender and 
number markers see section 3.3. 
masculine nouns feminine nouns 
9%'!%&'(/'!/#* old man 9%'!%&'(/#!("'* old woman 
(-',9-'6/'!/#* Sandawe (m.) (-',9-'6/#!("'* Sandawe (f.) 
=6-'?/'!/#* Maasai (m.) =6-'?/#!("'* Maasai (f.) 
?"#$"#)=/'!/#* Burunge (m.) ?"#$"#)=/'!("'* Burunge (f.) 
1+-'1+"'$/'!/#* Datooga (m.) 1+-'1+"'$"&'!("8* Datooga (f.) 
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Gender assignment differs for human nouns and non-human animate and inanimate 
nouns. Human nouns display a natural gender system, in which the sex of the person 
determines its gender. Compare the examples below and note the example for ‘elder 
sibling’. Depending on the sex of the person, the gender of the noun is masculine or 
feminine. 
masculine nouns feminine nouns 
1-'1-#* father !%#34#4#* mother 
54'54#* grandfather .-'.-#* grandmother 
3-'3-#* elder brother 3-'3-#* elder sister 
 
Gender assignment to non-human animate nouns is unpredictable. Several generic 
terms for animals have either masculine or feminine gender, regardless of the sex of 
the animal.  
masculine nouns feminine nouns 
A-'-#* goat 1(24;)* rhinoceros 
B+-'1("#* lion 9-'526/'/#* donkey 
 
Moreover, gender marking on dependent elements and subject clitics referring to 
non-human animate nouns shows that sometimes the same non-human animate may 
be referred to by masculine and feminine gender within the same text. 
This is illustrated by the following two sentences. Both are taken from the same 
story and refer to the same non-human animate, an eland. In the first sentence all 
elements referring to the eland have masculine gender (the coordinating 
conjunctions, the demonstrative and the pronoun). In the second sentence, the 
definiteness marker, conjunction and subject clitic, which refer to the eland, have 
feminine gender.  
>-'-'* +/'/#6'* @6-'!-8!)* >-'-'* +/'6/#* )B"#./#* =-N<-*
CNJ2.3 DEM1.m eland-DEF CNJ2.3 he stand_upright:SG suddenly 
This eland (m.) suddenly stands still. 
@6-'!-8!,!("'!(%'!%&'* (-'-'* B48!!4&'=(-'* B2-#!-&'*
eland-DEF-f-??? CNJ2.3fSG over_there-LOC=3fSG be_blocked 
As for the eland (f.), it remains there. 
In a few suppletive forms, gender assignment to non-human animates reflects 
natural gender, as the examples below illustrate. 
masculine nouns feminine nouns 
54')54#$%&'* rooster 54#54#* chicken 




Gender assignment to inanimate nouns is largely unpredictable, but some 
generalizations can be made for three semantic domains: 
a) body part terminology 
b) botanical terminology 
c) technical terminology 
a) All nouns for body parts have masculine gender, as illustrated below.  
1A2"8)* hand (m.) 
9D%'>+-#* upper leg (m.) 
1(/'/#* head (m.) 
:2%#,-'* breast (m.)*
@2-'5-#)* tooth (m.)*
)@"8)* mouth (m.) 
 
b) In botanical terminology, both feminine and masculine nouns are found. Sandawe 
speakers pointed out that masculine nouns in this domain describe tall, massive 
trees, while the class of feminine nouns contains smaller trees, shrubs and flowers. 
Compare the examples below: 
masculine nouns feminine nouns 
9/#=/#$-'* tree, sp. (Sw. mtunduru) =/'</'=/#<-#* tree, sp. 
=/#</#* baobab 52-'1(2-'6-#* tree, sp. 
!-'N-'* acacia, sp. A"'?"#?"#* plant, sp. 
@6/'/#3-'* African teak !-;,B+"#.-'* tree, sp. 
B+6-'-#* tree, sp. (Sw. suna) :%#=%#9-'* shrub, sp. 
 
Trees and plants are commonly used as proper names. Traditionally, naming takes 
place when the mother takes the newly born outside and buries the umbilical cord at 
the roots of a certain tree or plant. The baby is then named after this tree/plant. 
Feminine botanical terms are used for female proper names, while masculine terms 
are used for male proper names. 
masculine nouns feminine nouns 
=/#</#* Gele (m.) 52-'1(2-'6-#* K’ats’awa (f.) 
!-'N-'* Afa (m.) :%#=%#9-'* |igida (f.) 
 
c) Technical terms and vocabulary items for machineries that were technological 
innovations for the Sandawe have feminine gender. Nouns in this domain are mainly 
borrowed from Swahili: 
>+%'5%'>+%#5%'* motor cycle (f.)* (< Sw. pikipiki) 
1(+/'$/'+-8,%&'* sewing machine (f.) (< Sw. cherehani) 
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9/#=/'* airplane (f.) (< Sw. ndege ‘bird; airplane’) 
=-#$%&'* car (f.) (< Sw. gari) 
1/'$/8,%&'* train (f.) (< Sw. tereni) 
K.-'O%#,/'L* (grinding) machine (f.) (<Sw. mashine) 
K$/#9%'34'L* radio (f.) (<Sw. rediyo) 
3.3. Number 
In Sandawe most of the encoding of number takes place on subject clitics (section 
5.1) and in the verbal paradigm, where plural number of participants is expressed 
morphologically (see section 6.4). This section deals exclusively with number 
marking on nouns.  
Most nouns have no regular morphological encoding of number. However, there are 
three classes of nouns referring to humans in which number is expressed by some 
morphological encoding on the noun as well: first, a few human nouns with irregular 
plural marking, and second, agent nouns that are derived from verbs. A third class of 
human nouns consists of plural noun roots. Moreover, all definite plural nouns 
referring to humans contain an obligatory plural marker !(4', which follows the 
definiteness marker. 
A few human nouns have irregular plural forms. The examples below illustrate the 
singular and plural forms. Note that the two feminine nouns have a singular form in 
which the frozen gender marker !("' can be recognized (section 3.2). )B4#54# 
‘children’ is the only noun containing a plural marker !54.24 The marker !(4' in 
):4'.4#(4' ‘people’ is a common plural marker for human nouns with overt number 
marking, but note the irregular vowel change in the noun root. 
singular plural  
1+-#./'1(+"'* 1+-#./'1(+%&' 25* women 
)B4#54#1(+"#* )B4#54#1(+%#* girls 
)B4'4#* )B4#54#* children 
):/'./#(/#J*):/'./#("'* ):4'.4#(4'* people 
 
                                                 
24  The only other instances of !54 have been noticed in )B-854'(4' ‘certain people’ and 
+4#!54#!(7*'!) ‘who (pl.)?’. In )B-854'(4' the marker is part of the following paradigm: 
)B-8!)J*)B-8!,!("&'J*)B-8!54'!(4' ‘certain (m., f., pl.)’. Its function as a plural marker appears to 
be doubled by the plural marker !(4' at the end of the word. In the question word +4#!54#!7*'! 
the plural marker is followed by the collective marker !7*'. 




Derived agent nouns have regular morphological encoding of number for plural 
forms. Plural agent nouns always contain a plural marker. There are two types of 
number marking for this kind of nouns (with no difference in meaning): 
- The plural marker !(4', which is added at the end of the agent noun after the 
derivational element !%'.  
- The verbal plural marker !6-#, which is added to the verb root. The plural 
agent noun, which is derived from the plural verb stem, consists of the verb 
root, the plural marker and the derivational element !%'.  
The examples below illustrate the paradigm of derived agent nouns: masculine 
singular, feminine singular and the two plural forms.  
singular agent nouns 
(m.) (f.) 
plural agent nouns  
,4#6/#!3'* ,4#6/#!3'!("&'* ,4#6/#!3'!(4'J*,4#6/#!6-#!3'* grinder (m., f.); 
grinders (PL) 
@2%',/#!3'* @2%',/#!3'!("&'* @2%',/#!3'!(4'J*@2%',/#!6-#!3'* hunter (m., f.); 
hunters (PL) 
1+%#./#!3'* 1+%#./#!3'!("&'* 1+%#./#!3'!(4'J*1+%#./#!6-#!3'* cook (m., f.); 
cooks (PL) 
 
The third group of human nouns with number marking contains nouns that describe 
members of a group or category of humans. When used without a suffix, the noun 
root denotes a plural entity. The noun root can also be used as the basis for further 
number and gender marking. Singular nouns from this group contain a gender 
marker (section 3.2). Plural number can be marked explicitly by the plural marker 
!(4'. The examples below show both the noun root, the plural and the corresponding 
singular forms.  




root plural  singular 
(m.) (f.) 
?"#$"#)=/'* ?"#$"#)=/#!(4'* Burunge ?"#$"#)=/'!/#* ?"#$"#)=/'!("'*
=6-'?/#* =6-'?/#!(4'* Maasai =6-'?/'!/#* =6-'?/#!("'*
>+4#<-',1+%&'* >+4#<-',1+%&'!(4'* Polish, 
Dutch 26 
>+4#<-',1+%&'!3/'/#* >+4#<-',1+%&'!("'*
(-',9-'6/#* (-',9-'6/#!(4'* Sandawe (-',9-'6/'!/#* (-',9-'6/#!("'*
1+-'1+"'$"&'* 1+-'1+"'$"&'!(48* Datooga 1+-'1+"'$/'!/#* 1+-'1+"'$"&'!("8*
* 1(6/'/#!(4'* Nyaturu 1(6/'/#(/'!/#* 1(6/'/#("#!("'*
6-'-'=4#=4'* 6-'-'=4#=4'!(4'* Gogo 6-'-'=4#=/'!/#* 6-'-'=4#=4'!("'*
6-'=%8,%&'* 6-'=%8,%&'!(4'* guests 6-'=%',/'!/#* 6-'=%',%&'!("8*




6-'5%',4#)=4#* 6-'5%',4#)=4#!(4'* Sukuma, 
Nyamwezi 
6-'5%',4#)=/'!/#* 6-'5%',4#)=4#!("'*
6-'<-')=%#* 6-'<-')=%#!(4'* Rangi 6-'<-')=%#!3/'/#* 6-'<-')=%#!("'*
6-'$-#?"'* 6-'$-#?"'!(4'* Arabs 6-'$-#?"'!3/'/#* 6-'$-#?"'!("'*
!%'$-'.?-'* !%'$-'.?-'!(48* Nyiramba !%'$-'.?-'!3/'/#* !%'$-'.?-'!("8*
 
All definite plural human nouns contain a marker (section 3.5), which consists of the 
definiteness marker ! ') and the plural marker !(4'. Note that the plural marker is 
suffixed obligatorily to the definiteness marker with these nouns, even if the plural 
noun itself contains a fossilized plural marker. 
+/'/#(4'* ):4'.4#(4'!,!(4'* A-'!-&'1-8=!-&'*
DEM1.PL person.PL-DEF-PL die:PL=3PL 
These people have died. 
Overt number marking on nominal heads is restricted to the above groups of human 
nouns. For nouns in these groups morphological number marking often coincides 
with overt gender marking on singular counterparts. The origin of the nominal 
gender and number markers is probably related to suffixes that encode person, 
gender, and number features in the verbal domain (e.g. the non-realis series of 
subject clitics; see section 4.4 for an overview of the morphology of pronominal 
forms). Compare also the following use of person/gender/number suffixes on the 
root (-',9-'6/#: 
                                                 
26 Polish were among the first missionaries in Kondoa. The noun has also been used to denote 





(-',9-'6/#!(%&'* I am (a) Sandawe 
(-',9-'6/#!>4'* you are (a) Sandawe 
(-',9-'6/'!/#* he is (a) Sandawe 
(-',9-'6/#!("'* she is (a) Sandawe 
(-',9-'6/#!("')* we are Sandawe 
(-',9-'6/#!(%')* you (PL) are Sandawe 
(-',9-'6/#!(4'* they are Sandawe 
 
3.4. Derivation 
The following sections treat five types of nominal derivation. First, collective nouns 
are described. Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 treat deverbal nouns and agent nouns. 
Language names and place names are dealt with in sections 3.4.4 and 3.4.5, 
respectively. 
3.4.1. Collective nouns 
A collective noun is formed by adding the collective suffix !7*'. The suffix consists 
of the consonant 7 and a floating low tone, which determines the tone of any 
following toneless elements. The collective marker is rarely the final element of the 
noun. Usually, the collective suffix is followed by the definiteness marker (resulting 
in !7/8)), the (toneless) topic marker !5E and/or the (toneless) nominative marker 
!--, or a subject clitic.  
The collective suffix is used in different environments and may have slightly 
different meanings accordingly. The current section discusses the following forms of 
collective marking: 
- collective marking on human nouns (on top of optional plurality marking) 
- collective marking on definite non-human and inanimate nouns  
- collective marking on proper names (associative plural) 
- collective marking in additional sequences (‘also’) 
Note that collectivity is also marked morphologically on pronominal elements such 
as independent personal pronouns, demonstratives, and question words. However, it 
does not form its own category of number elsewhere, as shown by corresponding 
verbal forms and subject clitics: for those parts of speech, collectivity is not marked, 
and either singular or plural verb forms and clitics are used with collective nouns 
and pronouns.  
Collective human nouns denote groups of people. The meaning of collective nouns 
focuses on the group of humans and their common features, rather than on the 
individual members of the group. The examples below show that the collective 
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marker can be suffixed to noun roots with or without a gender marker, or a plural 
suffix. 
.-'$%#.4'!7* group of teachers <* .-'$%#.4'*  
52-'$/'/#!7* group of young males < 52-'$/'/#*  
52-'$/#!("'!7* group of young females < 52-'$/#!("'*  
)B4#!54#!7* group of children < )B4#!54#*< )B4'4#*  
 
As shown in the following example, the collective subject ‘group of teachers’ 
corresponds to a 3PL subject clitic, which is in this case attached to the 
postpositional phrase. 
.-'$%#.4'!7!-'-'* :24#(-#)5%#* :248,!1-'=!-&'*
teacher-COLL-SFOC rest shade-in=3PL 
The group of teachers rests in the shade. 
For non-human nouns, which never carry an explicit nominal plural marker, the 
collective marker is the only means to code non-singularity on the noun. Again the 
focus of the collective is on the group or set rather than on its members. As shown in 
the following examples, collective nouns may or may not co-occur with plural 
marking elsewhere in the sentence. In the first example there is no plural marking 
for the object, for example in the verb. In the second example however, the 
collective subject has a plural verb stem. 
,%'!)* >+"#1A2"#.-'* (-#34'!7/8!)==-'!-&'* 14#4#*
CNJ-CL peace (POSS.)conversation-COLL-DEF=3PL finish 
And they finished the formal talks (set of greetings). 
=/#</#* 1+/'/#!7/8!)* A-'!-&'1-#=-'*
baobab (POSS.)tree-COLL-DEF die:PL=3 
The baobabs have died. 
Collective marking on non-human nouns always co-occurs with the marking of 
definiteness. In other words, indefinite collective non-human nouns are not overtly 
morphologically marked (see also section 3.5 on definiteness). 
When the collective suffix is used with a proper name, the collective noun denotes 
the associative plural, i.e. the group of people associated with the person.  
52-'1(2-'6-#!7* K’ats’awa and the ones 
around her, her family 








A special construction with an associative plural is formed when the associative 
plural is used as part of the sentence subject, see the example below. The associative 
plural .-'1";,9-'!7 ‘Matuunda cum suis’ is followed by the independent personal 
pronoun ("#) ‘we’, which corresponds to the subject clitic =4'. 
!%#7%&'==4'=4'* .-'1";,9-'!7!("#)* ,/'/#!6-' *
thus=CONF=1PL Matuunda-COLL-we stay:PL-PL2 
This is how we live with Matuunda. 
The same construction may be formed with a personal pronoun instead of a noun: 
+/'6/#!7!0("#)=!-#-#* ):-'1%#*
he-COLL-we-SFOC come:PL 
We (incl. him) came. 
Finally, the collective suffix is used in additional sequences. It is most easily 
translated as ‘also’ or ‘as well’. An additional sequence is characterized by the 
collective marker and the topic marker !5E. 
The following example of an additional sequence consists of two sentences. In the 
first sentence, the actors (Cat and Mouse) cut a trough in shape. In the second 
sentence, the narrator describes an additional instance of the same action: the actors 
also cut the trees in shape. 
!-'-'* @2-'./#* .-'<-#.?4'!)*
CNJ2.3PL shape.IT big_trough-DEF  
And they cut the trough in shape. 
1+/'/#!7/8!)!5=-'!-&'* @2-C#!!-&#6-#!-#*
tree!COLL-DEF-TOP=3PL shape-PL1-3O 
And they also cut the trees in shape.*
Another example of an additional sequence is given below. The sentence is part of a 
text on the relation between humans and God, angels and spirits. The narrator 
describes that if we, humans, do good things, we will receive good things by angels 
and, additionally, ancestral spirits. 
+%#3!4'* A-#-#!!-&#6-#=34'* ):6/#/#=%'!%&'*
SUB:CNJ-1PL good-PL=1PL do=SUB 
If we do good things,  
!-'-'* </#1(2%#.-'!7* 6-'$4')=4'!7!5%#* A-#-#!!-&#6-#=!-'* ):-'1%#!6-'!5-#!-#!7!0("#)*
CNJ2.3PL angel-COLL spirit-COLL-TOP good-PL=3PL come:PL2-PL-COM-3O-BEN-1PL 
angels and ancestral spirits also bring us good things,  
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>4'4'* >+"#1A2"#.-'* 5-'1/#=34'* ,/'/#*
CNJ2.1PL peace (POSS.)amid=1PL stay:PL 
and we live in peace. 
3.4.2. Deverbal nouns 
Sandawe has several types of deverbal nouns. Two types are described here: the 
infinitive and the deverbal noun as marked by !4#. At the end of the section, three 
other types are introduced only briefly, as the exact distribution and meaning of 
these forms are not yeat clear. 
The first type of deverbal nouns is formed by suffixing !!48) to the verb root or verb 
stem. This deverbal noun is the citation form of the verb and can be derived from 
any regular verb root. All deverbal nouns of this type have masculine gender. 
(%#3/#!!48)* < (%#3/#* to take, taking 
.-8,1(+-'!!48)* <* .-8,1(+-'* to eat, eating 
@24'4#!5%#!!48)* < @24'4#!5%#* to meet each other, meeting 
 
The suffix !!48) is glossed INF (infinitive). In natural texts this type of deverbal 
nouns occurs only rarely. Two examples are given below.  
>-'-'* 52/#/#!!48,!1(2=-'* 5+/#!/#*
CNJ2.3 cry-INF-LOC=3 hear 
He heard the crying.*
6-'$4')=/'/#* ("#)!./'/#* 0?48!!48)* ):6/#/#!!48,!1-'=-'* .-',-'!1(2%#*
God we-sake POSS.say-INF do-INF-in=3 know-MID1 
The speaking of God to us is known in deed(s). 
The second type of deverbal nouns contains nouns that denote an act. They all have 
masculine gender. The exact semantics of this type, as compared to the first type of 
deverbal nouns, is unclear. The occurrence of this type of nouns is more frequent in 
texts. The deverbal noun is characterized by a final vowel !4#, which replaces the 
original final vowel. The tone pattern of the noun is all high. The examples below 
illustrate deverbal nouns and the verb root or stem from which they are derived.  
N-#$4#* act of lying, lie (n.) < N-'$/#* lie 
.-#74#* cleverness <* .-'7/#* be clever 
+4#,4#* (act of) collecting < +4',-#* collect (honey) 
>+"#.>+"#(4#* (act of) offering < >+"'.>+"'!(/#* offer 





The deverbal marker !4# is glossed NMN (nominalization). The following examples 
illustrate the use of this type of deverbal noun in noun phrases and sentences.  
In noun phrases, deverbal nouns may occur as a nominal head, or as a dependent 
element. Examine the following examples. In the first example, both deverbal nouns 
are head of the noun phrase. Together, the two phrases form the title of a procedural 
text. 
.%'(%#54#4#* 0@2-#.!4#* +-'-'* 1(+%8)* +4#,!4#*
beehive POSS.shape.IT-NMN and honey (POSS.)collect_honey-NMN 
The construction of a beehive and the collecting of honey. 
In the examples below, the deverbal nouns are the dependent element of the 
possessive phrase. When the nominal head of the phrase denotes a human, the 
dependent deverbal noun expresses a characteristic of the person. 
+4#,!4#* 0)@/8!)=!-'-'*
collect_honey-NMN POSS.day-DEF-SFOC 




!%#(!4#* ):/'./#(/8!)* 56-'* ./'/#* A/'?/#1/#,-'* +4',-#!%'*
steal-NMN (POSS.)person.m-DEF OPT.3 NEG:OPT easily collect_honey-3:NR 
The thief should not easily collect honey. 
The following examples illustrate occurrences of the deverbal noun in sentences. 
The following example shows the noun as a direct object of the verb. 
<-#-#!/'!)* .-#7!4#=-'* @24'4#6/#*
hare-DEF be_clever-NMN=3 find.3O 
The hare got clever. 
A deverbal noun may also occur as a complement of the verbs ‘start’ and ‘refuse’, as 
shown below: 
,%'!)* (%'>+%&'1+-#<%'!,-'* @/#.!4#!)* !%#(-#=-'* 7-'$/#*
CNJ-CL hospital-LOC accompany-NMN-VL refuse=3 or*
And did he refuse to bring (him) to the hospital, or...? 
!-'-'* 1+4'4#1-'5%'* 1(2-8!,!1-'!,-'=!-&'* !-'-'* >"#,9"#(!4#=!-'* ?-'-#$-'*
CNJ2.3PL jump:PL water-DEF-in-LOC=3PL CNJ2.3PL swim-NMN=3PL start 
So they jumped into the water and they began to swim. 
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There are three other types of deverbal nouns, for which the exact distribution and 
meaning are not yet clear: 
- nouns characterized by !1(2%# (NMN2) 
- nouns characterized by !(-' (NMN3) 
- nouns characterized by !14' (NMN:PAT) 
The deverbal marker !1(2%# (NMN2) can be attached to verb roots or complex verb 
forms, which results in abstract nouns in the following examples: 
."'1+"'="&'!1(2%#* .-'5-'-#* 1A-'5%#!1(2%#* 1%#1/'/#=01(2/#*
be_poor-NMN2 thing (POSS.)be_absent-NMN2 alone=NEG2*
Poverty is not just the absence of wealth. 
+/'6/#* .-'$-'!(!/8=1(2/#!1(2%#* ):6/#/#==-#=-''*
he (POSS.)be_knowledgeable-BE-3=NEG2-NMN2 do=CONF=3 
His lack of knowledge has done it.*
The deverbal marker !(-' (NMN3) often occurs in combination with a postposition in 
our corpus, e.g. !(-'!,-'; !(-'!./'/# with the meaning ‘with the intention of’, ‘in order 
to’. 
<-#-#!/'* >-'-'* 548(=-'* 1+-8* ):%8!)* ):%#,%&'!(-'!,-'=-'*
hare CNJ2.3 again=3 run:SG meat eat_meat-NMN3-DIR=3 
Hare then ran again with the intention of eating meat. 
:2/'5+-#* +/#)B-'5%'!)* 1"81"8!(-'!./'/#*
bee enter:PL-VL leave.RED-NMN3-sake 
(For) the bees, in order to enter and leave. 
The marker !14' (NMN:PAT) derives patient nouns from transitive verbs, e.g. B6-#-#!14' 
‘mystery, something hidden’ (< B6-#-# ‘hide’); +-'<%&'(/#!/#!14' ‘something praised’ (< 
+-'<%&'(/# ‘praise’). Note however that the marker also occurs in relative constructions:*
1(+%#3-'=-'* 9D-'9D-'(/#!6-#!-#!14'!)*
all=3 roast.FACT-PL1-3O-NMN:PAT-DEF 




3.4.3. Agent nouns 
Agent nouns are derived from action verbs and are characterized by the agent suffix 
!%'. For each agent noun there is a paradigm of feminine and masculine singular 
forms and two plural forms: 
Masculine singular agent noun: V!%' 
Feminine singular agent noun: V!%'!("&' 
Plural agent noun: V!%'!(4'J*V!6-#!%'*
The masculine singular form consists of the verb root plus the agent suffix. 
Feminine singular agent nouns are derived from the masculine form by adding the 
feminine gender marker !("&'. There are two alternative forms of plural agent nouns: 
one is formed by adding the (nominal) plural marker !(4' to the masculine form; the 
other form consists of the plural verb stem (with the verbal plural marker !6-#) and 
the agent suffix. 
The following examples illustrate paradigms of agent nouns. 
singular agent nouns 
(m.) (f.) 
plural agent nouns  
N-'$/#!3'* N-'$/#!3'!("&'* N-'$/#!3'!(4'J*N-'$/#!6-#!3'* liar (m., f.); liars 
+-'?-#!3'* +-'?-#!3'!("&'* +-'?-#!3'!(4'J*+-'?-#!6-#!3'* parent (m., f.); 
parents 
,4#6/#!3'* ,4#6/#!3'!("&'* ,4#6/#!3'!(4'J*,4#6/#!6-#!3'* grinder (m., f.); 
grinders 
1+%#./#!3'* 1+%#./#!3'!("&'* 1+%#./#!3'!(4'J*1+%#./#!6-#!3'* cook (m., f.); cooks 
1+%',/#!3'* 1+%',/#!3'!("&'* 1+%',/#!3'!(4'J*1+%',/#!6-#!3'* sewer (m., f.); 
sewers 
76-',1/#!3'* 76-',1/#!3'!("&'* 76-',1/#!3'!(4'J*76-',1/#!6-#!3'* stirrer (m., f.); 
stirrers (of mash) 
@2%',/#!3'* @2%',/#!3'!("&'* @2%',/#!3'!(4'J*@2%',/#!6-#!3'* hunter (m., f.); 
hunters 
)@-'./#!3'* * )@-'./#!3'!(4'J*)@-'./#!6-#!3'* blacksmith (m.), 
blacksmiths 
 
3.4.4. Language names 
Language names are derived from noun roots that denote the ethnic group. The 
derivational suffix which marks language names is !5%'!%'). Its tone pattern is all low, 
except when it is preceded by a root with low tones only. In the latter case, the first 
tone of the suffix is high, e.g. 1+-'1+"'$"&'!5%#!%'), !%'$-'.?-'!5%#!%'). The language name 
Sandawe has two variants: (-',9-'6/#!5%'!%') and (-',9-'6%#!5%'!%'). 
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1+-'1+"'$"&'* 1+-'1+"'$"&'!5%#!%')* Datooga 
1(6/'/#(4'* 1(6/'/#(4'!5%'!%')* Nyaturu 
6-'-'=4#=4'* 6-'-'=4#=4'!5%'!%')* Gogo 
6-'=4#* 6-'=4#!5%'!%')* strangers’ language, 
Swahili 
6-'5%',4#)=4#* 6-'5%',4#)=4#!5%'!%')* Sukuma, Nyamwezi 
6-'<-')=%#* 6-'<-')=%#!5%'!%')* Rangi 
!%'$-'.?-'* !%'$-'.?-'!5%#!%')* Nyiramba 
 
3.4.5. Nouns denoting a place and place names 
Several Sandawe nouns that denote a place consist of a noun and a suffix !(/8. The 
following examples are all names of places in the Usandawe area. 
94'94#.-'!(/8* Dodomase (hill in between Kurio and Gumbu) 
94',!(/8* Donse (place in between Farka and Dodoma) 
.4'.?4'!(/8* Mombose (1. place to the west of Farkwa; 2. place to the 
north of Farkwa) 
1+"'.-'54#4#!(/8* Thum(b)akose (place to the south-east of Farkwa) 
!%#<-'!(/8* Ilase (place in between Ovada and Kwa Mtoro) 
:6/'/#.'!(/8* |weemse (hill in between Kurio and Kwa Mtoro) 
 
The nouns that precede the suffix are mainly botanical terms and terms for natural 
products, e.g. 94'94#.-' ‘tree, sp.’, .4'.?4' ‘calabash’, 1+"'.-'54#4# ‘tobacco’. The 
place names provide a description of the place, which is based on a remarkable 
characteristic: a hill with several dodoma trees on it (Dodomase), places where good 
calabashes can be found (Mombose), a place where tobacco grows (Thum(b)akose), 
etc. 
The origin of the suffix !(/8 is probably the special verb marker !(E#, followed by the 
third person (masculine singular) subject marker !/'. For more information on 






Definiteness is morphologically marked by the suffix !*'). The suffix consists of a 
nasal and a low tone. The place of articulation of the nasal is determined by its 
following element: the suffix is realized as !*') before velar consonants and before 
pause; as !*', before dental and alveolar consonants; as !*'. before labial 
consonants. 
Definiteness is generally marked on the noun. The definite suffix stands after 
derivational markers, but before the topic and subject focus markers and clitics. In 
relative clauses, the marker may appear on dependent elements, e.g. on adjectival 
verbs and verbs. In these cases, the definiteness marker is co-referential with the 
head noun and functions as a relative marker at the end of the clause. The marker 
occassionally occurs twice in noun phrases (section 3.6); this has been observed for 
definite nouns that are followed by the adjective ./#/# ‘big’ and the definiteness 
marker: ./#/8!). 
The presence of the definiteness marker requires obligatory gender and number 
marking on feminine and human plural nouns respectively: definite feminine nouns 
are obligatorily followed by the feminine gender marker !("&S', definite plural human 
nouns by the plural marker !(4'. Masculine singular nouns have no overt gender 
marker. 
The following examples give definite forms of masculine, feminine, and human 
plural nouns. Note that the obligatory feminine and plural markers on definite nouns 
can co-occur with (frozen) gender and number markers in the nominal. 
5+4'48!)* the house (m.) < 5+4'4#* house (m.) 
):/'./#(/8!)* the man (m.) <* ):/'./#(/#* man (m.) 
>+"#.>+"#(48!)* the offering (m.) < >+"#.>+"#(4#* offering (m.) 
@24'$4'$4;! ',!("&'* the frog (f.) <* @24'$4'$4;)* frog (f.) 
):/'./#("'!,!("&'* the woman (f.) < ):/'./#("'* woman (f.) 
(-',9-'6/#(4'!,!(4'* the Sandawe (PL) < (-',9-'6/#(4'* Sandawe (PL) 
):4'.4#(4'!,!(4'* the people (PL) < ):4'.4#(4'* people (PL) 
 
Masculine nouns which end in a nasal consonant and a low or a falling tone cannot 
be distinguished from their definite forms. Examples of these forms can be 
categorized in three groups: first, several nouns referring to body parts and related 
terms have a final nasal (e.g. 1A2"8) ‘hand’, B248) ‘throat’, @/8) ‘rib’, A%8) ‘mucus’).  
Further, all language names (e.g. (-',9-'6/#!5%'!%') ‘Sandawe’), and infinitives (e.g. 
.-8,1(+-'!!48) ‘to eat’) have a final nasal consonant. The nasal is part of the 
derivational suffix. One analysis is to consider the nasal as an inherent definiteness 
marker for infinitives and language names. 
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The definiteness marker on collective nouns follows the collective suffix !7*', which 
results in !7/8). Collective nouns (as marked by the derivational suffix !7*') show 
differences with respect to the marking of definiteness.  
Collective nouns which denote non-humans are always definite. 
:2/'5+-#!7/8)* the group of bees (coll.) < :2/'5+-#* bee, (group of) bees 
(-#34'!7/8)* the conversations (coll.) < (-#34'* conversation(s) 
 
Collective nouns denoting humans never occur with a definiteness marker. 
The following table shows definiteness marking on nouns in definite and indefinite 
contexts: 
 indefinite context definite contexts 
Nnon-human specific N N-DEF 
Nhuman specific N N-DEF 
Nnon-human collective N N-COLL-DEF 
Nhuman collective N-COLL N-COLL 
 
Note that there is no distinct form for a collective noun which denotes non-humans 
in indefinite contexts and that the collective marker is the only way of encoding non-
singularity on the noun. However, in such cases number is usually marked on the 
verb. Thus, plural or collective indefinite non-humans may be expressed by the same 
noun that denotes a singular non-human; in order to signal the number of non-
human participants, the verb carries a plural marker.  
indefinite* =%'1A2/8!)=!-'-'* A-;,!1(2%&'*
cloth-DEF-SFOC tear-MID2 
Cloth has been torn 
definite collective* =%'1A2/#!7/8!)=!-'-'* A-;,A-#!1(2%'!6-'*
cloth-COLL-DEF-SFOC tear:RED-MID2-PL2 
The clothes have been torn 
indefinite plural/coll.* =%'1A2!-#-#* A-;,A-#!1(2%'!6-'*
cloth-SFOC (SV.)tear:RED-MID2-PL2 
Clothes have been torn 
The following examples show the use of the definiteness marker when modifiers are 
used as nominal heads. An additional gender marker (here: !3/# or !("#) is added 
before the definiteness marker.  
>+/8!3/8!)* the next day (m.) < >+/8* tomorrow 




:"#5"'!3/8!)* the lower one (m.) < :"#5"&'* under 
:2-#)5%'!3/8!)* the upper one (m.) < :2-#)5%&'* up, above 
5E#(4'7!("8!,!("&'* the second one (f.) < 5%#(4'7%&'* two 
 
Definite nouns refer to known entities, i.e. when an entity was introduced earlier in 
the conversation or when an entity is known by the participants in the dialogue. The 
following text sample demonstrates the definite noun ?"#$%'!) ‘the mouse’ in the final 
line. The definite noun is used after the first introduction of the entity (mouse, 
indefinite) into the story in the first line.  
!"#16-#* <4#4#4#<4'J* ,-;)0=6/#* +-'-'* ?"#$%&'!5%'!-'-'*
long_ago INT cat and mouse-TOP-SFOC 
A very long time ago, a cat and a mouse 
@2"#.-#* 1(24;,14#* ?/'=/'$-'-#* @26-'-#* ./#/#/#* 5-'1/#=!-'*
earth small big_calabash pool big.ATT amid=3PL 
lived in a small world, a huge calabash, in the middle of a huge pool, 
!"#$%'!)* )@/8* 9/'/#01+/#/#=!-'* ,/'/#*
very-VL day many=3PL stay:PL*
for very many days. 
!-'-'* H!"#$-'=!-'!)* .-'-#.-#!)5%#*
CNJ2.3PL very=3PL-VL be_friends-REC 
And they had a strong friendship. 
>-'-'* ?"#$%'!)=!-'-'* 5-#!-&#* (-'%#?-'* RRR*
CNJ2.3 mouse-DEF-SFOC that friend  
And the mouse said: “My friend, …” 
In noun phrases with a demonstrative and a noun, the definiteness marker is used 
when the noun follows the demonstrative. The marker is never used when the 
demonstrative follows the noun. 
+-'-#6'* ):/'./#(/8!)*
DEM2.m man-DEF  
That man 
):/'./#(/#* +-'-#6'*
man DEM2.m  
That man 
The two constructions have different meanings. Phrases with an initial 
demonstrative and a definiteness marker are pragmatically marked and express 
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either contrastive focus or specificity: ‘No, not this man, that one’ or ‘That man (out 
of the group)’. 
3.6. Noun phrases and postpositional phrases 
The following sections deal with Sandawe noun phrases and postpositional phrases. 
The general structure of these phrases is outlined below. Sub-sections 3.6.1 to 3.6.3 
illustrate noun phrases with modifiers, possessive constructions, and postpositional 
phrases, respectively. 
Sandawe word order is relatively free, but several generalizations can be made about 
the order of constituents in the noun phrase. On the one hand, head-final constituent 
order is found in possessive constructions (possessor-possesed) and in postpositional 
phrases, where the postposition is attached after the noun phrase. On the other hand, 
most modifiers follow the noun: this is for example the case with numerals and 
relative clauses. Demonstrative phrases with nouns have two alternative constituent 
orders: noun-demonstrative and demonstrative-definite noun. 
Topic and focus markers 
Noun phrases may be accompanied by topic and/or focus particles, which are 
attached to the end of the phrase. The examples below illustrate the topic marker !5E 
(TOP) and the subject focus marker !-- (SFOC), respectively. 
1+/'/#!7/8!)!5=-'!-&'* @2-#!!-&#6-#!-#*
tree-COLL-DEF-TOP=3PL shape-PL1-3O 
As for the trees, they cut them in shape.*
>-'-'* +/'(4#* .-'<-#.?4'!)=!-'-'* !"#$-#-#* !%#1+-'!,-'* +%#52%&'*
CNJ2.3 they (POSS.)big_trough-DEF-SFOC very far-DIR go:SG  
And their trough went very far. 
Note that the combination of the topic and subject focus marker in one phrase is 
common in Sandawe: 
+-'9%#(%'!)!5%'!-'-'* !4#!!=-'* 1(+/'/#5%'*
story-DEF-TOP-SFOC here-LOC=3 finish 
As for the story, it ends here.*
Another topic marker which can be attached (among others) to nouns and noun 




):%8!)* 54#4#!(!/8J* 1(/'/8!,=(%'!%&'* 1(+/'/#*
meat-DEF be_present:SG-BE-3 head-DEF=TOP2 not_be:3 
The body is here, but the head is not.*
The exact function of this clitic needs to be investigated further, as it may also be 




Further, the noun phrase may be accompanied by one or more sentence clitics. 
Although these markers have scope over a domain which is larger than the noun 
phrase, they belong to the same phonological domain as their host. The set of 
sentence clitics contains mediative markers (==-#, ==/#, and =,/'; section 5.4), the 
question marker =,-# (section 5.5), and realis, optative, and hortative 
subject/modality markers (section 5.1). The subject/modality clitic marks the 
sentence subject and is not coreferential with the noun or phrase to which it is 
attached. 
1+/'/#* ./#/8!,!1-'!,-'=(-'* 5/8*
tree big-DEF-in-DIR=3fSG climb 
She climbs into the big tree. 
3.6.1. Noun phrases 
Generally, modifiers follow the noun. In simple modified noun phrases, nouns can 
be modified by adjectives, adjectival verbs (in a small relative clause), qualifiers, 
demonstratives and other deictic elements (sections 4.2 and 4.3), question words 
(section 8.1), and numerals (see below). Compare the following examples:  
."'+4#=4'* ./#/#/#=!4'* 1A2-#056!/#*
cassava big.EXCL=1PL:OPT dig_out-3O  
Let’s dig out a huge cassava!  (Noun Adjective=subj/mod)*
+/'(4#* 0.-8,1(+-'* ?-'!-#!(!/8*#!)* ):%8)J*
they POSS.food big-BE-3-DEF.ATT meat 
Their major food was meat  (Pronoun Noun Adjectival verb) 
):4'.4#(4'* +%#(48,!(4'* !-'-'* 5/85/8J* +%#(48,!(4'* !-'-'* B2-'5%'./# 
person.PL other-PL CNJ2.3PL ascend.RED other-PL CNJ2.3PL descend.IT 
Some people got on, others got off (the train).  (Noun Qualifier) 
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>%'%'!,-#* +-'>!-#-#* :-8,!7!0("#)* )B4'4#* +/'/#6'*
CNJ2.2SG-FOC you-SFOC see-BEN-1PL child DEM1.m 
And then you see this child for us.   (Noun Demonstrative) 
+"'.?"'* 5%#(4'7!-'-'* :"#1(+"#5"&'!6-'*
cow two-SFOC pass-PL2 
Two cows passed.  (Noun Numeral-subj focus) 
Modifiers that precede the noun are pragmatically marked, for example a 
demonstrative or question word. 
(-'-'* +/'/#("&'* )B4'48!,!("&'* +/'("#!5%#!-#-#* B2-'5%#*
CNJ2.3fSG DEM1.f child-DEF-f she-TOP-SFOC (SV.)descend 
And as for this child, she descends as well. (Demonstrative Noun) 
+-'6/8)* 5E1-?"*
which_one?.m book 
Which book?  (Question word Noun) 
A complex nominal phrase is formed when a noun phrase or postpositional phrase is 
incorporated into a larger phrase. This type of phrase is characterized by a collective 
suffix or a gender/number marker after the incorporated noun phrase and a 
definiteness marker at the end of the larger phrase. The examples below show 
incorporation of the noun phrase 1A2"8)*A-#-#6' ‘right (lit. good hand)’, as opposed to 
the single noun B2/#52-',-',-' ‘left’.  
1A2"8)* A-#-#!6'* !3/8!)=54'* B2-'-#*
hand good-m -m-DEF=2SG:OPT follow 
Follow the right one.  (Noun Adjective-m-DEF=subj/mod) 
B2/#52-',-',-'* !3/8!)=54'* B2-'-#*
left -m-DEF=2SG:OPT follow 
Follow the left one.  (Noun-m-DEF=subj/mod) 
Even postpositional phrases may be incorporated: 
1A2"8)* A-#-#!6'* !1/'!3/8!,=(%&'* .-'A/#!/#*
hand good-m -area-m-DEF=1SG choose-3O 
I have chosen the one (m.) of the right side. (Noun Adjective-PP-m-DEF=subj/mod) 
1A2"8)* A-#-#!6'* !1/'!("8!,!("'=(%&'* .-'A/#!/#*
hand good-m -area-f-DEF-f=1SG choose-3O 




1A2"8)* A-#-#!6'* !1/'!(48!,!(4'=(%&'* .-'A/#!!%#)*
hand good-m -area-PL-DEF-PL=1SG choose-3PL 
I have chosen the ones of the right side. (Noun Adjective-PP-PL-DEF=subj/mod) 
1A2"8)* A-#-#!6'* !1/'!7/8!,=(%&'* .-'A!%#.!-#!-#*
hand good-m -area-COLL-DEF=1SG choose-IT-PL1-3O 
I have chosen those (collective) of the right side. 
    (Noun Adjective-PP-COLL-DEF=subj/mod) 
Numerals 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the form and position of numerals in the 
noun phrase. Sandawe numerals show a combination of a quinary and decimal 
system, as illustrated below. ‘One’ to ‘five’ and ‘ten’ are underived forms. All other 
numerals are formed by conjoining two or more of the basic numerals. 
1(/#7%&'* one  
5%#(4'7%&'* two  
(4'.5%#7%&'*~*(6-'.5%#7%&'* three  
+-'5-#7%&'* four  
56-'!-#,-#* five  
56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*1(/#7%&'* six (five plus one) 
56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*5%#(4'7%&'* seven (five plus two) 
56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*(4'.5%#7%&'* eight (five plus three) 
56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*+-'5-#7%&'* nine (five plus four) 
54#.%&'* ten  
54#.%&'*9-',9-'*1(/#7%&'* eleven (ten plus one) 
54#.%&'*9-',9-'*5%#(4'7%&'* twelve (ten plus two) 
54#.%&'*9-',9-'*(4'.5%#7%&'* thirteen (ten plus three) 
54#.%&'*9-',9-'*+-'5-#7%&'* fourteen (ten plus four) 
54#.%&'*9-',9-'*56-'!-#,-#* fifteen (ten plus five) 
54#.%&'*9-',9-'*56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*1(/#7%&'* sixteen (ten plus five plus one) 
54#.%&'*9-',9-'*56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*5%#(4'7%&'* seventeen (ten plus five plus two) 
54#.%&'*9-',9-'*56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*(4'.5%#7%&'* eighteen (ten plus five plus three) 
54#.%&'*9-',9-'*56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*+-'5-#7%&'* nineteen (ten plus five plus four) 
54#.%&'*5%#(4'7%&'* twenty (ten two) 
54#.%&'*(4'.5%#7%&'* thirty (ten three) 
54#.%&'*+-'5-#7%&'* fourty (ten four) 
54#.%&'*56-'!-#,-#* fifty (ten five) 
54#.%&'*56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*54#.%&'*1(/#7%&'* sixty (ten five plus ten one) 
54#.%&'*56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*54#.%&'*5%#(4'7%&'* seventy (ten five plus ten two) 
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54#.%&'*56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*54#.%&'*(4'.5%#7%&'* eighty (ten five plus ten three) 
54#.%&'*56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*54#.%&'*+-'5-#7%&'* ninety (ten five plus ten four) 
54#.%&'*54#.%&'*~*54#.%&'*1%#1/'/#*54#.%&'* hundred (ten ten; ten times ten) 
 
Complex forms usually contain the conjunction 9-',9-' ‘next, plus’; for example ‘six’ 
to ‘nine’; ‘eleven’ to ‘nineteen’. ‘Twenty’, ‘thirty’, ‘fourty’, and ‘fifty’ do not 
contain a conjunction: the two numerals are juxtaposed as in a possessive 
construction, e.g. 54#.%&'*+-'5-#7%&'. ‘fourty (ten four)’. The tens ‘sixty’ to ‘ninety’ are 
composed by conjoining two (compound) tens by 9-',9-', e.g. 
54#.%&'*56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*54#.%&'*(4'.5%#7%&' ‘seventy (ten five plus ten two)’. 
9-',9-' is also used to add ‘one’ to ‘nine’ to tens, e.g.: 
54#.%&'*5%#(4'7%&'*9-',9-'*1(/#7%&'* twenty-one (ten two plus one) 
54#.%&'*5%#(4'7%&'*9-',9-'*56-'!-#,-#*
*9-',9-'*1(/#7%&'*
twenty-six (ten two plus five 
 plus one) 
 
An alternative construction is formed when a basic numeral (‘one’ to ‘nine’) is 
added to a compound ten, as exemplified below. The final numeral is attached to the 
preceding phrase by the linker !*#) and the coordinating conjunction +-'-'. 
54#.%&'*56-'!-#,-#*9-',9-'*54#.%&'*5%#(4'7%;)*
*+-'-'*5%#(4'7%&'*
seventy-two (ten five plus ten two  
and two) 
 
In noun phrases, numerals follow the noun. The numeral 1(/#7%&' ‘one’ receives a 
gender marker: !/# for masculine, and !("' for feminine nouns. 
):/'./#(/#*1(2/#07!/#* One man 
.-#14#*1(2/#07!/#* One gourd 
):/'./#("'*1(/#7!("'* One woman 
1+6%'%#*1(2/#7!("'* One bird 
 
When a numeral modifies a (plural) noun that denotes humans, the plural suffix !(4' 
is added. Note that the final string 7%&' of the numeral is absent here.27  
):4'.4#(4'*5%#(4'!(4'* Two people 
 
                                                 
27 The string 7%&' in numerals may be related to the collective suffix !7*' (see section 3.4.1). 
Note however that the numeral ‘one’, 1(/#7%&', also contains this string when it refers to a 




Numerals after nouns that denote plural non-human entities (animate or inanimate) 
do not have a gender and/or number suffix. 
.-#14#* +-'5-#7%'=(%&'* .-'A!%#.!-#!-#*
gourd four=1SG choose-IT-PL1-3O 
I have chosen four gourds. 
Ordinal numerals are derived from cardinal numerals by an additional gender 
marker: !(3)/# (m) or !("# (f). All ordinal numerals in our data are followed by a 
definiteness marker, as illustrated below. Note that the same derivation is used to 
form other nouns and complex nominals, e.g. :2-#)5%'3/8) ‘the upper one’ (section 
3.5). 
5%#(4'7%'!3/8!)* :2-#)5%'!3/8!)* !-'-'* +%#:2-#!6-#*
two-m-DEF up-m-DEF CNJ2.3PL tie-PL1 
The second one is the upper one, and they tie them together. 
@-'-#!-&#(4'* 56-'!-#,-#* 9-',9-'* +-'5-#7!("8!,!("&'*
moon five plus four-f-DEF-f 
June (lit. the ninth moon (f.)) 
3.6.2. Possessive constructions 
In possessive constructions, the nominal head, which is the possessed element, 
follows the possessor. The possessor may be a free pronoun or a noun. The 
possessive construction is characterized by a pitch downstep, which is only audible 
and marked if no low tone precedes or follows: 
@6-'!-#* 01A-#,-#!7/8!)*
eland POSS.horn-COLL-DEF  
The antlers of an eland 
+/'("#* @24'$4'$4;*'!,!("&'*
she (POSS.)frog-DEF-f  
Her frog 
There is an alternative possessive construction for free pronoun possessors in which 
the possessor follows the possessed noun. A possessive suffix !%'), which probably 
incorporates the definiteness marker, is attached to the free pronoun in this 
construction. There is no pitch downstep between the elements: 
!-'-'* 1-#,/#=34#4#4#* .-'<-#.?4'* +/'(4#!%')*
CNJ2.3PL pull=EXCL big_trough they-POSS 
And they pulled the big trough of theirs. 
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The semantics of possessive constructions are wider than strict possession, as 
exemplified below. There is a dependency relation between the possessor and the 
posessed element. The possessor may be the holder of the possessed: 
1(+-8)* .-#14#*
oil (POSS.)gourd 
A gourd of/with oil 
Other examples show a more abstract dependency relation between the modifier and 
the head, e.g. in ‘by means of …’ and in diminutive constructions ‘a small hole (lit. 
daughter of a hole)’: 
+/'6/#!./'/#* ("#)*6-'$4')=/'/#!7!("#)* @24'4#!5%#!!4')* .4#1+4#4#.-'* B4'4#!!%')*
he-sake we God-COLL-we find-REC-INF intermediary (POSS.)way-INSTR 
Therefore the meeting of God and us is by means of an intermediary. 
@26-8* )B4'4#!("&'*
hole (POSS.)child-f 
a small hole 
3.6.3. Postpositional phrases 
Postpositions are attached to the end of the phrase. The following postpositions are 
discussed here: 
- !1-'* locative ‘in’ gloss: in 
- !1/'* locative ‘in the area of, near to’ gloss: area*
- !1(2%&'* general locative ‘on’ gloss: LOC*
- !,-'* directional ‘to(wards)’ gloss: DIR 
- !./'/#* ‘sake, reason’ gloss: sake*
- !!%')* instrumental ‘with, by, using’ gloss: INSTR*
Most postpositions express spatial relations. Other spatial relations (e.g. :"#5"&' 
‘under’, :-#)5%&' ‘above’, 5%#1-' ‘inside’) are expressed by unbound forms in a possessive 
construction (as marked by downstep). These constructions may also be 
accompanied by a postposition, e.g. @26-'-#*09"#$"'!1(2%&' ‘on the other side of the pool’.  
The locative postposition !1-' expresses a location inside the referent. This locative is 
often combined with the directional postposition  !,-', as shown below. 
1(2-8!1-'=!-'* >/'/#* ,-'=!-'!)* +-#,-#5%'*
water-in=3PL put:SG CNJ=3PL-CL sit_down:PL 
They put it in the water and sat down. 
The locative !1/' is used to denote a vague location in the area of or near to the 






I strolled in Kwa Mtoro (walked around, no exact endpoint). 
!1(2%&' is a general locative postposition, which denotes the location of the referent. 
,%#!%&'=!4'=34#4#4#* ,4'=!4'!)'* +/#1A2%&'*
go:PL=1PL:OPT=EXCL CNJ=1PL:OPT-CL over_there 
Let’s go, and … 
@26-'-#* 09"#$"'!1(2%&'* ,%#!%'!)* ,/'/#!6-'*
pool POSS.other_side-LOC go:PL-VL stay:PL-PL2 
go live over there on the other side of the water. 
5"#$%'34'* ):4'.4#(4'* .(/#$-'!1(2=-'!-&'* +-'6/#)*
Kurio (POSS.)person.PL Msera-LOC=3PL fetch_water 
The people of Kurio fetched water in Msera. 
Next to denoting a spatial relationship, !1(2%&' is also used to mark oblique objects. 
>-'-'* 6/#1(+-#=34#4#4#* ):"8.("'!,!("&'!1(2=-'* 5-#!-&#* 1(%#* 6-'$/8!)*
CNJ2.3 NARR:INTJ=EXCL wife-DEF-f-LOC=3 that I (POSS.)friend-DEF 
Hear! So he said to his wife: “My friend, … 
52/#/#!!48,!1(2=-'* 5+/#!/#*
cry-INF-LOC=3 hear 
He heard the crying. 
The postposition !,-' denotes a direction towards the referent.  
,%'!)* 1+4'4#* @2"#.-#!,-'=-'*
CNJ-CL jump earth-DIR=3*
And he jumped down (to the ground). 
+/'/#6'* 5-#-#5-'!)!5%'* .%'(%#54#4#* 0:2-#-#!,-'=-'* !%#3/#!)* 0:2/'/#*
DEM1.m dog-DEF-TOP beehive POSS.up-DIR=3 stay:SG-VL look_at 
As for this dog, he is looking upwards to the beehive. 
The directional postposition is often combined with another, locative, postposition 
e.g. !1-'!,-' ‘into’:  
!4'4'* =%'$%&'?/#* +-'-#6'* =/#</8!)* ./#/8!,!1-'!,-'*
CNJ2.1PL:OPT run:PL DEM2.m baoab-DEF big-DEF-in-DIR 
And then we should run into that big baobab. 
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(-'-'* )B4'48!,!("&'* @2-'6/#* 1(2-8!1-'!,-'=(-'*
CNJ2.3fSG child-DEF-f fall:SG water-in-DIR=3fSG 
And the child falls into the water. 
When !,-' is used in combination with the locative postposition !1/', the complex is 
usually preceded by an additional glottal stop, which is assumed to be another 
locative marker. Our consultants suggested that the glottal stop is a variant of the 
locative postposition !1(2%&'. 
>-'-'* 1+-8* 5%'$-')=%#!!%&#!1/'!,-'=-'*
CNJ2.3 run:SG rack-LOC-area-DIR=3 
He ran towards the meat rack. 
(-'-'* B48!!4&'!,-'=(-'* =4#=4#!!4&'!1/'!,-'=(-'* +%#52%&'*
CNJ2.3fSG over_there-LOC-DIR=3fSG log-LOC-area-DIR=3fSG go:SG 
She goes to that place, near to the log. 
Note that the glottal stop is also attested after unbound locatives, e.g. B48!!4&'!,-' ‘to 
that place’, and !48!!4&' ‘here, at this place’. 
The postposition !./'/# denotes a reason or ‘for the sake of’. 
74'4#74#$%'!)* 56-'-'* 52%'1A2/#* .4',9D4#* 9-'-#!!4'!./'/#*
crow-DEF CNJ2.3 be_angry jackal (POSS.)cheat-INF-sake 
So the crow was angry because of the cheating by Jackal 
The postposition is often used in combination with the personal pronoun +/'6/#: 





!!%') is an instrumental postposition.  
+/'(4#* 03-#!-&#?48!)* !"#$%',!(%'!%&'* @2%#,!4#* 9F-',%#!!%')*
they POSS.work-DEF very-??? hunt-NMN arrow-INSTR 
Their work was mainly hunting with arrows. 
:-8)=!/#=(%&#* 1(%#* :26/'/#!!%',=(%&'*
see-3O=1SG I (POSS.)eye-INSTR=1SG 
I have seen it with my own eyes! 
+-'-#6'* =-'<-'.-'!!%')==-'!-&'* +%#:2-#*
DEM2.m galama-INSTR=3PL tie 
They tie it with that galama rope.*
6/#1(+-#,-#=34#4#4#* >-'-'* 1+-8!!%')==-'* 5+6-'-'*
NARR:INTJ=EXCL CNJ2.3 run:SG-INSTR=3 return*






Pronouns, demonstratives, and other 
deictic elements 
The following sections present the Sandawe pronominal system. A first distinction 
can be made between free and bound pronominal forms. The group of free pronouns 
consists of personal pronouns (section 4.1), demonstratives (section 4.2), and other 
deictic elements (section 4.3). Bound personal pronouns (object suffixes, series of 
subject clitics, and subject markers on conjunctions) are described in detail in 
sections 6.3, 5.1, and 7.2, 7.4, 7.5, respectively. In section 4.4, an overview of the 
morphology of all pronominal forms is provided.  
4.1. Free personal pronouns 
Table 7 below lists the free personal pronouns. The third person forms show close 
formal correspondences to demonstrative pronouns (section 4.2), as discussed in 
section 4.4. 
Table 7: Free personal pronouns 
Person Gender Singular Plural Collective 
1.  1(%#* I ("#)* we *
2.  +-'>"#* you (%#)* you *
m +/'6/#* he; it 3. 
f +/'("#* she; it 
+/'(4#* they +/'6/#!7/#* they, 
the group of*
 
There are three distinctions for the category person, as indicated in the first column. 
There are two genders: feminine and masculine. The distinction is only made for 
third person singular forms. +/'6/# refers to a male animate or to a masculine noun; 
+/'("# refers to a female animate or to a feminine noun. 
There are two numbers, singular and plural. The plural pronouns are ("#) ‘we’, (%#) 
‘you (PL)’, and +/'(4# ‘they’, which is only used for animate referents (see below). An 
additional form, +/'6/#!7/#, which is the collective free pronoun, is used to refer to 
collective entities and to non-human, non-singular referents. The pronoun is 
composed of the third person masculine singular pronoun +/'6/# and the collective 
formative !7/# (cf. the collective suffix !7*' and the collective definite suffix !7/8!) 




Whereas the collective marker may be suffixed to nouns denoting both human and 
non-human referents, the free pronoun with the collective formative is only used to 
refer to non-human referents. 
!"#1-#-#* +%#!-'* +/'6/#!7/#!-#-#* 1(+/'/#5%#!6-#=%'!%&' 
long_ago SUB:CNJ-3 he-COLL-SFOC finish-PL2=SUB 
When long ago these (i.e. tree types) were all finished, 
!%'(6/#* )@/8!7/8!,!1-'* !-'A/'/#J* .-'>%#)* +-'-'* (/#)B-#*
now day-COLL-DEF-in cactus maping and sen||a 
nowadays, it’s the cactus, the maping and the sen||a (that are used). 
Human referents are always referred to by the third person plural pronoun +/'(4#. 
This is also the case for collective nouns that denote human referents, e.g.: 
.-'$%#.4'!7!-'-'* +/#)B-'5%#R* +/'(4#!-#-#*(* +/'6/#7/#!-#-#)* N",9E(+-!("#)*
teacher-COLL-SFOC enter:PL they-SFOC (SV.)teach-1PL 
The group of teachers came in. They taught us. 
The use of the third person plural pronoun +/'(4# extends to non-human, animate 
referents, for example when referring to animal characters in story-telling, and when 
the pronoun refers to a human plus an animal. However, when referring to other 
animate referents such as ‘spirits’ and ‘bees’, both +/'(4# and +/'6/#!7/# can be used. 
Two personal pronouns, one singular and one plural form, can be combined to form 
a derived, inclusive subject pronoun. The singular form is followed by the collective 
marker !7*', which functions here as an associative plural marker (see 3.4.1 on the 
collective marker). The following plural pronoun, denotes the actual sentence 
subject, which ‘includes’ the singular referent. 
+/'("#!7!0("#)=!-#-#* ):-'1%#*
she-COLL-we-SFOC (SV.)come:PL 
We, including her, came; we came with her. 
+/'6/#!7!0(E#)=!-#-#* ):-'1%#*
he-COLL-you:PL-SFOC (SV.)come:PL 
You, including him, came; you came with him. 
A free personal pronoun can function as a head or a dependent element of a nominal 
phrase. When the pronoun is a head, it is often accompanied by one or more 
particles and clitics and/or a non-coreferential subject clitic (see section 5.2). 
Particles include the topic marker and subject focus marker; clitics include 
mediative markers and question markers.  






1(%#!5%#* 6-'$/'/#/#* !"#$%&'==-'=(%&'* .-8!-&'*
I-TOP friend:m.EXCL very=CONF=1SG be_tired 
As for me, my friend, I am very tired. 
A free personal pronoun can function as a possessive pronoun or as a pronominal 
element to which a postposition is attached. The possessive relation between the 
elements in the possessive construction is marked by a pitch downstep. 
+/'6/#* 1(/'/8!)==-'* >-'-'* 54'?-#!1-'!,-'=-'* B6-#-#*
he (POSS.)head-DEF=3 CNJ2.3 wing-in-DIR=3 hide.3O 
And he hid his head under (lit. into) his wing. 
1(%#!./'/#=-'* :%#*
I-sake=3 come:SG 
He came for me. 
Third person personal pronouns are occasionally used as a modifier of a noun (cf. 
demonstrative pronouns in section 4.2). In all examples, the referent is known 
because it has been mentioned before in the discourse. Therefore the modifying 
personal pronoun can be translated as ‘same, the very’.  
@26-'-#* +/'6/#!,-'* 548(=-'* 1+-8*
pool he-DIR again=3 run:SG 
Again he ran to the same pool.*
+%#!%'* 9"'?/#=%'!%&'* 5+%#.?-'* 1+/'/#* +/'6/#* A-;,!1(2%#!%'*
SUB:CNJ-2SG bang=SUB hey! tree he tear-MID2-3:NR 
When you bang, hey, this very tree will split! 
Free personal pronouns are used both in verbal and non-verbal clauses. When a 
personal pronoun is used in a verbal clause, it may function as a subject, object, or 
oblique object constituent. In non-verbal phrases or clauses, the pronoun may be an 
argument of a zero-copula construction, or part of a topicalised phrase. 
+-'>"#* N-'$/#!3'*
you lie-AG.m 
You are a liar. 
+/'("#* </'/#?-'* )B4'4#!("&'*
she Leeba (POSS.)child-f 






Your turn!; You, come on!*
4.2. Demonstrative pronouns 
The Sandawe demonstrative pronoun system codes referents according to distance. 
There are two series of demonstratives: one for near referents (glossed DEM1), and 
one for remote referents (glossed DEM2). 
Table 8: Demonstrative pronouns 
 Near (DEM1) Remote (DEM2) 
masculine singular +/'/#6'* +-'-#6'*
feminine singular +/'/#("&'* +-'-#("&'*
plural (human) +/'/#(4'* +-'-#(4'*
collective +/'/#76/'* +-'-#76/'*
 
The plural demonstrative forms are used for human referents only. Non-human 
referents cannot be marked by plural demonstrative forms. In order to code the non-
singularity of these referents, the collective demonstrative can be used. Non-
singularity of the participants is further coded in the verbal domain, by a plural 
marker, or a plural verb stem (see 6.4). 
1+/'/#* +/'/#76/'*
tree DEM1.COLL 
This group of trees 
+-'-#76/'* +"'.?"'!7/8!)==-'* 9F4'.4#*
DEM2.COLL cow-COLL-DEF=3 buy 
He bought that group of cows 
The structure of demonstratives can be summarized as follows: 
Near: +!/'/#!*'person/gender/number 
Remote: +!-'-#!*'person/gender/number 
All demonstratives have a LHL tone pattern. After the initial +, a long vowel with a 
rising tone follows. The quality of this vowel codes the near-far parameter. Note that 
the same vowel alternation is used to code the near/far parameter in the deictic forms 
,/#! and ,-#! (section 4.3). The final element of the demonstrative is a low-toned 
port-manteau morpheme, that gives information on person, gender, and number of 
the referent. 
Demonstrative pronouns are primarily used as modifiers of a nominal. Usually, the 
demonstrative follows the head. When the demonstrative precedes the noun, the 
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If the referent is known to the listener, demonstrative pronouns can be used 
independently. In these cases the referent has been mentioned in a prior utterance, or 
the referent is pointed at directly. 
N".?4* B6-#-#!14'R* +/'/#6'* .-',-'!("#!("')=1(2/#* !"#1-#-#*
mystery hide-NMN:PAT DEM1.m know-BE-1PL:NR=NEG2 long_ago 
[The Swahili word] fumbo [‘mystery’] is ||waato [in Sandawe]. We didn’t have 
knowledge about this long ago. 
In the example above, a Sandawe equivalent is given for the Swahili word fumbo, 
namely B6-#-#14'. In the second clause the demonstrative +/'/#6' is used independently. 
It refers to its antecedent in the preceding clause: B6-#-#14'. The demonstrative is the 
object argument of the second clause. 




That one there is a woman 
In this construction, +-'-#("&' and 1+-#./'1(+"' constitute separate phrases (as opposed to 
+/'/#6'*.-#148)*‘this gourd’).  
4.3. Other deictic elements 
The deictic elements ,/#! and ,-#! are used to refer to individual persons or objects 
at a certain location. The vowel quality codes the near/far parameter: ,/#! for near 
referents (DEI1) and ,-#! for remote referents (DEI2) (cf. the demonstrative 
formatives +/'/#!*' and +-'-#!*'). The elements can modify a noun or function as the 
head of a presentational verbless sentence. Each use has its own set of 
person/gender/number markers which are suffixed to the deictic element. Table 9 





Table 9: Modifying deictic elements 
 Near (DEI1) Remote (DEI2) 
masculine singular ,/8* ,-8*
feminine singular ,/#("&'* ,-#("&'*
plural ,/#!/&#6-#* ,-#!-&#6-#*
 
Modifying deictic elements follow the noun. They refer to individual persons or 
objects, which are selected from a group at a certain location.  
1+/'/#* ,-8*
tree DEI2.m 
That tree there (out of several) 
1+/'/#* ,/#!!/&#6-#*
tree DEI1-PL 
These trees here (out of several) 
1+-#./'1(+"'* ,/#!("&'*
girl DEI1-f 
This girl here (out of a group of girls) 
1+-#./'(%&'* ,-#!!-&#6-#*
girl:PL DEI2-PL 
Those girls there (out of a group of girls) 
Note that the plural forms can refer both to human and to non-human referents and 
that there are no collective forms. The deictic forms differ from the series of 
demonstrative pronouns in this respect.  
The series of deictic elements which are used in presentational verbless sentences 
are presented below. There are separate forms for 3PL human referents and other 
(non-human) plural referents. 
Table 10: Deictic elements in presentational sentences 
 Near (DEI1) Remote (DEI2) 
1SG ,/8!(%&'* ,-8!(%&'*
2SG ,/#!>4'* ,-#!>4'*




3PL (hum) ,/#!(4'* ,-#!(4'*
PL ,/#!!/&#6-#* ,-#!!-&#6-#*
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Deictic elements in presentational sentences locate the referent at a certain location, 
which is at near (DEI1) or remote (DEI2) distance to the hearer. The sentence may 
include a locative complement. 
,/8!(%&'* !48*
DEI1-1SG here 
This is me here, I’m here (close to the hearer) 
,-8!(%&'* 1"'.?/#<4'!1(2%&'*
DEI2-1SG Tumbelo-LOC 
That’s me in Tumbelo, I’m there in Tumbelo (far / away from the hearer) 
There are two alternative forms for 3mSG deictic elements, which show no 
difference in meaning. 
,-8)=4'* +/#1A2%&'* ~* ,-#!-'* +/#1A2%&'*
DEI2.3mSG there  DEI2-3mSG there 
That’s him there, he’s there (far / away from the hearer) 
4.4. The morphology of pronominal forms 
In addition to free personal pronouns, demonstratives, and other deictic forms, 
which are described in the previous sections, Sandawe has the following series of 
bound personal pronouns: 
- object pronouns (marked on the verb) 
- subject and modality clitics (marked on non-subject constituents, e.g. verb, 
(non-subject) noun phrase, postpositional phrase, adverb, subordinating 
conjunction) 
- subject markers for special verbs (marked on the verb) 
- subject and modality clitics incorporated in conjunctions 
- subject markers incorporated in the negative realis marker (NEG1). 
The pronouns differ in many respects, both morphologically and syntactically, but 
the paradigms show formal correspondences to each other, and to free personal 
pronouns and demonstratives. Therefore this section presents an overview of the 
morphology of all pronominal forms. A further description of bound pronouns will 
be provided in sections 6.3 (object suffixes), 5.1 and 5.3 (subject clitics and negation 
markers), 6.7 (subject markers for special verbs) and 7.2, 7.4, and 7.5 
(conjunctions). 
When the paradigms are compared, the Sandawe pronominal system seems to be 
based on two basic sets of pronouns, labelled I and II. These sets correspond to the 





Table 11: Basic sets for Sandawe pronouns (I and II) 









All series of pronouns contain forms that correspond to one of these two sets, with 
additional affixes. However, there are several irregularities and exceptions. 
Therefore no morpheme boundaries are given for most of the forms presented 
below.  
The series in set I are (next to the non-realis subject clitics): subject markers for 
special verbs, (bound) object pronouns, negative realis clitics, free personal 
pronouns, demonstratives, and deictic elements.  
Table 12: Pronominal forms based on set I 
 I (non-realis SBJ) special verbs OBJ NEG1 
1SG *'(%&'* *'(%&'* (/#* 01(+/#*
2SG >4'* >4'* >4#* 0>4#*
3(mSG) %'* /'* /#* 1(+/'/#*
3fSG ("&'* ("&'* (/#)!("#* 01(+"#*
1PL ("')* ("')* ("#)* 01(+"#)*
2PL (%')* (%')* (%#)* 01(+%#) ~ 01(+%#!(%')*
3PL (4'* (4'* !%#)* 01(+4 ~ 01(+4#!(4'*
COLL/PL * * * *
 
PPr DEM1 DEM2 DEI1 DEI2 
1(%#* * * ,/8(%&'* ,-8(%&'*
+-'>"#* * * ,/#>4'* ,-#>4'*
+/'6/#* +/'/#6'* +-'-#6'* ,/8J*,/#/' ~ ,/8)=4'* ,-8J*,-#-' ~ ,-8)=4'*
+/'("#* +/'/#("&'* +-'-#("&'* ,/#("&'* ,-#("&'*
("#)* * * ,/#("')* ,-#("')*
(%#)* * * ,/#(%')* ,-#(%')*
+/'(4#* +/'/#(4'* +-'-#(4'* ,/#(4'* ,-#(4'*
+/'6/#!7/#* +/'/#76/'* +-'-#76/'* ,/#!/&#6-#* ,-#!-&#6-#*
 
Subject markers for special verbs are formally identical to the non-realis subject 
marker, except for the third person masculine singular form !/'. 
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The paradigm of verbal object suffixes (OBJ) is characterized by a high tone (as 
opposed to the low tone of the forms in I). Except for !/# and !!%#), the object 
suffixes closely resemble the forms in I. The third person object form !/# deviates 
from the I-series, but corresponds to the subject marker for special verbs, the form in 
the negation marker and probably the free personal pronoun. The third person plural 
object suffix !!%#) does not correspond to any other pronominal forms. 
The realis negative clitic (NEG1) consists of a negation marker (*1(+/') and a high-
toned subject marker, which closely resembles set I. 
The personal pronouns (PPr) and demonstratives (DEM1, DEM2) also display close 
formal correspondences to set I. The personal pronoun forms are characterized by a 
high tone, except for the initial formative +/' in the third person forms and +-' for the 
second person singular pronoun. In the demonstrative paradigms, similar formatives 
(+/'/# and +-'-#) are found. The demonstratives further contain a low-toned subject 
marker, which resembles the forms in set I, with the exception of 6' in the masculine 
singular demonstratives.  
Person/gender/number markers on the deictic elements ,/#! and ,-#! (DEI1; DEI2) are 
identical to the forms of set I, except for the 3mSG forms. The plural forms ,/#!/&#6-# 
and ,-#!-&#6-#, which are used as plural nominal modifiers, contain a plural marker 
!!6-# which is identical to the verbal plural marker. 
The series of pronominal forms in set II are (next to the realis subject clitics): 
optative and hortative subject clitics, and subject markers incorporated in 
conjunctions. Examine tables 13 and 14 below.  
Table 13: Pronominal forms based on set II 
 II (realis SBJ) OPT HORT 
1SG (%&* /'!/&'J*!/'* *
2SG %'* 54'* 056-#-#*
3(mSG) -'* 56-'* 56-'$-'*
3fSG (-'* 7(-'* 7(-'$-'*
1PL 4'* 4'!4&'J*!4'* *
2PL /'* 56/'* 56/'$-'*
3PL -'!-&'J*!-'* 56-'!-&* *
 
For the optative and hortative series, the following patterns exist: 56+II (optative) 
and 56+II+$-'. Note however, that several forms deviate from these structures: 





Table 14: Pronominal forms in conjunctions, based on set II 







(%&* +%#%'!(%&'* ,%'(%'!)* * (%'%'* !/'/'*
%'* +%#!%'* ,%'!)* ,%'!)=!%'!)* >%'%'* 54'4'*
-'* +%#3!-'* ,-'!)* ,%'!)=!-'!)* >-'-'J*56-'-'* 56-'-'*
(-'* +%#!(-'* ,%'(-'!)* * (-'-'* (-'-'*
4'* +%#3!4'* ,4'!)* ,%'!)=!4'!)* >4'4'J*54'4'* !4'4'*
/'* +%#3!/'* ,/'!)* ,%'!)=!/'!)* >/'/'* 56/'/'*
-'!-&'J*!-'* +%#3!-'!-&'* ,-'!-'!)* ,%'!)=!-'!-'!)* !-'-'* 56-'!-'-'J*!-'-'*
 
Several conjunctions contain pronominal (subject) elements of set II. For some of 
these series, the conjunctions incorporate (both formally and semantically) the 
subject/modality clitic rather than just the pronominal element. This is reflected in 
the labels for the conjunctions, e.g. realis coordinating conjunction and optative 
coordinating conjunction.  
The subordinating conjunction consists of the formative +%#! and the pronominal 
subject marker from set II.  
The short and long forms of the realis coordinating conjunction have an incorporated 
subject marker which is similar to the forms of set II. Short forms have the following 
structure: ,%'+II!), where ,%' is the conjunction and !) is a coordinating linker. Long 
forms of the conjunction contain an additional nasal element: ,%'!)+II!). Note that 
the coordinating conjunction also occurs without further pronominal subject 
marking: ,%'!).28  
The realis narrative conjunction (CNJ2) has the structure >/56+II+V, where V 
indicates lengthening of the preceding vowel of the subject marker. The initial 
consonant is different when the forms are based on a pronominal form with its own 
initial consonant: (%'%', (-'-', !-'-'.  
The optative narrative conjunction is based on the optative subject clitic. The 
conjunction has a lengthened vowel when compared to the optative subject clitic. 
The general structure can thus be summarized as follows: 56+II+V, but note again 
that some forms are irregular. 
 
                                                 
28 Moreover, there are single occurrences of the form ,!/'!/'!), and ,!4'!4'!) (cf. 1SG and 1PL 
optative subject clitics !/' and !4'), which suggests an additional paradigm of optative 






Sandawe clitics are bound elements which attach to different parts of speech and 
which do not necessarily have a direct syntactic relation to the host. All clitics 
follow their host. The following types of clitics are described in the current 
chapter:29 
- subject/modality markers; section 5.1 
- negation markers; section 5.3 
- the mediative markers ==-# (confirmative), ==/# (mirative), and =,/' (yes/no-
questions); section 5.4 
- the general question marker =,-#; section 5.5 
- the exclamatory marker =34#4#4#; section 5.6*
Note that some of the markers do not fully fit the definition of a clitic. For example, 
the subject marker of the non-realis series and negation markers have a fixed (post-
verbal) position. Formally, these markers might be considered as verbal affixes. The 
main reason for including them in the current description is the relation between the 
different markers: two or more of them may form a clitic complex together. Clitic 
complexes centre around the subject/modality marker and attach to the host (see 
section 5.7). An additional reason for treating these markers together is that all have 
scope over the clause or the sentence. 
Several subordinating and coordinating elements are also clitics. They are never part 
of the clitic complex and discussed separately in chapter Chapter 7.  
5.1. Subject/modality 
In Sandawe, pronominal subject marking and mood are encoded in one port-
manteau morpheme in the form of a clitic. The clitic marks person, gender, and 
number of the clausal subject and the modality of a clause. Four modalities are 
distinguished, table 15 gives an overview of the forms of the four series. For an 
overview of the morphology of all pronominal forms in Sandawe, see section 4.4. 
 
                                                 
29  Clitic types that are discussed elsewhere are the clause-final subordinate marker =%#!%&' 




Table 15: Subject/modality markers 
SBJ realis non-realis optative hortative 
1SG (%&* *'(%&'* /'!/&'J*!/'* *
2SG %'* >4'* 54'* 056-#-#*
3 -'* %'* 56-'* 56-'$-'*
3fSG (-'* ("&'* 7(-'* 7(-'$-'*
1PL 4'* ("')* 4'!4&'J*!4'* *
2PL /'* (%')* 56/'* 56/'$-'*
3PL -'!-&'J*!-'* (4'* 56-'!-&* *
 
These clitics have the following general (morpho-)phonological properties: 
Except for the hortative series, the clitics are monosyllables that consist either of a 
single vowel (V), a (labialized) consonant and a vowel (C(w)V), or a consonant and 
a vowel followed by a nasal (CVN). The 3fSG optative and hortative forms, =7(-' 
and =7(-'$-' have an additional consonant 7. 
Generally the clitics do not undergo morphophonological changes when they are 
attached to a preceding host. The vowel of the clitic always retains its quality. When 
a clitic is preceded by a nasal consonant, an epenthetic consonant = is inserted 
between the nasal and the clitic. 
?487("#)=-'* <* ?48!7*'!("#)=-'*
* * say-BEN-1PL=3 
He told us*
When the preceding host ends in a short vowel, the vowel quality either assimilates 
to the vowel quality of the clitic, or both vowels retain their quality. In the former 
case, a long vowel results. In the latter case the clitic forms a separate syllable, 
sometimes with a slight additional glide. The two realizations are in free variation. 
Consider the examples below: 
.-8,1(+4'4'J*.-8,1(+-'4'* <* .-8,1(+-'=4'*
* * * eat=1PL 
We ate*
:%#3-'J*:-#-'* <* :%#=-'*
* * come:SG=3 
He came*
After a long vowel, the vowel of the clitic is always realized in a separate syllable. 





* * enter=1PL 
We arrived*
When clitics of the form =%' (2SG realis and 3 non-realis) are attached to a host with a 
final vowel, a glide results. The final vowel of the host may be short or long. 
.-8,1(+-'3'* <* .-8,1(+-'=%'*
* * eat=2SG/3:NR 
You ate/He will eat*
)B/'/#3'* <* )B/'/#=%'*
* * enter=2SG/3:NR 
You arrived/He will arrive*
The following clitics have two allomorphs: 3PL realis, 1SG optative, and 1PL 
hortative. One allomorph consists of a vowel which is followed by a released glottal 
stop in the coda position, e.g. =-'!-&'; the other allomorph consists of an initial glottal 
stop with a voiced vowel, e.g. =!-'. 
The first allomorph affects the preceding host most. When the initial vowel is 
attached to a preceding host with a final vowel, the final vowel is replaced by the 
vowel of the clitic. If the host has a final high tone, this tone merges with the low 
tone of the clitic, which results in a falling tone. 
):-'1-8!-&'* <* ):-'1%#=-'!-&'*
* * come:PL=3PL 
They came*
If the host ends in a nasal consonant, an epenthetic consonant, =, is inserted. 
?487("#)=-'!-&'* <* ?48!7*'!("#)=-'!-&'*
* * say-BEN-1PL=3PL 
They told us*
The second allomorph, which has an initial glottal stop and a voiced vowel (e.g. 
=!-'), is used in two environments. First it is used as a free variant of the first 
allomorph in environments where two different vowel qualities come together. 
):-'1%#!-'* <* ):-'1%#=!-'* ( ~ ):-'1%#=-'!-&')*
* * come:PL=3PL 
They came*
Second, it is used after final long vowels, which cannot be deleted. In this context 





* * enter=3PL 
They arrived*
The tone of the subject/modality clitics is low, except for the 2SG hortative and 1SG 
realis clitic. The 2SG hortative has a high tone, but after high tones it is realized on a 
downstepped high level (=056-#-#). The 1SG realis clitic =(%& does not have underlying 
tone. The clitic is realized on the same pitch level as the end of the preceding tone: 
i.e. high after high or rising, low after low or falling. 
Table 16: Tonal realization of 1SG realis =(%& 
 =(%&#*  =(%&'*  
after high tone (H) :%#=(%&#* ‘I came’ *  
after rising tone (R)  )B/'/#=(%&#* ‘I arrived’ *  
after low tone (L) *  .-8,1(+-'=(%&'* ‘I ate’ 
after falling tone (F) *  B248=(%&'* ‘I slept’ 
 
The tonal properties of the 1SG realis clitic differ from those of the 1SG non-realis 
clitic.30 The latter, !*'(%&', has a low tone on the voiceless vowel, and a floating low 
tone preceding the clitic. The floating tone merges with the final tone of the host, 
which results in a final falling contour or a final low tone on the host. 
Table 17: Tonal realization of 1SG non-realis !*'(%&' 
 !*'(%&'*  
after high tone (H) :%8!(%&'* ‘I will come’ 
after rising tone (R)  )B/'/8!(%&'* ‘I will arrive’ 
after low tone (L) .-8,1(+-'!(%&'* ‘I will eat’ 
after falling tone (F) B248!(%&'* ‘I will sleep’ 
 
There are four paradigms of subject/modality markers. Three series contain full 
paradigms, viz. the realis, non-realis, and optative series. The paradigm of the 
hortative modality contains four forms, viz. the clitics for second person singular, 
third person and third person feminine singular, and second person plural subjects. 
Formally and semantically, the hortative modality constitutes a sub-set of the 
optative series (see below). 
The following person, gender, and number distinctions are made for series with a 
full paradigm. There are three person distinctions. First and second person subjects 
only have a number distinction: singular or plural. Gender is not coded in first and 
second person markers. Third person singular subjects distinguish between 
                                                 
30 Tone is not the only characteristic which distinguishes 1SG realis from 1SG non-realis; the 




masculine and feminine gender. The gender distinction is absent for third person 
plural subjects. 
The forms for third person subjects are labelled 3, 3fSG, and 3PL. Clitics labelled 
3fSG code person, gender and number of third person feminine singular subjects. 
The referents are either female humans or referents of feminine gender, as shown in 
the following example.31 (Unless indicated otherwise, subject clitics in the following 
examples have all been taken from the realis series.) 
:2"#1(+"#5"&'=(-'*
pass=3fSG 
She/it passed (i.e. female human or feminine referent, e.g. car)*
Third person masculine singular subjects are coded by a form from the row labelled 




He drank (i.e. male human or masculine referent, e.g. cow)*
The forms labelled ‘3’ also code third person plural non-human and non-specific 
(collective) human subjects, either in combination with the verbal plurality 
morpheme !6-' or with a suppletive plural verb stem, e.g.  
1(2/#/#!6-'=-'*
drink-PL2=3 
They drank (e.g. cows, unidentified group of people)*
+"'.?"'* A-'!-&'1-#=-'* vs.* +"'.?"'* 1A-'-#(%&'=-'*
cow die:PL=3  cow die:SG=3 
The cows died  The cow died*
Thus, the label ‘3’ covers the use of the clitic in marking both masculine singular 
and a set of non-singular third person subjects (gender-neutral).32 
Third person plural subjects with (non-collective) human referents have separate 
forms that are glossed ‘3PL’.33 These clitics cannot be combined with the verbal 
                                                 
31 The group of nouns of feminine gender is small, compared to the nouns of masculine 
gender, see section 3.2. 
32 Note that the third person subject clitics (‘3’) cannot be used with feminine referents, 
different from the use of the 3O object suffix !/# (section 6.3). 
33 A similar distinction between types of third person plural referents is found with verbal 




plurality morpheme !6-'; however, in combination with a verb of the set of 
suppletive singular/plural stems, they can only occur after a plural stem. 
:2"#1(+"#5"&'=!-'* * :2"#1(+"#5"&'!6-'=!-&'*
pass=3PL  pass-PL2=3PL 
They passed*
A-'!-&'1=-8!-&'* * 1A-'-#(%&'=!-'*
die:PL=3PL  die:SG=3PL 
They died (specific humans)*
Out of context, a 3PL subject clitic is interpreted as referring to specific human 
subjects. However, 3PL pronominal subject markers may also be used for non-
human animate referents if the subject has been clearly identified in the preceding 
discourse or if the animate subjects act as human beings (e.g. in animal stories). 
Consider the following example from a procedural text on the collection of honey, in 
which the non-human subjects (bees) are known from preceding discourse. The 
subject clitic is from the non-realis series. 
.%'$%#=%'* @24'4#6/#!(4'*
medicine find:3O!3PL:NR 
They (bees) will find medicine.*
The morphosyntactic status of the clitics differs for the four series. First, the non-
realis clitics differ from the clitics in the realis, optative and hortative paradigms: 
while non-realis clitics are always attached to verbs, clitics from the other three 
series can be attached to non-verbal constituents as well (except subject 
constituents). 
Second, the subject clitics in the realis series differ from the clitics in the non-realis, 
optative and hortative series. While the latter series occur only once per clause, the 
clitics of the realis series may occur several times per clause. A summary is given in 
the table below. The syntax of subject/modality clitics is further discussed and 
exemplified in section 5.2. 
Table 18: Morphosyntactic status of subject/modality clitics 
 realis non-realis optative hortative 
position all constituents, 
except S 






multiple allowed once once once 
 





- propositions about actual events (realis) 
- propositions about non-real and future events (non-realis) 
- commands, wishes, and incentives (optative and hortative). 
The terms ‘realis’ and ‘non-realis’ correspond to ‘realis’ and ‘irrealis’, as used for 
Sandawe by Elderkin (1989) and Eaton (2002). 
5.1.1. Realis 
Clauses which are marked by realis subject clitics express propositions about real 
situations, i.e. descriptions of actual events and imaginary situations which are 
presented by the speaker as real. The realis subject clitics are only used with 
affirmative clauses.34 Negative realis clauses are formed with a dedicated negative 
realis marker, cf. section 5.3.1. 
Realis clauses which describe actual events can refer to the present or the past. 
Reference to time is not expressed by the realis modality markers, but by additional 
temporal adverbs or phrases. 
!%#7%'=(%&'* ?48* 5-#!-&#*… 
thus=1SG say that 
I said/say thus: …*
!"#1/'* !%#7%'=(%&'* ?48* 5-#!-&#*… 
yesterday thus=1SG say that 
Yesterday I said thus: …*
(6/8* !%#7%'=(%&'* ?48* 5-#!-&#*… 
now thus=1SG say that 
Today/now I say thus: … 
Other examples of realis-marked clauses include (sub-ordinate) conditional clauses 
and instructions in procedural texts. For these realis clauses, the speaker presents the 
situation as being real, even though the clause may describe an event which has not 
been realized (yet). The following example illustrates a conditional realis clause, 
which precedes the main clause. The condition (‘if you go out for beer’) is an 
imaginary situation, but it can be realized. 
+%#!%'* 52-'./#!,%'=%'* 1"#=%'!%&'* 52-'./#=54'* B2-'-#*
SUB:CNJ-2SG beer-DIR=2SG go_out=SUB beer=2SG:OPT follow 
If/once you go out for beer, go after beer only. (Saying) 
                                                 





In procedural texts 2SG realis clitics can be used to give instructions on how a 
procedure should be followed. The following clauses illustrate fragments of a 
procedural text in which the speaker describes how a beehive is constructed. After 
an initial question and an affirmative clause with non-realis subject clitics, the 
speaker starts to use realis subject clitics for his instructions and continues using 
them for the rest of the text.35 The speaker thus presents the situation as an actual 
event. Reference to time is absent in these instructions. 
+%#5%#* @2-'./#!("',=,-#*
how? shape-1PL:NR=Q 
How will we cut (the beehive) into shape? 
54#)=4#$-'!-&'* ?-'!-#1/'* (%#3/#!>4'* >%'%'* 1+/'/#=%'* ):/'/#*
axe big take-2SG:NR CNJ2.2SG tree=2SG cut 
You will take a big axe and then you cut a tree. 
+%#!-'* @26-8!)=!-'-'* 1A/'/#=%'!%&'* >%'%'* 1+4#4#,4'!=%'* (%#3/#*
SUB:CNJ-3 hole-DEF-SFOC be_finished=SUB CNJ2.2SG adze=2SG take:SG 
When the hole (i.e. the hollow space) is ready, you take an adze. 
Realis clitics do not code aspect, but two aspectual distinctions can be made in 
combination with them. First, habitual aspect is expressed by the plural marker !6-', 
which is combined with a realis subject marker (see also section 6.4.2). 
.%',9-'!1-'!,-'=(%&'* +%#52%&'!6-' 
field-in-DIR=1SG go:SG-PL2 
I usually go to the field.*
Second, realis clitics can be used in constructions that express progressive aspect. 
These constructions consist of a lexical verb, an auxiliary verb (!%#3/# / ,/'/# ‘stay 
SG/PL’), the verbal linker !), and a subject/modality clitic (see also section 7.1). 
=%'1A2/8!)* )B";,!1(2-#=-'* !%#3/#!)*
cloth-DEF wash-MID1=3 (VV.)stay:SG-VL 
The garment is being washed.*
5.1.2. Non-realis 
Non-realis clauses are propositions about situations that are presented by the speaker 
as non-real. While realis clauses give a clear semantic statement (the situation is real 
at the time of reference, or is presented as real), the semantics of non-realis clauses 
are broader: the propositions are not true (irrealis), may be true, or may prove to be 
                                                 




true in the immediate or distant future. Therefore translations in English make use of 
different modal verbs, e.g. can, may, will.  
The example below illustrates the irrealis semantics of a clause with a non-realis 
subject clitic (!*'(%&' 1SG) The counterfactual proposition expresses what would have 
happened if the condition were true. Note that the conditional clause at the end of 
the sentence has a negative realis marker. 
!"#1/'=6-8!-&'* :%8!(%&'==-#8!-&'* 1A26-8)* B24#4#!1(+/'/#=6-8!-&'*
yesterday=CND come:SG-1SG:NR=CONF rain rain=NEG1.3=CND*
Yesterday I would certainly have come if it had not rained (but it did rain, so I didn’t 
come).*
The following non-realis clauses illustrate propositions that are likely to be true in 
the (near) future. 
!-#!-&#* !%'(6/8=(%'!%&'* 6-'$/'/#!)* ):%#.!>48!(%&'==-#!-&'*
INTJ now=TOP2 friend.m-ATT eat_meat-2SG-1SG:NR=CONF*
Ah, now, my friend, I will eat you.*
+/'6/#!7/#!!%')* 1(2-8!)* 9F4'!%#!,-'* 1-#,/#!("')*
he-COLL-INSTR water-DEF (POSS.)back-DIR pull-1PL:NR 
With these, we will pull the water backward,*
>-'-'* ("#)* .-'<-#.?4'* 1-#)!,-'* +%#52%'!%'*
CNJ2.3 we (POSS.)big_trough front-DIR go:SG-3:NR 
and our trough will go forward. 
In the non-realis clauses below, the propositions express situations that may be true, 
but which are not true at the time of reference. For the speaker it is irrelevant 
whether these situations will become real in the future.  
!-'.-',-'* >+/8* @24'4#!>4#!%' 
maybe tomorrow get-2SG-3:NR 
It (poverty) may find you tomorrow (i.e. tomorrow you might be poor). 
.-',-'-#!>4'=1(2/#* +4#* ?-'-#$-'!)* 1A-'-#(%'!!48)*
know-2SG:NR=NEG2 who? start-VL die-INF 
You can’t know who will die first. 
In the following saying (realis clause) and its explanation (one negative realis clause 
followed by four non-realis clauses), the speaker presents some imaginary, non-real 
situations which illustrate that ‘death does not have age groups’. The speaker 
imagines a child, who may die young, or an adolescent, who can die. An elder may 




1A-'-#(%&'* .-#$%#&5-'!(!/8=1(2/#* .-',-'-#5+/'* 1A-'-#(%&'* ?-'!/#* B2-'-#=1(+/'/#*
death age_group-BE-3=NEG2* its_meaning death be_big follow=NEG1.3 
Death doesn’t have age groups. It means, death doesn’t follow the big (old) ones. 
)B4'4#!5%#=6-8!-&'* 1A-'-#(%'!%'J* 52-'$/'/#!5%#=6-8!-&'* 1A-'-#(%'!%'J*
child-TOP=CND die-3:NR youth-TOP=CND die-3:NR  
Would it be for a child, it may die; for a youth, he may die, 
9%'!%&'(/'/#!5%#=6-8!-&'* 1A-'-#(%'!%'J* 1A2-'?%#(4#4#!5%#=6-8!-&'* @2-'6%#!%'*
elder-TOP=CND die-3:NR stomach-TOP=CND fall-3:NR 
for an elder, he may die; a pregnancy may fail. 
Negative non-realis clauses are marked by the non-realis subject clitic in 
combination with the invariable negation marker =01(2/# (section 5.3.2). The negation 
marker follows the non-realis clitic. 
94#$4#* +/'6/#* 0.%#>-#,9-'* .%'5+/#!%'=1(2/#*
zebra he POSS.route leave-3:NR=NEG2 
A zebra won’t leave his route. (Proverb)*
("#)* B4#!!4&'* )B/'/#!)* 9-'-#!("',=1(2/#*
we over_there-LOC enter-VL be_able-1PL:NR=NEG2 
We won’t be able to arrive at that place.*
Non-realis clauses can express progressive aspect by the use of an auxiliary verb 
(!%#3/# / ,/'/# ‘stay SG/PL’) and the verbal linker !). 
)@/8* ,/'/#!)* :2"#1(+"#5"&'!6-#=%'*
day stay:PL-VL (VV.)pass-PL2-3:NR 
Days will be passing. 
Besides the paradigm of non-realis subject clitics, there is an additional 1PL verbal 
subject marker !(-'. This morpheme is occasionally used in affirmative non-realis 
clauses as a variant of the 1PL non-realis clitic =("'). 
("#)!5%#* .-#7!4#4#!5%#!!%')* 1(%#* 0):%8,!1(2%&'* (%#3/#!1(2/'!/#!(-' 
we-TOP be_smart-NMN-TOP-INSTR I POSS.meat-LOC take:SG-APPL-3O-1PL:NR 






Optative clauses express commands, wishes, and incentives. As second person 
commands are part of the same paradigm as first and third person incentives, there is 
no reason to distinguish a special category imperative. Second person optatives are 
roughly equivalent to imperatives in other languages. 
526/8)=54'* ):/'/#!7!0(/#* $4'=4#!!%')*
neck=2SG:OPT cut-BEN-1SG knife-INSTR 
Cut my neck with a knife!*
First and third person optative clitics are used in wishes and incentives. 
(%'>+%&'1+-#$%&'!,=4'!4&'* 7/#/#*
hospital-DIR=1PL:OPT bring:3O 
Let’s get him to the hospital.*
!%#7%&'=56-'* !%#3/#*
thus=OPT.3 stay:SG 
Let it be so!*
A command can be used in progressive aspect, in order to express that the addressee 
should continue a certain action. 
6-'$/#* 9D-'9D-'(/#=54'* !%#3/#!)*
friend.m roast.FACT=2SG:OPT (VV.)stay:SG-VL*
My friend, go on roasting!*
5.1.4. Hortative 
The hortative expresses wishes and incentives. Compared to the optative, hortative 
propositions are less imperative; the speaker expresses a (real) wish or incentive, 
and tries to convince the addressee of his/her intentions. Note that there are no 1SG, 
1PL, and 3PL hortative forms. 
:%#=056-#-#*
come:SG=2SG:HORT 
Please come, do come!*
):-'1%#=56/'$-''*
come:PL=2PL:HORT 






I am sorry for you; my condolences*
There is one specific use of the hortative in a non-verbal utterance. The following 




5.2. The syntax of subject/modality clitics 
Sandawe has a relatively free word order. Therefore many different constituent 
orders and occurrences of subject/modality clitics are possible. The following 
description does not seek to give a complete overview of the syntax of these clitics, 
but sketches an outline of common patterns. An overview of Sandawe constituent 
orders and the relation to information structure is provided by Eaton (2002). 
The basic constituent order in Sandawe verbal clauses is OV. Subjects, either in the 
form of a full pronoun or a noun phrase, generally precede the object. In most verbal 
clauses a subject/modality clitic is present which codes person, gender, and number 
of the subject, in addition to the modality of the clause. However in realis clauses, a 
full pronominal or lexical subject can be accompanied by the subject focus marker 
!--, in which case the subject/modality clitic may be absent. The presence and 
absence of the realis subject clitic in verbal clauses are illustrated below.36 
In the first clause the 3PL subject clitic of the realis series, !-'!-&', is attached to the 
postpositional phrase .(/#$-'!1(2%&' ‘in Msera’. It codes person and number of the 
subject ‘people of Kurio’. In the second clause the lexical subject, ‘people of 
Msera’, carries the subject focus marker, which codes contrastive focus. There is no 
subject/modality clitic in this clause. The presence of a subject with a subject focus 
marker can thus exclude a realis subject clitic elsewhere in the clause. 
!"#1/'* .-'-#5+-'* 5"#$%'34'*):4'.4#(4'* .(/#$-'!1(2=-'!-&'*+-'6/#!)*,%'!)* 1(2-8!5"&'*
yesterday (POSS.)year Kurio (POSS.)people Msera-LOC=3PL fetch-VL CNJ-CL drink-CAUS1 
Last year, the people of Kurio fetched water and drenched in Msera. 
+/'/#6'* .-'-#5+-'*.(/#$-'* ):4'.4#(!-'-'* 5"#$%'34'!!4&'*+-'6/#!)*,%'!)* 1(2-8!5"&'*
DEM1.m year Msera (POSS.)people-SFOC Kurio-LOC fetch-VL CNJ-CL drink-CAUS1 
This year, the people of Msera fetch water and drench in Kurio. 
                                                 
36 All subjects in the examples, whether lexical or pronominal, are underlined in the first and 




The distribution of subject/modality markers is different for non-realis subject clitics 
on the one hand and realis, optative and hortative subject clitics on the other hand. 
Non-realis subject clitics are invariably marked on the verb and occur only once per 
clause. They are obligatorily present and cannot be omitted if (focused) lexical or 
pronominal subjects are present. 
<-'?-#* +%#!%'* +-'>!-#-#* 1A-'-#(=%8!%&'* +-'>"#* .-'5-'-#* 1(%#* 1A2-'-8!(%&'*
later SUB:CNJ-2SG you!SFOC die=SUB you (POSS.)wealth I take:PL-1SG:NR 
Later, when you die, I will take (inherit) your properties. 
The syntax of subject clitics of the other modalities is more complex: different 
constituents can serve as a host for these subject clitics. Moreover, multiple 
occurrences of a subject clitic are observed for realis subject clitics, especially in 
spontaneous speech. Optative and hortative subject clitics occur only once per 
clause. The following description first discusses possible hosts for realis, hortative 
and optative subject clitics; second, the position in the sentence of these clitics is 
discussed.  
5.2.1. Hosts for subject/modality clitics 
Subject/modality clitics (with the exception of non-realis clitics) may be attached to 
one or more of the following hosts: 
- verbs 
- noun phrases/independent pronouns (object) 
- postpositional phrases 
- question words (non-subject) 
- adverbs of manner, time, and degree 
- conjunctions 
- the complentizer 5-#!-&#; or the topic marker 5%'! when it precedes the 
complementizer 
- negation markers 
Interjections and epistemic modal adverbs never serve as a host for subject clitics, 
e.g. !/'/'/' ‘yes’;*!-'!-# ‘no’; !-'.-',-' ‘perhaps’; 9%'./', ‘perhaps’, !-')5+-#5%# ‘definitely’. 









5-#-#5-'!)!5%'* I+">-!1-'!,-'=-'* 1(/'/8!)==-'* )B/'/#!("#05!/#*
dog-DEF-TOP bottle-in-DIR=3 head-DEF=3 enter-CAUS2-3O 
As for the dog, he has entered his head inside the bottle. 
  (hosts: postpositional phrase; object)*
+4#1(=%'* ):6/#/#*
what?=2SG do 
What did you do? (host: question word)*
(-',9-'6/#* !%#7=-'!-&'* !-'-#$/#1(2%#* 5-#!-&#* RRR*
Sandawe thus=3PL believe that 
Thus, the Sandawe believe that …   (host: adverb of manner) 
!"#1/'=(%&'* :%#*
yesterday=1SG come:SG 
I came yesterday (host: temporal adverb)*
+/'/#76/'* )@/8!7/8!,!1-'* !"#$=-'!-&'* .%',%#5%'*
DEM1.COLL day-COLL-DEF-in very=3PL understand  
Nowadays they understand a lot   (host: adverb of degree)*
The syntax of subject/modality cliticization to subordinating conjunctions, the 
complementizer 5-#!-&# and to negation markers is different from the attachment to the 
other types of hosts. 
The subordinating conjunction +%#(%')! is always followed by the realis subject clitic.37 
In the following example, both the conjunction and the lexical object are hosts for a 
realis subject clitic. 
+%#%'!(%&'* +-'>"#* +"'.?"'=(%&'* ):%#)=!/#!)* @24'4#5+-#=%'!%&'*J*RRR*
SUB:CNJ-1SG you (POSS.)cow=1SG eat-3O-VL finish=SUB 
Once I have finished eating your cow’s meat, … (riddling phrase) 
The attachment of subject/modality clitics to the complementizer 5-#!-&# is irregular, 
because the subject clitic precedes the complementizer.  
!%#7%&'=54'* ?48!056!/#* 54'*5-#!-&#*...*
thus=2SG:PT say-BEN-3O 2SG:OPT that 
Tell him this: …*
The subject clitic can also follow the topic marker 5E!, but only when it occurs in 
combination with the complementizer 5-#!-&#: 
                                                 
37 Other conjunctions either have an optional realis clitic (cf. ,%'()), section 7.2), or a special 




(-'-'* +%#,(4',(4'!!4&'=(-'* 5%'=(-'*5-#!-&#* ,%#!%&'==4#=4'=34#4#4#*
CNJ.3fSG other. PL-LOC=3fSG TOP=3fSG that go:PL=CONF=1PL=EXCL 
And she says to the others: “Hear, we are leaving!”*
(%'%'* 5%'=(%&'*5-#!-&#* B4'4#7%&'* )B/'/#!5-#!-#=01(+"#)*
CNJ.1SG TOP=1SG that yet enter-COM-3O=NEG1.1PL 
And I said “We did not bring him yet”. 
Negation markers also serve as a host for subject/modality marking. Negative realis 
clauses have a dedicated negation marker, which has an incorporated subject marker 
(section 5.3.1). Negative optative and negative hortative clauses have a free-standing 




Don’t glorify yourself! 
5.2.2. The position of subject/modality clitics in the 
clause 
The description in this section starts with simple clauses and then illustrates more 
complex sentences and occurrences of optative and realis clitics in spontaneous 
speech, which show most variation. There is one rule which applies to all clauses: 
subjects, whether lexical or pronominal, never host a subject/modality clitic. 
In affirmative clauses, subject/modality clitics are most frequently marked on a 
preverbal non-subject constituent. Often the immediate preverbal element serves as 
a host for the clitic, which may be a lexical or pronominal object or postpositional 




They skinned a goat. 
B+48,!1-'!,-'=(-'* (4#4#7%&'*
cave-in-DIR=3fSG examine 
She examines inside the cave. 
!"#1/'* .%',9-'!1-'!,-'=(%&'* +%#52%&'*
yesterday field-in-DIR=1SG go:SG 






Let’s go on foot. 
In affirmative clauses the verb may also be the host for the subject/modality clitic, 
but this type of marking is less frequent. Most of the examples lack a suitable 
preverbal host. The clauses may contain a lexical or full pronominal subject, but this 
constituent is never a host for the subject/modality clitic.  
!/'/'/'* ):4'.4#(4'* 9/'/#==-#=!-&'*
yes person.PL be_many=CONF=3PL 
Yes, people were many. 
In the example below, there are two instances of the subject/modality clitic (1SG): 
both on the verb and on the postpositional phrase, which occurs after the verb. The 
presence of an (additional) subject/modality clitic on postpositional phrases after the 
verb is common. 
:-8)=!/#=(%&#* 1(%#* :26/'/#!!%',=(%&'*
see-3O=1SG I (POSS.)eye-INSTR=1SG 
I have seen it with my own eyes! 
In negative clauses, subject/modality marking always attaches to the negation 
marker. No subject clitics are present on other constituents. Optative and hortative 
negative clauses have a free-standing negation marker which precedes the verb. 
(4#=4#$4#* </#)=%&#!(!/8!)* ./'/#=54'* <4'524'!(/#!/#*
stick get_stuck-BE-3-REL NEG:OPT=2SG:OPT touch-FACT-3O 
Don’t touch a stick that got stuck! 
Negative realis clauses contain a dedicated negative realis clitic, which is invariably 
attached after the verb.  
+-'>"#* 0$48)* 5+/#!/#=01(+/#*
you POSS.voice hear=NEG1.1SG 
I didn’t hear your voice. 
Other elements that are automatically selected as host for the subject/modality clitics 
are conjunctions and the complentizer 5-#!-&#, which are typically clause-initial and 
clause-final elements, respectively.  
,=4'!4'!)* ("#)5%#!%')* ("#)* (-'34'*
CNJ=1PL:OPT-CL our_language we converse 




!4'4'* ("#)!5%#!-#-#* 0.-#,-#!1(2%#* @2"#.-#!1-'*
CNJ2.1PL:OPT we-TOP-SFOC SV.know-MID1 earth-in 
let us be known in the world. 
!%#7%&'=54'* ?48!056!/#* 54'!5-#!-&#*...*
thus=2SG:PT say-BEN-3O 2SG:OPT-that 
Tell him this: …*
In subordinate realis clauses, the subject/modality clitic is obligatorily attached to 
the subordinating conjunction. The same clitic can be present elsewhere in the 
clause, for example on the postpositional phrase: 
,%'!)* +%#!-'* @2"#.-#!,-'=-'* 1+4'4#=%'!%&'* >-'-'* I+">-!)=!-'-'* !-;,!1(2%&'*
CNJ-CL SUB:CNJ-3 earth-DIR=3 jump=SUB CNJ2.3 bottle-DEF-SFOC break-MID2 
And when he jumped down, the bottle broke. 
The common patterns, which were outlined above, have many exceptions. Most of 
these concern the position of the realis subject clitic and the number of occurrences 
per clause. A main factor in the positioning of the subject/modality markers is 
information structure. As Eaton (2002) shows, constituent order and the presence of 
the subject/modality clitic on a host (an “inflected constituent”) are indicators for 
focus marking in Sandawe.  
According to her, the results of three focusing tasks “provide clear evidence of a 
relationship between sentence form variation and focus. The major generalisation to 
be made is that a focused constituent in a Sandawe realis sentence is usually 
inflected and an unfocused one is usually uninflected. The exceptions to this pattern 
can be characterised in terms of the type of constituent involved and whether other 
constituents are also focused in the same sentence. […] [T]here is also a tendency 
for focused material to occur preverbally and unfocused material to occur 
postverbally, but a strong preference for SOV often overrules these tendencies. […] 
The grammaticality judgement tasks show that the relationship between focus and 
sentence form is played out within the limits imposed by certain grammatical 
restrictions.” (Eaton 2002:179-180) 
Our data confirm these generalizations. Changing the position of the 
subject/modality clitic usually shifts the focus to the new host. The following two 
clauses contrast the preverbal and the verbal position of the 3PL realis clitic.  
A-'-#=!-&'* B2/'/#*
goat=3PL skin 
They skinned a goat; They skinned a goat. 
A-'-#* B2/'/#=!-'*
goat skin=3PL*




Both clauses were elicited as sentences to be translated from Swahili. They were 
also checked by asking to what question (in Swahili) they could reply. The prompt 
for the first clause was wamechuna mbuzi ‘they skinned a goat’; the clause may be 
used as a reply to questions like: wamefanya nini? ‘what did they do?’; wamechuna 
nini? ‘what did they skin?’ or wamechuna ng’ombe? ‘did they skin a cow?’. Thus, 
the preverbal position of the subject/modality clitic is not only a default position for 
a clause without focus, but also a way to mark (contrastive) object focus.  
The second clause was a translation of mbuzi imechunwa ‘a goat was skinned’. Note 
that a direct translation of the passive Swahili sentence is not possible, as Sandawe 
does not have passive voice. The result is an active, realis clause in which the 3PL 
realis clitic is used as a non-specific subject. The object ‘goat’ which corresponds to 
the patient subject in the Swahili sentence, remains unmarked. The clause may also 
be used as a reply to wamechinja mbuzi? ‘did they slaughter a/the goat?’, where it 
expresses contrastive verb focus. 
Similar interaction between the preferred preverbal position of the subject/modality 
clitic and focus marking is found in interrogatives. In question word questions, 
question words are in focus and precede the verb. The subject/modality clitic (or for 
subject question words; the subject focus marker) is usually attached to the question 
word. The general question marker ,-# is optional. 
+4#1(=-'=,-#* 0!%#3/#!)* ,:6/#/#*
what=3=Q VV?.stay:SG-VL do 
What is he doing? 
Yes/no-questions show variation in the position of the clitic complex, which 
contains the yes/no-question marker =,/' and the subject/modality clitic. The clitic 
complex may be attached to the clause-final verb, in which case there is no focus on 
a single constituent. The example below illustrates this type. 
.-#148!)* (%#3/#=,%'=%'*
gourd-DEF take:SG=Y/NQ=2SG  
Did you take the gourd? 




Did you take a gourd? 
The constituent order often varies and there may be two subject/modality clitics 
present in one clause. The interpretation in terms of focus or grammatical 




In several examples, a postpositional phrase follows the verb and hosts a 
subject/modality marker. The postverbal position could be interpreted as a way of 
focusing the adjunct: 
1("'"8!)* :2-#)5%#=(%&#* 0!%#3/#* 1A-#,-#!1-'!,-'* 5-'1/#=(%&#*
animal-DEF (POSS.)up=1SG SV.stay:SG horn-in-DIR (POSS.)amid=1SG 
I am on top of the animal, in between the antlers! 
Alternatively, the postpositional phrase may be considered an afterthought, which 
requires additional subject marking in order to link it to the preceding clause. 
<-#-#!/'!)* 5/'</'.?-8!)==-'* (%#3/#!)* 0B6-#-#* 1-',-#!!-&'!1/'=-'*
hare-DEF (POSS.)skin-DEF=3 take:SG-VL VV.hide.3O elsewhere-LOC-area=3 
He took the skin of the hare and hid it somewhere else.*
The example below consists of two coordinated clauses. The first clause contains a 
lexical subject, a narrative conjunction which includes subject reference, and a verb; 
the second clause has an initial verb and a postpositional phrase which hosts the 
realis subject clitic.  
<-#-#!/'!)* >-'-'* ="'"#!"&'J* (4#4#7%&'* ?%'$%&'* 1(+%',-#!1-'!,-'=-'*
hare-DEF CNJ2.3 kneel_down inspect bed (POSS.)buttocks-in-DIR=3 
Then the hare knelt down and inspected under the bed. 
The following example consists of two separate clauses. In the second clause both 
the initial auxiliary verb and the object, which precedes the main verb, host a 
subject/modality clitic. 
>-'-'* 74'4#74#$%'!)==-'* :-8)=!/#* !%#3=-8!)* ):%8)==-'* ):%#,%&'*
CNJ2.3 crow-DEF=3 see-3O stay:SG=3-VL meat=3 eat_meat 
And he saw the crow.  It was (still) eating meat. 
In elicitation, a progressive realis clause has only one subject/modality clitic. Further 
the auxiliary is adjacent to the main verb: 
):%8)==-'* !%#3/#!)* 0):%#,%&'*
meat=3 stay:SG-VL VV.eat_meat 
It is/was eating meat. 
The question remains why these sentences contain two clitics. The clitic on the 
fronted auxiliary verb probably expresses focus on the progressive aspect (the crow 
continues eating). The position of the second clitic corresponds to the preferred 




In summary, Sandawe subject/modality clitics are preferably attached to preverbal 
non-subject hosts in SOV clauses. The position of subject/modality clitics is one of 
the ways to express focus. When the variation in constituent orders is also taken into 
account (cf. Eaton 2002:265-288), it is clear that the syntax of subject/modality 
clitics is a complex interplay of factors. 
5.3. Negation 
There are two types of negation markers in the form of a clitic: 
- a series of port-manteau negative realis clitics (NEG1) that include subject 
marking 
- an invariable negative clitic (NEG2): =01(2/# 
Negative optative and negative hortative clauses are marked by a free-standing 
negation marker ./'/#, which hosts the following optative/hortative subject clitic. 
5.3.1. The negative realis clitic 
The negation marker for realis clauses (NEG1) is a clitic which includes pronominal 
subject marking. Negative realis clitics mark negation at clause level. Table 19 
illustrates the forms: 










The 2PL and 3PL negative realis clitics have an alternative form in which the 
negative realis clitic is followed by an extra subject marker. Thus, 01(+%#!(%') may be 
used instead of 01(+%#), and 01(+4#!(4' can be used instead of 01(+4#.  
Except for the 2SG form, all negative realis clitics have an initial consonant 1(+. 
Historically, the clitics seem to be fused forms, which consist of a negation marker 
and a marker that codes person, gender and number of the subject.38 On the basis of 
                                                 
38 Note that the markers that code person, gender, and number of the subject do not resemble 
the realis subject clitics, but rather the forms of the non-realis subject markers (section 5.1.2) 





the third person form 1(+/'/# (<*1(+/'!/# ?), one may reconstruct the negation marker 
as *1(+/'. 39  Apparently, with consonant-intial subject markers the vowel of the 
negation marker was deleted. The cluster *1(+!( was simplified to 1(+, while *1(+!> 
(2SG) apparently became >. The tonal downstep preceding the clitic can be 
considered a trace of the original low tone on *1(+/'.  
1SG 01(+/#* < * 01(+!(/#* < * 1(+/'!(/#*
2SG 0>4#* < * 01(+!>4#* < * 1(+/'!>4#*
3 1(+/'/#* < * 1(+/'!/#*  *
3fSG 01(+"#* < * 01(+!("#* < * 1(+/'!("#*
1PL 01(+"#)* < * 01(+!("#)* < * 1(+/'!("#)*
2PL 01(+%#)* < * 01(+!(%#)* < * 1(+/'!(%#)*
3PL 01(+4#* < * 01(+!(4#* < * 1(+/'!(4#*
 
The negation marker is related historically to the negative verb 1(+/'/# ‘not be 
(present)’. This verb is combined with obligatory verbal subject markers, which are 
identical to the subject markers of the negative realis clitics except for the low tone. 
The third person form has no extra subject marker: 1(+/'/# ‘he is not present’ and is 
formally identical to the third person form of the negative realis clitic. For a full 
paradigm, see section 6.7.1. 
The negative realis clitic is attached to verbs only. It is added after the verb form, i.e. 
after the verb root plus any derivational morphemes and verbal object pronouns. 
+-'>"#* 0$48)* 5+/#!/#=01(+/#*
you POSS.voice hear=NEG1.1SG 
I didn’t hear your voice.*
B4'4#7%&'* )B/'/#!5-#!-#=01(+"#) 
yet enter-COM-3O=NEG1.1PL 
We didn’t bring him in yet.*
There are no further subject/modality clitics present in negative realis clauses, 
except for the obligatory subject marker on the subordinating conjunction. 
+%#!-'* .=-')=-'3/8!)* N-'$/#=1(+/'/#=%'!%&'* RRR*
SUB:CNJ-3 healer-DEF lie=NEG1.3=SUB 
When this healer does not lie, …*
                                                 
39 According to Elderkin (1989:222-226) 1(+/' is a “privative morph” which encompasses both 
the negation marker and a postposition meaning ‘from’. Moreover, he posits a historical 




5.3.2. The negative clitic 01(2/# 
The negative clitic =01(2/# (NEG2) is used to code three types of negative clauses: 
a) Negation of non-realis (verbal) clauses 
b) Negation of verbs of possession and adjectival verbs 
c) Negation of non-verbal clauses (negative copula) 
 
Non-realis clauses are negated by the negative clitic =01(2/#. The marker is attached 
to the non-realis verb form, i.e. it comes after the non-realis subject marker. The 
following examples illustrate negative non-realis clauses. The realisation =1(2/#!/# in 
the second example is a free variant of the negation marker. 
("#)* 5-.-* (-',9-'6/#!("')* 1/8!/&'(%'!%&'* .-#,-#!1(2%#-("',=1(2/#*
we as Sandawe-1PL otherwise know-MID1-1PL:NR=NEG2 
Otherwise, we as Sandawe, we won’t be known.*
B26/'/#=!4'J* +"'.-'!("#)=!%'=1(2/#!/#*
try=1PL:OPT overcome-1PL-3:NR=NEG2 
Let’s try, it won’t defeat us.*
!%#7%&'* +/'6/#!1(2%&'* B26/'/8!(%&'=1(2/#* !-')5+-#5%#*
thus he-LOC try-1SG:NR=NEG2 definitely 
I will never try (and do) something like this!*
Secondly, the negative clitic =01(2/# is a negation marker for special verbs (e.g. ‘to 
have’ and adjectival verbs, section 6.7). Special verbs are characterized by the verb 
marker !(%#. The verbs do not code modality: there is a fixed set of verbal subject 
markers, which formally resembles the series of non-realis subject clitics. The 
negative clitic =01(2/# is attached to the verb after the subject marker. 
The following two examples illustrate negated verbs of possession. 
54'<4;,!(%8!(%&'=1(2/#*
hoe-BE-1SG=NEG2 
I don’t have a hoe.*
1A-'-#(%&'* .-#$%&#5-'!(!/8=1(2/#*
death age_group-BE-3=NEG2 
Death doesn’t have age groups.*




+-'>"#!7/#!/&#* 1+6%'%#* A-#6/#!(!/8!)* :-8,!(%8!(%&'=1(2/#*
you-like bird be_good-BE-3-DEF see-BE-1SG=NEG2*
I have never seen (such) a nice bird like you.*
.-'1";,9-'!)* :-8,!1(2%#!(!/8=1(2/#==-8!-&'*
Matuunda-DEF see-MID1-BE-3=NEG2=CONF*
This Matuunda is invisible.*
The negation marker may also be incorporated in deverbal nouns, which are derived 
from verbs of possession and adjectival verbs. 
.-#,1(+-'!(!/8=1(2/8!)* 5+4'48!,!1(2%&''* ?"#$%&'* !%#3/#!%'=1(2/#*
food-BE-3-NEG2-DEF (POSS.)house-DEF-LOC mouse stay:SG-3:NR=NEG2 
A mouse won’t stay in a household that has no food. 
+/'6/#* .-'$-'!(!/8=1(2/#!1(2%#* ):6/#/#==-#=-''*
he (POSS.)be_knowledgeable-BE-3=NEG2-NMN2 do=CONF=3 
His lack of knowledge has done it.*
Thirdly, the negation marker =01(2/# functions in non-verbal clauses. The following 
examples contrast affirmative and negative non-verbal clauses. The affirmative 
clause is non-verbal. The second, negative clause is marked by the negation marker 
=01(2/#. 
9%'./'* 1+/'/#J* +-'-'* 5+%'.?-#* 1+/'/#=01(2/# 
maybe tree and EXPR:INTJ tree=NEG2 
Maybe it’s a tree, but hey: it’s not a tree!*
!"#1-#-#* .%'(%#54#4#* 1+/'/#* 948)* +-'-'* .-'>%#)J* .-'>%#,=01(2/#J* @6/'/#3-'*
long_ago beehive (POSS.)tree dong and maping maping=NEG2 !weeya 
Long ago, the trees for beehives were the dong tree and the maping tree, (no) not the 
maping tree, the !weeya tree. 
The scope of the negation may be wider than a single noun (cf. the negative deverbal 
nouns above). In the following examples, the clitic has scope over a noun phrase. In 
the following example, the possessor noun is preceded by a pronoun. 
K+/'6/#*0.-#,1(+-'L=1(2/#*
he POSS.food=NEG2 
This was not his (type of) food.*
In the following examples, the clause includes a noun phrase and an adverb. The 




."'1+"'="&'!1(2%#* K.-'5-'-#* 1A-'5%#!1(2%#* 1%#1/'/#L=01(2/#*
be_poor-NMN2 thing (POSS.)be_absent-NMN2 alone=NEG2*
Poverty is not just the absence of wealth. 
K+/'6/#!7/#* 1%#1/'/#L=01(2/#* ,%'!)* +%#)=/#!7/8!)!5%'* !"#$%&'* 9/'/#1+/'/#*
he-COLL alone=NEG2 and-CL other-COLL-DEF-TOP very many 
It’s not these things only, there are so many others.*
5.4. Mediativity: confirmative, mirative, yes/no-
questions 
The present section deals with the grammatical marking of epistemics. In Sandawe 
three epistemic clitics are used, which lend either a confirmative, mirative, or 
uncertainty reading to a clause. The confirmative marker expresses the speaker’s 
certainty with regard to the information (s)he is presenting. The mirative marker 
expresses inferential knowledge and/or surprise by the speaker regarding the 
presented information. The yes/no-question marker expresses the speaker’s 
uncertainty about the presented information: the speaker checks the information by 
asking the listener(s) for a (positive or negative) reply. 
There is debate on the definition of categories such as evidentiality and mirativity 
(e.g. DeLancey 1997; 2001 and Lazard 1999). The description of the semantics of 
the three clitics in Sandawe shows that the markers are not pure evidential markers. 
Although several instances of confirmative and mirative marking may be interpreted 
as coding the source of evidence, the semantics of the markers are broader: they 
express the attitude of the speaker towards the information in an utterance. The term 
which is used here for the category that covers both mirative, confirmative, and 
yes/no question markers, is mediative (cf. Lazard 1956; 1999). 
Sandawe has three mediative markers in the form of a clitic: 
- The confirmative marker ==-#!/==-8!-&' (CONF) 
- The mirative marker ==/#(!) (MIR) 
- The yes/no question marker =,/'(!) (Y/NQ) 
The confirmative marker has two forms: ==-# is used when the clitic itself is part of a 
clitic complex; ==-8!-&' is used elsewhere. The mirative marker ==/# and the yes/no-
question marker =,/' have one form for both uses.  
Based on its semantics, the clitic =5/# may be grouped in the mediative category as 
well. =5/# expresses an indulgent attitude by the speaker, e.g.: !%#7%'=(%&'*54'(/'=-'=5/# 
‘This is how I thought it was (but it’s not, so be it)’. The marker is not further 
included in the description, as its exact distibution is unclear. 
Mediative clitics appear in verbal and non-verbal clauses. For verbal clauses with 




The position of the mediative markers is closely related to the position of the 
subject/modality markers (see section 5.2 on the syntax of subject/modality clitics).  
In realis clauses the markers are part of a clitic complex in which the mediative 
marker is the first element and the realis subject clitic follows the mediative clitic 
(see section 5.7). The forms are illustrated in table 20. The vowel of the 
confirmative and yes/no-question markers takes over the quality of the following 
vowel. 







1SG =-#(%&#* =/#(%&#* ,/'(%&'*
2SG =%#%'* =/83* ,%'%'*
3 =-#-'* =/#-'* ,-'-'*
3fSG =-#(-'* =/#(-'* ,/'(-'*
1PL =4#4'* =/#4'* ,4'4'*
2PL =/#/'* =/#/'* ,/'/'*
3PL =-8!-&'* =/#!-'* ,-'!-&'*
 
The position of the clitic complex with the mediative marker in realis clauses is 
variable (cf. the variable position of the realis subject clitic, section 5.2.2). The 
complex may be attached to a verb, but also to other pre-verbal non-subject 
elements, as illustrated below.40  
+/'6/#* .-'$-'!(!/8!1(2/#!1(2%#* ):6/#/#==-#=-''*
he (POSS.)be_knowledgeable-BE-3-NEG2-NMN2 do=CONF=3 
His lack of knowledge has done it.*
!%#7%&'==4#=4'* .-'1";,9-'!7%&'!("#)* ,/'/#!6-'*
thus=CONF=1PL Matuunda-COLL-1PL stay:PL-PL2 
This is how we live with Matuunda.*
+-'9%#(%8!)* !48!!4&'==-#=-'* 1(+/'/#5%'*
story-DEF here-LOC=CONF=3 end 
Here ends the story.*
The position of mediative markers is different when the subject/modality marker is 
obligatorily attached to the verb (viz. non-realis clauses, verbs of possession, 
adjectival verbs). In this case the mediative clitic has a fixed position after the verb. 
                                                 
40 Note however that, although the realis subject clitic may appear more than once, mediative 




!-#!-&#* !%'(6/8=(%'!%&'* 6-'$/'/#!)* ):%#.!>48!(%&'==-8!-&'*
INTJ now=TOP2 friend.m-ATT eat_meat-2SG-1SG:NR=CONF*
Ah, now, my friend, I will certainly eat you.*
.-',-'!6-'!(%#!(4'==-8!-&'* 548* .-'5-'-#*.-'5-'-#*
know-PL2-BE-3PL=CONF just thing.RED 
They just know these things.*
Non-verbal clauses with a mediative clitic are rare. In the following two examples 
the mediative clitic appears as the final element of the non-verbal clause. The 
confirmative clitic !=-8!-&' in the negative clause is attached after the negation marker. 
+/'6/#!7/#* 1(+%#3-'* @+"'"#52"&'* B6-8=1(2/#==-8!-&'*
he-COLL all navel (POSS.)name=NEG2=CONF 
All these are not original names.*
The example below consists of a non-verbal and a verbal clause. The non-verbal 
clause with the mirative clitic !=/# has only one word: 
1+6%'%#==/#* 1+6%'%#!7/#!/&#==-#=(-'* +%#52%'=34#4#4#*
bird=MIR* bird-like=CONF=3fSG go:SG=EXCL 
It seems like a bird, it certainly moves like a bird!*
The sentence below, which consists of two conjoined clauses, displays an 
exceptional form of mediative marking in a non-verbal clause. The confirmative 
marker occurs in a clitic complex with a realis subject clitic (1SG) and is attached to 
a free personal pronoun (1SG). The occurrence of the subject marker remains 
unexplained, because it is the only example in which a subject/modality clitic is 
attached to a full subject pronoun (cf. section 5.2). 
1(%#==-#=(%&#=34#4#4#* 6-'$/#* 54'4'* ./'/#* 1+-8 
I=CONF=1SG=EXCL friend CNJ2.2SG:OPT NEG:OPT run:SG 
It’s me, my friend, don’t run!*
The remainder of this section discusses the semantics of the three mediative clitics. 
The yes/no-question marker =,/' codes closed questions, for which a confirmative or 
negative answer is expected. The question expresses doubt by the speaker about the 
presented information. The speaker asks for a reply from the listener in order to 
check the proposition. 
)B4'4#* B+-'1-8!)* (6-'5"#!6-'!!48)* :-8,=,%'=%'*
child (POSS.)leg-DEF (POSS.)swell-PL2-INF see=Y/NQ=2SG 




+4#* 1(2-'-#!,-'* ,%#!%&'!("')* 54#34'6-'=,/'* 7-'$/#* !-'(.-8,%&'*
who? (POSS.)home-DIR go:PL-1PL:NR Koyowa=Y/NQ or Asmani 
Whom will we go to?    Koyowa? Or Asmani? 
-"* =%')=%#34'* =-#6-'!1-'!3/8!)* 1(2-'-#!,-'* 7/#/#!("')=,/'*
or Gingiyo mountain-in-m-DEF (POSS.)home-DIR bring-1PL:NR=Y/NQ 
Or will we get him to Gingiyo, from the mountain? 
The yes/no question may be accompanied by the general question marker =,-# 
(section 5.5): 
<-#-#!/'* >-'-'* 5-#!-&#* ,%'!)* 1(%#* 6-'$/#=,-#* 54#4#!(!/8=,/'*
hare CNJ2.3 that CNJ-CL I (POSS.)friend=Q be_present:SG-BE-3=Y/NQ 
Then Hare said: “Is my friend around?” 
The following clauses contrast the semantics of the confirmative and mirative 
markers. The examples form a short report by the speaker on how he went back 
home after consuming alcoholic drinks at a bar. The speaker pictures the situation in 
which the addressee is imagined to be with him, following the same route as the 










Apparently I went here!*
@2-'6/#==/#=(%&#* !48*
fall:SG=MIR=1SG here 
Apparently I fell here!*
The speaker is certain about the information he is giving in the first two clauses. He 
remembers the route he took and where he passed. However, at a certain point he 
can’t remember what he did. The information he gives is inferred from the footsteps 





The next example also contrasts the mirative and confirmative marker. The utterance 
describes what happened when Sandawe first encountered an airplane. The Sandawe 
word that was finally used for airplane was derived from Swahili ndege ‘bird, 
airplane’. 
1+6%'%#==/#* 1+6%'%#!7/#!/&#==-#=(-'* +%#52%'=34#4#4#* !-'5-#!-&#* 9/#=/'*
bird=MIR* bird-like=CONF=3fSG (SV.)go:SG=EXCL 3PL.that plane 
“It seems like a bird, it certainly moves like a bird!” So they said: “dege”.*
Seeing an airplane in the air, people inferred that it could be a bird: ‘it seems to be a 
bird’. This clause contains a mirative marker. The evidence for the information in 
the first clause follows and is based on general knowledge: ‘it certainly moves like a 
bird’. This clause is marked by a confirmative clitic.  
Based on the preceding examples, mediative marking could be analysed as 
evidentiality marking. The confirmative and mirative clitics would encode first-hand 
(or general) versus second-hand (or inferred) knowledge, respectively. The system 
of evidentiality marking would not be fully grammaticalized, since clauses may well 
appear without an evidential marker. 
However, other instances of mediative marking show that the clitics encode more 
than the source of evidence only. The example below is a common start of a 




So you are present?!*
!/'/'/'* ,/'/8!(%&'==-8!-&'*
yes be:SG-1SG=CONF 
Yes I am around!*
In this dialogue the speaker in the first clause shows his surprise to meet the 
addressee. Rather than inference or second-hand knowledge, the use of the mirative 
clitic expresses the attitude about the information in the utterance. The information 
is true (‘you are present’) and first-hand knowledge, but the speaker wants to 
express his surprise about the facts. 
In the second clause the other participant reconfirms the information of the first 
clause: ‘I am present indeed’. This clause is marked by the confirmative clitic. The 
mediative marker does not comment on the source of evidence for this utterance, but 
it gives information on the attitude of the speaker: he commits himself to the validity 
of the information he is presenting. 
The same certainty about the information by speakers is expressed in the utterance 






We leave now, we really go now!*
The confirmative marker is also used in affirmative clauses, which reply to yes/no-
questions. A yes/no-question may indicate that someone is in doubt. Instead of a 
simple yes or no, the other may reply by using a clause with a confirmative marker. 
In this way the answer shows the speaker is certain about the information. The reply 
may be more convincing to the addressee. 
:%#!>4'=,/'*
come:SG-2SG:NR=Y/NQ 
Will you (really) come?*
!/'/'/'* :%8!(%&'==-8!-&'*
yes come:SG-1SG:NR=CONF 
Yes, I will definitely come!*
Two further examples of mirative-marked clauses show the surprise by the speaker. 
Both clauses are part of the story of Hare and Rooster in which Rooster pretends to 
have left the house, leaving his body behind. In the following sentence Hare 
wonders if it can be true: did Rooster really cut off his head, as his wife said? 
!/'+/'/#/#* !-#$-#-#==/#* ):%8!)* 54#4#!(!/8J* 1(/'/8!,=(%'!%&'* 1(+/'/#*
INTJ real=MIR meat-DEF be_present:SG-BE-3 head-DEF=TOP2 not_be:3 
Ehee, so it’s true!? The body is here, but the head is not.*
Later on, Hare tries to cut off his head and leave the body himself but dies. Rooster 
discovers his dead friend and is surprised that, apparently, his friend must be stupid. 
+%#!-'* !%#7=-'* ):6/#!1(2=%'!%&'* 52-'1A2/#==/#=-'*
SUB:CNJ-3 thus=3 do-MID1=SUB be_stupid=MIR=3 
If he has done this to himself, he must be stupid!*
The examples show that the mediative category in Sandawe is more than the 
encoding of pure evidentiality. The mirative marker is used to express surprise about 
the information presented. The speaker almost wonders whether it is really true, but 
apparently, to his/her surprise, there is evidence that it must be true. Confirmative-
marked clauses on the other hand express the certainty with which the speaker 





5.5. The general question marker =,-# 
Apart from question words (section 8.1), Sandawe has two clitics to mark 
interrogatives:  
- the general question marker =,-# 
- the marker =,/' which codes yes/no-questions 
The yes/no-question marker =,/' is treated in section 5.4. The clitic is part of the set 
of mediative clitics. 
The question marker =,-# is used in most interrogatives and marks the clause as a 
question. It occurs both in questions with and without question words. 
+4#1(4'* @24'4#6/#!(4'=,-#*
what? find.3O-3PL:NR=Q 
What will they find?*
=%')=%#34'=,-#*
Gingiyo=Q 
(And what about) Gingiyo? 
!-;)* +/'/#6'=,-#* +4#?/'*
INTJ DEM1.m=Q what? 
Ah, what is this?*
The general question marker is a clitic which attaches to different parts of speech 
such as noun phrases, pronouns, question words and verbs. The clitic is attached to 
the very end of the phonological phrase, after any clitics of the clitic complex. It is 
not necessarily part of the clitic complex, as opposed to the yes/no question marker, 
see section 5.7. 
...J* +-'>"#=(%#!%&#=,-#J* +%#5%#=%'* :-8)*
INTJ you=TOP2=Q how?=2SG see 
Hmm, and, you,  how do you see it? 
>+"#1A2"#.-'=,/'=,-# 
peace=Y/NQ=Q 
Is there peace? (Introductory greeting) 
The variable position of the general question marker in the clause indicates its 
relation to the marking of information structure. The presence of the marker on non-
question words seems to lend extra prominence to the element. This analysis cannot 
explain all occurrences of the marker, for example the post-verbal position in 
+4#1(4'*@24'4#6/#(4'=,-# ‘What will they find?’. In this case, the fact that it is attached to 




clitic with scope over the clause; as opposed to the phrase-final position in other 
examples where the marked phrase is given extra prominence.  
5.6. The exclamatory marker =34#4#4# 
The clitic =34#4#4# is a narrative device which is used by the speaker to attract the 
attention of the listener(s) to the utterance and to keep a story going.41 The marker is 
mainly used in story-telling, where it appears frequently. 
The position of the clitic is almost free. The exclamatory marker is commonly used 
in combination with the narrative interjection 6/#1(+-#(,-#). The narrative interjection 
is used either in between clauses (optionally followed by a co-ordinating 
conjunction), or after a co-ordinating conjunction, at the second position of the 
clause. 
RRR*56-'-'* 1(/'/8!)* B2%'%#3-'!(-'!,-'* +%#52%&'* 6/#1(+-#,-#=34#4#4#* (-'-'* 56-#1%&'* RRR*
* CNJ2.OPT.3 head-DEF dance-NMN3-DIR go:SG NARR:INTJ=EXCL CNJ2.3fSG be_shocked 
… so that the head goes to dance.” Hear! And she was shocked…*
>-'-'* 6/#1(+-#=34#4#4#* ):"8.("'!,!("&'!1(2=-'* 5-#!-&#*RRR*
CNJ2.3 NAR:INTJ=EXCL wife-DEF-f-LOC=3 that 
Hear! So he said to his wife: ...*
In clauses without narrative interjection, the exclamatory marker can be part of the 
clitic complex. In these instances it appears as the final element of the complex 







Most frequently however, the marker does not form a complex with the subject clitic 
and is put immediately after the verb. 
                                                 
41 The marker is consistently transcribed with three vowel symbols with high tones. Being a 
narrative device, the length of the marker is variable and may be extended by the speaker. The 
three vowel symbols therefore represent the extra long duration of the vowel. The pitch on 
which the particle is realized is also variable. This is represented in the orthograpy by an 




!-'-'* 1-#,/#=34#4#4#* .-'<-#.?4'* +/'(4#!%')*
CNJ2.3PL pull=EXCL big_trough they-POSS 
And they pulled their big trough!*
>%'%'* 54#)=4#$-'!-&'* ./#/#=%'* (%#3/# 
CNJ2.2SG axe big=2SG take:SG 
Then you take a big axe … 
+-'-'* 1+/'/#* ./#/#=%'* >%'%'* 74'74'!(/#=34#4#4# 
and tree big=2SG CNJ2.2SG hammer-FACT=EXCL 
and a big piece of wood and then you hammer! 
+%#3!-'!-&'* ,%#!%'=34#4#4#=%'!%&'* !-'-'* 6/#1(+-#=34#4#4#* !-'-'* @24'4#6/#*
SUB:CNJ-3PL go:PL=EXCL=SUB CNJ2.3PL NAR:INTJ=EXCL CNJ2.3PL find.3O 
When they go (to the beehive), hear!, they find it (smelling substance)! 
Occasionally the exclamatory marker is attached to the verb before the subject clitic:  
,-;)0=6/#!-#-#*?"#$%&'* 5+4'4#=-'* @24'4#6/#=%'!%&'* 9-'$-'=34#4#4#!%'*
cat-SFOC mouse (POSS.)home=3 find.3O=SUB wait=EXCL-3:NR*
If a cat finds the home of a mouse, he will wait!*
Finally, there are two examples in which the exclamatory clitic is neither part of a 
clitic complex, nor attached to a verb. 
A/'/#!/&'=34#4#4#* >-'-'* 54')54#$%'!)=!-'-'* .-#7!4#4=-'* 1%;)=/#!056!/#*
so_then=EXCL CNJ2.3 rooster-DEF-SFOC be_smart-NMN=3 set_trap.3O-BEN-3O 
One day Rooster set him a trap of smartness.*
)B4'4#* +/'/#6'=34#4#4#* 1(2%#52-#=,/'* 1(2%#52!-#-# 
child DEM1.m=EXCL ts’ik’a=Y/NQ ts’ik’a-SFOC*
This child! Is it ts’ik’a’s disease? It is ts’ik’a’s disease.*
The exclamatory marker serves to attract the attention of the listener(s). In narrative 
settings, the marker is a device that keeps the story going. When the exclamatory 
clitic is attached to a verb (without being part of a clitic complex), the marker may 
add intensity or duration to the verbal semantics. The verb that carries the 
exclamatory clitic is sometimes a repetition of the verb in a preceding clause. 
9-'$-'=34#4#4#* +-'-'* 1"8=1(+/'/#*
wait.EXCL and come_out=NEG1.3 




!-'-'* >"#,9"#(!4#=!-'* ?-'-#$-'R* >"#,9"#(/#=34#4#4# 
CNJ2.3PL swim-NMN=3PL begin swim=EXCL 
And they began to swim.  And they swam! (they swam and swam!)*
>-'-'* 1+-8=34#4#4#* ,%'!)* =/#</#* :2-#)5%&'=-'* B-'5%#* ,%'!)* !%#3/#!)* 0.-8,1(+-'*
CNJ2.3 run:SG=EXCL CNJ-CL baobab up=3 land and-CL stay:SG-VL VV.eat 
He ran! And landed on a baobab, and was eating (he flew for a long time, at high 
speed)*
1(2"#1(2"8!)==%'* (%#3/#!)* >-'$-'$/#=34#4#4#* >%'%'* 1/#1/#056!/#*
charcoal-DEF=2SG take:SG-VL draw=EXCL CNJ2.2SG remove-3O 
You take the charcoal and you draw! Then you take it (the wood) out (you draw and 
draw, the whole outline) 
5.7. The clitic complex 
The clitics which are described in the previous sections, viz. subject/modality 
markers, negation markers, mediative markers, the general question marker and the 
exclamatory marker, are frequently combined to form a clitic complex. The clitic 
complex consists of two or three elements and attaches to a host. The 
subject/modality clitic is almost always part of the complex in verbal clauses. This 
clitic may be accompanied by a negation marker, a mediative marker, and/or the 
general question marker and exclamatory marker.  
:%8!(%&'==-8!-&'*
come:SG-1SG:NR=CONF*
I will certainly come!*
.-',-'!1(2%#!%'=1(2/#==-8!-&'*
know-MID1-3:NR=NEG2=CONF 
It certainly won’t be known. 
,%'!)* 5-#!-&#* +/#1A2%&'* )B/'/#!5-#!-#=,/'=/'*
CNJ-CL that there enter-COM-3O=Y/NQ=2PL 
And he asked: “Did you bring him in there?” 
,%#!%&'==4#=4'=34#4#4# 
go:PL=CONF=1PL=EXCL 
Hear, we leave now! 
The subject marker is a central element in the complex: the type of subject/modality 
clitic determines the variation in the order of the clitics. Furthermore, the type of 




Depending on the type of subject/modality clitic in the complex, two basic orders 
are distinguished. The first pattern is found when the subject/modality clitic is of the 
non-realis series: 
Clitic complex pattern I: 
-non-realis subject =NEG2 =CONF | MIR | Y/NQ =Q | EXCL 
Non-realis clitic complexes always attach to a verbal host. The subject marker is the 
first element of the complex and may be followed by the negation marker =01(2/#. 
The third position in the complex may either be the confirmative marker ==-8!-&', 
mirative marker ==/', or the yes/no-question marker =,/', which exclude each other. 
The final position may be occupied by the question marker =,-# or the exclamatory 
marker =34#4#4#, which do not co-occur in one clitic complex. These two clitics are 
distinct from the other elements, because both may also occur outside the clitic 
complex. When used outside the clitic complex, the markers may be attached to a 
different host in the sentence, e.g. 1(%#*6-'$/8=,-#*54#4#(/8=,/' ‘Is my friend around?’ (for 
more information, see also sections 5.5 and 5.6). 
Pattern I also applies to clauses containing a special verb (section 6.7). The initial 
subject marker for these verbs is of a dedicated series of subject markers, which is 
formally almost identical to the non-realis series. 
A variant of pattern I applies to the clitic complexes in negative realis clauses. The 
subject marker is incorporated in the negation marker (NEG1) on the first position: 
=NEG1 =CONF | MIR | Y/NQ =Q | EXCL 
Similar to pattern I, negative realis clitic complexes are always attached to the verb. 
1+-'1+"'$"&'!,-'* ,%#!%&'!6-'=1(+4#*
Datooga-DIR go:PL-PL2=NEG1.3PL 
They usually do not go to the Datooga. (Saying) 
+-'>"#* 0$48)* 5+/#!/#=01(+/#*
you POSS.voice hear=NEG1.1SG 
I didn’t hear your voice. 
+/'6/#* 0B+48,!1-'!,-'* 5+6-'-'=1(+/'/#==-8!-&'*
he POSS.cave-in-DIR return=NEG1.3=CONF 
He surely didn’t return in his cave. 
The second pattern summarizes the structure of clitic complexes with a realis, 
optative or hortative clitic. 
Clitic complex pattern II: 




One important difference between this type of complex and the non-realis clitic 
complex is the position of the subject/modality marker, which occurs after the 
mediative marker.  
Note that pattern II complexes only occur in affirmative clauses. Negative realis 
clauses contain pattern I complexes; negative optative and negative hortative clauses 
have a free-standing negation marker (./'/#), with an attached subject/modality clitic. 
No further clitics are attached to this negation marker. 
The position of the clitic complex in the clause depends on the type of 
subject/modality clitic in the complex. Pattern I clitic complexes always attach to the 
verb. The position of the complex in realis, optative and hortative clauses (pattern II) 
is more variable. It is determined by the syntactic properties of the subject/modality 
clitic which may be influenced by the grammatical marking of focus (see also 
section 5.2.2). The complex is attached to non-subject constituents. The complex is 
most frequently attached to a preverbal position (object constituents, postpositional 
phrases, or adverbs preceding the verb), but it can also occur on the verb. Compare 
the following examples: 
!%#7%&'==4#=4'* .-'1";,9-'!7%&'!("#)* ,/'/#!6-'*
thus-CONF-1PL Matuunda-COLL-we stay:PL-PL2 
This is how we live with Matuunda. 
.-#14#=,%'=%'=,-#* 0(%#3/#*
gourd=Y/NQ=2SG=Q SV.take:SG 
Did you take the gourd? 
.-#14#* (%#3/#=,%'=%'*
gourd take:SG=Y/NQ=2SG 
Did you take the gourd? 
The difference between the preverbal and verbal position of the complex in the latter 
two clauses signals a shift in question focus: in the clause where the complex is 
attached to the object constituent (with the question marker !,-#), the focus is on the 













The present chapter describes the verb in Sandawe. Subject/modality markers, 
negation markers and mediative markers are clitics which are not all necessarily 
attached to the verb. They are discussed separately in chapter Chapter 5. 
Most verbs fit into the general verbal structure as presented below. A second group, 
which contains the zero verb stem for acts of exchange and the special verbs ‘to be 
somewhere’, ‘to have’, and adjectival verbs, have different formal properties. The 
verbs in the latter group are discussed in sections 6.6 and 6.7. 
In order to give a general overview of the verb, the internal structure is presented 
schematically in a system of slots and fillers. 





















The description in the following sections is ordered from left to right, i.e. from the 
verb root to the verbal case markers. The structure of the verb root is described in 
section 6.1. A restricted number of verb roots and extended stems is paired and 
functions as singular/plural verb stem pairs. These pairs are also discussed in section 
6.1. Sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.6 deal with extended verb stems. Reduplicated, iterative, 
factitive, causative, middle, and reciprocal stems are discussed. The description of 
causative 2 stems is followed by a comparison between the three stem types that 
introduce an extra agent into the argument structure of the verb: factitive, causative 
1, and causative 2 stems. It is shown that the three can be distinguished semantically 
by the degree of active involvement of the arguments in the event. 
Pronominal direct object marking is described in section 6.3. After a discussion of 
the object pronouns, the morphological processes by which they are attached to the 
verb are discussed. As these processes also apply to verbal plurality marking, this 




In section 6.4 verbal plurality marking is described, as by the plural object marker 
!6-# / !!6-# and by the plural non-direct object marker !6-'. These two markers are 
mutually exclusive. Note that the position of these markers in table 21 is an 
abstraction: if !6-# or !!6-# appears in middle 1 and reciprocal stems, its position is 
before the extension. The non-direct object marker !6-' excludes the use of a direct 
object pronoun, but it does occur before the verbal case markers !5-# 
(comitative/instrumental) and !1(2/' (applicative), in order to code the plurality of the 
oblique object. As a subject plurality marker or as a habitual marker, !6-' is the final 
element in the verb form and can only be followed by a clitic. 
Section 6.5 discusses verbal case marking. The verbal case markers !7*' 
(benefactive), !5-# (comitative/instrumental), and !1(2/' (applicative) introduce an 
(additional) object into the argument structure of the verb. This object is coded by 
the same object suffixes as used for direct objects. 
6.1. Verb root 
The verb root is the smallest morphologically analyzable form of the verb. The 
number of syllables in Sandawe verb roots ranges from one to four, but the majority 
of roots is monosyllabic or disyllabic. Certain monosyllabic and disyllabic roots 
undergo changes when they form the basis of the following verb forms: causative 
stems; middle stems; verbs with a direct object pronoun; verbs with the plural object 
marker. For a description of these changes, see sections 6.2.4, 6.2.5, 6.3, and 6.4.1, 
respectively. 
Monosyllabic verb roots minimally consist of a consonant and a vowel (CV). C 
represents any consonant, and may be simple or complex (labialized). Verb roots 
that may be heard as having an initial vowel are analyzed as a sequence of a glottal 
stop and a vowel. The vowels can be short or long (CV, CVV). All vowel qualities 
(E, /, -, 4, ") have been observed in CV roots. The following list illustrates this, 
showing all vowel qualities and types that occur in CV roots. 
1"8* come out, leave 
1+-8 run (SG stem) 




1+4'4# cross, fly 
)B/'/# enter, arrive 





Monosyllabic verb roots of the form CVC are rare. The coda consonant may be a 
nasal or a glottal stop.42 
!-;)* go first, precede 
@4#)* snap, break (of wire) 
,%#!%&'* go (PL stem) 
.-#!-&'* be tired 
@2-'-#!-&'* move closer to 
 
The following tone patterns have been observed for CV(C) verb roots: H, R, F, RL 
and L. The RL and L patterns are both attested by only one example: @2-'-#!-&' and 
5+6-'-' respectively. Note that a rising tone can only be realized on long vowels and 
vowels followed by a nasal consonant (see section 2.4 for more information on 
tone). 
Disyllabic verb roots (CV(C)CV(N)) are common. The first consonant may be 
simple or complex (labialized). No complex, labialized consonants have been 
observed for the consonant position of the second syllable in the root (note that the 
labialized approximant 6 is a simple consonant, and hence may appear in this 
position). The first vowel V represents any voiced vowel. The second, final vowel 
can be short, long, or voiceless. Examples of disyllabic verb roots are given below: 
(%#3/#* take (SG stem) 
):-'1%# come (PL stem) 
5+4#B24') go round 
(-'34'* converse 
76-#,%#)* make small holes and heaps of sand with feet*
1-#1-#)* go first, precede 





A-'!-&'1/#* die (PL stem) 
 
                                                 
42 The rare occurrence of CVN roots may have a historical explanation. Next to the occurrence 
of monomorphemic roots ending in a nasal, there is a clitic consisting of a nasal that marks a 
multi-verb construction at the end of the verb (see section 7.1 on the linker). Phonetically, a 
CVN root cannot be distinguished from a linked verb of the form CV-N. The final nasal 
consonant in verb roots may have disappeared gradually in order to distinguish linked verb 
forms from non-linked forms. 




The following tone patterns have been observed in disyllabic roots: HH, LL, R, F, 
LHL. The all L pattern (as in (-'34') is infrequent and the HLH pattern is absent, 
pointing towards a tendency for disyllabic verb roots to have either one high tone, or 
high tones uninterrupted by low tones. 
CVCVCV roots are illustrated below: 
9D-',9D"#5/#* put on one’s back43 
+-#,9D4#5+-'* attack 
+-#,-'5%#* sit (PL stem) 
+/#1/#5-'* marry 
+/#)B-'5%#* enter (with many) 
54'4',-#6-'* damage 
54'(/'=-'* think 
52"#52"'N/# shoot up 
5+4#5+4'1-'* invite 
A"'A"'?/#* be bruised 
.4'54'<-'* greet 
>/#$/#$-'* investigate, examine 
>-'$-'$/#* cure by sweeping a feather; sketch on the ground 
$4'.%#3-#* eat together with (food) 
(-'6-'!-&'1/#* yawn 
(4'5%',-#* disturb, abuse 
7-'$-'A/#* gather rubbish 
:24#(-#)5%#* rest 
@G-'5+%#,-#* carry something small under your arm 
B-'52-#1(2-#* ask 
!-'-',-#5+-'-'* set out to dry44*
 
The examples show that a canonical structure for CVCVCV roots cannot be given. 
However, some observations can be made. There appear to be no restrictions on the 
occurrence of simple consonants. There are no examples of roots containing 
labialized consonants. Long vowels are rare. All vowel qualities occur, but the 
majority of roots have a final - or /. 




                                                 
43 This verb root appears to have originated in a noun root, cf. 9P-',9P-' ‘back’ and the verbal 
case marker !("#5"&' (causative 2). 




A restricted set of Sandawe verbs can be grouped in order to form pairs of 
suppletive singular/plural verb stems. The tables 22 and 23 below illustrate 
intransitive and transitive pairs, respectively: 
Table 22: Intransitive singular/plural verb stems 
Singular verb stem Plural verb stem Meaning 
+-'5%#1(2%&'* +-#,-'5%#* sit 
+%#52%&'* ,%#!%&'* go 
A6/#!/&'* B-#-#1(2%&'* come out suddenly 
1+-8* =%'$%&'?/#* run 
1+-#,%&'* =%'$%&'?/#,-')5%#* run (centripetal) 
1A-'-#(%&'* A-'!-&'1/#* die 
1(24#52%&'* 1A2%8)* jump up and leave hastily 
!%#3/#* ,/'/#* stay 
:%#* ):-'1%#* come 
@2-'6/#* @+4'4#* fall 
)B%#,/#* @2-#(%&'* lie down 
)B"#./#* A/#/#* stand up(right) 45 
)B"#./#6-'* A/#/#6-'* stretch legs, stroll 
 
Table 23: Transitive singular/plural verb stems 
Singular verb stem Plural verb stem Meaning 
>/'/#* 5-'-#* put 
(%#3/#* 1A2-'-#* take 




)B"#)5+6/'* A-#!5"&'!6-#* put on fire; plant; set 
upright (pillar) 
 
                                                 
45 Note that two other pairs are related to this singular/plural stem pair:  
)B"#./# (*)B"#.!/#) A/#/#* (*A-#!/#) ‘stand up(right)’ 
)B"#./#6-'* (*)B"#.!/#!6-')* A/#/#6-'* (*A-#!/#!6-') ‘stretch legs, stroll’ 
)B"#)5+6/' (*)B"#.!5+6/')* A-#5"&'6-#** (*A-#!5"&'!6-#) ‘put on fire; plant, set upright’ 
46 Several verb forms have been observed as the plural counterpart for B/8. The factitive stem 
5+"'!"&'!(/# has often been mentioned. This stem may occur with extra plural marking(s): 
5+"'!"'.(/#, 5+"'!"'.(%#.-#-#. However, all these forms have a more specific meaning than the 
singular stem, i.e. ‘throw away, discard’. 
The causative verb stem @+4'4#!5"&' ‘make fall (PL stem)’ was also observed. It is derived from 




The members of the pairs are generally simple stems, but there are some exceptions: 
- There are two instances of middle 1 stems (cf. 6.2.5): +-'5%#1(2%&' ‘sit (SG stem)’ 
and B-#-#1(2%&' ‘come out suddenly (PL stem)’. For each stem, its counterpart is 
not a middle-marked verb. 
- The plural verb stem =%'$%&'?/#,-')5%# ‘run (centripetal) (PL stem)’ contains the 
reciprocal stem marker !)5%#. 
- The pair )B"#./#6-' / A/#/#6-' ‘stroll’ contains a fossilized plural marker !6-'. 
- The pair 1(24'52%&'!(/# / 1A2%',!(/# ‘scare away’ consists of two factitive stems. 
These stems are derived from the intransitive pair 1(24#52%&' / 1A2%8) ‘jump up and 
leave hastily’. 
- The plural verb stems 5+"'!"&'!(/# and @+4'4#!5"&' ‘throw (away) (PL stem)’ are 
factitive and causative 1 stems, respectively. 
- The suppletive plural counterpart of )B"#)5+6/' has a plural object marker 
!6-#. A-#!5"&'!6-# cannot be used without the plural object marker (in order to 
function as a singular verb stem). Neither can the verb stem code plurality 
when the plural object marker is omitted. Therefore, the suppletive plural 
verb stem of )B"#)5+6/' is A-#!5"&'!6-#, rather than A-#!5"&'. 
Two stems could be considered as a suppletive pair: )B/'/# ‘enter, arrive’ and +/#)B-'5%# 
‘enter, arrive (with many)’. However, although +/#)B-'5%# can only be used with plural 
subject participants, )B/'/# is used both with singular and plural subjects. Therefore 
the two verbs have not been included in the table of pairs above. 
There are thirteen intransitive pairs, and five transitive pairs. The plural verb stem of 
intransitive verbs codes plurality of the subject argument. The example below 
contrasts singular and plural subject participants. The use of the singular versus 
plural stem is obligatory. Even though the subject clitic includes number marking, 
singular subjects can not appear with plural stems and vice versa. 
!"#1/'=(%&'* +%#52%&'* (* ,%#!%&') 
yesterday=1SG go:SG 
I went yesterday. 
!"#1/'=4'* ,%#!%&'* (* +%#52%&') 
yesterday=1PL go:PL 
We went yesterday.*
The plural stem of transitive verbs codes plurality of the object participant. In the 
following examples, which contrast the singular and the plural stem, nominal plural 
marking is absent. The object .-#14# ‘gourd’ can only be interpreted as a plural object 
because of the use of the plural verb stem. 
.-#14#=(%&#* 0(%#3/#*
gourd=1SG SV.take:SG 







6.2. Extended verb stems 
An extended stem usually consists of a verb root and a derivational extension, 
except for reduplicated stems, where the verb root is doubled. Not all examples of 
extended stems have an underived verbal counterpart. Those extended stems that do 
not have an underived counterpart are mentioned separately in the description. Like 
verb roots, extended stems function as a base for pronominal marking, either by 
direct object pronouns, or by verbal case markers in combination with an object 
pronoun. 
Six types of extended verb stems are distinguished: 
1) verb stems resulting from reduplication 
2) iterative stems 
3) factitive stems 
4) causative stems (causative 1 and causative 2) 
5) middle stems (middle 1 and middle 2) 
6) reciprocal stems 
A relative ordering of extension types depends on the possible combinations of the 
extensions on a single verb root. The maximum number of extensions in one verb 
form is two. As shown in the following table, the second extension in any 
combination is either a middle, a reciprocal, or a causative 2 extension. 
Table 24: Combinations of verb extensions 
ROOT-EXTENSIONS Example Meaning 
VR-IT-MID 9"'?"'!./#!1(2%#* hit oneself multiple times with fist 
VR-FACT-MID 47 +-'<%&'!(/#!1(2%&'* boast 
 *  
VR-IT-REC 6/'$!%'./#!)5%#* visit each other repeatedly 
VR-CAUS-REC .-8,1(+-'!5!6-#)5%#* feed each other 
 *  
VR-FACT-CAUS2 5+6-'-'!(/#!("#5"&'* cause (someone) to return (sth) 
VR-MID-CAUS2 )B4#5+4'!1(2%#!("#5"&'* cause to wash oneself 
VR-REC-CAUS2 @24'4#!5%#!("#5"&'* cause to meet each other 
 
                                                 
47  There are only two examples of factitive middle stems in my data. No underived 
counterpart exists for the factitive stem +-'<%&'(/# ‘praise’. However, Van de Kimmenade (1954) 




The semantics of stems with two extensions are transparent. In some stems, the 
meaning is compositional and the second extension has scope over the verb root plus 








visit each other repeatedly 
However, the meaning of an extended stem with two extensions is not necessarily 
compositional as in the example above. Especially in iterative reciprocal stems, the 
iterative extension often has a more general meaning, coding plurality of action. In 
these verbs, the iterative is an inherent part of the reciprocal verb. This occurs in 
iterative reciprocal stems that do not have a simple reciprocal stem (indicating a 
single occurrence of the event vs. multiple occurrences), e.g. +-'.-'!./#!)5%# ‘insult 
each other’ (* +-'.-#!)5%# ). For more information, see section 6.2.6 on reciprocal 
stems. 
It is difficult to make a relative ordering of extensions based on the various possible 
combinations. Therefore the order in which the various extended stems are described 
is based on both morphological, syntactic and semantic criteria. First, reduplicated 
stems are described. Then iterative stems are described. Factitive and causative 
stems are dealt with one after the other, because they both introduce an extra 
argument into the argument structure of the verb. Middle and reciprocal stems are 
described in the final two sections because of their final position in extended stems 
with two extensions. 
6.2.1. Verb stems resulting from reduplication 
Reduplicated verb stems are the result of a derivational process by which a verb root 
is fully copied. Reduplication is a productive means of derivation in Sandawe. The 
following examples show reduplicated verb stems, with their corresponding source 
forms: 
5/85/8* ascend here and there* < 5/8* ascend 
A%#52%'&A%#52%&'* get stuck here and there* < A%#52%&'* get stuck 
1"81"8* go out here and there* < 1"8* go out 
1(24#)=4#$%&'1(24#)=4#$%&' jump up and down < 1(24#)=4#$%&' jump 




!%#3/#0!%#3/#** stay some time (SG)* <* !%#3/#* stay (SG) 
:24#(-#)5%#0:24#(-#)5%#* rest a bit* <* :24#(-#)5%#* rest*
)B/'/#)B/'/#* enter here and there* < )B/'/#* enter 
 
The tone pattern of the original root is retained on both parts of the reduplicated 
form and there is a downstep in between the two parts, which is only audible and 
marked if no low tone precedes or follows.  
The reduplicated stems express a prolonged action, which may be continuous or not, 
and which is low in intensity.48 The following examples illustrate the prolongation 
of the event: 
.-8,1(+-'.-8,1(+-'=54'*
eat.RED=2SG:OPT 




Will you stay here for some time? (asked after the arrival of the addressee)*
The action may be interrupted, but the sum of intervals at which the action is carried 
out is perceived as one event. 
1(24#)=4#$%&' >* 1(24#)=4#$%&'1(24#)=4#$%&'*
jump  jump.RED*
jump  jump up and down*
The action is often carried out with low intensity. Therefore translation equivalents 
often contain adverbs of degree (‘a bit’, ‘just’, ‘here and there’). 
!-#9"#5"&'!-#9"#5"&'!("#)=54'*
help.RED-1PL=2SG:OPT 
You help us a bit, here and there. 
The event as expressed by a reduplicated stem is not necessarily one action, which is 
carried out by each participant in the event. Reduplicated stems are often used with 
plural participants, in which case the verb refers to the sum of several (consecutive 
or simultaneous) actions, as carried out by the individual participants. 
                                                 
48 Note that reduplicated verbs in Swahili are semantically similar. Ashton (1944:316) notes 
that reduplicated verbs in Swahili are used “to express continuous action or state”, or “to 
lessen or to modify the force of a word”. Loogman (1965:145) uses the label frequentative 
verbs for Swahili reduplicated verbs, which indicate “the repetition of an action at close 





CNJ2.1PL:OPT NEG:OPT get_stuck.RED 
That we do not get stuck (in our language) 
The following examples illustrate the difference in context for the use of the verb 
root and the reduplicated stem. While the verb root 6/'$/# focuses on the aspect of 
going (somewhere) by foot, the reduplicated stem 6/'$/#6/'$/# stresses the action of 
strolling: walking here and there, without a specific goal. 
56-*.14$4!1/'=(%&'* 6/'$/#*
Kwa Mtoro-area=1SG (SV.)walk 
I walked to Kwa Mtoro. 
6/'$/#6/'$/#=(%&#* 0!%#3/#!)*
walk.RED=1SG SV.stay:SG-VL 
I am walking around.*
6.2.2. Iterative stems 
Iterative stems contain the iterative suffix !%'./# or a short form of it. Most iterative 
stems are derived from verb roots by placing the full suffix after the verb root. 
If the root-final vowel is /, this vowel is replaced by the suffix-initial vowel E. Root-
final tones are replaced by the initial low tone of the suffix. 
<-'!-'&9!%'./#* show multiple times * < <-'!-&'9/8* show 
1A2%#)5+!%'./#* kick multiple times* <* 1A2%#)5+/#* kick 
1A2%'1+!%'./# slaughter multiple times < 1A2%'1+/# slaughter 
7-'9!%'./#* scrape out multiple times* < 7-'9/#* scrape out 
 
If the root-final vowel is E, it merges with the suffix-initial E. The low tone of the 
suffix replaces the high tone of the root. 
1-')5!%'./#* chase away multiple times* <* 1-')5%#* chase away 
:!%'./#* come (SG) multiple times* <* :%#* come (SG) 
B2-'5!%'./#* descend multiple times* < B2-'5%#* descend*
 
If the root ends in -, the short form of the suffix is used: !*'./#. Thus, the suffix-
initial vowel E is absent, but the low tone remains and replaces the root-final high 
tone. 
+-'.-'!./#* insult multiple times < +-'.-#* insult 
+4',-'!./#* harvest multiple times <* +4',-#* harvest honey 




No examples have been recorded that illustrate iterative stems which are derived 
from roots with final 4 and ". 
The vowel of the iterative extension is " when it is added to a verb root with a final 
labial stop or a final labialized consonant. There are only four examples in the 
corpus, which represent the labial consonants ? and >+, and the labialized consonant 
76. 
9-'?!"'./#* joke multiple times* < 9-'?/#* joke, make fun (of a peer) 
9"'?!"'./#* hit multiple times* <* 9"'?/#* hit 
1A2-'>+!"'./#* beat multiple times* <* 1A2-'>+/#* beat 
 
The following example illustrates another iterative stem with the vowel ". Here, the 
verb root contains a final labialized consonant 76. Note that the consonant is no 
longer labialized in the iterative stem (*(-'76"'./#). 
(-'7!"'./#* mow multiple times* <* (-'76/#* mow*
 
The iterative stem undergoes segmental and/or tone changes when certain object 
pronouns are suffixed. First, when the third person object pronoun !/# or the third 
person singular feminine object pronoun !/#("# is suffixed, the initial low tone of the 
iterative morpheme becomes high. 
7-'9/#*>*7-'9!%'./#* scrape out 
1(+-#-#=(-'* 7-'9!%#./#!/#*
pot=3fSG scrape_out-IT-3O 
She scraped out a pot. 
1-')5%#*>*1-')5!%'./#* chase away 
1-')5!%#./#!/#(6=-'*
chase_away-IT=3fSG-3 




Second, when non-human plural objects are marked on the verb, tonal and 
segmental changes occur. The initial low tone of the iterative morpheme becomes 
high. Moreover, the iterative marker !%'./# merges with the plurality marker !6-# and 
the third person object suffix /# into one morphological complex: !%'./# + !6-# + !/# > 
!%#.-#-#.49 Note that in the morphological complex, the object suffix !/# is assimilated 




He sharpened knifes. 
Sandawe speakers of Farkwa attribute the morphological complex !%#.-#-# to the 
variety of Sandawe spoken in the central and western part of Usandawe (i.e. 
Kurio/Kwa Mtoro up to Ovada). In Farkwa, a different variant is used that causes no 
segmental and tone changes to the iterative stem: 
$4'=4#=-'* @+/')=!%'./#!!/&#6-#!-#*
knife=3 sharpen-IT-PL1-3O 
He sharpened knifes. 
There are no changes when other object pronouns are suffixed to the iterative stem. 
The examples below illustrate a second person singular object, and a third person 
plural human object, respectively. Contrast these to the examples above. 
1-')5%#*>*1-')5!%'./#* chase away 
1-')5!%'./#!>-#=-'*
chase_away-IT-2SG=3 
He chased you away. 
1-')5!%'./#!!%#)==-'*
chase_away-IT-3PL=3 
He chased them away. 
Iterative stems basically express multiplicity of action. The event that is described is 
seen as the sum of several actions. 
                                                 
49 The following historical development is assumed for this complex. The final vowel /# of the 
iterative morpheme !%'./# was originally a general singular object marker. Thus, the plural 
marker and object marker !6-#!-# were suffixed to !%'.!, replacing the singular object marker. 
The sequence !%#.6-#-# is realized as !%#.-#-#, because of the phonotactic restriction that labial 






Gele came repeatedly. 
.4'5+4#)=4#,!-'-'* :2%')5+!%'./#!(/#*
bed_bug-SFOC (SV.)bite-IT-1SG 
Bed bugs 50 have bitten me over and over again! 







The underived counterparts of these iterative stems are used either to indicate one 
particular instance of the action (e.g. ‘stab once’), or to generalize the event without 
reference to the multiplicity of action (e.g. ‘(start) mow(ing)!’). 
There is a clear difference between the semantics of iterative stems and the 
semantics of reduplicated stems. Iterative stems express multiple occurrences of an 
action. Reduplicated stems on the other hand describe prolonged events, which are 
generally carried out with low intensity. However, the use of the two stem types 
reveals that there is semantic overlap in certain contexts. The following example 
illustrates this. The clause describes the busy activities around a train after its 
arrival: people are getting on and off the train at different places and moments. 
):4'.4#(4'* +%#(48,!(4'* !-'-'* 5/85/8J* +%#(48,!(4'* !-'-'* B2-'5!%'./# 
person.PL other-PL CNJ.3PL ascend:RED other-PL CNJ.3PL descend!IT 
Some people got on, others got off 
The verb B2-'5%'./# ‘descend’ can be compared to its antonym, the verb 5/85/8 
‘ascend’. In the case of getting off the train, the event is described by an iterative 
stem. In order to describe the people that get on, a reduplicated root is used. Except 
for the direction of the movement, both events are similar in nature: actions of 
ascending and descending are carried out multiple times by different individuals and 
at several places. Regardless of this, an iterative stems and a reduplicated stem are 
used next to each other in this context. It can therefore be concluded that in certain 
contexts the boundaries between the semantics of iterative stems and reduplicated 
                                                 
50 In the Sandawe utterance, the lexical subject does not indicate plurality, nor does the verb 
indicate participant plurality. In the translation we try to reflect this unspecified mass of bed 




stems are vague. Especially if plurality of action is combined with plurality of 
participants, the domains that are covered by the respective stem types overlap. 
6.2.3. Factitive stems 
Factitive stems are characterized by the factitive morpheme !(/#. Two groups of 
factitive stems are distinguished: 
a) derived factitive stems 
b) lexical plural action verbs with an obligatory factitive stem marker 
The general formal properties of the two groups are the same. For both groups the 
factitive morpheme !(/# has a high tone, while the preceding tones are all low. 
Syntactically, the verbs in both groups are transitives, with at least an agent subject 
and a patient object. On the semantic level, there are differences between the two 
groups. Therefore the groups will be treated separately here. 
a) Derived factitive stems 
Factitive stems in this group are derived from an intransitive verb. Consider the 
following examples: 
9D-'-'!(/#* cause to be contiguous* <* 9D-#-#* be contiguous*
=6/'!/&'!(/#* hurt (tr.) < =6/8!/&'* be hurt, suffer 
=4'1A24'7%&'!(/#* remember < =4#1A24#7%&' jump to mind 51 
+4'52-'!(/#* warm up < +4'52-#* be hot 
5+6-'-'!(/#* return (tr.) < 5+6-'-'* return, go back 
A%'52%&'!(/#* stick in < A%#52%&' be stuck 
,-'!-&'!(/#* inflame, make burn* <* ,-8!-&'* burn (intr.) 
1(2-'!-&'!(/#* dip into liquid* <* 1(2-8!-&'* be dipped into liquid 
1(24'52%&'!(/#* scare away (SG stem) < 1(24#52%&'* jump up (SG stem) 
1A2/'!/&'!(/#* make turn, turn (tr.)* <* 1A2/8!/&'* turn (intr.), deviate 
B2-'!-&'!(/#* avoid, block < B2-8!-&' be blocked 
 
The following list illustrates factitive verbs for which there is no underived 
counterpart. They are considered as group (a) factitive stems. 
+-'<%&'!(/#* praise 
+"':2"'!(/#* taste from a dipped finger 
5+%',!(/#* send 
                                                 
51 The verb root =4#1A24#7%&' ‘jump to mind’ has been translated as an intransitive verb. However, 
as we only recorded it out of context, no claims about its syntactic and semantic structure can 




5+6-'!-&'!(/#* pick from plant*
74'4'!(/#* taste by sipping*
74'1A24'!(/#* push to get moving 
 
Factitive stems in this group have a special plural verb stem.52 In order to form the 
plural factitive verb stem, .! is inserted before the factitive morpheme !(/#. 
9D-'-'!(/#* >* 9D-'-'!.!(/#* make touch (PL stem)*
+"':2"'!(/#* >* +"':2"'!.!(/#* taste from a dipped finger (PL stem) 
 
According to general morphophonological rules, all voiceless (parts of) vowels 
before .! become voiced. Thus, voiceless vowels become voiced vowels: 
+-'<%&'!(/#* >* +-'<%'!.!(/#* praise (PL stem) 
A%'52%&'!(/#* >* A%'52%'!.!(/#* stick in (PL stem) 
 
Similarly, the voiceless release of a glottal stop is realized as a full, voiced vowel 
before .!: 
,-'!-&'!(/#* >* ,-'!-'!.!(/#* inflame (PL stem) 
1A2/'!/&'!(/#* >* 1A2/'!/'!.!(/#* (make) turn (PL stem)*
 
One stem has a suppletive plural stem form: 
1(24'52%&'!(/#** !* 1A2%',!(/#* scare away (SG - PL stem) 
 
The semantics of factitive stems are understood best by comparing the factitive stem 
to its underived counterpart. In the factitive derivation an agent role is added to the 
argument structure of the verb. The underived form is an intransitive verb in which a 
subject (Y) undergoes the event. In the factitive stem, an agent (X) has been added 
to the event. The agent is realized as the subject of the factitive verb and causes the 
patient (Y), now object, to undergo the event. This is illustrated schematically below 
for two derivations of factitive verbs: 
+4'52-#* >* +4'52-'!(/#*
Y be hot  X cause Y be hot = X warm up Y 
*
A%#52%&'* >* A%'52%&'!(/#*
Y be stuck  X cause Y be stuck = X stick in Y*
 
                                                 




Factitive stems are basically causative verbs in which an agent causer has been 
added to an intransitive verb. The causee (Y) undergoes the event, just as it 
undergoes it in the underived form. The defining characteristic of the factitive stem 
is the presence of an agent subject (X) that actively carries out the event. The 
involvement of the agent subject of factitive verbs is different from that of causative 
verbs. See section 6.2.4 for a comparison. 
The use of the plural factitive stem depends on plurality of the object and plurality 
of the action. The plural factitive stem is obligatorily used with factitives with non-
human third person plural and collective objects. In such cases, the plural factitive 
stem is followed by the plural object marker and the object suffix: 
+-'-#76/'* )B4#54#!7/8!)* +-'<%'!.!(/#!6-#!-#=(-'*
DEM2.COLL child.PL-COLL-DEF praise-PL-FACT-PL1-3O=3fSG 
She has praised that group of children. 
The plural factitive stem may also code human plural objects (for third person: 
definite human objects) but this is not obligatory. The plural factitive stems rather 
code plurality of the action than plurality of the object participants. This specific use 
of the plural factitive stem marker !. shows some functional resemblance to the 
iterative marker !%'./#, when it is used as a means of coding plurality of action. See 
also section 6.2.2 on iterative stems. 
b) Lexical plural action verbs with an obligatory 
factitive stem marker 
The second group of factitive stems contains lexical plural action verbs (or lexical 
pluractionals), which have an obligatory stem marker !(/#. All tones before the stem 
marker are low. Verbs in this group can be recognized by the doubling of one or two 
syllables before the factitive marker. Consider the following examples: 
9%'9%'!%&'!(/#* prop, support 
5+-'$%&'5+-'$%&'!(/#* roll 
5+"'5+"'!"&'!(/#* beat out, shake out 
>+/'>+/'!/&'!(/#* winnow 
1(2-'7"&'1(2-'7"&'!(/#* give a light beating 
):4'$4'):4'$4'!(/#* strip off (grains from maize cob) 
 
All examples of lexical pluractionals with an obligatory factitive stem marker show 
the same pattern of word formation. This pattern can be summarized in two 






Note that the factitive stem marker is obligatory: neither CVCV nor CVCVCVCV 
can function as an independent verb root. 
The source form for the doubling can be defined phonologically (one or two 
syllables), but this form does not function as an independent root itself. In other 
words, source forms (e.g. 9%', 5+-'$%&') do not occur in isolation. There are a few 
exceptions, e.g. compare 1(2-'1(2-'!-&'(/# ‘soak’ to the noun root 1(2-8 ‘water’; similarly, 
Van de Kimmenade (1954) notes the verb root :+4$4) “se trouer”, to be compared to 
the factitive stem :+4'$4'):+4'$4')(/# ‘make holes on’. 
The source form for doubling is either a monosyllabic or a disyllabic string. 
Therefore the resulting number of syllables before the factitive marker is two or 
four. First, factitive stems are illustrated that have four syllables before the stem 
marker: 
<4'524'<4'524'!(/#* shake repeatedly 
.-':2-'.-':2-'!(/#* crush 
74'1A24'74'1A24'!(/#* push around 
 
If the number of syllables before the stem marker is two, a glottal stop is inserted 





The following verb, a rare example of a monosyllabic source form which is a root 
itself (1(2-8 ‘water’), shows that the glottal stop is not part of the source form, as one 
might assume. The glottal stop is therefore best considered as inserted between the 
doubled form and the factitive morpheme. 
1(2-'1(2-'!-&'!(/#* <* 1(2-8*
soak-FACT  water 
 
The semantics of the verb in group (b) center around pluractionality. The lexical 
pluractionals describe events that inherently consist of multiple similar sub-events. 
For example, winnowing (>+/'>+/'!/&'(/#) involves multiple actions of throwing up the 
grains, in order to remove the chaff. Similarly, giving a light beating 
(1(2-'7"&'1(2-'7"&'(/#) is not a single slap; it usually involves multiple beatings. Stripping 
off grains ():4'$4'):4'$4'(/#) from a cob is done in multiple sub-actions. All verbs are 
transitives in which the agent subject carries out the action on a patient object. Note 
that the verbs in group b have an obligatory factitive marker and therefore their 




Contrary to the factitive stems in group (a), there is no special plural stem for the 
factitive verbs in group (b). Thus, human plural objects are regularly marked by a 
plural object suffix (e.g. !("#)J*!!%#)). 
Similary, non-human plural objects are only marked by suffixing !6-#!-# to the stem. 
Alternatively, a complex plural form can be used, which consists of the iterative 
morpheme plus the plural object marker: !%#.!-#!-# (see also iterative stems). 
.-'.-'!-&'!(/#=("#,!(-'J* .-'.-'!-&'!(/#!!%#,=(-'*
soothe-FACT-1PL=3fSG soothe-FACT-3PL=3fSG 
She soothened us,  she soothened them. 
.-':2-'.-':2-'!(/#!6-#!-#=(-'*
crush-FACT-PL1-3O=3fSG*




6.2.4. Causative stems 
Causative stems are characterized by a causative extension. Most causative stems 
are derived forms that have a corresponding form without the causative marker. 
There are two causative extensions: 
- causative 1: !5"&' 
- causative 2: !("#5"&' 
The causative 2 morpheme is the most productive extension. It may be used to 
derive causative stems from both verb roots and extended stems. Next to the formal 
differences between the two causative stem types a comparison at the end of this 
section shows that they are also semantically different. 
Causative 1 !5"&' 
The causative extension !5"&' is not a productive derivational extension. Causative 
stems with the extension !5"&' are infrequent when compared to the causative stem 
marker !("#5"&'. 
The following list shows causative 1 stems. The underived verb root is given in the 
column on the right. Disyllabic roots that can undergo clipping, have the clipped 
form before the causative marker (see also section 6.3). 
5/8!5"&'* let ascend, load up* <* 5/8* ascend*




1+4'4#!5"&'* move (tr.)* <* 1+4'4#* move / jump over 
1(2-#!5"&'* drench* <* 1(2-#-#* drink 
:%#)!5"&'* make (a) deep (hole)* <* :%#./#* be deep 
:4;)!5"&'* spoil (food) by burning* <* :4'./#* be burnt*
:2-#:2-#!5"&'* dress < :2-#:2-#* wear*
:2/'/#!5"&'* wake up (tr.) < :2/'/# examine, watch 
B2%#)!5"&'* let ripen* <* B2%#,/#* ripen*
)B%#)!5"&'* lay down* <* )B%#,/#* lie down (SG stem) 
)B"#)!5"&'* put upright* <* )B"#./#* stand up(right) 
 
A few verbs in Sandawe contain a final string 5"&'. This string cannot synchronically 
be identified as a causative extension, because no verb root without 5"&' exists. Verbs 
of this kind are probably lexicalized causatives. 
1A2-#5"&' remove, dig out*
!-#9"#5"&' help 
 
The usual voiceless realization of the final vowel "& of the causative extension 
changes to labialization of 5 when a vowel follows. The vowel is deleted when the 
approximant 6 follows. In both environments, the low tone of the causative 
extension is preserved and has a lowering effect on any following high tones. 
5/8!5"&'!/#=(%&#* >* K5/8056/#(%&L*
ascend-CAUS1-3O=1SG 
I loaded it up 
5/8!5"&'!6-#!-#=(%&#* > K5/8056-#-#(%&L*
ascend-CAUS1-PL1-3O=1SG 
I loaded them up 
Note that !056/# (causative extension plus third person object suffix /#) is 
homophonous with the verbal benefactive marker plus the third person object suffix, 
see 6.5.1. 
Causative stems may be derived from intransitive and transitive verb roots. The 
causative derivation adds an extra argument to the argument structure of the verb. 
Thus, intransitive verbs become transitive with the causative extension, and 
transitive verbs become ditransitive. The agent subject is the causer of the event that 
is expressed by the causative verb. The causee is the primary object of the event. It 
undergoes the causation of the event. In the following example, the agent subject 






She has laid the child to rest. 
Ditransitive causatives have a secondary object. The primary object of a ditransitive 
causative is the causee of the event. The secondary object is the undergoer of the 
event itself. In the following example, the primary object )B4'4# ‘child’ is caused to 
eat ,"#6-# ‘mash’, the secondary object of the clause. 
)B4'4#=(%&#* ,"#6-#=(%&#* 0.-8,1(+-'!5"&'*
child=1SG mash=1SG SV.eat-CAUS1 
I feed the child mash. 
Secondary objects of causatives may be omitted, but primary objects are obligatory. 
The following example shows a grammatical utterance of a ditransitive causative, in 
which the secondary object (the thing eaten) has been omitted. 
)B4'4#=(%&#* 0.-8,1(+-'!5"&'*
child=1SG SV.eat-CAUS1 
I feed the child. 
If the secondary object is inserted, but the primary object (the eater) is omitted, the 
utterance becomes unacceptable, e.g.: 
** ,"#6-#=(%&#* 0.-8,1(+-'!5"&'*
* mash=1SG SV.eat-CAUS1 
* I feed mash 
The subject of 5"&'-causative stems is actively involved in the event. The (primary) 
object is not. Thus, the agent subject carries out an action on the patient object, 
rather than causing the object to actively carry out an action. Translations should 
reflect the active involvement of the subject in the event. 
.-8,1(+-'5"&'* feed (rather than: cause to eat) 
)B%#)5"&'* lay down, lay to rest (rather than: cause to lie down) 
 
A final note concerns the verb )B%#)5"&' ‘lay down’. While the underived singular 
subject form )B%#,/# has a suppletive plural subject stem @2-#(%&', there is no suppletive 
form for plural objects of the causative stem (* @2-#(%&'5"&'). Rather, the plural object 
marker !6-# is used, which results in )B%#)056-#. Compare this to the suppletive 
stems 1(24#52%&' / 1A2%8) ‘jump up and leave hastily (SG / PL subject stem)’, which have 
corresponding suppletive forms for the derived factitive stems: 1(24'52%&'!(/# / 1A2%',!(/# 




Causative 2 !("#5"'& 
The causative morpheme !("#5"&' is a productive extension in the formation of 
causative stems. Causative stems can be derived from verb roots and stems. The 
following examples illustrate causative verbs that are derived from both intransitive 
and transitive verb roots. 
)@/'/#!("#5"&'* make laugh < )@/'/# laugh*
52-#)@-#!("#5"&'* cause to / make disappear < 52-#)@-# disappear 
./'/#,-'!("#5"&'* cause to love < ./'/#,-' love 
B24#4#!("#5"&'* cause to rain* <* B24#4#* rain 
 
The following examples show derived verb stems that serve as a basis for the 
causative derivation. They contain a causative extension after the middle marker and 
after the reciprocal marker, respectively: 
+-'5%#!1(2%&'!("#5"&'* cause to sit down < +-'5%#!1(2%&'* sit down 
@24'4#!5%#!("#5"&'* cause to meet each other* <* @24'4#!5%#* meet each other 
 
Two types of exceptional occurrences of the causative 2 extension are noteworthy. 
In both cases, the extension !("#5"&' is suffixed to a noun root. First, !("#5"&' occurs on 
noun roots that denote ingredients. The resulting form is a transitive verb that 
expresses that the incorporated noun root is added to something in preparation. The 
object in preparation is the object of the verb. It is marked as a verbal object suffix. 
Examples are rare. 
@+"'./#!("#05!/#=(%&#* < @+"'./#*‘flour’*
flour-CAUS2-3O=1SG 
I add flour 
("5-$E!("#056!/#!(%&#* < ("5-$E*‘sugar’*
sugar-CAUS2-3O=1SG 
I add sugar 
Second, !("#5"&' is used with noun roots that denote periods of time. The resulting 
verb form expresses that its subject finds itself in a particular period of time. This 
use of the causative morpheme needs further investigation, because there is no 
causative relation between the subject and the time of the day. 
)@/8!("#5"&'* < )@/8*‘day(time)’*
daytime-CAUS2 




=4'<4'?/#!("#5/#==%##=%'* < =4'<4'?/#*‘late afternoon’*
late_afternoon-CAUS2.3O=CONF=2SG 
You have come in the late afternoon! (you caused it to be late afternoon?) [uttered 
when the addressee arrived in the late afternoon to help doing work with the 
community] 
The morpheme !("#5"&' undergoes the same morphophonological changes as the 
causative marker !5"&', but there is more variation. When a vowel or 6 follows, 
!("#5"&' becomes ("#56*'. 
B2/#/#!("#5"&'!/#=(%&#* >* KB2/#/#("#056/#(%&L*
pay_brideprice-CAUS2-3O=1SG*
I made him pay bride price. 
:+%#./#!("#5"&'!6-#!-#=(%&#* > K:+%#./#("#056-#-#(%&L*
sing-CAUS2-PL1-3O=1SG 
I made them sing. 
There is variation in the realization of the labialized consonant when the causative 
morpheme is combined with the third person singular object suffixes !/# and !/#("# 
(feminine). The consonant is sometimes clearly labialized, and sometimes no 
labialization is heard at all. The following variants are both acceptable: 
B2/#/#("#056/#(%&#*~*B2/#/#("#05/#(%&#*
I made him pay bride price 
Another instance of variation is found for the full paradigm of causative verbs that 
carry an object suffix. As the following paradigm shows, -' may be inserted between 
the causative morpheme and the object suffix. The table shows all the variants. The 
--forms are shown in the middle column, the other variants are shown on the right. 
Note that the causative verbs with third person singular objects have three variants 
in total, an --form, one form with a labialized causative marker, and one with a non-








she causes (OBJ) to laugh 
 laugh-CAUS2-OBJ-3fSG* --form *
1SG )@/'/#!("#5"&'!(/#!(-'* )@/'/#("#56-'(/#(-'* )@/'/#("#5"&'(/#(-'*
2SG )@/'/#!("#5"&'!>4#!(-'* )@/'/#("#56-'>4#(-'* )@/'/#("#5"&'>4#(-'*
3O )@/'/#!("#5"&'!/#!(-'* )@/'/#("#056-#-#(-'* )@/'/#("#056/#(-'J*
)@/'/#("#05/#(-'*
3fSG )@/'/#!("#5"&'!/#("#!(-'* )@/'/#("#056-#-#("#(-'* )@/'/#("#056/#("#(-'J*
)@/'/#("#05/#("#(-'*
1PL )@/'/#!("#5"&'!("#,!(-'* )@/'/#("#56-'("#,(-'* )@/'/#("#5"&'("#,(-'*
2PL )@/'/#!("#5"&'!(E#,!(-'* )@/'/#("#56-'(%#,(-'* )@/'/#("#5"&'(%#,(-*
3PL )@/'/#!("#5"&'!!%#,!(-'* )@/'/#("#56-'!%#,(-'* )@/'/#("#5"&'!%#,(-'*
PL-3O )@/'/#!("#5"&'!6-#!-#!(-'* )@/'/#("#056-#-#(-' 53* )@/'/#("#056-#-#(-'*
 
The --forms show two homophonous verb forms. )@/'/#("#056-#-# may refer to both a 
third person singular object and to a non-human and/or non-specific plural object 
form.54 
The insertion of -' cannot be explained satisfactorily. The presence of the vowel in 
the full paradigm points towards a kind of causative stem building device. An 
argument against this explanation is that -' is never present when the causative 
extension is the final element of the verb. In other words, )@/'/#("#56-' is 
ungrammatical as an isolated verb form. The vowel is considered as an optional 
suffix support. 
Causative stems have an additional argument as compared to their non-causative 
counterparts. The subject of a causative verb causes the event to take place. The 
primary object is the causee of the event. If there is a secondary object, it is the 
undergoer of the event. 
Secondary objects are only rarely marked by a verbal object pronoun. Usually, the 
secondary object is either implied, or marked by a noun phrase or independent 
pronoun. Ditransitive verbs with two object pronouns are exceptions (see for 
example 5+6-'-'!(/#!/#!("#05!/# ‘cause him to return it’ below). Constructed 
ditransitive causatives with a first or second person secondary object pronoun were 
rejected by speakers, e.g.: 
                                                 
53 The realization of the --form is the same as the variant in the right column. The expected 
realization )@/'/#("#56-'6-#-#(-' does not occur. 
54 There may be a slight difference for the two forms in the duration of the vowel -- (the 
singular object form may well be short), but we have not been able to hear a difference 






He made her love me 
The causer (subject) of the event in ("#5"&'-causatives has a certain distance to the 




She made them wash themselves (e.g. told them to do so). 
The exact semantic roles of the participants are understood best when ("#5"&'-
causatives are compared to other derived verbs that have an additional agent. First, a 
("#5"&'-causative is compared to a factitive stem. The underived verb root is shown in 




The derived causative stem has an additional argument, which is syntactically the 
subject. The agent subject of the intransitive verb 5+6-'-' has become the object of 
the causative stem 5+6-'-'("#5"&'. The subject is not actively involved in the returning 
of the object, it is just the causer of the event. The object on the other hand is the 
actual agent of the action of returning. 
5+6-'-'!("#05!/#!(%&#*
return-CAUS2-3O=1SG 
I made him return 
This can now be compared to the factitive stem, in which the object has no control 
over the event: it is only the undergoer of the action of returning. The specific 
context of this clause determines that the object will not be able to carry out the 
action itself.55  
5+6-'-'!(/#!/#=56/'* 1(2-'-#!,-'*
return-FACT-3O=OPT.2PL home-DIR 
You get him back home! 
When the factitive and causative extensions are combined, a ditransitive verb 
results. Again, the object of the factitive has no control over the event, but the object 
                                                 
55 See Text “The Hospital” in the appendix: The object referred to is ill and has swollen legs. 




of the causative does. The subject is only the causer of the event of returning, the 
object of the causative carries out the action of returning. 
5+6-'-'!(/#!/#!("#05!/#=(%&#*
return-FACT-3O-CAUS2-3O=1SG 
I made him return it. 
Concluding from the first comparison, the object of a ("#5"&'-causative has more 
active involvement in the event. It is the undergoer of the causation, but it actually 
carries out the action. 
The second comparison focuses on the semantic role of the subject. The examples 




He caused them to vomit 
6-#B2-#!5"&'!!%#)==-'*
vomit-CAUS1-3PL=3 
He made them vomit (in order to cure them) 
The ("#5"&'-causative shows that the subject is the causer of the event: it causes the 
object to vomit. A similar account can be given for the 5"&'-causative, but its use 
suggests that the subject is involved more actively in the event: it makes the object 
vomit as part of a treatment, and does it on purpose. Thus, the 5"&'-causative has a 
more specialized meaning, and the subject is more closely involved in the action 
than the subject of a ("#5"&'-causative. 
Concluding from both comparisons, the differences between factitives and the two 
causatives can all be described in terms of the degree of active involvement of the 
arguments in the event. Factitive verbs have an actively involved agent subject, and 
a genuine patient object. ("#5"&'-causatives have a subject that is not actively involved, 
it is just the causer of the event. The (primary) object is therefore the one actively 
involved in the action. Finally, 5"&'-causatives have a subject that is actively involved. 
The degree of involvement of the object is low. 
6.2.5. Middle stems 
Sandawe middle-marked verbs express both reflexive and agentless events. A strict 
formal division between the two semantic types cannot be made for Sandawe, even 
though there are two different middle extensions. Therefore the present section 





Middle verbs are characterized by a form of the extension !1(2E. There are two 
middle extensions: one with a voiced vowel, !1(2%# (middle 1; MID1), the other with a 
voiceless vowel, !1(2%&' (middle 2; MID2). Middle verbs with a voiced final vowel 
have a high tone. The tone of middle verbs with a final voiceless vowel is low. 
Middle verbs with a final voiceless vowel obey to the general morphophonological 
rules concerning the voicing of voiceless vowels. Thus, voiceless vowels remain 
voiceless before a word boundary or pause: 
1+/'/#!-#-#* 0B+-8!1(2%&'* K1+/'/#3-#-#*0B+-81(2L*
tree-SFOC SV.shake-MID2 
The tree shakes 
When followed by an affix or clitic, voiceless vowels are voiced: 
1+/'/#* B+-8!1(2%&'=-'* K1+/'/#*B+-81(2%'3-'L or: K1+/'/#*B+-81(2-'-'L*
tree shake-MID2=3 
The tree shakes 
The distribution of the middle 1 and middle 2 extensions cannot be explained by 
morphophonology, but semantics can give more insight. The following examples 
show that the distribution of the two middle extensions is not phonologically 
conditioned:56 
Table 25: Distribution of middle extensions (voiced and voiceless final vowel) 
Middle 1: voiced final vowel Middle 2: voiceless final vowel 
54'4',-#6-'1(2%#* be damaged 9F4'.4#1(2%&'* be bought 
.-#5-'1(2%#* be happy +-'5%#1(2%&'* sit (SG stem) 
1A%#,1(2%#* be built A-#,1(2%&'* be torn 
!-#-#$/'1(2%#* believe ,"#1(2%&'* go out, smother 
)@4'4#1(2%#* be opened B+-81(2%&'* shake (intr.) 
 
There are some examples of verb roots and extended stems that can take both middle 
extensions. This is illustrated in table 26:  
Table 26: Reflexive/middle stems containing middle 1 and middle 2 extensions 
Middle 1: voiced final vowel Middle 2: voiceless final vowel 
9"'?"'./#1(2%#* hit oneself 9"'?"'./#1(2%&'* be hit 
+-'<%&'(/#1(2%#* be praised +-'<%'(/#1(2%&'* boast 
1A24')=/#1(2%#* burn oneself 1A24')=/#1(2%&'* be burnt 
 
                                                 
56 Note that only one translation equivalent is given for each verb. More information on the 




The pairs display a semantic distinction which is more or less predictable: verbs 
with the middle 1 extension always express reflexive events, while verbs with the 
middle 2 extension express agentless events, or reflexive events in which the subject 
has no control over the action. 
A similar semantic distinction, but less clear, is found for middle verbs that have 
only one form of the middle extension (as in table 25). Reflexive events are always 
expressed by verbs with the middle 1 extension. On the other hand, agentless events, 
especially when having a passive reading, can be marked by means of the middle 1 
or the middle 2 extension. Thus, a clear opposition between the two middle 
extensions is not found in this semantic field. For more information, see the 
discussion on middle semantics below. 
Morphologically, middle verb stems can be categorized in two groups: 
a) Derived middle verbs 
b) Deponent middle verbs, or media tanta 
a) Derived middle verbs are those verbs for which a counterpart without middle 
marking exists. Forms from which middle stems can be derived are verb roots and 
extended stems. In the following examples, the forms without the middle extension 
in the right column are verb roots. 
54'4',-#6-'!1(2%#* be damaged <* 54'4',-#6-'* damage 
(6%'3-#!1(2%&'* be hung* <* (6%'3-#* hang (tr.) 
:-8!1(2%#** be seen, be visible <* :-8)* see 
B+-8!1(2%&'* shake (intr.) <* B+-8* shake (tr.) 
 
Some middle stems are derived by suffixing the middle extension to a modified 
form of the root. Modifications to the verb root are clipping and //--vowel 
alternation.57 The following examples illustrate clipping of a disyllabic verb root 
with a final string ./#, clipping of a final string ,/#, and //--vowel alternation, 
respectively. 
A-;,!1(2%&'* be torn* <* A-;)!* < A-'-#./#* tear 
1A%#,!1(2%#** be built <* 1A%#)!* <* 1A%#,/#* build 
1(2-#!1(2%#* be drunk, drinkable < 1(2-#!* <* 1(2/#/#* drink 
 
The middle stem )B6/'/#,!1(2%&' ‘break’ has an irregular form. The insertion of , 
cannot be attributed to a nasal element in the corresponding verb root. 
)B6/'/#,!1(2%&'* break (intr.) < )B6/'/#* break (tr.) 
 
                                                 
57 The same modifications occur when the plural marker !!6-# is suffixed, and when object 




The middle stem .-#,-#1(2%# ‘be known’ has a high tone pattern, while the 
corresponding verb root has all low tones. This is the only example displaying a 
tonal change. 
.-#,-#!1(2%#* be known < .-',-'* know 
 
The following middle stems have a corresponding verb root, but the middle 
extension is added to a form which consists of the root plus the plural object marker. 
The middle extension of these verbs has a voiced vowel (MID1). The function of the 
plural morpheme in these middle stems is unknown (see also section 6.4.1). 
?48!!4&'6-#!1(2%#* say to oneself <* ?48* say 
6-#B2-#!6-#!1(2%#* vomit on oneself <* 6-#B2-#* vomit 
:-8)!!-&'6-#!1(2%#* see oneself <* :-8)* see 
 
The derivation of middle stems from extended stems mainly concerns iterative 
stems.  
9"'?"'!./#!1(2%#* hit oneself  
multiple times 
<* 9"'?!"'./#* <* 9"'?/#* hit with fist 
9"'?"'!./#!1(2%&'* be hit  
multiple times 
<* 9"'?!"'./#* <* 9"'?/#* hit with fist 
+-'.-'!./#!1(2%&'* be insulted  
(multiple times)
<* +-'.-'!./#* <* +-'.-#* insult 
 
The following example shows that middle stems may also be derived from factitive 
stems.58  
+-'<%&'!(/#!1(2%#* praise o.s., be praised <* +-'<%&'(/#* praise 
+-'<%&'!(/#!1(2%&'* boast <* +-'<%&'(/#* praise 
 
The verb !-#-#$/'!1(2%# ‘believe’ is exceptional as the underived counterpart of the 
middle stem is an interjection. 
!-#-#$/'!1(2%#* <* !-#-#$/'*
right-MID1  right 
Believe, trust  All right, o.k. 
                                                 
58 These are the only examples in my corpus. Van de Kimmenade (1954) mentions a few 
others: em’séts’i ‘être acceptable’ < em’sé ‘agréer’; kóngosé’ts’i ‘s’élever’ < kóngosé 
‘élever’; ||’aséts’i ‘s’abstenir’ < ||’asé ‘empêcher’. He has one example where a middle stem 
is apparently derived from a factitive stem which is itself derived from a middle verb: 




b) Deponent middle verbs, or media tanta are middle verbs that do not have a verbal 
counterpart without the middle marker (cf. Kemmer 1993; Mous 2004). The group 
of media tanta is small. The following list contains all examples from the corpus. 
+-'5%#1(2%&'* sit (SG stem) 
+-'</#1(2%#* put on airs*
,"#1(2%&'* go out, smother 
52-'$/#1(2%#* decorate oneself*
1";,1(2%#* be blunt 
B-#-#1(2%&'* come out suddenly (PL stem) 
 
All middle verbs are intransitives. A middle stem can never have a (lexical or 
pronominal) direct object. In order to add an extra semantic role to the verb, adjuncts 
may occur in the form of postpositional phrases and adverbial phrases. In the 
following example an extra semantic role is introduced by the directional 
postposition !,-'. The clause expresses how the lower half of a beehive has been 
made even with the upper half during construction. 
>-'-'* +/'6/#!,-'* <-'.-'!1(2%#*
CNJ.3 he-DIR be_appropriate-MID1*
And then it is even with it. 
The middle verb !-#-#$/'1(2%# ‘believe, trust’ requires the object of trust. This semantic 
role is expressed as a locative postpositional phrase, marked by !1(2%', e.g. 
+-'>"#!1(2%'=(%&'* !-#-#$/'!1(2%#*
you-LOC=1SG believe-MID1 
I believe/trust you. 
An adverbial adjunct is illustrated below. 
7-8=(%&'* 5+/#!/#!1(2%#*
bad=1SG hear-MID1 
I feel miserable 
Middle constructions occasionally have an emphatic reflexive marker: 1(2/#7! 
‘oneself’. 59  The marker is coreferential with the subject and receives a gender 
marker and the subject focus marker !--. The marker can have animate as well as 
inanimate referents. 
                                                 





mango-DEF-f oneself-f-SFOC pick-MID1 
The mango has come off by itself (i.e. has fallen from the tree) 
The following is a description of the semantics of Sandawe middle-marked verbs, 
which is inspired by Kemmer (1993) and Mous (2004). The description covers the 
semantics of verbs that are morphologically marked as middle stems by the 
extensions !1(2%# and !1(2%&'. It does not predict that all events which fit this description 
are expressed by middle-marked verbs.  
The semantics of Sandawe middle verbs fall into two main categories: 
1) Reflexive events (middle 1) 
2) Agentless events (middle 1 and middle 2) 
The categories are treated separately. Note however that a single middle-marked 
verb can have both meanings, e.g. 54'4',-#6-'1(2%# ‘1. damage oneself; 2. be damaged’. 
A further discussion of the formal and semantic properties of middle stems follows 
after the description. 
1) Reflexive events are events in which the agent is at the same time the patient of 
the action. Middle-marked verbs in this category are derived from transitive verbs in 
which an agent subject carries out an action on a patient object. In the middle verb 
the agent subject carries out the action on itself. The following examples all express 
physical activities, because they demonstrate the reflexivity of the event most 
clearly. The extension is the middle marker 1: !1(2%#. 
9"'?/#1(2%#* hit oneself with fist <* 9"'?/#* hit with fist 
+%#:2-#6-#1(2%#* tie oneself <* +%#:2-#* tie 
5+-'-#1(2%#* hit oneself* <* 5+-'-#* hit 
1A2-'7/#1(2%#* cut oneself* <* 1A2-'7/#* cut 
)B4#5+4'1(2%#* wash oneself* <* )B4#5+4'* wash 
 
In middle stems with both the middle 1 and middle 2 extension, the middle 1 stem 
expresses a reflexive event. The middle 2 stem, which is marked by !1(2%&', is used to 
express an agentless event (e.g. with a passive reading), or a reflexive event in 
which the subject carries out an action on itself, but without control, or 
unintentionally. 
1A2-'>+"'./#1(2%#* beat oneself vs. 1A2-'>+"'./#1(2%&'* be beaten 
1A2-'7/#1(2%#* cut oneself vs. 1A2-'7/#1(2%&'* cut o.s. unintentionally, 
be cut 
7-'1(2%'./#1(2%#* reprimand o.s., 
regret 





Middle 2 stems without a corresponding middle 1 stem never express reflexive 
events. 
2) In middle-marked verbs that express agentless events the sole (subject) argument 
of these middles is the undergoer of the event and has no control. Although one may 
imagine an agent for several middle verbs in this category, there is no agent in the 
linguistic presentation of the situation. The absence of a controlling agent in clauses 
with a middle verb is demonstrated by the fact that it is not possible to include an 
agent, for example by a postpositional phrase. 
Within the category of agentless events, a sub-division of the semantics of middle 
verbs can be made. The groups represent different aspects, or readings, of the core 
meaning (agentless events). Middle verbs often have more than one reading, 
depending on the context. The main readings of agentless middles are: 
- Passive events (middle 1 and middle 2) 
- Spontaneous events (middle 2 only) 
- Facilitative events (middle 1 only) 
The passive reading is well represented in the class of Sandawe middle verbs, both 
with middle 1 and middle 2 extensions.60 The subjects of these middles are patients 
of the action. Although an agent might very well be imagined for passive middles, it 
cannot be expressed. Passive middles generally have an underived active 
counterpart, in which the subject is the agent of the action. 
+-'?-#1(2%#* be born <* +-'?-#* bear, give birth to 
54'4',-#6-'1(2%#** be damaged <* 54'4',-#6-'* damage 
A-;,1(2%&'* be torn <* A-'-#./#* tear 
1A%#,!1(2%#* be built* <* 1A%#,/#* build 
)@4'4#1(2%#* be opened (door)* <* )@4'4#* open (door)*
 
The following list illustrates middle verbs describing spontaneous events. The 
middle extension for all verbs in this reading is !1(2%&' (MID2). 
,"#1(2%&'* go out, smother  (deponent)*  
!-;,1(2%&'* crack (intr.) <* !-'-#./#* crack (tr.) 
B+-81(2%&'* shake (tree) (intr.) <* B+-8* shake (tr.) 
)B6/'/#,1(2%&'* break (intr.) < )B6/'/# break (tr.) 
 
The examples show that there are no clear-cut boundaries between different readings 
of agentless middles. Spontaneous events naturally have no agent, but even here a 
causer could be imagined (e.g. the wind, or the absence of firewood in case of ,"#1(2%&' 
‘go out’). 
                                                 




The facilitative reading expresses the ability of the patient subject to undergo the 
event. A controlling agent is excluded in this reading. The middle extension is !1(2%# 
(MID1) for all examples, except for 9F4'.4#1(2%&' ‘be buyable’ (MID2). 
9-'-#1(2%#** be possible* <* 9-'-#* be able 
.-8,1(+-'1(2%#* be edible* <* .-8,1(+-'* eat*
:-8,1(2%#** be visible* <* :-8)* see*
@24'4#1(2%#** be available <* @24'4#* get, meet*
)B";,1(2%#** be washable* <* )B"',/#* wash 
 
Middle verbs with a facilitative reading often occur in combination with a negation 
marker. In such a construction the subject pronoun that codes the patient subject 
belongs to the non-realis series. The negation marker is =1(2/#. The following 
example illustrates this. 
+/'/#6'* =%'1A2/8!)* !"#$=-'* :+6/'/#(%&'J* )B";,!1(2%#!%'=1(2/#*
DEM1.m garment-DEF very=3 be_dirty wash-MID1-3:NR=NEG2 
This garment is very dirty, it cannot be washed (i.e. is not washable, cannot be 
cleaned). 
A few meanings of middle verbs cannot be grouped according to the three main 
readings of agentless middle verbs. The semantics of these verbs are within the 
range of the semantics of the middle voice that have been postulated in Kemmer’s 
typology (1993). However, the domains are not postulated as semantic sub-groups 
for Sandawe, because the number of examples for each domain is too small. Middle-
marking in these domains is the exception rather than the rule. 
The following three middle 1 verbs express emotion events.61  
5+/#!/#1(2%#* feel < 5+/#!/# hear*
.-#5-'1(2%#* be happy < .-#5-' make happy*
!-#-#$/'1(2%#* believe, trust <* !-#-#$/'* right 
 
The verb 5+/#!/#1(2%# ‘feel’ is a neutral verb of emotion. In interrogatives, it questions 
the state of the addressee with the question word +%#5%# ‘how?’. In affirmative clauses, 
the middle verb has to be accompanied by an evaluative adverb. 
+%#5%#=%'* 5+/#!/#!1(2%#* 7-8=(%&' / A-#-#=(%&#* 05+/#!/#!1(2%#*
how?=2SG (SV.)hear-MID1* bad=1SG / good=1SG SV.hear-MID1 
How do you feel? I feel miserable / good. 
                                                 





The middle verb .-#5-'1(2%# describes the state of being happy. Note that the event is 
static: middle verbs with an non-realis subject pronoun express that the subject(s) 
will be happy, rather than ‘be made happy’, which one might assume when reading 
the root ‘make happy’ plus the middle extension. Similarly, a reflexive reading 
(‘make oneself happy’) is excluded for this verb. 
.-#5-'!1(2%8!(%&'*
make_happy-MID1-1SG:NR 
I will be happy (*I will be made happy, *I will make myself happy) 
Finally !-#-#$/'1(2%# ‘believe, have trust in’ can be seen as a verb of emotion (cf. 
Kemmer 1993:269). As mentioned before, this verb requires the object of trust, 




I believe you, I trust in you 
+-'>"#* 0?48!1(2%'=(%&'* !-#-#$/'!1(2%#*
you POSS.word-LOC=1SG right-MID1 
I believe/trust your words 
Alternatively, the adjunct may consist of an adverb !%#7%&' ‘thus’, which can be further 
specified by a complement clause. 
(-',9-'6/#* !%#7=-'!-&'* !-#-#$/'!1(2%#* 5-#!-&#* …*
Sandawe thus=3PL right-MID1 that 
The Sandawe thus believe, that … 
Further there are two middle 2 verbs in Sandawe that express a spatial relation 
between the subject and its surroundings.  
+-'5%#1(2%&'* sit (SG stem) 
B-#-#1(2%&'* come out suddenly (PL stem) 
 
+-'5%#1(2%&' ‘sit’ is a static verb, which expresses that the (singular) subject is located in 
a sitting position. B-#-#1(2%&' describes that (plural) subjects suddenly come out from 
inside. Both examples might represent semantic domains of the middle voice, e.g. 
positionals and translational motion (Kemmer 1993:269). However, each verb 
would be the only example in its domain. More importantly, both verbs are part of a 




extension: +-'5%#1(2%&' - +-#,-'5%# ‘sit (SG – PL stem)’; A6/#!/&' - B-#-#1(2%&' ‘come out suddenly 
(SG - PL stem)’. Therefore, a spatial reading is not postulated for Sandawe middles.62  
Reflexive events and agentless events consitute the core semantics of middle-
marked verbs in Sandawe. The following examples illustrate the use of middle verbs 
in idiomatic expressions. The semantics of middle verbs in these expressions can be 
considered extensions of the core meanings. 
+-'>"#!:2-#)!,-'* +4#1(!-'-'* :-8,!1(2%#* !"#1/'*
you!up-DIR what?-SFOC see-MID1 yesterday 
What happened to you yesterday? (lit. what was seen/visible upon you yesterday?) 
(-#5-'!-'-'* +%#:2-#!1(2%#*
chest-SFOC tie-MID1 
Have asthma, have difficulty breathing (lit. the chest is tied) 
=%'1A2/8!)* )@-#!1(2%&'==-#=-'*
garment-DEF grab-MID2=CONF=3 
The garment is damaged by fire (lit. the garment has been grabbed) 
!%#7%'=(%&'* >/'/#!1(2%#*
thus=1SG put:SG-MID1 
I have decided in this way (lit. ?I put myself thus, I have been put thus)*
The semantic categorization of middle-marked verbs in two main groups (reflexive 
events and agentless events) and the two forms of the middle extension lead to two 
analytical questions: 
- Is there a correspondence between the two semantic categories and the two 
forms of the middle extension, !1(2%# and !1(2%&'? 
- Can the middle extension be analyzed as a reflexive object pronoun? 
Concerning the first question, there is clearly no one-to-one relation between the two 
semantic categories and the two forms of the middle marker. The distribution of the 
two extensions cannot be explained entirely, e.g.: 
:-8,1(2%#* be seen, be visible vs. 9F4'.4#1(2%&'* be bought, be buyable 
 
Intentional, controlled reflexive events are always marked by !1(2%#-middles. The 
examples which display the middle 1 extension and the middle 2 extension on the 
same root or stem show this distinction most clearly: 
                                                 
62 More insight into historical developments in Sandawe might even reveal that +-'5%#1(2%&' is not 




Table 27: The semantics of 1(2%#-marked middles vs. 1(2%&'-marked middles 
1(2%#-middles (MID1) 1(2%&'-middles (MID2) 
9"'?"'./#1(2%#* hit oneself 9"'?"'./#1(2%&'* be hit 
+-'<%&'(/#1(2%#* praise oneself, be 
praised 
+-'<%'(/#1(2%&'* boast 
(6-#1(2%#* be stripped, be 
strippable (rope) 
(6-#1(2%&'* strip one’s skin 
(snake), rejuvenate 
1A2-'>+"'./#1(2%#* beat oneself 1A2-'>+"'./#1(2%&'* be beaten 
1A2-'7/#1(2%#* cut oneself 1A2-'7/#1(2%&'* cut oneself 
unintentionally, be 
cut 





7-'1(2%'./#1(2%&'* be reprimanded 
 
The !1(2%#-marked middle verbs generally signal that the subject has control and 
carries out the action on itself; subjects of !1(2%&'-marked middles on the other hand 
do not have control over the event. The middle verb (6-#1(2%# ‘be stripped, be 
strippable’ is an exception: it carries the middle 1 morpheme, but there is no 
controlling subject, nor a reflexive event. It remains to be explained which verbs can 
have both forms of the middle extension. 
The semantic distinction in the above-mentioned pairs partially holds for the middle-
marked verbs with only one middle extension. Again intentional, controlled 
reflexive events are always marked by !1(2%#-middles. There are no examples of 1(2%&'-
middles that express reflexive events. However, the middle extension !1(2%# (middle 
1) cannot be attributed solely to reflexives. First, there are middle 1 verbs that do not 
have a reflexive meaning. Facilitative middles (such as 9-'-#1(2%# ‘be possible’) can be 
included as a group here, but there are others too: 
9-'-#1(2%#** be possible  
+-'?-#1(2%#* be born 
.-#5-'1(2%#* be happy 
1A%#,1(2%#* be built 
!-#-#$/'1(2%#* believe, trust 
)@4'4#1(2%#* be opened (door) 
 
Second, there are middle 1 verbs that can express both reflexive and agentless 
events. 
54'4',-#6-'1(2%#* damage oneself, be damaged  




The following example shows how the two semantic categories can be expressed by 
the same middle-marked verb.  
1(2/#7/'!-'-'* 54'4',-#6-'!1(2%#*
oneself-SFOC damage-MID1 
1. He has damaged himself; 2. It is damaged (all by itself) 
The meaning of this clause depends on the referent. A human referent leads to a 
reflexive interpretation. For an inanimate referent, the emphatic reflexive marker 
stresses that there is no agent in the linguistic reality. Depending on the animacy of 
the referent, the subject can have more or less control over the event. The higher the 
animacy of the referent, the more control a subject can have. Consequently, the 
middle-marked verb will receive a reflexive interpretation. As inanimate referents 
generally have less control a genuine reflexive interpretation is odd. For these 
referents the interpretation of a middle verbs as an agentless event is more 
appropriate. 
Concluding, although there is no one-to-one relation between the two middle 
morphemes and the two main semantic categories, there is a clear tendency to mark 
reflexive events by the middle 1 extension, !1(2%#. Because of the non-reflexive 
readings of the middle 1 marker, we refrain from positing a ‘reflexive marker’ for 
this morpheme. The observed tendency may reflect a historical development 
towards a formal distinction between reflexive events and agentless events. 
The second issue is whether the middle extension 1 can be analyzed as a reflexive 
object pronoun. Formally, the middle extension appears to behave like a reflexive 
object pronoun because of its position in the verb: after the verb root or extended 
stem, in the position of an object pronoun. Moreover, both clipping and //--vowel 
alternation do not only apply to verb roots before the middle morpheme, but also 
before direct object pronouns (see 6.3). However, there are good arguments against 
this analysis. First, plural subject participants of middle-marked verbs can be 
marked by !6-' after the middle morpheme.  
)B4#5+4'!1(2%#!6-'=-'*
wash-MID1-PL2=3 
They washed themselves 
The use of this plural subject marker is restricted to verbs without plural pronominal 
object: the presence of object pronouns rules out the option to mark plural subject 
participants by this morpheme. If the extension were analyzed as a reflexive object 
pronoun, !6-'! could not have coded plural subject participants of middle verbs. 
Rather, the plural object marker !6-# would be expected, which appears before the 
(reflexive) object pronoun. Second, the two middle morphemes are not part of the 
paradigm of inflectional object markers which is used to code direct objects and 
secondary objects after verbal case markers. If the morphemes were analyzed as 




pronouns, e.g. after the causative 2 extension !("#5"&', and after the benefactive 
marker !7*'. However, middle morphemes never occur in those positions. A 
periphrastic construction is used instead, e.g.: 
1(2/#7!(6!-'-'* +/'("#!./'/#=(-'* 76-',1/#*
oneself-f-SFOC she-sake=3fSG stir 
She cooked (mash) for herself*
Therefore, in a synchronic description of Sandawe the morphemes are better 
analyzed as middle stem markers: !1(2%# and !1(2%&' are extensions that function as 
stem building devices. 
6.2.6. Reciprocal stems 
The morphological structure of reciprocal stems is irregular. There is a common 
form !5%#, which is present in all reciprocal stems, but in most reciprocal stems this 
!5%# is part of a more complex form. The basic structure of the reciprocal extension 
can be summarized as follows: (5)!(6-#/!6-#)!())!5%#. The most common form of the 
reciprocal extension is !)5%#, which is often preceded by the plural direct object 
marker !6-# / !!6-#. The description starts with this form of the extension, then 
treats the simplest form !5%#. Finally, the most complex form, !5!6-#!)5%#, is treated, 
which codes non-direct object reciprocity. 
Many reciprocal stems are characterized by the extension !)5%#, which is preceded 
by a form of the plural object marker. The following list shows reciprocal verbs that 
are derived from verb roots. The verb B2"'"#6-#)5%# has no corresponding underived 
form. 
?%'5+/#!6-#!)5%#* leave each other* <* ?%'5+/#* leave*
?4#$%#!6-#!)5%#* invite each other* <* ?4#$%#* invite 
./'/#,-'!6-#!)5%#* love each other* <* ./'/#,-'* love 
!-#9"#5"&'!6-#!)5%#* help each other* <* !-#9"#5"&'* help 
B2"'"#6-#)5%#* dance with each other    
 
The following examples illustrate reciprocal stems that are derived from verb roots 
with a plural object marker !!6-#. 
:-8)!!-&'6-#!)5%#* see each other < :-8)* see 
@24;!!4&#6-#!)5%#* meet each other* <* @24'4#* meet 
)@-8!!-&'6-#!)5%#* grab each other* <* )@-#* grab 
 
Reciprocal stems that are derived from a causative stem (CAUS1 and CAUS2) have 
the same type of formation: the causative verb is followed by the plural object 




plural object marker is caused by the final low tone of the causative morpheme. The 
sequence 56 is realized as a labialized consonant [56]. 
52%'1A2/#!("#05!6-#!)5%#*make e.o. angry* <* 52%'1A/#!("#5"&'* make angry (CAUS2) 
.-8,1(+-'!05!6-#!)5%#* feed each other* <* .-8,1(+-'!5"&'* feed (CAUS1) 
)@/'/#!("#05!6-#!)5%#* make e.o. laugh* <* )@/'/#!("#5"&'* cause to laugh (CAUS2)*
 
Reciprocal stems derived from iterative stems have the extension !)5%#. 
9"'?!"'./#!)5%#* hit e. o. with fist* <* 9"'?!"'./#* hit with fist (IT) 
N-'$!%'./#!)5%#* lie to each other* <* N-'$!%'./#* lie (IT)*
7-'A!%'./#!)5%#* annoy each other*<* 7-'A!%'./#* annoy (IT) 
 
There is one reciprocal stem with the extension !)5%# that does not have an underived 
counterpart. 
B2-#)5%#* fight each other 
 
A small number of reciprocal stems is derived by suffixing the reciprocal marker !5%# 
to a verb root. 
?%'5+/#!5%#* leave each other < ?%'5+/#* leave 
6-#52-'!5%#* kill each other < 6-#52-' kill (PL stem) 
@24'4#!5%#* meet each other < @24'4#* meet 
B2-'-#!5%#* follow each other < B2-'-#* follow*
 
Note that there are verbs with two reciprocal stems: the root ?%'5+/# ‘leave’ has both 
?%'5+/#!5%# and ?%'5+/#!6-#!)5%# ‘leave each other’; similarly, the root @24'4# ‘meet’ has 
two reciprocal stems: @24'4#!5%# and @24;!!4&#6-#!)5%# ‘meet each other’. 
The most elaborate form of reciprocal stem formation is illustrated below. The verbs 
in this group express events of non-direct object reciprocity: the reciprocity concerns 
an argument which is not an argument of the underived verb root. The reciprocal 
stem consists of a verb root, followed by !5*'!6-#!)5%#. The sequence 56 is realized 
as a labialized consonant [56]. The element !5! has a floating low tone, which 
causes a downstepped high tone on the following high tone of the plural object 
marker if the preceding tone (of the verb root) is high. 
?48!56-#!)5%#* say to / tell each 
other*
<* ?48* say (sth) 
(-'4'!56-#!)5%#* converse with e.o.* <* (-'4'* converse (intr.) 
1"'$%&'1/#!056-#!)5%#* rest together* <* 1"'$%&'1/#* rest 
1(2/#/#!056-#!)5%#* drink at e.o.’s 
place*




6/'$/#!056-#!)5%#* visit each other* <* 6/'$/#* walk (intr.) 
 
Another reciprocal stem of this type is (exceptionally) derived from a noun root. 
(-'%#?-'!56-#!)5%# be friends (of e.o.)* <* (-'%#?-'* friend 
 
Reciprocal verbs express events in which the participants that carry out the action 
are at the same time affected by the action. For most of the Sandawe reciprocal 
verbs, the participants are both the agent and the patient of the action. The action is 
carried out by the agent(s) on the other participant(s), who is (are) agent(s) of that 
action too. For example, the participants of B2-'-#5%# ‘follow each other’ are both 
followers and followed ones; similarly, the participants of 52%'1A2/#("#056-#)5%# ‘make 
each other angry’ both make angry and are made angry.63 
Sometimes there is no patient role in reciprocal events. The action is carried out by 
the participants and simultaneously affects them, but the participants are not genuine 
undergoers of the action. Examine the following verbs: 
?4856-#)5%#* say to each other*
(-'4'56-#)5%#* converse with each other*
B2"'"#6-#)5%#* dance with each other 
 
The participants in these reciprocal events are agents of the action, and recipients or 
undergoers of the action at the same time. Except for the verb B2"'"#6-#)5%#, reciprocal 
stems in this set are all of the form ‘root-5*'!6-#!)5%#’. Therefore the element !5*'! in 
this type of stem formation is analyzed as a marker that introduces an extra 
argument into the reciprocal stem.64 
Reciprocity of an event requires plurality of the participants. The subject of 
reciprocal verbs is therefore always a plural subject. Next to that, the plurality of 
participants in reciprocal verbs is often coded by a plural object marker (!6-#, 
!!6-#). In two cases, a reciprocal stem can be formed both with and without the 
plural object marker. No detailed investigation has been made of the use of the two 
variants, but there appears to be a difference in distributivity. The reciprocal stems 
                                                 
63 As the agent is simultaneously the patient of the action in these cases, one might interpret 
the reciprocal marker !())5%# as a reciprocal pronoun. This interpretation would be supported 
by the position of the marker, namely after the plural object morpheme, in the position of the 
object pronoun. Arguments against this analysis are the variability of the form of the 
reciprocal marker (as opposed to the uniformity of object suffixes), and the occurrence of the 
reciprocal marker with verbs in which participants are subjects but not direct objects of the 
action. 
64 !5*'! may historically be related to the causative morphemes !5"&' and !("#5"&' or to the 




with a plural object marker have a collective reading, while the ones without a plural 
object marker focus on the single individuals.  
?%'5+/#5%#* ?%'5+/#6-#)5%#*
leave each other (1 to 1, or 1 to many) leave each other (many to many) 
@24'4#5%#* @24;!4&#6-#)5%#*
meet each other (1 with 1, or 1 with many) meet each other (many with many) 
Parallel to the plurality of participants in a reciprocal event, there is plurality of 
action. All the participants in the event carry out the action, so the action is carried 
out multiple times. The plurality of action is sometimes coded overtly, when a 
reciprocal stem also contains an iterative extension, e.g. 7-'A!%'./#!)5%# ‘annoy each 
other’. However, these verbs do not necessarily imply that the reciprocal event is 
carried out multiple times. On the contrary, most iterative reciprocals are the default 
reciprocal stem, as a (non-iterative) reciprocal stem does not exist: 
+-'.-#*>*+-'.-'!./#!)5%#* (**+-'.-#6-#)5%#)*
insult  insult each other (*insult each other multiple times) 
The plurality of action in these reciprocals, as coded by the iterative extension, is 
thus an inherent part of the event. The resulting iterative reciprocal forms are 
considered ‘plain reciprocals’. This is reflected in the translation. 
There is one instance in which a reciprocal stem can be contrasted to an iterative 
reciprocal stem. In this case, the iterative reciprocal stem has a compositional 
meaning: the iterative morpheme indicates that the event is carried out repeatedly.  
6/'$/#!056-#)5%#* visit each other* <* 6/'$/#* walk*
6/'$!%'./#!)5%#* visit each other frequently* <* 6/'$!%'./#* visit (IT) 
 
The following example illustrates the context in which the iterative reciprocal stem 
can occur. The clause is part of a story about Hare and Rooster, who were good 
friends. They often did things together and visited each other a lot. 
!"#$=-'!&-* +/'(4#* 1(2-'-#!,-'!1(2-'-#!,-'=!-&'* 6/'$!%'./#!)5%#*
very=3PL they (POSS.)home-DIR-home-DIR=3PL walk-IT-REC 





6.3. Direct object marking 
Objects can be marked on the verb by means of object suffixes. Object suffixes are 
used to code direct objects and oblique objects. Oblique objects are always preceded 
by a verbal case marker, which are discussed in section 6.5. The present section 
deals with direct object marking. 
The section is ordered as follows. After the introduction, the forms of the object 
suffixes are presented, followed by a description of morphophonological changes 
when subject clitics follow the object pronoun. The second part of this section 
discusses the morphological processes by which object pronouns are marked. The 
third part focuses on third person object marking. 
Transitive verb roots and extended stems can have one or, occasionally, two direct 




He loves her 
The number of transitives with two direct objects is small. Examples are causatives 
that are derived from transitive roots, and the verb ‘give’, which is actually an empty 
stem. The pronominal coding of two objects on ditransitive causatives is possible 
but only occurs sporadically. The verbal coding of the object after the root when 
there is another object pronoun after the causative extension is probably restricted to 
the third person object pronoun !/#. In the following example, the first object 
pronoun after the root refers to the patient of the action of building, which agrees 
with the lexical object 5+4'4# ‘house’; the object pronoun after the causative 
extension codes the causee: the one who is caused to build. 
5+4'4#=s-'* 1A%#)=!/#!("#5"&'!(/#*
house=3fSG build-3O-CAUS2-1SG 
She made me build a house. 
Double object marking on the zero stem ‘give’ is common: usually both a patient 
and a recipient object are coded by direct object pronouns. (For more information on 
the zero verb stem for acts of exchange, see section 6.6). 
5-'5"#$"&'=54'* (/#!/#*
calabash=2SG:OPT 1SG-3O 
Give me the calabash.*
Table 28 presents the verbal object pronouns of Sandawe. The third person object 




third person plural non-human and/or non-specific objects in combination with the 
plural object marker !6-# (section 6.4.1). Therefore the gloss for this object pronoun 
is 3O, rather than 3mSG. The third person plural object pronoun !%#) codes third 
person plural specific human objects. 










The suffixes undergo regular morphophonological changes when they are 
immediately followed by a vowel. This is the case when vowel-initial subject clitics 
follow an object suffix.  
The suffixes !(/# and !>4# can be realized in two ways when the subject clitic !-' 
(third person) is suffixed. Usually, the oral vowels of the object suffixes assimilate 
to the quality of the following vowel. Alternatively, the object suffix is not changed. 
The subject clitic is realized as a separate syllable, with glide formation in between 
the two vowels. The two realizations are in free variation. 
+"'.-'(-#-'J*+"'.-'(/#3-'* <* +"'.-'!(/#=-'*
* * overcome-1SG=3 
  He overcame me 
+"'.-'>-#-'J*+"'.-'>4#6-'* <* +"'.-'!>4#=-'*
* * overcome-2SG=3 
  He overcame you 
The subject clitic !%' (third person non-realis) does not change the form of the object 
suffixes. After an oral vowel, the clitic is realized as a syllable-final glide. 
+"'.-'>4#3'* <* +"'.-'!>4#!%'*
* * overcome-2SG-3:NR 
  He will overcome you 
The final vowel of !(/#)("#, 3fSG, is realized as labialization on the preceding 




+"'.-'(6/#/'* <* +"'.-'!("#=/'* *
* * overcome-3fSG=2PL 
  You overcame her 
Suffixes ending in a nasal, i.e. !("#) (1PL); !(%#) (2PL); !!%#) (3PL), have an epenthetic 
consonant = inserted in between the object suffix and the vowel of the subject clitic. 
+"'.-'("#)=-'* <* +"'.-'!("#)=-'* *
* * overcome-1PL=3 
  He overcame us 
The suffix for third person objects, !/#, assimilates to the preceding vowel. 
.-8,1(+-'-#(%&#* <* .-8,1(+-'!/#=(E&* *
* * eat-3O=1SG 
  I ate it 
)B4#5+4'4#(%&#* <* )B4#5+4'!/#=(E&*
* * wash-3O=1SG 
  I washed him 
Alternatively, this suffix is realized as a separate syllable with an initial glide: !3/#. 
This form appears after verbs with a long final vowel, and occasionally after short 
vowels too. The form may be a more prominent way of marking the third person 
object suffix on the verb. 
>/'/#3/#54'* <* >/'/#!/#=54'*
* * put:SG-3O=2SG:OPT 
  Put it down! 
!-'-'* !%#A%'!./#!3/#*
CNJ2.3PL close-IT-3O 
And they closed it. 
The simplest means of direct object marking on the verb is suffixation. In many 
cases the object pronoun is suffixed directly to the verb root or the extended stem (as 
exemplified above). However, some verb roots undergo changes when an object 
pronoun is present. Moreover, the object pronoun !/# is sometimes not suffixed, but 
rather infixed in the root. The processes in which object pronouns are not (only) 
simply suffixed to roots can be summarized as follows: 
1) clipping of the verb root and suffixation 
2) infixation of /# (3O) 




1. Some roots undergo clipping before the suffixed object pronoun. Clipping 
operates on disyllabic verb roots and reduces them to monosyllables. The original 
tone pattern is maintained on the clipped form. Generally clipping operates on 
disyllabic roots with final strings ./#, ,/#, and 6/#. In roots with medial nasal 
consonants, the vowel is clipped and the preceding nasal (. or ,) is realized as a 
homorganic nasal, N. In roots with a final string 6/#, both the vowel and the medial 
consonant 6 are clipped. 
clipping of verb roots with a final string ./# 
1+%#N!** cook (OBJ)* <* 1+%#./# 
@/;N!** accompany (OBJ)* <* @/'./#*
 
clipping of verb roots with a final string ,/# 
1A%#N!* build (OBJ)* <* 1A%#,/#*
B%;N!* pluck (OBJ)* <* B%',/#*
 
clipping of verb roots with a final string 6/# 
@+6-#!* shave (OBJ)* <* @+6-#6/#*
B"#!* shoot (OBJ) < B"#6/# 
 
)@6-#,/# ‘ask for’ is an exception to this generalization as it does not have a clipped 
form. 
Although the verb root ):%#,%&' ‘eat (meat)’ does not end in one of the strings 
mentioned above, it has a clipped form. The HL tone pattern of the root changes to a 
H tone on the clipped form. 
):%#N!** eat (meat) (OBJ)* <* ):%#,%&'*
 
The resulting clipped form of the verb root is the base to which the object pronoun is 

















Note that the third person object pronoun !/# behaves different from the other 
pronouns: there is no clipping and the pronoun is infixed. Infixation of this pronoun 
occurs with ./# and 6/#-final roots, see 2. below. For ,/#-final roots, !/# is suffixed to 
the homorganic nasal of the clipped form, which is realized as )=, e.g. 1A%#,/# ‘build’: 
1A%#,/# + /#* > 1A%#N!/#* > 1A%#)=/#*
When a clipped form with a homorganic nasal is followed by a glottal stop, the verb 
form is realized with a nasalized vowel:  
@/'./# + !%#)* > @/;N!!%#)*> @/C;!!%#) 
2. Infixation is a morphological process in which the third person object pronoun is 
inserted in the root, instead of being affixed to the end. It takes place on disyllabic 
roots with final strings ./# and 6/#. Infixation only takes place with the third person 
object pronoun !/#, the only object suffix without initial consonant. The quality of 
the vowel assimilates to the preceding vowel. 
A4'!4#!./#** cultivate it* <* A4'./# + /#  
1+%#!%#!./#** cook it* <* 1+%#./# + /# 
@/'!/#!./#** accompany him/it* <* @/'./# + /# 
+-'!-#!6/#** fetch it* <* +-'6/# + /# 





3. A restricted set of verb roots displays an //--vowel alternation: monosyllabic verb 
roots, which have a final vowel // when no object suffix is present, have a short 
vowel - when an object pronoun is suffixed. The following list illustrates the verbs 
that undergo this alternation.65  
(6-#!** strip off (OBJ)* <* (6/#/#*
16-'!** pick (OBJ)* <* 16/'/# 66*
1(2-#!** drink (OBJ)* <* 1(2/#/# 
@+6-#!** take out (OBJ) of calabash <* @+6/#/# 
B6-#!** hide (OBJ)* <* B6/#/#*
B+6-#** strip off (OBJ)* <* B+6/#/# 
 
The following example illustrates the full paradigm of object suffixes on the verb 
root B6/#/# ‘hide’. 











As can be seen from the paradigm, the occurrence of the root-vowel - depends on 
the presence of an object suffix. The third person object pronoun !/# assimilates to 
the preceding vowel - of the root. 
The verb root ):6/#/# ‘do’ has an irregular form when an object pronoun is suffixed. 
It cannot be categorized under one of the three processes mentioned above. The 
plural object stem of this root is irregular too (section 6.4.1). 
):"#!%#3-#!* do, create (OBJ)* <* ):6/#/# 
                                                 
65 Not all monosyllabic verb roots with a final vowel // display the alternation, e.g. B2/'/# 
‘skin’; 1/#/# ‘count’ do not. 
66 The verb root 16/'/# ‘pick’ has a rising tone pattern, the a-form has a low tone. However, 





Object marking on transitive extended stems is rather transparent: object pronouns 
are almost always suffixed directly to extended stems. 
1A2-'>+!"'./#!!%#,=(-'*
hit-IT-3PL=3fSG 
She hit them multiple times 
+"'.?"'=54'* 5+6-'-'!(/#!/#*
cow=2SG:OPT return-FACT-3O 
Return the cow! 
In extended stems, there are a number of cases where the presence of an object 
pronoun has effect on the form. First, iterative stems undergo a tonal change when 
!/# or !/#("# follows (see section 6.2.2); e.g. 7-'9!%'./#!/# > 7-'9%#./#/# ‘scrape it out 
multiple times’. The same change takes place when a non-human plural object is 
coded on an iterative stem: 7-'9!%#.!-#!-# ‘scrape them out multiple times’. Further, 
("#5"&'-causatives have optional suffix support by the vowel -', which is placed after 
the stem and before the object suffix (see section 6.2.4); e.g. )@/'/#!("#5"&'!(%#,!(-' > 
)@/'/#("#56-'(%#,(-' ‘she made you laugh’. 
Third person object marking has some peculiarities. As shown in table 28, there are 
three suffixes that are used to mark third person objects: !/#, !/#("#, and !!%#). The 
object suffix !!%#) refers to third person plural objects that are human and specific. 
All other third person objects are marked in one way or another by the third person 
object pronoun !/#. 
For third person singular objects there is a gender distinction between masculine and 
feminine. Masculine singular objects are coded by !/#. The object pronoun may be 
the only marker for the object, but the object can also be specified lexically in 
addition to the object suffix. Note that !/# is infixed in the following two verb forms 
(@/'./# + !/# > @/'/#./#). 
@/'/#./#=(%&#*
accompany.3O=1SG 
I have accompanied him*
=/#</#=(%&#* @/'/#./#*
Gele=1SG (SV.)accompany.3O 
I have accompanied Gele*
Direct object marking of feminine referents is more complex. The form of the object 
suffix, !/#("#, incorporates the third person object suffix, !/#.  
+-'.-#!./#!/#!(6=-8*
insult-IT!3O-3fSG=3 






She washed her 
Verb roots with an infixed third person object suffix display this third person object 
form before the suffix !("#. 
@/'/#./#!(6=-8*
accompany.3O-3fSG=3 
He has accompanied her 
For a few verbs, the suffix is simply !("#. The form !("# may be a phonologically 
reduced form of !/#("#, but conditions are not clear. 
(%#3/#!(6=-8*
take:SG-3fSG=3 
He has married her 
:-8,!("#=(%&#*
see-3fSG=1SG 
I have seen her 
In the examples above, the feminine referents are all coded by the third person 
feminine singular suffix. However, coding of the feminine gender is not obligatory. 
The examples below show that a feminine object that is both lexically and 
pronominally specified, can be marked on the verb by the third person feminine 
singular suffix, or by the third person object suffix !/# only. 67 
52-'1(2-'6-#=(%&#* 0)B4#5+4'!4#!("#*
K’ats’awa=1SG SV.wash-3O-3fSG 
I washed K’ats’awa (f.) 
52-'1(2-'6-#=(%&#* 0)B4#5+4'!4#*
K’ats’awa=1SG SV.wash-3O 
I washed K’ats’awa (f.)*
Finally, the third person object suffix is found with third person plural objects that 
are non-animate and/or non-specific (i.e. those that cannot be coded by !!%#)). The 
plurality of these objects is marked by the plural object marker !6-# / !!6-#. The 
object suffix !/# follows the plural object marker and assimilates to the preceding 
vowel. 
                                                 
67 This also holds for the pronominal coding of feminine oblique objects after a derivational 






He has helped the group of strangers 
Occasionally the third person object suffix occurs after a suppletive plural stem. 
When one consultant was confronted with the following clause (by another 
consultant), he claimed it was not grammatical until the object suffix was removed. 
?* 1/'$/#,%&'* $4'?4#1+-'=(-'* 1A2-'-#!3/#*
* train.f bale=3fSG take:PL-3O 
 The train took bales. 
On a later occasion however, the same consultant used the same suppletive plural 
stem with an additional third person object suffix and said the suffix is optional. 
>EI+-!7/8!)* A-#-#6!6-'* (-'-'* +/'6/#!./'/#=(-'* 1A2-'-#!3/#*
picture-COLL-DEF good-PL2 CNJ2.3fSG he-sake=3fSG take:PL-3O 
The pictures are nice and therefore she took them. 
6.4. Verbal plurality marking*
Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 discuss the plural markers !6-# / !!6-# and !6-', 
respectively. The uses and meanings of the markers are summarized in table 29. The 
labels depend on the primary uses: plural direct object marker (PL1) for !6-# / !!6-#; 
plural non-direct object marker (PL2) for !6-'. The two markers are mutually 
exclusive: the presence of the plural object marker in a verb excludes the presence of 
the plural non-direct object marker and vice versa. 
Table 29: Functions of !6-# / !!6-# and !6-' 
!6-# / !!6-#* !6-'*
- plural direct object marker - plural non-direct object marker: 
 plural subject marker 
 plural oblique object marker (for COM, 
APPL) 
- plural action marker: intensity - habitual marker 
 
In many languages the verbal coding of plurality of intransitive subjects and 
transitive objects is related. Sandawe is a language that displays this relation by and 
large (see also Kießling 2010).68 A common form !6- is present in the morphemes 
                                                 
68  Languages in the vicinity of Sandawe that display the same relation are the Southern 





that code object plurality, and in the morpheme that codes subject plurality. The tone 
is different for the two markers, but note that the high tone of the plural object 
marker corresponds to the high tone of the following object pronoun (section 6.3); 
similarly, the low tone of the plural non-direct object marker corresponds to the low 
tone of subject clitics (section 5.1). 
6.4.1. The plural marker !6-# / !!6-# 
The plural marker !6-# / !!6-# (PL1) is primarily a plural object marker for non-
human and/or non-specific plural direct objects. In its primary function the marker 
appears before the object pronoun !/# (3O). In its secondary function, the plural 
marker adds plurality to the meaning of the verb. 
The forms of the plural object marker, !6-# and !!6-#, are in near-complementary 
distribution. The distribution of the allomorphs is conditioned by the preceding verb. 
The glottal stop in the allomorph !!6-# adds a phonetic syllable to the plural marker. 
The following table gives a general overview of the distribution of the allomorphs, 
after which the categories are treated and exemplified. 
Table 30: Distribution of the allomorphs of the plural object marker 
!!6-#* !6-#*
- monosyllabic verb roots elsewhere, i.e. 
- clipped disyllabic verb roots - non-clippable disyllabic verb roots 
 - verb roots of three syllables and more 
 - extended verb stems (IT, FACT, CAUS1) 
 
The following examples illustrate monosyllabic verb roots and the forms with the 
plural object marker!!6-#: 
?48* ?48!!4&'6-#!* say 
5+-'-#* 5+-;!!-&#6-#!* hit*
1A2/'/#* 1A2/;!!/&#6-#!* reduce, diminish 
7/#/#* 7/#!!/&#6-#!* bring*
:-8)* :-C8!!-&'6-#!J*:-C#!!-&'6-#!* see 
)@-8* )@-8!!-&'6-#!* grab 
B-8* B-#!!-&#6-#!* plant 
B2/'/#* B2/;!!/&#6-#!* skin 
 
Long vowels in the verb root are shortened when !!6-# is suffixed. The tone pattern 
of the root is maintained and realized on the short vowel. Verb roots with high-low 
tone patterns present some exceptions to this generalization: sometimes the high-low 
pattern remains high-low before the plural object marker, e.g. ?48 ‘say’ > ?48!!4&'6-#!; 




‘plant’ > B-#!!-&#6-#!. The plural stem of the verb root :-8) ‘see’ has been observed 
both with high-low and high tone patterns: :-C8!!-&'6-#!, :-C#!!-&#6-#!. 
Monosyllabic verb roots with the //--alternation (intr./tr) have the --form before the 
plural object marker !!6-#. For more information on this vowel alternation, see 
section 6.3 on direct object marking.  
(6/#/#* (6-#!!-&#6-#!* strip off (skin)*
16/'/#* 16-;!!-&#6-#!* pick*
1(2/#/#* 1(2-#!!-&#6-#!* drink 
@+6/#/#* @+6-#!!-&#6-#!* take (seeds) out of calabash 
B6/#/#* B6-#!!-&#6-#!* hide*
B+6/#/#* B+6-#!!-&#6-#!* strip off (grains, leaves) 
 
The monosyllabic verb root ):6/#/# ‘do’ is irregular.69 
):6/#/#* ):"#!!"&#6-#!* do, create 
 
The form ):"#! could be seen as a special kind of clipping, in which the root ):6/#/# 
loses its vowel //. The labial component of the initial click is realized as a vowel. 
Note however that there are no other examples of this kind. 
Disyllabic roots that can be clipped receive the plural object marker !!6-#. 
Disyllabic forms that can be clipped end in ./#, ,/#, or 6/#. The clipped form is 
monosyllabic. The tone pattern of the disyllabic root is realized on the single 
syllable, which may lead to a contour tone. The plural object marker !!6-# is 
suffixed to the clipped form.70 If the root contains a final string ./# or ,/#, the clipped 
form has a homorganic nasal, which is realized as a nasalized vowel before !. 
A4'./#* A4C;!!4&#6-#!* cultivate*
1+%#./#* 1+%C#!!%&#6-#!* cook 
:+%#./#* :+%C#!!%&#6-#!* sing 
@/'./#* @/C;!!/&#6-#!* accompany 
B4'./#* B4C;!!4&#6-#!* lighten 
1A%#,/#* 1A%C#!!%&#6-#!* build*
@2%',/#* @2%C;!!%&#6-#!* hunt 
B%',/#* B%C;!!%&#6-#!* remove feathers 
)B"',/#* )B"C;!!"&#6-#!* wash 
                                                 
69 The irregulariy of this verb extends to the form which is used when an object suffix is 
added: ):"#!%#3-#!, see section 6.3. 





+-'6/#* +-;!!-&#6-#!* fetch 
,4#6/#* ,4#!!4&#6-#!* grind 
14'6/#* 14;!!4&#6-#!* pick up (food) with mash*
:+-'6/# :+-;!!-&#6-#! draw (bow) 
@+/'6/#* @+/;!!/&#6-#!* burn, set fire*
B"#6/#* B"#!!"&#6-#!* shoot down 
 
By exception the following disyllabic verb roots receive the marker !!6-#. 
?-#<4#4#* ?-#<4#!!4&#6-#!* herd 
:+6-',:-#* :+6-',:-#!!-&#6-#!* hatch 
):%#,%&'* ):%C#!!%&#6-#!* eat (meat) 
 
The verb root ):%#,%&' ‘eat (meat)’ does not end in any of the strings mentioned above, 
but it does have a clipped form before the plural object marker !!6-#: ):%C#!!%&#6-#!. 
The high-low tone pattern of the root changes to a high tone pattern when the plural 
object marker is suffixed. The other two verb roots are disyllabic, but cannot be 
clipped. Nevertheless, they receive the allomorph !!6-#, rather than !6-#. 
In the speech variety around Farkwa, !!6-# is also used for the plural object form of 
iterative stems (section 6.2.2). 
1-')5!%'./#!!/&#6-#!*
chase_away-IT-PL1 
Chase away multiple times 
The plural object marker !6-# is used elsewhere, i.e. on verb roots of two syllables 
that cannot be clipped, on verb roots that have more than two syllables, and on 
extended stems. The following list illustrates verb roots with the corresponding 
plural object form. 
.-8,1(+-'* .-8,1(+-'!6-#!* eat*
.%',%#5%'* .%',%#5%'!6-#!* understand 
16-#$-'* 16-#$-'!6-#!* carry 
1A2%#)5+/#* 1A2%#)5+/#!6-#!* kick 
@G-'5+%#,-#* @G-'5+%#,-#!6-#!* put in armpit 
B2-#7/#* B2-#7/#!6-#!* not know 
)B4#5+4'* )B4#5+4'!6-#!* wash 
 
The verb root )@6-#,/# ‘ask for’ is disyllabic and has a final string ,/#, but it does not 
have a clipped form. The plural object marker !6-# is used with this root: 





Extended stems that receive the plural object marker !6-# are iteratives, factitives, 
and causatives. The examples below illustrate them. Note that the plural object form 
of these stems sometimes entails a more complex formation type. More information 
on the formation of plural object forms can be found in the sections on iterative, 
factitive and causative stems. 
1A24')=!%'./#* 1A24')=!%#.!-#!-# 
pierce-IT pierce-IT-PL1-3O 
Pierce multiple times pierce them multiple times 
A%'52%&'!(/#* A%'52%'!.!(/#!6-#*
stick_in-FACT* stick_in-PL-FACT-PL1*
Stick in stick in (PL OBJ) 
):4'$4'):4'$4'!(/#* ):4'$4'):4'$4'!(/#!6-#J* ):4'$4'):4'$4'!(!%#.!-#!-#*
strip_off-FACT* strip_off-FACT-PL1 strip_off-FACT-IT-PL1-3O 
Strip off strip off (PL OBJ)* Strip them off (multiple times) 
)B"#)!5"&'* )B"#)!5"&'!6-#*
stand_up-CAUS1* stand_up-CAUS1-PL1*
Put upright* put upright (PL OBJ) 
The plural object marker is integrated into most reciprocal and some middle stems. 
The marker appears before the extension, different from what happens in iterative, 
factitive and causative stems. The table below lists some examples. Both allomorphs 
of the plural marker occur in reciprocal and middle stems. The verb root on which 
the stem is based determines which allomorph is used. Thus, monosyllabic roots and 
roots that can be clipped have !!6-# before the reciprocal and middle stem markers; 
!6-# is used elsewhere, after disyllabic and longer roots. 
Table 31: The use of the plural object marker in reciprocal and middle stem formation 
 Plural marker !!6-# Plural marker !6-# 
Reciprocal stems :-C8!!-&'6-#!)5%# 
see-PL1-REC 
See each other 
?%'5+/#!6-#!)5%# 
leave-PL1-REC 
Leave each other 
Middle stems ?48!!4&'6-#!1(2%# 
say-PL1-MID1 
Say to oneself 
+-#.-'!6-#!1(2%# 
beat_off-PL1-MID1 





The plural object marker has two functions: 
a) as an inflectional marker coding plurality of the object participant 
b) as a marker coding plurality of action 
a) The plural object marker is primarily a plural object marker for non-human 
objects, collective objects, and non-specific human objects. Plural objects of these 
three categories are coded verbally by an object suffix that follows the plural object 
marker. This suffix is the third person direct object pronoun !/#, which is glossed 3O. 
It assimilates to the preceding vowel - of the plural object marker. Since there is no 
nominal plurality marking for non-human nouns, the verbal plural object marker is 
the only means of coding the plurality of the object. 
=4'$4'=(%&'* )B"#)!5"&'!6-#!-#*
pillar=1SG stand_up-CAUS1-PL1-3O*
I have erected pillars. 
:26/'/#,-#!7/8!)==-'* 7/#!!/&#6-#!-#*
hyrax-COLL-DEF=3 bring-PL1-3O 
He has brought the (group of) hyraxes. 
)B4#54#=(-'* )B4#5+4'!6-#!-#*
child.PL=3fSG wash-PL1-3O 
She has washed children. 
The use of the plural object marker in coding the plurality of objects is inflectional 
for the three categories. The combination of the plural object marker and the third 
person object pronoun can be seen as a third person plural object marker. 
The plural object marker is not used to code participant plurality with the plural 
object suffixes !("#) (1PL), !(%#) (2PL), and !!%#) (3PL), as these are markers of 
specific-human objects.71 If the plural object marker is present with these object 
pronouns, it codes the plurality of action, as described under b). 
b) In its second use the plural object marker does not code the plurality of an object, 
but rather adds plurality to the meaning of the verb. Compared to the obligatory 
presence of the plural marker in coding the plurality of non-human and/or non-
specific objects, this use of the marker is more a free choice of the speaker.  
In the following examples, verb forms with the plural object marker in the left 
column are contrasted to forms without the plural object marker in the right column. 
                                                 
71 Note that suppletive singular/plural stem pairs (section 6.1) behave differently. First, the 
plural marker is not used with these verbs to code direct object plurality (nor plurality of 
action). Second, suppletive plural stems code plurality of all plural referents, including 
specific human objects. Thus, when a plural object pronoun is suffixed to a verb from the set 




The use of the plural object marker in the left column does not depend on the direct 
object. The plural object marker appears on verbs with both singular and plural 
objects. Further, its presence does not depend on the nature of the object. The 
presence of the plural object marker lends an additional aspect to the meaning of the 
verb root, namely intensity. 
.-',-'!6-#!(/#!>4'* .-',-'!(/#->4'*
know-PL1-1SG-2SG:NR know-1SG-2SG:NR 
You will discover/get to know me! you will know me 
.-',-'!6-#!("#)!>4'* .-',-'!("#)!>4'*
know-PL1-1PL-2SG:NR know-1PL-2SG:NR 
You will discover/get to know us! you will know us 
:-C8!!-&'6-#!(-#!-'* :-8,!(-#!-'*
see-PL1-1SG-3 see-1SG-3*
He stared at me he has seen me 
:-C8!!-&'6-#!("#)=!-'* :-8,!("#)=!-'*
see-PL1-1PL-3 see-PL-1PL-3*
He stared at us he has seen us*
Similarly, the plural object marker occurs in a specific construction in which an 
event is carried out with high intensity. The verb forms used in this construction 
have no direct object, many verb roots are intransitive. Even so, the plural object 
marker is followed by the third person object suffix in this construction. The 
construction often contains an adverb of degree. 
!"#$=(-'* 52/#!!/&#6-#!-#*
very=3fSG cry-PL1-3O*
She cried very much. 
An applicative marker and the third person object pronoun can follow the plural 
object marker. The additional argument in these verbs can refer to an object on 
whom or because of whom an action is carried out.  
!"#$=(-'* 52/#!!/&#6-#!-#!1(2/'!/#*
very=3fSG cry-PL1-3O-APPL-3O*
She cried very much because of him. 
Alternatively, the additional argument may be interpreted as referring to the event 






Laugh much (because of it, on it) 
The presence of the plural object marker in some middle stems (table 31) cannot be 
explained satisfactorily. Since middle verbs are intransitive, there is no object that 
can be marked for plurality. One might assume that it codes plurality of action, i.e. 
an action that is carried out with higher intensity or for a longer time, but this 
assumption does not hold for all examples. Therefore, the marker is considered to be 
part of middle stem formation. 
6-#B2-#!6-#!1(2%#*
vomit-PL1-MID1*




The two meanings of the plural object marker lead to polysemy when the plural 
object marker is combined with the third person object pronoun !/#. First, the object 
pronoun can refer to a third person plural object in combination with the plural 
object marker. Second, the object pronoun can refer to a third person masculine 




1. You will know them (non-specific human or non-human object) 





6.4.2. The plural marker !6-' 
The plural marker !6-' (PL2) primarily codes plurality of non-human and/or non-
specific non-direct objects, i.e. subject arguments and object arguments which are 
introduced by the comitative and applicative derivations. The second meaning of the 
marker is the coding of plurality of action of verbs without verbal object suffix, i.e. 
as a habitual marker. 
As a plural marker of oblique (comitative/instrumental and applicative) objects, !6-' 
is separated from the verbal object pronoun. The marker precedes the verbal case 
marker plus the third person object pronoun (!/#). Thus verbs with non-human 




For more information and examples see section 6.5. 
As a plural marker for subject arguments, !6-' codes plurality of non-human and/or 
non-specific subjects.72 The plural marker is the final morpheme of the verb form 
and forms a plural subject stem. The morpheme is attached both to verb roots and 
extended stems. 
.-8,1(+-'* .-8,1(+-'!6-'* eat (PL subject stem) 
)B4#5+4'!1(2%#* )B4#5+4'!1(2%#!6-'* wash oneself (PL subject stem) 
 
The plural subject stem is usually combined with a third person subject clitic, which 
is attached to the verb or another constituent. 
5"#$%'34'!!%')=56-'* :2"#1(+"#5"&'!6-'*
Kurio-INSTR=OPT.3 pass-PL2 




However, when a lexical subject carries a subject focus marker, there is no subject 
clitic. The plural subject marker on the verb is still present. 
                                                 
72  Specific animate subjects are coded by separate subject clitics. The plurality of these 







In its secondary function, the plural non-direct object marker !6-' is used as a 
habitual marker. It is attached both to intransitive and transitive verbs, but only to 
verbs without verbal object pronouns.  
.%',9-'!1-'!,-'=(%&'* +%#52%&'!6-'*
field-in-to=1SG go:SG-PL2 
I use to go to the field. 
+4#1(=%'* .-8,1(+-'!6-'*
what?=2SG eat-PL2*
What do you usually eat? 
The two uses of the plural non-direct object marker can lead to polysemy. The 
following example shows how a verb with the plural marker can code plural 




1. They ate; 2. He usually eats 
6.5. Verbal case marking: benefactive, comitative, 
applicative 
Oblique objects are non-core arguments of the clause. An oblique object may be a 
separate constituent in the clause (a postpositional phrase), or it may be coded as a 
pronoun on the verb. When an oblique object is marked on the verb, it is coded by 
an object suffix preceded by a derivational marker. The following three derivational 
markers introduce oblique objects into the verbal argument structure: 
1) the benefactive marker !7*' 
2) the comitative marker !5-# 
3) the applicative marker !1(2/' 
Derivational markers are suffixed to a root or an extended stem, and follow direct 
object pronouns, if present. 
76-',1/#!/#!7!0(/#=(-'*
stir-3O-BEN-1SG=3fSG 






I made him build a house for you 
It is the choice of the speaker to include the oblique object in the verb. Usually it is 
possible to express the extra argument periphrastically, i.e. in a postpositional 
phrase. Thus, the verb may always occur without derivational marker and oblique 
object marking. There is one exception, ,4#5-# ’bring’, which cannot occur without 
the derivational morpheme !5-#. Morphologically, it behaves like other verbs with a 
comitative morpheme: the plurality of inanimate objects is coded by the plural 
morpheme !6-' before the comitative marker (cf. section 6.5.2). 
,4#!5-#!-#J* ,4#!6-'!5-#!-#* * < ,4#*
bring-COM-3O bring-PL2-COM-3O 
bring it bring them 
The coding of multiple oblique objects is rare. There are a few intransitive verbs that 
can have both comitative and benefactive oblique objects: +%#52%&' / ,%#!%&&' ‘go (SG/PL)’; :%# 




You (PL) come with it for me, bring it to me! 
6.5.1. Benefactive !7*' 
The benefactive morpheme !7*' introduces a pronominal object, which marks for 
whom the event is carried out. The morpheme has a floating low tone, which causes 
the high tone of the object pronoun to be realized as a downstepped high tone. It has 
an allomorph, !56*', which is used before third person singular object suffixes.73 
The following paradigm shows the verb B+/'./# ‘pay’ with the benefactive 
morpheme and all object suffixes.  
                                                 
73 Note that this allomorph plus object pronoun (!/# / !/#("#) and the causative extension !5"&' 















There is some variation regarding the form of the benefactive morpheme before 
third person plural oblique objects. The most regular form consists of the 
benefactive morpheme !7*' plus !!%#), as demonstrated above. However, in 
elicitation the benefactive morpheme was sometimes doubled, i.e. both !7*' and 
!56*' were used before !!%#):  
+-'-#6/#!7!056!!%#,=(%&#*
fetch.3O-BEN-BEN-3PL=1SG 
I fetched it for them 
There is no separate form for inanimate and/or non-specific third person plural 
benefactive objects. 
The benefactive morpheme expresses that the action of the verb is carried out on 
behalf of the object. Usually, the object benefits from the action (hence the term 
benefactive), e.g.: 
?48!7*'!* tell < ?48* say*
,4#5-#!-#!7*'!* bring < ,4#5-#!-#* bring*
1%#5%#,-#-#!7*'!* leave over (food) for < 1%#5%#,-#-#* leave over (food)*
1+%#./#!7*'!* cook for < 1+%#./#* cook*
1A%#,/#!7*'!* build for < 1A%#,/#* build 
)B4#5+4'!7*'!* wash for < )B4#5+4'* wash 
 
However, some ‘benefactive’ verbs show that the oblique object can be negatively 
affected by the action. 
>-'$4#54#!-#-#* 0!%#(%'!7!0(/#*
parish_priest-SFOC SV.refuse-BEN-1SG 






He has eaten it for me (i.e. he has eaten my food). 
Verbs with the benefactive morpheme must be followed by a verbal object pronoun. 
An alternative way of expressing a benefactive oblique object is the postposition 
!./'/# ‘on behalf of’. In this construction, the oblique object is an independent 




I cooked for you. 
6-'5+-#-#=(-'* ,4#5-#!-#* +-'-#("&'* ):/'./#("'!./'/#*
firewood=3fSG bring-3O DEM2.f person.f-sake 
She brought firewood for that woman. 
6.5.2. Comitative !5-# 
The derivational marker !5-# marks comitative oblique objects. The marker is 
suffixed to a verb root or an extended stem. It is followed by an object suffix that 
codes the comitative or instrumental pronominal object, cf. the paradigm of the verb 
)B/'/# ‘enter’ with the marker !5-# and all object suffixes. 











Object suffixes with an initial vowel /, i.e. 3O and 3fSG, assimilate to the preceding 
vowel - of the comitative/instrumental marker.  
Plural inanimate and/or non-specific oblique objects are coded by the non-direct 







I fired with arrows. 
Because of the position of the plural marker before the derivational marker, one 
might assume that it codes either plurality of another argument, or plurality of 
action. The two clauses below show that neither alternative is right. 
9%'!-#=(-'* :%#!6-'!5-#!-#*
egg=3fSG come:SG-PL2-COM-3O 
She has come with eggs, she has brought eggs 
9%'!-#=!-&'* ):-'1%#!6-'!5-#!-#*
egg=3PL come:PL-PL2-COM-3O 
They have come with eggs, they have brought eggs 
The subject argument of the verb in the first clause is a singular referent, ‘she’. For 
plural subject referents, the suppletive plural stem ):-'1%# ‘come (PL)’ is used (see 
second clause), but this has no consequences for the plural marker !6-'!. In other 
words, the plural marker !6-'! is not used to code the plurality of an argument other 
than the oblique object.74 Moreover, each of the clauses above describes a single 
action, in which the subject has come with multiple objects. Thus 6-'! is not used to 
code the plurality of action. 
The marker !5-# introduces comitative oblique objects. The event as expressed by 
the verb is carried out (together) with the oblique object. The comitative oblique 
object can be animate or inanimate. Many examples are comitative verbs derived 
from intransitive verbs of movement. The following list illustrates this.  
+%#52%&'!5-#!* go with; send (SG stem) < +%#52%&'* go (SG stem)*
,%#!%&'!5-#!* go with; send (PL stem) < ,%#!%&'* go (PL stem) 
,4#!5-#!* bring   *
1+-8,%&'!5-#!* run here with < 1+-8,%&'* run (centripetal)*
:%#!5-#!* come with; bring (SG stem) < :%#* come (SG stem) 
):-'1%#!5-#!* come with; bring (PL stem) < ):-'1%#* come (PL stem) 
)B/'/#!5-#!* enter with < )B/'/#* enter 
 
The comitative derivation is also used in the verb $%#)=4#!5-#!. This is a lexicalized 
comitative verb with a specialized meaning. It expresses the use of metaphoric 
language with (a) person(s). 
                                                 
74 Transitive verbs cannot have both a plural inanimate/non-specific direct object and a plural 
inanimate/non-specific oblique object, i.e. verbs of the form V-6-#!-#!6-'!5-#!-# do not exist. 
The reason is a general phonotactic restriction that two phonetically near-identical 




$%#)=4#!5-#!* talk metaphorically to* <* $%#)=4#* go round*
 
In a number of cases the oblique object after the comitative marker is interpreted as 
the instrument with which the event is carried out. 
9"'?/#!5-#!* hit with < 9"'?/#* hit*
1+-'1(2/#!5-#!* shoot with < 1+-'1(2/#* shoot, fire*
1(2-#!-#!5-#!* drink it with < 1(2-#!-#* drink (OBJ) 
7%'A/#!5-#!* roughen with, on* <* 7%'A/#* roughen*
 
The following example shows an instrumental oblique object. 
(/#!/#=56/'* 52-'./8=!/&'* 1(2-#!-#!5-#!-#*
1SG-3O=OPT.2PL beer=1SG:OPT drink-3O-COM-3O 
You give it to me, so I drink beer with it. 
The utterance consists of two clauses. The first clause has three arguments: an agent 
(2PL), a recipient object (1SG), and a patient object (3O). The pronominal patient 
object, ‘it’, refers to the money which the addressees should give to the speaker. The 
second clause shows how the money will be used: as an instrument to (buy and) 
drink beer. Again the clause has three arguments: an agent subject (1SG), a patient 
object (‘beer’, 3O), and an instrumental oblique object (3O). The pronominal oblique 
object after the comitative marker refers to the money. 
If the oblique object of a comitative verb is specified by a noun phrase as well, the 
noun phrase does not need additional marking. In other words, the noun phrase, 
which is coreferential with the verbal oblique object, behaves as a direct object of 
the comitative verb. 
5E1-?"=54'* :%#!5-#!-#*
book=2SG:OPT come:SG-COM-3O 
Come with the book! 
The same applies if the oblique object is the instrument of an event. 
9F-',%#=(%&#* 1+-'1(2/#!5-#!-#*
arrow=1SG (SV.)shoot-COM-3O 
I fired with an arrow. 
There is an alternative instrumental construction, in which the instrument is only 
specified by a postpositional phrase. In this case the verb does not contain the 
pronominal oblique object, nor the comitative marker. The postposition that is used 






I fired with an arrow. 
Comitative verbs are analyzed as verbs with an additional comitative or instrumental 
oblique object. The comitative morpheme introduces the pronoun that marks this 
object. There is one specific use of the comitative verb that does not require a 
pronominal oblique object: a form with the plural marker !6-'! but without an 
object pronoun. This form occurs with subjects marked for the optative. It has an 
imperfective reading, in contrast to optative forms with an oblique object pronoun. 
The latter forms imply that the action will be completed (see also Eaton (2008) on 
object marking and aspect in Sandawe). 
:%#!6-'!5-#=54'* * :%#!6-'!5-#!-#=54'*
come:SG-PL2-COM=2SG:OPT  come:SG-PL2-COM-3O=2SG:OPT*
Start bringing, go on bringing! vs. Bring them! 
1+-'1(2/#!6-'!5-#=54'* * 1+-'1(2/#!6-'!5-#!-#=54'*
shoot-PL2-COM=2SG:OPT  shoot-PL2-COM-3O=2SG:OPT 
Start firing, go on firing! vs. Shoot them, fire them! 
6.5.3. Applicative !1(2/'*
The applicative morpheme !1(2/' introduces an additional pronominal object into the 
argument structure of a verb. The suffixation of object pronouns to this morpheme 
leads to several morphophonological changes and irregular forms. Consider the 
following paradigm, which is representative for the combination of the applicative 
morpheme and the object pronouns. The applicative verb (%#3/#!1(2/' ‘deprive’ is 
derived from the verb root (%#3/# ‘take (SG OBJ)’. 
(%#3/#* >* (%#3/#!1(2/'!* ‘take it from (OBJ), deprive (OBJ)’ 
OBJ *  *
1SG (%#3/#!1(2/'!(/# > (%#3/#!/&'1(+/#*
2SG (%#3/#!1(2/'!>4# > (%#3/#!/&#0>4#*
3O (%#3/#!1(2/'!/#* > (%#3/#1(2/'/#*
3fSG (%#3/#!1(2/'!/#("# > (%#3/#1(2/'/#("#*
1PL (%#3/#!1(2/'!("#) > (%#3/#!/&'1(+"#)*
2PL (%#3/#!1(2/'!(%#) > (%#3/#!/&'1(+%#)*
3PL (%#3/#!1(2/'!!%#) > (%#3/#01(2%#)*





- The paradigm shows that the morpheme !1(2/' only retains its original form 
when an object pronoun follows which is based on the third person object 
pronoun !/#, i.e. 3O, 3fSG, and PL-3O. 
- When the third person plural object pronoun is suffixed, the morpheme-final 
vowel / and the suffix-initial consonant ! are omitted. The low tone of the 
applicative morpheme leads to a downstepped high tone on the applicative 
plus object suffix: !01(2%#). 
- When object suffixes with an initial ( follow the applicative morpheme, i.e. 
1SG, 1PL, and 2PL, a complex realization results. The consonant 1(2 becomes 
1(+. Moreover, it is preceded by a released glottal stop: 1(2/'!(*>*!1(+.75 
- When the second person singular suffix !>4# follows the applicative 
morpheme, the applicative morpheme is reduced to a released glottal stop: 
1(2/'!>4#*>*!0>4#.76 
The plurality of third person plural oblique objects (inanimate and/or non-specific) 
is coded by the plural marker !6-'!. The marker precedes the applicative 
morpheme: !6-'!1(2/'!/#. The plural marker cannot co-occur with the plural object 
marker !6-# / !!6-# for direct objects. However, when a pronominal oblique object 
follows a plural direct object, it may be interpreted as a plural object too, even if it is 
not overtly marked as such. 
:2%')5+-8!,!(4'* .%'(%#54#4#!7/8!)* 1A%C#!!%&#6-#!-#!1(2/'!/#=!-'*
bee-DEF-PL beehive-COLL-DEF build-PL1-3O-APPL-3O=3PL 
The bees have built in the (group of) beehives. (lit. they have build them in it) 
5%'$%'=4#=(%&#* 0+%#:2-#!6-#!-#!1(2/'!/#*
cow_bell=1SG SV.tie-PL1-3O-APPL-3O 
I have tied bells onto them (cows). 
The applicative derivation adds a pronominal oblique object to the argument 
structure of a verb. Generally a spatial relation is involved with the applicative verb: 
the event (or the direct object) is directed towards or away from the oblique object, 
or the event takes place on (the location of) the oblique object. The following list 
illustrates some applicative derivations: 
+%#:2-#!1(2/'!* tie on(to) OBJ < +%#:2-#* tie 
+4#)B4#,!1(2/'!* pour into OBJ < +4#)B4#)* pour 
>/'/#!1(2/'!* put on(to) OBJ, with OBJ < >/'/#* put (SG stem)*
(%#3/#!1(2/'!* deprive, take from OBJ < (%#3/#* take (SG stem)*
                                                 
75 Only one variant occurs in my data, but Eaton (2008) notes two distinct variants: [1(+] and 
[!(]. She lists the following realizations for the applicative morpheme plus object suffixes: 
1SG [1O+/], [!(/]; 1PL [1O+"TM], [!("TM]; 2PL [1O+%TM], [!(%TM]. Eaton (2008) also mentions a different 
realization of the applicative morpheme plus 2SG object suffix: [>-M]. 
76 This realization can be compared to the locative postposition !1(2%&', which can be realized as 




1A%#,/#!1(2/'!* build upon, in OBJ < 1A%#,/#* build 
!%#A%'!./#!1(2/'!* lock up OBJ < !%#A%'!./#* close 
!%'(-#!1(2/'!* steal from OBJ < !%'(-#* steal 
 
The oblique object of an applicative verb must be specified by an object pronoun. 
The oblique object may also be coded in the nominal domain, but this is not 
obligatory. When the argument is specified lexically, it functions as a direct object 
of the applicative verb. No postpositions are used to express the spatial relation 
between the oblique object and the event. 
A-'-#=54'* +%#:2-#!-#!1(2/'!/#*
goat=2SG:OPT tie-3O-APPL-3O 
Bind it on the goat! 
However, the direct object of an applicative verb may be expressed lexically too. 
Thus, in the nominal domain there is no syntactic distinction between the direct and 
the oblique object of an applicative verb. In the following clause, the nominal 




Bind the loads onto us! 
When both object arguments are expressed lexically, there are two lexical direct 
objects. Generally, the additional argument, which is introduced by the applicative 
derivation, precedes the first object. Moreover, it has a definiteness marker. 
5-$-1-(E!)* 5E1-?"=(%&'* >/'/#!1(2/'!/#*
paper-DEF book=1SG put:SG-3O-APPL-3O*
I have put a book on the paper. 
Applicative verbs that introduce a locative argument may alternatively be expressed 
by a locative construction. This construction consists of a locative postpositional 
phrase. The verb cannot have an applicative marker, nor a pronominal oblique object 
in this case, e.g.: 
5-$-1-(E!,!1-'!,-'=(%&'* >/'/#*
paper-DEF-in-DIR=1SG put:SG:3O*
I have put it on the paper. 
In the following example with an applicative verb, the direct object (which is 
marked after the iterative morpheme) is coreferential with the location in which the 




up. The applicative verb expresses that an object is locked up inside a location, 
literally by ‘closing something upon/around the object’. 
9-#.-'!,!("&'* 6-'<-#=-#-#!1-'=!-&'* !%#A%'!./#!/#!1(2/'!/#("#*
heifer-DEF-f cowshed-in=3PL close-IT-3O-APPL-3fSG 
They locked up the heifer in a cowshed. 
The example shows that the feminine oblique object of the verb is coreferential with 
the lexical direct object ‘the heifer’. The pronominal direct object refers to the 
postpositional phrase ‘in a cowshed’. Interestingly there is a mismatch between the 
syntactic status of the arguments in the verbal and the nominal domain: the verbal 
oblique object is coreferential with a direct lexical object; the verbal direct object is 
a postpositional phrase in the nominal domain. 
A final note concerns the use of the applicative morpheme with third person object 
suffixes. In a number of cases, 1(2/'!/#, or !6-#!-#!1(2/' / !!6-#!-#!1(2/' can be used to 
express that the event is carried out with high intensity (see also section 6.4). 
!"#$=(-'* 52/#!!/&#6-#!-#!01(2!/#*
very=3fSG cry-PL1-3O-APPL-3O*
She cried very much because of him. 
!"#$%'=(%&'* 52/#/#!1(2/'!/#* or:* !"#$%'=(%&'* 52/#!!/&#6-#!-#!1(2/'*
very=1SG cry-APPL-3O  very=1SG cry-PL1-3O-APPL 







Although an object appears to be marked in case of !6-#!-#!1(2/' / !!6-#!-#!1(2/', 
verbs cannot have a lexical direct object in this construction. Only an adverb of 
degree may be added to this construction. 
6.6. The zero verb stem for acts of exchange 
One verb has a zero stem and only consists of pronominal markers and an (optional) 
plural object marker. The verb expresses an act of exchange (‘give’ or ‘receive, 
take’). When three arguments are marked in the clause, it expresses ‘give’. The 




a non-verbal constituent. The other two arguments, the patient object and the 
recipient object, form the verb form in the example below. 
1(2-8=(%&'* >4#!/#*
water=1SG 2SG-3O*
I gave you water. 
The recipient object can be singular or plural. A plural object is preceded by the 
plural object marker !!6-#.  
.-#14#* >4#!!4&#6-#!-8!(%&'*
gourd 2SG-PL1-3O-1SG:NR*
I will give you gourds. 
The following paradigm lists verb forms according to person, gender, and number of 
the recipient object. The patient object (!/#) has singular number. For reference, the 
regular verbal object pronouns are presented on the right. 
1SG 1(2-8=-'* (/#!/#* He gave me water !(/#*
 water=3 1SG-3O   
2SG 1(2-8=-'* >4#!/#* He gave you water !>4#*
 water=3 2SG-3O   
3O 1(2-8=-'* !%#!/#* He gave him water !/#*
 water=3 3O-3O   
3fSG 1(2-8=-'* !%#!/#!("#* He gave her water !(/#)!("#*
 water=3 3O-3O-3fSG   
1PL 1(2-8=-'* ("#)=!/#* He gave us water !("#)*
 water=3 1PL-3O   
2PL 1(2-8=-'* (%#)=!/#* He gave you (PL) water !(%#)*
 water=3 2PL-3O   
3PL 1(2-8=-'* !U#)=!/#!!%#)* He gave them water !!%#)*
 water=3 3PL-3O-3PL   
 
The paradigm below presents forms with a plural patient object. 
1SG .-#14#=-'* (/#!!/&#6-#!-#* He gave me gourds 
 gourd=3 1SG-PL1-3O  
2SG .-#14#=-'* >4#!!4&#6-#!-#* He gave you gourds 
 gourd=3 2SG-PL1-3O  
3O .-#14#=-'* !%#!!%&#6-#!-#* He gave him gourds 
 gourd=3 3O-PL1-3O*  
3fSG .-#14#=-'* !%#!!%&#6-#!-#!("#* He gave her gourds 




1PL .-#14#=-'* ("C#!!"&#6-#!-#* He gave us gourds 
 gourd=3 1PL-PL1-3O*  
2PL .-#14#=-'* (%C#!!%&#6-#!-#* He gave you (PL) gourds 
 gourd=3 2PL-PL1-3O*  
3PL .-#14#=-'* !%C#!!%&#6-#!-#!!%#)* He gave them gourds 
 gourd=3 3PL-PL1-3O-3PL*  
 
Note the deviant forms for third person objects. The third person (masculine) object 
marker is !%# (cf. the regular verbal object pronoun !/#). The third person recipient 
feminine object marker !("# is added after the patient object, while the third person 
object marker !%# before the patient object is retained. The third person plural object 
marker !!%#) (which is realized as !!%C# before a glottal stop) occurs both before and 
after the patient object. 
When only two arguments are expressed in the clause, the verb expresses ‘receive, 
take’. This use of the zero verb is rare and has only been attested in commands. The 
subject, to whom the command is addressed, is the intended beneficiary of the 






Take five (of them)! 
Note that the plural object in the second example occurs twice, both before and after 
the plural object marker !!6-#. 
6.7. Special verbs 
There are four types of verbs with special pronominal subject marking:  
- ‘to be (somewhere)’ 
- ‘not to be’ 
- ‘to have’ 
- adjectival verbs.  
These verbs have a single series of (verbal) subject suffixes, which do not mark 
modality. Formally, these subject pronouns are almost identical to the non-realis 
subject clitics (see section 5.1.2). Except for 1(+/'/# ‘not be’, the verbs have a 





6.7.1. ‘To be (somewhere)’ and ‘not to be’ 
The paradigm of the locative verb ‘to be (somewhere)’ is based on two verb stems: 
54#4#!(%# for singular subjects and ,/'/#!(%# for plural subjects. The etymology of the 
element 54#4# is unclear, compare however ,/'/# ‘to stay (PL)’ to the plural stem. 









Note that the final vowel of the verb stem assimilates to the vowel of the subject 
marker if this is ": 54#4#!(%#!("&' > 54#4#("#("&' ‘she is present’; ,/'/#!(%#!("') > ,/'/#("#("') 
‘we are present’. 
The verb may be used with or without a complement. The verb is often used without 
a complement as the introduction to a greeting. The second speaker in the dialogue 
confirms that s/he is around, typically after a period of absence.  
54#4#!(%#!>4'=,/'*
be_present:SG-BE-2SG=Y/NQ*
Are you present? 
!/#/#/#J*54#4#!(%8!(%&'*
yes be_present:SG-BE-1SG*
Yes, I am present. 
When the verb occurs with a complement, it refers to a location.  
54#4#!(!/8* .%',9-'!1-'*
be_present:SG-BE-3 field-in*
He is in the field. 
1(%#* 54#4#!(%8!(%&'* !48* ?/'/#?-'*
I be_present:SG-BE-1SG here be_near 




In negation the suppletive verb stem 1(+/'/# ‘not be (present)’ is used, which is 









The subject markers are formally almost identical to the subject markers that follow 
the affimative stems 54#4#!(%# and ,/'/#!(%#, but some forms are irregular: !(/' vs. !*'(%&' 
(1SG); !("' vs. !("&' (3fSG); 1(+/'/# (3mSG) has no overt subject marker. 
6.7.2. ‘To have’ 
The verb ‘to have’ is a derived form which consists of a noun (the possessed item), 
the morpheme !(%#, and a subject marker. The subject marker is obligatorily attached 
to the verb stem and does not mark modality. The forms below show the paradigm 
with the possessed item 9F-',%# ‘arrow’: 
1SG* 9F-',%#!(%8!(%&'* I have an arrow 
2SG 9F-',%#!(%#!>4'* You have an arrow 
3mSG 9F-',%#!(!/8* He has an arrow 
3fSG 9F-',%#!("#!("&'* She has an arrow 
1PL 9F-',%#!("#!("')* We have an arrow 
2PL 9F-',%#!(%#!(%')* You (PL) have an arrow 
3PL 9F-',%#!(%#!(4'* They have an arrow 
 
Nouns, except for some that denote humans, have no means of marking plural 
number (see section 3.3). However, in the verb ‘to have’, plural number of the 
possessed noun is marked by a plural marker !6-', which is attached after the noun 
and before !(%#, e.g. 9F-',%#!6-'!("#!("') ‘we have arrows’. 




He doesn’t have an arrow. 
                                                 






A liar has no relatives (Saying; ‘People don’t want to be associated with liars’) 
6.7.3. Adjectival verbs 
Adjectival verbs are derived from verb roots by the morpheme !(%#. They express a 
state or condition of the subject. 
.-')=-'9D-'* become long > .-')=-'9D-'!(%#* be long 
1+"#)5-'* become short > 1+"#)5-'!(%#* be short 
:2/'/#* look at > :2/'/#!(%#* be alive 
1(2%'.-')56/#* shine > 1(2%'.-')56/#!(%#* be shiny 
?-'!/#* grow big > ?-'!-#!(%#* be big 
.-',-'* know > .-',-'!(%#* know, have knowledge 
@+/#5/#* become insane > @+/#5/#!(%#* be insane 
 
The subject marker is obligatorily attached to the verb stem and does not code 
modality.  
.-')=-'9D-'!(%8!(%&'* I am tall 
.-')=-'9D-'!(%#!>4'* You are tall 
.-')=-'9D-'!(!/8* He is tall 
.-')=-'9D-'!("#!("&'* She is tall 
.-')=-'9D-'!("#!("')* We are tall 
.-')=-'9D-'!(%#!(%')* You (PL) are tall 
.-')=-'9D-'!(%#!(4'* They are tall 
 
When the plural marker !6-' is added (before !(%#), it marks plurality of the subject. 
It is used to mark the plurality of non-human subjects; these cannot have a 3PL 
subject marker: 
1+/'/#* +/'/#76/'* .-')=-'9D-'!6-'!(!/8*
tree DEM1.COLL become_long-PL2-BE-3 
These trees are tall. 
The plural marker may be added to 3PL human forms as well: .-')=-'9D-'!6-'!(%#!(4' 
‘they are tall’. 
The negation marker =01(2/# marks the negative equivalent of these constructions. 
The clitic is attached after the subject marker. 
5+/#!/#!(!/8=1(2/#* he is deaf < 5+/#!/#* hear 





Coordinating and subordinating 
elements 
The following sections discuss five types of coordinating and subordinating 
elements: 
- the linker !) 
- coordinating conjunctions based on ,%'!  
- the coordinating conjunction +-'-' 
- narrative (coordinating) conjunctions 
- the subordinating conjunction +E#! and the subordinate clause marker =%8!%&'.*
There is overlap between the coordinating conjunctions. Further, ,%'()) and +-'-' are 
used to conjoin both phrases and clauses.  
Except for ,%'()) and +-'-', all conjunctions show some kind of pronominal marking, 
which is coreferential with the clausal subject. In narrative coordinating 
conjunctions, the pronominal element has merged with the conjunction; in the other 
conjunctions the subject marker can easily be distinguished from the conjunction 
(see section 4.4 for an overview of the morphology of pronominal forms). 
7.1. The linker !) 
The linker !) encompasses three types of linking elements: 
- the verb linker !) (VL) 
- the coordinating linker !) (CL), which is attached to the conjunction ,%' 
- the linker !*#) (L) in enumerations. 
The verb linker !) (VL) is used to link two or more verbs in a sentence (see also 
Eaton (2003) for a discussion of multi-verb constructions in Sandawe). It can link 
two or more main verbs to each other or an operator verb to a main verb. In both 
cases, the multi-verb constructions share the same subject. 
The following six sentences exemplify linked main verbs. The examples show that 
linked verbs generally express separate actions that are carried out consecutively, 
e.g. ‘dice+spread out’; ‘meet+grab’. For some cases however, the actions can be 





CNJ=3PL-CL dice-3O-VL (VV.)spread_out-3O 
And they diced it and spread it out. 
74'4#74#$%'!)* >-'-'* 1+-8J* +/'6/#* 6-'!-&'./'/#=-'* @24'4#6/#!)* 0(%#3/#*
crow-DEF CNJ2.3 run:SG he (POSS.)companion=3 meet.3O-VL VV.take:SG 
And the crow ran, met his companion and grabbed him. 
<-#-#!/'!)* 5/'</'.?-8!)==-'* (%#3/#!)* 0B6-#-#* 1-',-#!!-&'!1/'=-'*
hare-DEF (POSS.)skin-DEF=3 take:SG-VL VV.hide.3O elsewhere-LOC-area=3 
He took the hare’s skin and hid it somewhere else.*
,%#!%&'=!4'=34#4#4#* ,4'=!4'!)* +/#1A2%&'*
go:PL=1PL:OPT=EXCL CNJ=1PL:OPT-CL over_there  
Let’s go, and let’s go over there, 
@26-'-#* 09"#$"'!1(2%&'* ,%#!%'!)* ,/'/#!6-'*
pool POSS.other_side-LOC go:PL-VL stay:PL-PL2 
on the other side of the water and live there. 
,%'!)* 5-#-#5-'* +/'6/#!5%#* $%#)=4#=-'!)* .-'!/#* !-'!/#=(%#!%&#* 5/8!%'*
CNJ-CL dog he-TOP go_round=3-VL move later_on=TOP2 climb-3:NR 
And the dog is walking round as if he will climb it. 
>-'-'* +/'6/#* 1("'"8!)* +-';)=-'=-'!)* 1+-8*
CNJ2.3 he animal-DEF get_up=3-VL run:SG 
And this animal gets up and runs. 
The verb linker is also used in constructions that consist of an operator verb and a 
main verb. First, it links the verbs ?-'-#$-' ‘start’, @24'4#5+-' ‘finish’, and 9-'-# ‘be able’ 
to their (preceding) complements. 
("#)* B48!!4&'* )B/'/#!)* 9-'-#=("')=1(2/#*
we over_there-LOC enter-VL be_able=1PL:NR=NEG2 
We won’t be able to get over there. 
+%#!%'* ):/'/#!)* @24'4#5+-#=%'!%&'*
SUB:CNJ-2SG cut-VL finish=SUB  
When you have finished cutting, … 
Second, the linker is used to link the operator verb !%#3/# ‘stay (SG)’ or ,/'/# ‘stay (PL)’ 
to a main verb in a construction which expresses progressive aspect. The operator 
verb usually precedes the main verb and serves as the host for the linker.*





And they were going/continued going. 
!%#7=-'!-&'* ,/'/#!)* 09-#$-#!6-#)5%#*
thus=3PL stay:PL-VL VV.wait-REC 
Thus they were waiting for each other. 
The verb linker is usually attached directly after the verb, but it may be preceded by 
a subject/modality clitic. 
!%#3/#=(%#!)* ,"#6-#=(%&#* .-8,1(+-'*
stay:SG=1SG-VL mash=1SG eat 
I sit down and eat mash. 
!%#3/#=54'!)* .-8,1(+-'*
stay:SG=2SG-VL eat 
Go on eating! 
The linker !) (CL) is attached to the coordinating conjunction ,%'. The linker remains 
the final element when a realis or optative subject clitic is attached after the 
conjunction. ,%' is most frequently used to conjoin clauses. In enumerations it can 
conjoin phrases as well, in which case it precedes the final phrase of a list (see 
below at the linker !*#)): 
!/'/'/'* !4'4'* B4'./#!)* 0:-8)J* ,%'=54'!)* +%'%'(%#* .%'$%'=%&'(/#* )B4'4#*
yes CNJ2.1PL:OPT illuminate-VL VV.see CNJ=2SG:OPT-CL indeed treat child 
Yes, let’s shed light on it and see; and you indeed should treat the child. 
+/'(4#* .-'<-#.?48!)* >-'-'* :+4'$4;)* >-'-'* 1(2-8!-'-'* )B/'/#* ,%'!)* @24'4#./#*
they (POSS.)big_trough-DEF CNJ2.3 be_pierced CNJ2.3 water-SFOC enter CNJ-CL fill.3O 
Their trough was pierced, and water entered and filled it.*
As the examples above show, the coordinating conjunction with the linker ,%'!) 
conjoins both clauses with shared and different subjects. There is thus some overlap 
between the coordinating conjunction with the linker and the verb linker in linked 
verbs: both can conjoin verbs with shared subjects, which express consecutive 
actions. This is confirmed by a few examples which contain both a verb linker !) 
(VL) and the coordinating conjunction with the linker ,%'!) (CL). 
94#=056-#-#* !/'/'* +%#52%'=34#4#4#*
wait=2SG:HORT CNJ2.1SG:OPT go:SG=EXCL  




,/'=!/'!)* )B4#5+4'!1(2%#!)* ,/'=!/'!)* :%#*
CNJ=1SG:OPT-CL wash_oneself-MID1-VL CNJ=1SG:OPT-CL come:SG 
and wash myself and come back. 
!"#1/'* .-'-#5+-'* 5"#$%'34'*):4'.4#(4'* .(/#$-'!1(2=-'!-&'*+-'6/#!)*,%'!)* 1(2-8!5"&'*
yesterday (POSS.)year Kurio (POSS.)people Msera-LOC=3PL fetch-VL CNJ-CL drink-CAUS1 
Last year, the people of Kurio fetched water and drenched in Msera. 
The linking clitic !*#) (L) links elements when they are listed in an enumeration. It is 
attached to nouns, proper names or verbs. An enumeration consists of two or more 
equivalent elements (nouns, proper names, or verbal clauses). All elements except 
the final one contain the linker. The final item in the list may be preceded by the 
coordinating conjunction ,%'. 
The clitic which is used in enumerations has, as opposed to the verb linker and the 
coordinating linker, a high tone, which may be realized on an extra high pitch. 
Further, in lists of nouns and proper names the final element is realized on a lower 
pitch level. 
.-#14#!)* 5-'5"#$"'=54'* (%#3/#*
gourd-L calabash=2SG:OPT take:SG 
Take a gourd and a calabash!*
,-'1-#<%#!)* !-'N-;!)* ,%'* ,-')=%#</'*
Nathali-L Afa-L and Nangile 
Nathali, Afa, and Nangile*
When verbal clauses are linked, the linking clitic is attached to the (clause-final) 
verbs. The verbs are realized on the same or a higher pitch level as the preceding 
constituents (as opposed to the standard verbal clause). In the example below the 
speaker enumerates four activities which are all part of the set of actions that were 
carried out. The three linking clitics and the glosses are underlined. The final clause 
is introduced by the conjunction >4'4': 
9/'/#1+/'/#=(%&#* 0):"#0):"#!6-#!-#* 6-#5+-#-#=(%&#* B24;!4&#!6-#!-#!)* *
many=1SG SV.do.RED-PL1-3O firewood=1SG (SV.)collect-PL1-3O-L  
I have done many things: I collected firewood, *
1(2-'-#!,-'=(%&'* +%#52%;!)* ,"#6-#=(%&#* 76-',1/#!)* *
home-DIR=1SG go:SG-L mash=1SG stir-L 
I went home, I cooked mash,*
>4'4'* 1(%#* 0)B4#54#!7!(4'=4'* .-8,1(+-' 
CNJ2.1PL I POSS.child.PL-COLL-PL=1PL eat 
and then I ate together with my children. 
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7.2. Coordinating conjunctions based on ,%'! 
The conjunction ,%'! forms the basis of two types of conjunctions: 
- the coordinating conjunction ,%' as the final conjoining element in 
enumerations 
- the conjunction ,%'(!SBJ)!) which conjoins verbs and clauses.*
The coordinating conjunction ,%' is used as a final conjunction in enumerations. The 
preceding elements in the list are conjoined by the linker !*#). Examine the following 
enumeration:  
</'/#?-;!)* 52-'1(2-'6-;!)* ,%'* =/#</#*
Leeba-L K’ats’awa-L and Gele 
Leeba, K’ats’awa, and Nangile.*
The coordinating conjunction ,%'(!SBJ)!) conjoins verbs and clauses. The final 
element is a coordinating linker !) (CL). The conjunction may occur with a 
subject/modality marker, which precedes the linker. The following table 
demonstrates series of short and long forms of the coordinating conjunction with 
realis subject markers:  
Table 32: Short and long forms of the coordinating conjunctions 









The coordinating conjunction usually conjoins verbs or clauses with a shared 
subject.78 
+-'>"#* 0)@"8)!5%'* .-')=-'9D-'!(!/8* ,%'!)* 14'.?4'!(!/8*
you POSS.mouth-TOP long-BE-3 CNJ-CL curve-BE-3 
Your beak is long and has a curve. 
                                                 
78 There is overlap between the use of the coordinating conjunction and the verb linker in 




>-'-'* 1+-8=34#4#4#* ,%'!)* =/#</#* :2-#)5%&'=-'* B-'5%#* ,%'!)* !%#3/#!)* .-8,1(+-'*
CNJ2.3 run:SG=EXCL CNJ-CL baobab up=3 land CNJ-CL stay:SG-VL eat 
He ran!!! And landed on a baobab, and was eating. 
In a few examples the coordinating conjunction conjoins clauses that do not share 
the subject.  
!/'/'/'* !4'4'* B4'./#!)* 0:-8)J* ,%'=54'!)* +%'%'(%#* .%'$%'=%&'(/#* )B4'4#*
yes CNJ2.1PL:OPT illuminate-VL VV.see CNJ=2SG:OPT-CL indeed treat child 
Yes, let’s shed light on it and see; and you indeed should treat the child. 
7.3. The coordinating conjunction +-'-' 
The coordinating conjunction +-'-' conjoins nouns, phrases, and clauses. It does not 
carry a pronominal element. The examples below show conjoined nouns and noun 
phrases. 
74'4#74#$%'* +-'-'* .4',9D4#* +-'9%#(%&'*
crow and jackal (POSS.)story 
The story of Crow and Jackal 
.%'(%#54#4#* 0@2-#.!4#* +-'-'* 1(+%8)* +4#,!4#*
beehive POSS.shape.IT-NMN and honey (POSS.)collect_honey-NMN 
The construction of a beehive and the collection of honey. 
When clauses are linked by this conjunction, they have different subjects. Generally, 
the conjunction expresses a contrast: 
9-'$-'=34#4#4#* +-'-'* 1"8=1(+/'/#*
wait=EXCL and come_out=NEG1.3*
He (Cat) waited a long time, but he (Mouse) did not come out. 
>-'-'* 5-#-#5-'* +/'6/#!5%#!-#-#* :2/'/#* +-'-'*A-#-#* !%#3/#=1(+/'/#*
CNJ2.3 dog he-TOP-SFOC (SV.)look_at and good stay:SG=NEG1.3 
And the dog watches too, but it is not right. 
Finally, the conjunction is used in combination with the adverb A/8!/&' ‘later’. The 
conjunction is used to introduce a new sentence in story-telling (cf. the narrative 
conjunction in section 7.4 for this function).  
+-'-'* A/8!/&'* A-#-#* 1"8=1(+"#* @24'$4'$4;*'!,!("&'*
and later good come_out=NEG1.3fSG frog-DEF-f 
And later she does not nicely come out, this frog. 
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7.4. Narrative conjunctions 
Narrative conjunctions carry a pronominal element which is coreferential with the 
subject. The table below presents the paradigms of two series of narrative 
coordinating conjunctions (CNJ2): a realis and an optative series. The subject 
markers have merged with the conjunction (for an overview of pronominal forms, 
see section 4.4). 
Table 33: Realis and optative narrative conjunctions 









The narrative conjunction introduces a new main clause. The subject marker in the 
conjunction agrees with the clausal subject, which is either identical to the previous 
subject or introduces a new referent. Sometimes the subject marker in the 
conjunction provides the only reference to the clausal subject.  
1(2"#1(2"8!)==%'* (%#3/#!)* >-'$-'$/#=34#4#4#* >%'%'* 1/#1/#056!/#*
charcoal-DEF=2SG take:SG-VL draw=EXCL CNJ2.2SG take_out-3O 
You take the charcoal and you draw; and then you take it out (i.e. the wood of the 
opening). 
The conjunction is most frequently used in story-telling. It introduces a new 
utterance (after a pause) and links this to what happened before.  
>-'-'* ,-;)0=6/8!)=!-'-'* 5-#!-&#* !/#J* +%#5%#* ,%#!%&'!("',=,-#* B48!,-'*
CNJ2.3 cat-DEF-SFOC that INTJ how? go:PL-1PL:NR=Q over_there-DIR 
And the cat said: “Eh? How shall we get there?” 
>-'-'* ?"#$%'!)=!-'-'* 5-#!-&#*
CNJ2.3 mouse-DEF-SFOC that*
And the mouse said: … 
The conjunction can also introduce a main clause after a subordinate clause. 
+%#3!-'!-&'* 1("'"#=!-'* +"#526-'=%'!%&'* !-'-'* 9D-'9D-'(/#!/#* ,%'!)* ):%#,%&'*
SUB:CNJ-3PL animal-3PL kill=SUB CNJ2.3PL roast.FACT-3O CNJ-CL eat_meat 




Finally, the narrative conjunction also occurs conjoining two main clauses. As for 
this use, there is much overlap with the other coordinating conjunctions. 
Occasionally, two types of conjunctions are combined: 
(-'-'* 1+-'5/#/#!3/#* ,%'!)* (-'-'* +-#@-'* @24'$4'$4;.!>4'*+-#56=%'* !%#3/#*
CNJ2.3fSG put_on_lap-3O CNJ-CL CNJ2.3fSG call frog-2SG where?=2SG stay:SG 
And she holds him on her lap and she calls: “Frog where are you?” 
7.5. The subordinating elements +%#! and =%8!%&' 
Two elements are used in subordinate clause marking: 
- the subordinating conjunction +%#! (which is not obligatory) 
- the obligatory subordinate marker =%8!%&'.*
The subordinating conjunction introduces the subordinate clause and consists of the 
element +%#! and a subject marker that refers to the subject of the subordinate clause. 
The forms of the subject marker are similar to those in the paradigm of realis subject 
clitics: 










The subordinate marker =%8!%&' is a clitic which is attached to the final element of the 
subordinate clause. When the clitic complex is part of the final element, the 
subordinate marker is attached at the end of the complex, e.g. :%#=34#4#4#=%'!%&': 
1/'$/#,%'!,!("&'* +%#!(-'* +/#!/&#!1(+6-#-#* :%#=34#4#4#=%'!%&'* RRR*
train-DEF-f SUB:CNJ-3fSG far_away-from.3fSG come:SG=EXCL=SUB 
When the train came from far away, … 
The two subordinating elements mark both temporal and conditional subordinate 
clauses, as exemplified below:  
+%#3!-'!-&'* 1"8=%'!%&'* >-'-'* 5-#!-&#* RRR*
SUB:CNJ-3PL come_out=SUB CNJ2.3 that 
And when they came out, he (Cat) said: … 
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,%'!)* +%#3!-'* @2"#.-#!,-'=-'* 1+4'4#=%'!%&'* >-'-'* I+">-!)=!-'-'* !-;,!1(2%&'*
CNJ-CL SUB:CNJ-3 earth-DIR=3 jump=SUB CNJ2.3 bottle-DEF-SFOC (SV.)break-MID2 
And when he jumped down, the bottle broke. 
!-8)54'* A%'?/'1/#* +%#3!4'* ,%#!%'!)* @24'4#6/#=%'!%&'* ("#)!5%#* RRR*
come_on quickly SUB:CNJ-1PL go:PL-VL meet.3O=SUB we-TOP 
Come on, if we find him quickly, we as well …. 
+%#!%'* 52-'./#!,%'=%'* 1"8=%'!%&'* 52-'./#=54'* B2-'-#*
SUB:CNJ-2SG beer-DIR=2SG come_out=SUB beer=2SG:OPT follow 
If you go out for beer, go after beer only. 
Note that the subordinating conjunction is common, but it may be absent: 
@2"#.-#!,-'!5%'* B4'4#7%&'* @2-'6/#=1(+/'/#=%'!%&'* .4',9D4#* >-'-'* RRR*
land-DIR-TOP yet fall=NEG1.3=SUB jackal CNJ2.3 
It had not yet fallen on the ground, or Jackal... 
Generally, the subordinate clause precedes the main clause, but this is not 
obligatory: 
!-'-'* ,/'/#!)* 0,%#!%'=34#4#4#* +%#3!-'* )@/8* .-#,/#7!-'-'* 1(+/'/#5%'*
CNJ2.3PL stay:PL-VL VV.go:PL=EXCL SUB:CNJ-3 day some-SFOC end*










Two types of questions are treated in the following sections: question word 
questions and yes/no-questions. Question word questions are characterized by a 
question word and, optionally, the general question marker =,-# (see section 5.5 for 
more information on this clitic). Questions of state have a different structure: they 
are characterized by a question marker !7/', which is suffixed to the questioned 
element. The general question marker is obligatory in these questions. Yes/no-
questions may be marked morphologically, by the yes/no-question marker =,/' (see 
also section 5.4), or prosodically. The general question marker =,-# can also occur in 
this type of question. 
8.1. Question word questions 
Question word questions are characterized by the presence of a question word. The 
following question words are treated in terms:  
- +4# ‘who?’*
- +4#1(4', +4#?/' ‘what?’ 
- +4#1(4'!./'/#, +48(%&', +/8) ‘why?’ 
- +-#5"&', +-#! ‘where?’ 
- +-#!-&#("' ‘when, what time?’ 
- +%#5%# ‘how?’ 
- +-'! ‘which?’  
- +-#,/'! ‘how many?'*
- the question marker !7/' for questions of state. 
Question word questions may be accompanied by the general question marker =,-#, 
a clitic which can be attached to the questioned element, the question word, or at the 
end of the clause. Note that the clitic is attached after the subject modality clitic and 
that it is not necessarily part of the clitic complex. For more information see sections 
5.5 and 5.7. 
.-#148!)=,-#* +-#5"&'*
gourd-DEF-Q where? 
Where is the gourd? 
+-#56=%'=,-#* 0!%#3/#!6-'*
where?=2SG=Q SV.stay:SG-PL2 





gourd-DEF where? enter-COM-3O-2SG:NR=Q 
The gourd, where will you enter with it? 
+4# ‘who?’ is used to question humans and to ask for someone’s name. 
+-'-#6'=,-#* +4#*
DEM2.m=Q who? 
Who is that one? 
+-'>"#* 0B6-8* +4#*
you POSS.name who? 
What is your name? 




Who are those? 
In order to question about a group of persons the collective suffix !7*' is used. Note 
that it co-occurs with the plural suffix !54#. 
6-'$4')=/'/#* +4#!54#!7=-'* ):"#!!"&#6-#!-#*
God who?-PL-COLL=3 create-PL1-3O 
The group consisting of whom did God create? 
+4# occurs both as subject and non-subject argument. As a subject argument, +4# hosts 
the subject focus marker !--. 
+4#!-#-#* ,:4'.4#(48!,!(4'* ):6/#/#!!%#)*
who?-SFOC people:PL-DEF-PL create-3PL 
Who has created Mankind? (lit. the people) 
When +4# questions the object argument, it can serve as the host for the 
subject/modality clitic. 
6-'$4')=/'/#* +4#=-'* ):"#!%#3-#!-#*
God who?=3 create-3O 
Whom did God create? 
                                                 
79 This suffix further occurs only as a plural marker in )B-854'(4' ‘certain people’ and )B4#54# 




Questions about non-human objects are marked by +4#1(4' or +4#?/', which are used 
interchangeably. +4#1(4' / +4#?/' is used independently, or as modifier which precedes 
the noun. 
+/''/#6'=,-#* +4#1(4'* or: +/'/#6=,-#* +4#?/'*
DEM1.m=Q what?  DEM1.m=Q what? 
What is this?   What is this? 
When the question word modifies a noun, the question concerns the kind of, or type 
of that particular object, e.g.: 
+4#1(4'* ,-#,=-'!-&'* 1+%#./#!7!0>4#*
what? side_dish=3PL cook-BEN-2SG 
What kind of side dish did they cook for you? 
Three question words are used to ask for a reason: +4#1(4'!./'/#, +48(%&', and +/8). All 
are translated by ‘why?’, the semantic nuances between the three were not 
investigated. Our impression is that +4#1(4'!./'/# is a neutral way of asking for a 
reason, while +48(%&' and +/8) have a negative connotation. 
+4#1(4'!./'/# consists of the question word +4#1(4' ‘what?’ and the postposition !./'/# 
‘sake’ (cf. +/'6/#!./'/# ‘therefore’). +4#?/'!./'/# may be used as an alternative, but is 
rare. 
!"#1/'* H+4#1(4'!./'/#=%'* :%#!0>4# 80*
yesterday what?-sake=2SG come:SG-NEG:2SG 






Why did you leave it (stop doing)? 
+-#5"&' and +-#! ‘where?’ are locative question words. +-#5"&' is an independent question 
word. It may be extended with the directional postposition !,-': +-#5"'!,-' ‘where 
to?’.81 
                                                 
80 Question words may be realized at a pitch level which is higher than the pitch level of the 
adjacent constituents. This is marked by H. For more information see 2.4.4. 
81  5"&' is probably a frozen postposition. It has one other occurrence, where it is in 
complementary distribution with the directional postposition !,-': 1(2-'-#5"&' ‘at home’ vs. 






Where is the meat? 
+-#56=-'!-&'* ,/'/#*
where?=3PL stay:PL 
Where are they? 
+-#5"'!,%'=%'* +%#52%&'*
where?-DIR=2SG go:SG 
Where do you go? 
+-#! cannot be used independently, it requires an extension with at least a directional 
postposition: +-#!,-' ‘where to’. Another extension is formed by a combination of 




Where do you go? 
+-'-#(4'* .-',-'-#!(%#!(4'* +-#!!-&#!1/'!,=4'* ,%#!%&'*
DEM2.PL know-BE-3PL where?-LOC-area-DIR=1PL go:PL 
Those have knowledge about where we go. 
+-#!-&#("' is used in questions of time. As times of the day are expressed by reference 
to the position of the sun (B2-'5-#("&' (f.)), the question word is analyzed as consisting 




When/what time will you come? 
B2-'5-#(6!-'-'* !%#3/#!)* 1"8!(%8* :%8!(%&'*
sun-SFOC stay:SG-VL come_out-REL come:SG-1SG:NR 
I will come when the sun is rising. 
The sentences below illustrate the use of +%#5%# ‘how?’: 
+%#5%#* @2-'./#=("',!,-#*
how? shape.IT=1PL:NR-Q 






How will they know? 
+-'>"#=(%'!%&'=,-#* +%#5%#=%'* :-8)*
you=TOP2=Q how?=2SG see 
And you, how do you see (the case)? 
+-'! ‘which one(s)?’ has four forms that depend on gender and number of the 
questioned element. The forms consist of the interrogative element +-', a marker that 
codes gender or number, and the definiteness marker. The 3fSG and 3PL definiteness 
markers contain an additional gender/number marker. 
+-'6/8)* ‘which one?’ (m.) +-'!6/#!*')*
+-'("8,("&'* ‘which one?’ (f.) +-'!("#!*',("&'*
+-'(48,(4'* ‘which ones?’ (human plural) +-'!(4#!*',(4'*
+-'7/8)* ‘which ones?’ (collective or non-human plural) +-'!7/#!*')*
 
The forms can be used as independent forms, or as dependent elements that modify 
a noun. They correpsond in this respect to other modifying elements that can be used 
independently with a definiteness marker. Compare the following examples: 
+-'6/8)* or: +-'6/8)* 5E1-?"*
which_one?.m  which_one?.m book 
Which one?  Which book? 
?"#1A2%'!)* or:* ?"#1A2%'!)* 5E1-?"*
red-DEF  red-DEF book 
The red one  The red one of the books 
Questions concerning the quantity of humans and non-humans (animates and things) 
are marked by +-#,/'!(4' (PL) and +-#,/'!7%&' (COLL) respectively. The dependent forms 
follow the noun they qualify. 
):4'.4#(4'* +-#,/'!(4'*
person.PL how_many?-PL 
How many people? 
$4'=4#* +-#,/'!7=%'* )@6-#,/#*
knife how_many?-COLL=2SG ask_for 
How many knifes do you want? 
+"'.?"'* +-#,/'!7%&'* @/C#!!/&#6-#!-#!>4'*
cow how_many?-COLL accompany-PL1-3O-2SG:NR 




Questions of state are characterized by the question marker !7/'. The occurrence of 
these questions is restricted to greetings. They inquire about the current state or 
condition of the questioned element: a particular time, place, or object. The question 
marker !7/' is obligatorily followed by the general question marker =,-#. 
1A2%#52%&'!7/'=,-#*
morning-QS=Q 
How is the morning? 
52%'./8,1/'!7/'=,-#*
afternoon-QS=Q 
How is the afternoon?/Good afternoon 
94'94#.-'!7/'=,-#*
Dodoma-QS=Q 
How about Dodoma? 
3-#!-#?4'!7/'=,-#*
work-QS=Q 
How is work? 
The standard reply to these questions is >+"#1A2"#.-'*=-8!-&S' ‘There is peace.’ 
8.2. Yes/no-questions 
Most yes/no-questions are characterized by the question marker =,/' (section 5.4). 
The clitic belongs to the group of mediative clitics, which are part of the clitic 
complex (see section 5.7). After the clitic, a subject/modality marker can occur 
and/or the general question marker =,-#. 
:%#=,/'=!/&'*
come:SG=Y/NQ=1SG:OPT 
Should I come? 
>+"#1A2"#.-'=,/'K=,-#L*
peace=Y/NQ[=Q] 
Is there peace? 
Alternatively, a yes/no-question is marked by prosodic means only. Examples of this 
type are frequently-used utterances in greetings. The typical pitch pattern of the 
prosodically-marked question is an utterance-final extra high-low contour, 
regardless of the original final tone of the utterance. The onset of the contour is 
realized on a higher pitch than any preceding high tone. After the onset, the pitch 






Are you fine? 
In the following examples the same pitch pattern is used in the morphologically-
marked yes/no-question too: 
>+"#1A2"#H.-8*
peace 
There is peace (isn’t there)? 
>+"#1A2"#H.-8=,/'*
peace=Y/NQ 
There is peace (isn’t there)? 
Yes/no-questions ask for a reply from the listener to the speaker’s proposition. The 
response may be just !/'/'/' ‘yes’ or !-'!-# ‘no’, or a more elaborate positive or 
negative answer. 
,%'!)* 5-#!-&#* +/#1A2%&'* )B/'/#!5-#!-#=,/'=/'*
CNJ-CL that there enter-COM-3O=Y/NQ=2PL 
And he asked: “Did you bring him in there?”. 
(%'%'* 5%'=(%&'*5-#!-&#* B4'4#7%&'* )B/'/#!5-#!-#=01(+"#)*
CNJ2.1SG TOP=1SG that yet enter-COM-3O=NEG1.1PL 
And I said “We didn’t bring him in yet”. 
Positive replies may be accompanied by the confirmative clitic ==-#. Note that 
yes/no-questions that are used in greetings can also be described as rhetorical 
questions, as a standard, positive answer is expected. 
>+"#1A2"#.-'=,/'* !/'/'/'J* >+"#1A2"#.-'==-8!-&' 
peace=Y/NQ yes peace=CONF1 
Is there peace?  Yes, there is peace (indeed) 
A-#-#!H>48* A-#-8!(%&'==-8!-&'*
good-2SG good-1SG=CONF1 
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The following is a selection of the oral texts that have been collected during the field 
research trips: 
1) “Hare and Civet cat” (animal story; speaker J. Majua82) 
2) “The construction of a beehive and the collection of honey” (procedural 
text; speaker J. Majua) 
3) “The hospital” (dialogue; speakers J. Majua and A. Kanuti) 
4) Two sayings with explanation (speaker P. Nangile) 
For each text the same procedure was followed. First, the consultant was asked to 
prepare a specific type of oral text. The text was then performed (by heart) during a 
regular fieldwork session, i.e. without further audience. The performance was 
recorded on mini disc and audio tape, and, in some cases, on digital video tape as 
well.83 After the recording, the texts were played back and transcribed, glossed, and 
translated in Swahili during one or more sessions, together with the consultant(s). 
Most utterances were checked again and used as input for further fieldwork sessions. 
The texts are presented as follows: in each set of three lines, the first line is the 
transcription in Sandawe. Sandawe transcriptions in square brackets are part of the 
original recording, but were removed by the consultant at the time of playing back 
and transcribing the recording. The second line contains an interlinear translation 
with glosses for each identifiable element. The third line is a near-literal translation 
in English; parts in brackets are added for clarification. See section 1.4 for further 
information on the orthography and annotation conventions, glossing conventions 
and gloss list, and a morpheme list. Additional remarks are presented in footnotes. 
As far as possible, one line represents one utterance or clause. If space does not 
permit to show an utterance on one line, a new, indented paragraph is used for the 
remainder of the utterance.  
                                                 
82 A profile of the consultants is given in section 1.3. 
83 The recording equipment consisted of a portable mini disc recorder (Sony MZ-N710), a 
portable cassette recorder (Sony TCM-400DV), and a uni-directional stereo electret 
condenser microphone (Sony ECM-717). Additional video recordings were made on Mini DV 
cassettes using a digital video recorder with an internal microphone. 
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1. Hare and Civet cat 
Hare and Civet cat is a story in which Hare tricks his friend Civet cat over and over 
again. He strips off his skin, scares Civet cat by running at him naked so that he 
leaves the meat rack, and eats all the roasted meat. One day, Civet cat finds out, 
takes away Hare’s skin and runs. Hare then dries out in the hot sun and dies.  
<-#-#!/'* +-'-'* ,%'.-'*
hare and civet_cat 
Hare and Civet cat. 
!"#1-#-#* <-#-#!/'* +-'-'* ,%'.-'* !-'-'* !"#$=-'!-'!)* .-'-#.-#!)5%#*
long_ago hare and civet_cat CNJ2.3PL very=3PL-VL84 be_friends-REC 
Long ago, Hare and Civet cat had a strong friendship. 
+/'(4#* 03-#!-&#?48!)* !"#$%'!,=(%'!%&'* @2%#,!4#* 9F-',%#!!%')*
they POSS.work-DEF very-VL=TOP2 hunt-NMN arrow-INSTR 
Their work was mainly hunting with arrows, 
.-'5%#?-#!!%')* 1%#,!4#* :2"#."#*5"'!!%')* 1%#,!4#*
stone_trap-INSTR (POSS.)set_trap-NMN waist (POSS.)rope-INSTR (POSS.)set_trap-NMN 
setting (bird) traps with stones and setting traps with ropes. 
+%#3!-'!-&'* 1("'"#=!-'* +"#526-'=%'!%&'* !-'-'* 9D-'9D-'(/#!/#* ,%'!)* ):%#,%&'*
SUB:CNJ-3PL animal=3PL kill=SUB CNJ2.3PL roast.FACT-3O CNJ-CL eat_meat 
Once they killed an animal, they roasted it and ate meat. 
+/'(4#* 0.-#,1(+-'!)* ?-'!-#!(!/8!)* +/'6/#*
they POSS.food-DEF big-BE-3-DEF he 
This was their main food. 
)@/8* 1(2/#7%&'* !-'-'* 1("''"#=!-'* +"#526-'!-#J*
day one CNJ2.3PL animal=3PL kill-3O 
One day they killed an animal, 
B2/#!!/&#6-#!-#* !-'-'* 9D-'9D-'(/#!/#* ,%'!)* >+-'.>-'(/#!/#*
skin-PL1-3O CNJ2.3PL roast.FACT-3O CNJ-CL cut_meat_to_pieces.FACT-3O*
skinned it, roasted it  and cut it in pieces. 
                                                 
84 The presence of the verbal linker !) on !"#$%&' ‘very’, in combination with a main verb is 






CNJ=3PL-CL dice-3O-VL (VV.)spread_out-3O 
And they diced it and spread it out (to dry in the sun). 
):%8)* +%8)=/#!7/8!)* !-'-'* 9D-'9D-'(!%#.-#!-#*
meat other-COLL-DEF CNJ2.3PL roast.FACT-IT.PL1-3O 
They roasted the rest of the meat. 
B4'4#7%&'* ):%8)* A-#-#* B2%#,/#!6-'=1(+/'/#=(%'!%&'* 56-'-'* <-#-#!/'!)*.-#7!4#=-'* @24'4#6/#*
not_yet meat well ripen-PL2=NEG1.3=TOP2 CNJ2.3 hare-DEF be_clever-NMN=3 find.3O 
The meat had not yet been roasted well, or the hare got clever, 
):%8)* 1(+%#3-'* ):%C#!!%&#6-#!-#!(-'5./'/8,1(2=-'* 9D-'9D-'(!%#.-#!-#!14'!)*
meat all eat_meat-PL1-3O-??? 85=3 roast.FACT-IT.PL1-3O-NMN:PAT-DEF 
he planned to eat all the meat  that was roasted. 
>-'-'* ,%'.-'!,!1(2=-'* 5-#!-&#*
CNJ2.3 civet_cat-DEF-LOC=3 that 
So he said to the civet cat: 
6-'$/#* 9D-'9D-'(/#=54'* !%#3/#!)* !%'(6/8* :%8!(%&'*
friend:m roast.FACT=2SG:OPT stay:SG-VL now come:SG-1SG:NR*
“My friend, go on roasting,  I will come back right now”. 
56-'-'* 5-#!-&#* !-#-#$/'34'* 6-'$/#*
CNJ2.3 that all_right friend:m 
And he replied: “All right my friend”. 
<-#-#!/'* +%#3!-'* +%#52=%'!%&'* ,%'!)* @26-'-#!1-'=-'* )B/'/# 
hare SUB:CNJ-3 go:SG=SUB CNJ-CL pool-in=3 enter 
When Hare left,   he arrived at a pool. 
!48!!4&'=(%'!%&'* >-'-'* +/'6/#* 5/'</'.?-8!)==-'* (6-#-#*
here-LOC=TOP2 CNJ2.3 he (POSS.)skin-DEF=3 strip_off.3O 
Here he stripped off his skin 
,%'!)* 1(2-8!1-'!,-'=-'* B6-#-#* 56-'-'* ./'/#* 0):%#)52/'*
CNJ-CL water-in-DIR=3 hide.3O CNJ2.3 NEG:OPT dry_out 
and hid it in the water,  so that it would not dry out. 
                                                 
85 !(-'5./'/8, is a (deverbal) morpheme complex, which expresses ‘with the intention of’. The 
exact form and meaning of the individual elements are unclear.  
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6/#1(+-#,-#=34#4#4#* >-'-'* 1+-8!!%')==-'* 5+6-'-'*
NARR:INTJ=EXCL CNJ2.3 run:SG-INSTR=3 return*
Hear! And he returned running, 
B48!!4&'!,-'=-'* 9D-'9D-'(/#!6-'!1(2/8!)* ):%8,!1/'!,-'*
over_there-LOC-DIR=3 roast.FACT-PL2-REL-DEF meat-area-DIR 
over there where the meat was roasted. 
+%#3!-'* ?/'/#?-'=(%'!%&'* 56-'-'* ,%'.-'!)* :-8)=!/#* >-'-'* 56-#1%&'* ,%'!)* 1+-8*
SUB:CNJ-3 be_near=TOP2 CNJ2.3 civet_cat-DEF see-3O CNJ2.3 be_shocked CNJ-CL run:SG 
When he was near,  the civet cat saw him,  was shocked, and ran. 
!%#7=-'* 56/'(/'=-'* 9%'./'* 1("'"#* +-'6/8)!H</#!/&#*
thus=3 think maybe animal which?.m-??? 86 
He thought like this: “What kind of animal is this, I do not know!” 
<-#-#!/'* 56-'-'* A%'?/#A%'?/#=-'* ):%8)==-'* ):%C#!%&#6-#!-#*
hare CNJ2.3 hastily=3 meat=3 eat_meat-PL1-3O 
So Hare hastily ate 
1(+%#3-'=-'* 9D-'9D-'(/#!6-#!-#!14'!)*
all=3 roast.FACT-PL1-3O-NMN:PAT-DEF 
all the meat that had been roasted,*
,%'!)* 5+6-'-#!)* 1+-8*#!)*
CNJ-CL return-L run:SG-L 
ran back,  
+/'6/#* 5/'</'.?-8!)==-'* (%#3/#!)* ,%'!)* )B/'/#!("#5"&'!1(2%#*
he (POSS.)skin-DEF=3 take:SG-L CNJ-CL enter-CAUS2-MID1 
took his skin   and put it on. 
K>-'-'* 5-#!-&#L* >-'-'* 5+6-'-'* +%#52%&'* ):%8)* 5%'$-')=%#!!%&#!1/'!,-'=-'*
CNJ2.3 that CNJ2.3 return go:SG meat (POSS.)rack-LOC-area-DIR=3 
[And he said:]  And he went back to the meat rack. 
!48!!4&'=(%'!%&'* ,%'.-'!)* 1(+/'/#* >-'-'* +-'5%#1(2=-'* !%#3/#!)* 9-'$-'*
here-LOC=TOP2 civet_cat-DEF not_be:3 CNJ2.3 sit:SG=3 stay:SG-VL wait 
The civet cat was not at this place, so he sat down and waited. 
                                                 




+%#34#4#* >-'-'* ,%'.-'!)* 5+6-'-'* >-'-'* <-#-#!/'!)=!-'-'* 5-#!-&#*
INTJ CNJ2.3 civet_cat-DEF return CNJ2.3 hare-DEF-SFOC that 
Then the civet cat returned and the hare said: 
+%#5%#=,-#* 6-'$/#J* ):%8)!7/8!,=,-#* +-#5"&'*
how?=Q friend:m meat-COLL-DEF=Q where?*
“What’s up my friend, where is the meat?” 
,%'.-'!)* 56-'-'* 5-#!-&#* *
civet_cat-DEF CNJ2.3 that 
And the civet cat replied: 
6-'H$/#J* +4#1(4'* 1("'"#!-#-#=H</#!/&#* 1+-8,%&'!6-'!1(+/#*
friend:m.ATT what? animal-SFOC=??? 87 run_towards:SG-PL2-APPL.1SG 
“My friend! I do not know what kind of animal came running at me!? 
):4#!1(2%#!1+/'/#J* ?"#1A2%&'* (%'%'!,-#* 1+-8*
fear-MID1-??? red CNJ2.1SG-??? 88 run:SG 




56-'-'* <-#-#!/'!)=!-'-'* 5-#!-&#* !-#!-&#*+/'6/#!=/'!-'-'*K5-#!-&#L*):%C#!!%&#6-#!-#* 1("'"8!)*
CNJ2.3 hare-DEF-SFOC that INTJ he-MIR-SFOC that (SV.)eat_meat-PL1-3O animal-DEF 
And the hare said: “Ah, it appears this thing has eaten meat, that animal. 
./'/#=54'* !"#$%'!)* 56-#1%&'*
NEG:OPT=2SG:OPT very-VL be_shocked 
Do not be too scared.” 
>+/8!3/8!)!5%'* !-'!7%&'* 9D-'9D-'(!%#.-#!-#*
tomorrow-m-DEF-TOP CNJ2.3PL-again roast.FACT-IT.PL1-3O 
The next day they roasted again. 
<-#-#!/'* 56-'!7%&'* 548(=-'* 5-#!-&#*
hare CNJ2.3-again again=3 that 
And Hare said again: 
                                                 
87 See footnote 86. 
88 In oral texts, !,-# is frequently found after narrative conjunctions. Its presence probably 
lends extra prominence to what happens next: ‘so then, and then’.  
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9D-'9D-'(/#=54'* !%#3/#!)* !%'(6/8* :%8!(%&'*
roast.FACT=2SG:OPT stay:SG-VL now come:SG-1SG:NR 
“Go on roasting, I will come right now.” 
>-'!7%&'* 548(=-'* @26-'-#* +/'6/#!,-'* 548(=-'* 1+-8*
CNJ2.3-again again=3 pool he-DIR again=3 run:SG 
And again he ran to that same pool. 
5/'</'.?-#* +/'6/#!%'!)==-'* (6-#-#* ,%'!)* 1(2-8!1-'!,-'=-'* B6-#-#*
skin he-POSS-DEF=3 stripp_off.3O CNJ-CL water-in-DIR=3 hide.3O 
He stripped off his skin and hid it in the water. 
56-'-'* 548(=-'* 1+-8=34#4#4#* ,%'.-'!)==-'* ):4#4#!("#056!-#*
CNJ2.3 again=3 run:SG=EXCL civet_cat-DEF=3 fear-CAUS2-3O 
Again he ran and frightened the civet cat. 
>-'!7%&'* ,%'.-'!)* 1+-8*
CNJ2.3-again civet_cat-DEF run:SG 
And again the civet cat ran. 
<-#-#!/'* 56-'!7%&'* ):%8)* 1(+%#3-'=-'* ):%C#!%&#6-#!-#* ,%'!)* 1+-8=34#4#4#*
hare CNJ2.3-again meat all=3 eat_meat-PL1-3O CNJ-CL run:SG=EXCL 
Hare again ate all the meat and ran! 
+/'6/#* 5/'</'.?-8!)==-'* )B/'/#!("#05!/#* ,%'!)* 5+6-'-'* 5%'$-')=%#!!%&#!1/'!,-'=-'*
he (POSS.)skin-DEF=3 enter-CAUS2-3O CNJ-CL return rack-LOC-area-DIR=3 
He put on his skin and returned to the rack, 
>-'-'* 9-'$-'* ,%'.-'!,!1(2=-'*
CNJ2.3 wait civet_cat-DEF-LOC=3 
and waited for the civet cat. 
,%'.-'!)* +%#3!-'* K…L* :%8=!%&'* >-'!7%&'* 5-#!-&#*
civet_cat-DEF SUB:CNJ-3  come:SG=SUB CNJ2.3-again that 
When the civet cat came, he said:  
548(=-'* 1("'"8!)* 1+-8,%&'!6-'!1(+/#* (%'%'* 1+-8*
again=3 animal-DEF run_towards:SG-PL2-APPL.1SG* CNJ2.1SG run:SG 
“This animal came running at me again, so I ran!” 
<-#-#!/'* 1+"'!/#=1(+/'/#*
hare reply=NEG1.3 




A/'/#!/&'=(%'!%&'* >-'-'* ,%'.-'!)* 56/'(/'=-'* ,=-'!)* 5-#!-&#*
so_then=TOP2 CNJ2.3 civet_cat-DEF think CNJ=3-CL that 
So then the civet cat thought: 
+/'/#6'* 1(%#* 6-'$/8!)*
DEM1.m I (POSS.)friend:m-DEF 
“This friend of mine,  
+%#3!-'* +-#!!-&#!1/'!,-'=5/#=-'=H</#!/&#* +%#52=%'!%&'*
SUB:CNJ-3 where?-LOC-area-DIR=IND=3=??? 89 go:SG=SUB 
where he goes I do not know, 
>-'!7%&'* 1("'"#!-#-#* 01+-8,%&'!6-'!1(+/#J* +4#1(4'=H</#!/&#*
CNJ2.3-again animal-SFOC SV.run_towards:SG-PL2-APPL.1SG what?=??? 90 
and the animal that runs at me, what is it? 
94#=056-#-#* >+/8* +%#3!-'* 548(=-'* !%#7=%'!%&'* 9F4'!%#!)*>/'/'$-'-'*B2-'-8!(%&'*
wait=2SG:HORT tomorrow SUB:CNJ-3 again=3 thus=SUB behind-L beside follow.3O-1SG:NR 
Wait, if he does so again, I will follow him from behind and beside, 
,%'!)* :-8)=!/8!(%&'*
CNJ-CL see-3O-1SG:NR 
and I will see him.*
+-#!!-&#!1/'!,-'=-'* +%#52%&'!6-'*
where?-area-DIR=3 go:SG-PL2 
Where does he usually go?” 
!-#$-#-#* >+/8!3/8!,=(%'!%&'* <-#-#!/'* >-'!7%&'* 9-'-8* H+%#52%&'*
really tomorrow-m-DEF=TOP2 hare CNJ2.3-again cheat.3O.3 go:SG 
Truly, the next day Hare again went cheating him. 
,%'.-'!)* 56-'-'* B2-'-#!3/#* ,%'!)* B6-#!1(2%#* !48!!4&'* ?/'/#?-'*
civet_cat-DEF CNJ2.3 follow-3O CNJ-CL hide-MID1 here-LOC near 
The civet cat followed him and hid himself nearby. 
<-#-#!/'!)*56-'-'* (6-#!1(2%&'* ,%'!)* +/'6/#* 5/'</'.?-8!)==-'* B6-#-#* 1(2-8!1-'!,-'=-'*
hare-DEF CNJ2.3 strip_off-MID2 CNJ-CL he (POSS.)skin-DEF=3 hide.3O water-in-DIR=3 
The hare stripped himself and hid his skin in the water. 
                                                 
89 See footnote 86. 
90 See footnote 86. 
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,%'.-'!)* +%#3!-'* +/'6/#!7/#!=-'* :-8)=!/#=%'!%&'*
civet_cat-DEF SUB:CNJ-3 he-like=3 see-3O=SUB 
When the civet cat saw this  
>-'-'* H1+-8* 5%'$-')=%#!!%&#!1/'!,-'=-'* ,%'!)* !%#3/#!)* *9-'$-'* 9D-'9D-'(/#!)*
CNJ2.3 run:SG rack-LOC-area-DIR=3* CNJ-CL stay:SG-VL wait roast.FACT-VL 
he ran to the meat rack and sat waiting while he was roasting. 
<-#-#!/'* >-'-'* H1+-8* B48!!4&'* ,%'.!-'-#* !%#3/#!)* 9D-'9D-'(/#!!/&#!1/'!,-'=-'*
hare CNJ2.3 run:SG over_there-LOC civet_cat-SFOC stay:SG-VL roast.FACT-LOC-area-DIR=3 
Then Hare ran to the place where Civet Cat was roasting meat. 
,%'.-'!)* +%#3!-'* <-#-#!/'!)==-'* :-8)=!/#=%'!%&'* >-'-'* 1+-8*
civet_cat-DEF SUB:CNJ-3 hare-DEF=3 see-3O=SUB CNJ2.3 run:SG 
When the civet cat saw the hare he ran. 
1+-8=34#4#4#*
run:SG=EXCL 
And he ran!! 
<-#-#!/'!)* 5/'</'.?-8!)==-'* (%#3/#!)* 0B6-#-#* 1-',-#!!-&#!1/'=-'*
hare-DEF (POSS.)skin-DEF=3 take:SG-VL VV.hide.3O elsewhere-LOC-area=3 
He took the skin of the hare and hid it somewhere else.*
,%'!)* 1+-8=34#4#4#* B48!!4&'* 5%'$-')=%#!!%&#!1/'!,-'=-'* ,%'!)* ?/'/#?-'=-'*B6-#!1(2%#*
CNJ-CL run:SG=EXCL over_there-LOC rack-LOC-area-DIR=3 CNJ-CL near=3 hide-MID1 
And he ran to the place of the rack and hid himself close to it. 
<-#-#!/'* >-'-'* 548(=-'* 1+-8* ):%8!)* ):%#,%&'!(-'!,-'=-'*
hare CNJ2.3 again=3 run:SG meat eat_meat-NMN3-DIR=3 
Hare then ran again to eat meat. 
+%#3!-'* )B/'/#=%'!%&'* ,%'.-'!)* 1(+/'/#* 56-'-'* 5-#!-&#* :-8,!(-#=-'!)* 1+-8*
SUB:CNJ-3 enter=SUB civet_cat-DEF not_be:3 CNJ2.3 that see-1SG=3-VL run:SG 
When he arrived, the civet cat was not there, so he said: “He has seen me and ran.” 
>-'-'* ):%8)* 1(+%#3-'=-'*):%C#!!%&#6-#!-#* ,%'!)* 5/'</'.?-8!)* (%#3/#!(-'!,-'=-'* 1+-8*
CNJ2.3 meat all=3 eat_meat-PL1-3O CNJ-CL skin-DEF take:SG-NMN3-DIR=3 run:SG 
So he ate all the meat and ran in order to take the skin. 
>-'-'* 526-'.-#=-'* 56-'-'* .-',-'!-#*
CNJ2.3 miss=3 CNJ2.3 know-3O 




+/'6/#* 6-'$/8!)=!-'-'* B6-#-#!056!/#* 1-',-#!!-&#!1/'=-'*
he (POSS.)friend:m-DEF-SFOC hide.3O-BEN-3O elsewhere-LOC-area=3 
that his friend had hidden it from him somewhere else.*
,%'!)* A%'?/'A%'?/#=-'* 5+6-'-'!)* 1+-8!)* B48!!4&'* 5%'$-')=%#!!%&#!1/'!,-'=-'*
CNJ-CL hastily=3 return-VL run:SG-VL over_there-LOC rack-LOC-area-DIR=3 
He hastily ran back to the meat rack. 
,%'.-'!)* +%#3!-'* <-#-#!/'!)==-'* :-8)=!/#=%'!%&'* ?"#1A2%&'*B+6-'!/#!(!/8*>-'-'* 1+-8*
civet_cat-DEF SUB:CNJ-3 hare-DEF=3 see-3O=SUB red red-BE-3 CNJ2.3 run:SG 
When the civet cat saw the hare, being very red, he ran. 
>-'-'* <-#-#!/'!)* @2-#7-#* ,=-'!)* 5-#!-&#*
CNJ2.3 hare-DEF shout CNJ=3-CL that 
And the hare shouted: 
1(%#==-#=(%&#=34#4#4#* 6-'$/#* 54'4'* ./'/#* 1+-8*
I=CONF=1SG=EXCL friend:m CNJ2.2SG:OPT NEG:OPT run:SG 
“It’s me, my friend, do not run!” 
,%'.-'!)* 1+-8!(-'=-'* 1%#1/'/#*
civet_cat-DEF run:SG-NMN3=3 only 
The civet cat was just running. 
<-#-#!/'* >-'-'* 52/#/#* ,=-'!)* 5-#!-&#* *
hare CNJ2.3 cry CNJ=3-CL that 
Hare cried and said:  
.4'4'!,-'=54'* 5+6-'-'!7!0(/#J* @6-'1-#1(2%'=(%&'* 6-'$/#*
soul-DIR=2SG:OPT return-BEN-1SG do_wrong.MID2=1SG friend:m 
“Forgive me, I have done wrong my friend.” 
,%'.-'!)* 1+-8!(-'=-'* 1%#1/'/#*
civet_cat-DEF run:SG-NMN3=3 only 
The civet cat was just running. 
<-#-#!/'* >-'-'* 1+-8!)* ,%'!)* 1+-8!!%')==-'* .-'.-'!-&'(/#*
hare CNJ2.3 run:SG-VL CNJ-CL run:SG-INSTR=3 comfort.FACT 
Hare ran to (try to) comfort him. 
56-'-'* ,%'.-'!)* !%#(%&'!056!/#* ,%'!)* 1+-8*
CNJ2.3 civet_cat-DEF refuse-BEN-3O CNJ-CL run:SG 
But the civet cat refused him and ran. 
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<-#-#!/'* >-'-'* ):%#)52/'* 52%#./#!5!.=-'* ,=-'!)* 1A-'-#(%&'*
hare CNJ2.3 dry_out sunshine-TOP-sake=3 CNJ=3-CL die:SG 
Hare then dried out because of the sun and died. 
+-'9%#(%8!)!5%'* !48!!=-'* 1(+/'/#5%'*
story-DEF-TOP here-LOC=3 end 
Here ends the story. 
 
2. The construction of a beehive and the collection of 
honey 
The following procedural text describes how to construct a beehive in order to 
collect honey. The text elaborates on cutting a tree in shape to become a beehive, 
applying the smelling k’wededa’ which attracts bees, putting up the beehive in a 
tree, and the process of forming honey. The text introduces terminology which is 
specifically used for beehives, honey, and tools.  
The recording of this text also includes a part on the collection of honey from the 
beehive, e.g. climbing into the tree, using firebrands, etc. As the utterances in that 
part could not be verified properly with consultants, they are not included here. 
.%'(%#54#4#* 0@2-#.!4#* +-'-'* 1(+%8)* +4#,!4#*
beehive POSS.shape.IT-NMN and honey (POSS.)collect_honey-NMN 
The construction of a beehive and the collection of honey. 
!"#1-#-#* .%'(%#54#4#*1+/'/#* 948)* +-'-'*(/#*…**+-'-'*.-'>%#)J* .-'>%#,=01(2/#J* @6/'/#3-'*
long_ago beehive (POSS.)tree dong and se… and maping maping=NEG2 !weeya 
Long ago, trees for beehives were the “dong”, the “se…”, and the “maping”, not the 
“maping”, the “!weeya”91. 
)@/8!7/8!,!1-'* !"#1-#-#* +%#3!-'* +/'6/#!7/#!-#-#* 1(+/'/#5%#!6-'=%'!%&'*
day-COLL-DEF-in long_ago SUB:CNJ-3 he-COLL-SFOC end-PL2=SUB 
Nowadays, when long ago these were all finished, 
!%'(6/8* )@/8!7/8!,!1-'* !-'A/'/#J* .-'>%#)* +-'-'* (/#)B-#*
now day-COLL-DEF-in cactus maping and sen||a 
nowadays, it’s the cactus, the “maping” and the “sen||a”. 
                                                 







How will we construct (a beehive)? 
54#)=4#$-'!-&'* ?-'!-#1/'* (%#3/#!>4'* >%'%'* 1+/'/#=%'* ):/'/#*
axe big take:SG-2SG:NR CNJ2.2SG tree=2SG cut 
You will take a big axe and then you cut a tree. 
+%#!%'* ):/'/#!)* @24'4#5+-#=%'!%&'* !48,1/'!5%'* ):/'/#*,%'!)* !48,1/'!5%'* ):/'/#*
SUB:CNJ-2SG cut-VL finish=SUB over_there-TOP cut CNJ-CL over_there-TOP cut 
When you have finished cutting, you cut it over there and over there, 
.%'(%#54#4#* ,-.,-!7/'!/&'*
beehive manner 92-like 
the way like a beehive (i.e. the desired length of the beehive). 
+%#!%'* !%#7=%'* ):"#!%#3-#!-#!)* @24'4#5+-#=%'!%&'* *
SUB:CNJ-2SG thus=2SG do-3O-VL finish=SUB 
When you have finished doing that,  
>%'%'* 54#)=4#$-'!-&'* ./#/#=%'* (%#3/#*
CNJ2.2SG axe big=2SG take:SG 
then you take a big axe 
+-'-'* 1+/'/#* ./#/#=%'* >%'%'* 74'74'(/#=34#4#4#*
and tree big=2SG CNJ2.2SG hammer.FACT=EXCL 
and a big piece of wood and then you start hammering! 
1+/'/#!5%#* 54#4#!(!/8J* +/'6/#!5%#%;)* 5-#!-&#* 54#!-'J* ("#)5%'!%')* 54#!-'*
tree-TOP be_present:SG-BE-3 he-TOP.ATT that peg our_language peg 
There is wood as well (i.e. another piece), as for it, we say a peg, in our language it 
is “ko’a”. 
+-'-'* 1+/'/#* ./#/#* +/'6/#!!%')==%'* 74'74'(/#J* +/'6/#!!%')==%'* 9"'?/#*
and tree big it-INSTR=2SG hammer.FACT he-INSTR=2SG bang*
together with the big piece of wood, with it, you hammer, with it you bang it. 
+%#!%'* 9"'?/#=%'!%&'* 5+%#.?-'* 1+/'/#* +/'6/#* A-;,!1(2%#=%'*
SUB:CNJ-2SG bang=SUB hey! tree he tear-MID2=3:NR 
When you bang, hey, this very tree will split! 
,-* +%#3!-'* A-;,!1(2%'!)* @24'4#5+-#=%'!%&'*
and 93 SUB:CNJ-3 tear-MID2-VL finish=SUB 
And when it has split apart, 
                                                 
92 Swahili insertion: namna ‘manner’. 
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>%'%'!,-#* 548(%'=%'* 54#)=4#$-'!-&'* ?-'!-#1/8!)==%'* (%#3/#*
CNJ2.2SG-??? 94 again=2SG axe big-DEF=2SG take:SG 
then you take the big axe again. 
!%#7=4'* ?48* ("#,=(%#!%&#* 54'*5-#!-&#* :+-'$/#!>4'*
thus=1PL say we=TOP2 TOP.1PL that cut_out-2SG:NR 
Thus, we say: “you will cut out”. 
:+-'$/#=34#4#4#* >-'-'* @26-8(%&'* !48,1/'!5%'* ,%'!)* !48,1/'!5%'*
cut_out=EXCL CNJ2.3 be_hollow over_there-TOP CNJ-CL over_there-TOP 
Cut out for a long time, and then it is hollow over there and over there (i.e. the two 
halfs). 
+%#3!-'* @26-8!)=!-'-'* 1A/'/#=%'!%&'* >%'%'* 1+4#4#,4'!=%'* (%#3/#*
SUB:CNJ-3 hole-DEF-SFOC be_enough=SUB CNJ2.2SG adze=2SG take:SG 
Once the hollow space is ready, you take an adze. 
+/'6/#* 1+4#4#,4'!'4;)*… +/'6/#!!%')* .-'5-#=6-8!-&'* A-#-#=%'* !%#3/#!)* ):6/#/#=34##4#4#*
he adze.ATT he-INSTR that_is=CND good=2SG stay:SG-VL do=EXCL 
This adze …, with it, you make it so that it is good (i.e. smooth the rough edges) 
>-'-'* +/'6/#!7/#* .-'!-'</#!7/8!)==-'* 1(+%#3-'* 1(+/'/#5%'!6-#=%'!%&'*
CNJ2.3 he-COLL a_certain-COLL-DEF=3 all end-PL2=SUB 
And when all these very pieces are gone, 
>-'-'* A-#-#* @26-8(%&'*
CNJ2.3 good be_hollow 
it is hollow in a good way. 
,%'!)* +%#3!-'* @26-8(%'!)* @24'4#5+-#=%'!%&'J*
CNJ-CL SUB:CNJ-3 be_hollow-VL finish=SUB 
And when it is hollow, 
>%'!7%&'!,-#* 1/8!)* >+-#,94'!)* +/'6/#!5%#* :+-'$/#!3/#*
CNJ2.2SG-again-??? 95 other-DEF side-DEF he-TOP cut_out-3O 
you cut out the other side as well. 
+/'6/#!5%#!-#-#* @24'4#5+-'!1(2=%'!%&'J* >%'%'* 7"'>"'!"&'(/#!/#*
he-TOP-SFOC finish-MID2=SUB CNJ2.2SG cover.FACT-3O 
When it is finished,  you cover it (i.e. put the two halfs on each other). 
                                                                                                                   
93 Swahili insertion: na ‘and’. 
94 See footnote 88. 




>%'%''* 7"'>"'!"&'(/#!)* @24'4#5+-#=%'!%&'* .%'(%#54#4#* 0)@"8)*
CNJ2.2SG cover-VL finish=SUB beehive POSS.mouth 
When you have finished covering, (the next step is) the opening of the beehive. 
1(2"#1(2"8!)==%'* (%#3/#!)* >-'$-'$/#=34#4#4#* >%'%'* 1/#1/#056!/#*
charcoal-DEF=2SG take:SG-VL draw=EXCL CNJ2.2SG remove.CAUS1-3O 
You take the charcoal and you draw,  then you take it out (i.e. the wood of 
the opening). 
+/'6/#* 14#4#,4'!!%')* >%'%'* .%'(%#54#4#* 0)@"8)* >%'%'!,-#* :+-'$/#=34#4#4#*
he adze-INSTR CNJ2.2SG beehive POSS.mouth CNJ2.2SG-??? 96 hammer=EXCL*
With the adze then, you hammer the opening of the beehive. 
>-'-'* +/'6/#!,-'* <-'.-'!1(2%#*
CNJ2.3 he-DIR be_appropriate-MID1*
And then it is even with it. 
!48,1/'* :"#5"&'!3/8!)!5%'!-'-'* +/'6/#!,-'* <-'.-'!1(2%#*
over_there under-m-DEF-TOP-SFOC he-DIR be_appropriate-MID1*
the lower one over there is even with it. 
+%#3!-'* 1(+%#3!-'-'* <-'.-'!1(2%#!56-8)5%8=!%&'*
SUB:CNJ-3 all-SFOC be_appropriate-MID1-REC=SUB*
When everything is even with each other, 
>%'%'* 7"'>"'!"&'(/#!/#* :-8)=!/#* !-#$-#=,-#* <-'.-'!1(2%#!6-'*
CNJ2.2SG cover.FACT-3O see-3O really=Q be_appropriate-MID1-PL2 
then you put them together and see if they are really even. 
+%#3!-'* <-'.-'!1(2%#!)* @4'4#5+-#!6-#=%'!%&'*
SUB:CNJ-3 be_appropriate-MID1-VL finish-PL2=SUB 
Once they are even,  
+/'6/#* .-'5-#=6-8!-&'* .%'(%#54#4;)* 01A/#.(!4#*
he that_is=CND beehive.ATT POSS.be_ready-NMN 
if that is the case, the beehive is ready. 
+%#!%'* 1A/'.(/#!)* @4'4#5+-#=%'!%&'* *
SUB:CNJ-2SG be_ready-VL finish=SUB  
When you are ready, 
!4#!!!%')* 1+/'/#* +-'-#6'!,-'* 5/8!056!/#!>4'*
here-LOC-POSS tree DEM2.m-DIR ascend-CAUS1-3O-2SG:NR 
then you will let it ascend into that tree of this place. 
                                                 
96 See footnote 88. 
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!"#$%'!)* ("#)*!48,1/'* =/#</#* K,-L* +-'-'*1+/'/#* ./#!/&#6-#-#* ?-'-#?-'!6-'!(!/8!)*
very-VL we over_there baobab [and] 97 and tree big.PL father-PL2-BE-3-DEF 
Here with us, it’s mainly baobabs and very large trees (to place the beehives). 
+/'6/#!7/#!,-'* 5/8!056!-#!>4'*
he-COLL-DIR ascend-CAUS1-3O-2SG:NR 
You will let it ascend into them 
,%'!)* 1-#,-#-#* @6-'-#* +%#52%'!)* :-8)=!/#!>4'*
CNJ-CL first opportunity go:SG-VL see-3O-2SG:NR 
and first you will go and see an opportunity. 
("#)* +/'6/#!7/#* @6-'-#!7/8!)* K54'*5-#!-&#L* =%#$%&#14#4#*
we he-COLL opportunity-COLL-DEF TOP.1PL that giritoo 
We call these spaces “giritoo” 
=%#$%&#14#4;!)* +%#!%'* .%'(%#54#4#=%'* >/'/#=%'!%&'* 56-'* ./'/#* @2-'6/#*
giritoo-ATT SUB:CNJ-2SG beehive=2SG put:SG=SUB OPT.3 NEG:OPT fall 
This giritoo, when you place the beehive, it should not fall out, 
56-'* ./'/#* ):/'./#(/#!5%#!-#-#* A%'?/#1/#,-'*
OPT.3 NEG:OPT person.m-TOP-SFOC easily 
and a person should not (take it) easily … 
!%#(!4#* ):/'./#(/8!)* 56-'* ./'/#* A/'?/#1/#,-'* +4',-#!%'*
steal-NMN (POSS.)person.m-DEF OPT.3 NEG:OPT easily collect_honey-3:NR 
the thief should not easily collect honey. 
+%#!%'* :2/'/#=%'* >-'-'* A-#-#* !%#3/#=1(+/'/#=%'!%&'*
SUB:CNJ-2SG look_at=2SG CNJ2.3 good stay:SG=NEG1.3=SUB 
When you inspect and it doesn’t rest well, 
>-'-'* +/'6/#* .%'(%#54#48!)* .-'5-#=6-8!-&'* !-'!/#=6-8!-&'* @2-'6/#!,-#=%'!%&'*
CNJ2.3 he beehive-DEF that_is=CND later_on=CND fall-???=SUB 
that is, if this beehive might fall out, 
>%'%'* 1+/'/#=%'* ):/'/#=%'* @-#5%#!(!/8*
CNJ2.2SG tree=2SG cut=2SG fork-BE-3 
you cut a forked stick. 
+/'6/#* 1+/'/8!)* B6-8!)* (-#)=-8(%&'*
he tree-DEF (POSS.)name-DEF sangasi 
The name of this stick is “sangasi”. 
                                                 




>%'%'* A%'52%&'!(/#!/#J* >%'%'* +%#:2-#!6-#*
CNJ2.2SG get_stuck-FACT-3O CNJ2.2SG tie-PL1 
You stick it in with force and you tie together. 
+/'6/8!,!7/'!/&'* A/#!/&#=(%#!%&#* .%'(%#54#4#* @2-'6!%8=1(2/#!/'*
he-DEF-like later=TOP2 beehive fall-3:NR=NEG2 
Like this, the beehive won’t fall out later on. 
5"8)* ."')="'$-#* +-'-'* +%8)=/'!7/8!)* 5"8!)!5%'* ,/'/#!(!/8*
rope.DEF mungura and other-COLL-DEF rope-DEF-TOP be_present:PL-BE-3 
The rope (for raising the hive) is (made of) “mungura” (leaves), but there are other 
(types of) ropes as well. 
>%'%'* .%'(%#54#48!)* +%#:2-#!6-#!-#* B2-'!-&'!(/#* ,%'!)* 1(2"#5+-#!/#=%'!)*
CNJ2.2SG beehive-DEF tie-PL1-3O be_blocked-FACT CNJ-CL cover-3O=2SG-VL 
You then tie them together, block, and you cover it.*
!%#7=4'!)* ?48* 54'*5-#!-&#* ("#)* .%'(%#54#4#*0(-#.?-#<-#-#* .%'(%#54#4#*0(-#.?-#<-#-#*
thus=1PL-VL say TOP.1PL that we beehive POSS.cover beehive POSS.cover 
Thus we say, “sambalaa” of the beehive, the door of the beehive.*
+/'6/#!5%#* +%#!%'* +-;)=-#=%'!%&'* >%'%'* @2-'./#=34#4#4#*
he-TOP SUB:CNJ-2SG wake_up=SUB CNJ2.2SG shape.IT=EXCL 
This one, you start shaping it,*
1(24;,014#* @+6/'/#!,-'* <-'.-'!(!/8!)*
small hole-DIR be_appropriate-BE-3-DEF*
being appropriate for the small hole (the entrance of the beehive). 
>%'%'* <-'<-'-#=%'* (%#3/#!)* B2%8,!1-'!,=%'* >/'/#*
CNJ2.2SG drill=2SG take:SG-VL fire-in-DIR=2SG put:SG*
Then you take a drill, put it into the fire and you bore tiny holes 
>%'%'* @+6/'/#* 0)B4#54#=%'* :+4'$4'.(/#=34#4#4#*
CNJ2.2SG hole POSS.child.PL=2SG bore=EXCL*
and you bore tiny holes 
:2/'5+-#* +/#)B-'5%'!)* 1"81"8!(-'!./'/#*
bee enter:PL-VL leave.RED-NMN3-sake 
for the bees, in order to enter and leave. 
+/'6/#./'/#,1(2=4'* !%#7%&'* ):6/#/#*
that’s_why=1PL thus do 
That’s why we act in this way. 
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>%'%'* +%#:2-#!6-#!-#* B2-'!-'&!(/#!5-#!-#!1(2/8!)* .%'(%#54#48!,!,%'=%'*
CNJ2.2SG tie-PL1-3O be-blocked-FACT-COM-3O-REL-DEF beehive-DEF-DIR=2SG*
You tie together on the beehive, which is blocked with it. 
,%'!)* 1A2/#(48,1(2%&'!5%'* 5-#!-&#* .%'$%#=%&'* 54#4#!(!/8* 526/#9/#9-#!-&#*
CNJ-CL furthermore-TOP 98 that medicine be_present:SG-BE-3 k’wededa’ 
And what follows is medicine: “k’wededa’ ”.*
+/'6/#* 526/#9/#9-#!-;)* +%#.!4#!(!/8*
he k’wededa’.ATT stink-NMN-BE-3 
This k’wededa’ has a smell. 
+/'6=-8!-&'* +%#3!-'!-&'* 524'4#1+4#=%'!%&'* :2/'5+-8!,!(4'* +/'6=-8!-&'* 524'4#1+4#=%'!%&'*
he=3PL SUB:CNJ-3PL smell=SUB bee-DEF-PL 99 he=3PL smell=SUB 
When they smell it, when the bees smell it, 
.-',-'!-#!(%#!(4'* +/'(4#* !-'-'* B48!!4&'!,=-'!-&'* ,%#!%&'*
know-3O-BE-3PL they CNJ2.3PL there-LOC-DIR=3PL go:PL 
they have the knowledge and they go there. 
+%#3!-'!-&'* ,%#!%'=34#4#4#=%'!%&'* !-'-'* 6/#1(+-#=34#4#4#* !-'-'* @24'4#6/#*
SUB:CNJ-3PL go:PL=EXCL=SUB CNJ2.3PL NAR:INTJ=EXCL CNJ2.3PL find.3O 
When they go, hear!, they find it. 
+4#1(4'* @24'4#6/#!(4'=,-#*
what? find.3O-3PL:NR=Q 
What will they find?*
.%'$%#=%'* @24'4#6/#!(4'*
medicine find.3O-3PL:NR 
They will find medicine. 
+-'-'* !48!!4;!)* 6/#1(+-#,-#=34#4#4#* :2/'5+-#* +/'(4#* +-'-'*+%'(48!,!(4'* A/#!/&#*
and here-LOC-ATT NAR:INTJ=EXCL bee they and other.PL-DEF-PL later 
And right here, hear!, these bees and others, later on, 
                                                 
98 1A2/#(48,1(2%&'!5%' ‘furthermore, what follows’ is a complex form: 1A2/#(!48!,!1(2%&'!5%' do_again-
NMN-DEF-LOC-TOP. 
99 This is not the transcription of the original recording. When transcribing with the speaker, 
he changed :2/'5+-#7/#-#-#*+/'6-8!-&'*524'4#1+4#%'!%&' to :2/'5+-8,(4'*+/'6-8!-&'*524'4#1+4#%'!%&', thus using a 
definite plural noun instead of a collective noun with a subject focus marker. Although non-
human nouns usually have (definite) collective marking instead of (definite) plural marking, 
the plural noun corresponds better to the 3PL subject/modality clitics which are used here to 




+%#3!-'!-&'* ,%#!%&'!(-'!.-#=%'!%&'* !-'-'* 5+6-'-'*
SUB:CNJ-3PL go:PL-NMN3-sake.??? 100=SUB CNJ2.3PL return 
when they have the intention to go (i.e. pass the beehive), they will return. 
!48!!4&'* @24'4#6/#!(4'==-8!-&'* !-'-'* )B/'/#*
here-LOC find.3O-3PL:NR=CONF CNJ2.3PL enter 
They will find it here, and they go inside. 
+/'6/#* .%'(%#54#48!,!1-'!,-'* )B/'/#!(4'*
he beehive-DEF-in-DIR enter-3PL:NR 
They will enter into the beehive. 
+%#:2-8!)!5%'* 5+4'4#!1-'!,-'* +%#:2-#!1(2/#=01(2/#* 9D-'5+-#!1/'*
cover-DEF-TOP house-in-DIR tie-MID1.3=NEG2 outside-area 
The cover should not be tied on the inside, but somewhere outside. 
!-'-'* A/#!/&#* )B/'/#*
CNJ2.3PL later enter 
And later on, they go inside. 
+%#3!-'!-&'* )B/'/#!)* @24'4#5+-#=%'!%&'J* !-'-'* 1A%#,/#* !-'-'* 1A%#,/#*
SUB:CNJ-3PL enter-VL finish=SUB CNJ2.3PL build CNJ2.3PL build 
Once they have entered, they build, and build. 
5%#1-'!-&'!,=-'!-&'* 9/'/#01/#/#=!-'* 1A%C#!!%&#6-#!-#*
inside-DIR=3PL many=3PL (SV.)build-PL1-3O 
They build many things inside. 
+%#3!-'!-&'* )B/'/#!)* @24'4#5+-#=%'!%&&'* 1A%#,/#!(4'==-8!-&'*
SUB:CNJ-3PL enter-VL finish=SUB build-3PL:NR=CONF 
Once they have entered, they will build. 
+4#1(4'* 1A%#,/#!(4'=,-#*
what? build-3PL:NR=Q 





furthermore-TOP honey white 
What follows is clear honey. 
                                                 
100 Cf. footnote 85. 





What follows is “tumee”. 
+%#3!-'!-&'* 5%#1-'!-&'!,-'* 5-'-#!6-'!%'!%&'* 9%'!-#!7/8!)==-#=%'!%&'J*
SUB:CNJ-3PL inside-DIR put:PL-PL2=SUB egg-COLL-DEF=CONF=SUB 
When they have put them inside, the eggs,*
!-'-'* 1(+%8)==-'!-&'* 5-'-#!6-'!1(2/'!/#=34#4#4#* 5%#1-'!-&'!,-'* !-'-'* !%#A!%'./#!3/#*
CNJ2.3PL honey=3PL put:PL-PL2-APPL-3O=EXCL inside-DIR CNJ2.3PL close-IT-3O 
then they add honey inside and close it (i.e. the holes in the honey comb). 
+%#3!-'!-&'* !%#A!%'./#!)* @24'4#5+-#=%'!%&'* !-'-'* 9-'$-'* )@/8!,!1(2=-'!-&'*
SUB:CNJ-3PL close-IT-VL finish=SUB CNJ2.3PL wait day-DEF-LOC=3PL 
Once they have closed it,   they wait for the day. 
+%#3!-'* A/#/#=34#4#4#* K,-L* )@/8!)=!-'-'* 9/#/#=%'!%&'*
SUB:CNJ-3 later=EXCL [and 101] day-DEF-SFOC be_many=SUB*
When later on many days have passed, 
+4#,!4#* 0)@/8!)=!-'-'*
collect_honey-NMN POSS.day-DEF-SFOC*
it’s time for collecting honey. 
+/'/#6'* ):/'./#(/8!)* .%'(%#54#4#!(!/8!)* .-',-'!(!/8*
DEM1.m person.m-DEF beehive-BE-3-DEF know-BE-3 
This person, who has a beehive, has the knowledge: 
+-#!-&#("'* +%#52%'!)* K,%'L* +4',-8!(%&'*
when? go:SG-VL [CNJ] collect_honey-1SG:NR 
“When shall I go and collect honey?” 
,%'!)* +%#52!6-;!)* >+-'5+/#!)* :2/'/#!%'*
CNJ-CL go:SG-PL2-L inspect-L look_at.3:NR 
And he will often go, inspect and have a look at it:  
="'."'!"&'(/#=,=-'!-&'* :2/'5+-8!,!(4'*
stay_outside_beehive=Y/NQ=3PL bee-DEF-PL 
are the bees outside the beehive? 
+%#3!-'!-&'* ="'."'!"&(/#=%'!%&'* >-'-'* .-',-'-#* 1(+%8)* @4'4#,!1(2=-'*
SUB:CNJ-3PL stay_outside_beehive=SUB CNJ2.3 know.3O honey fill-MID2=3 
When they are outside the beehive, he knows it: it is full of honey. 
                                                 




+4#,!4#* 0)@/8!)* .-',-'!-#!%'* +/'6/#!5%#*
collect_honey-NMN POSS.day.DEF know-3O-3:NR he-TOP 
He himself knows the day of collecting, 
,%'!)* .-',-'!(!/8* !%#3/#!%'* +4#,!4#!5%8*#)* )@/8)@/8!6-'!(!/8*
CNJ-CL know-BE-3 stay:SG-3:NR collect_honey-NMN-TOP.ATT day.RED-PL2-BE-3 
and he will know, as for collecting honey, it has its period.*
+%#3!-'* 1A26-8)=!-'-'* B24#4#=%'!%&'* 5-#!-;)* +4',-#!6-'=1(+4#!(4'*
SUB:CNJ-3 rain-SFOC rain=SUB that.ATT collect_honey-PL2=NEG1-3PL 
When it rains, they say that they usually do not collect.*
+4#,!4#* +/'(4#* !"#$!-'!)* .-',-'!-#*
collect_honey-NMN (POSS.)they very-3-VL know-3O 
Those collectors know very well 
+4#?/'* )@/8=,-#* +-'6/#!7/8!)* )@/8!7/8!,!1-'* ,%'!)* +4',-#!(4'*
what? day=Q which?-COLL-DEF day-COLL-DEF-in CNJ-CL collect_honey-3PL:NR 
what day, on which days (and) they will collect. 
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3. The hospital 
The following text is a dialogue between two consultants, acting as a father and a 
mother who discuss the illness of their son. Beforehand, only the topic of the 
dialogue was discussed. The plot was improvised by the two speakers during the 
recording. 
In the dialogue, a father (J) and a mother (A) discuss the swollen leg of their son. 
They wonder if they should bring him to the hospital or to a diviner in order to have 
him treated for “ts’ik’a” (a disease which causes swollen legs). Several names of 
different diviners are mentioned. When they have seen one of the diviners, who 








B48* +%#3!4'* ,/'/#!)* B248=%'!%&'* )B4'4#!7!0("#)* 1+6/'/#*;)*
over_there SUB:CNJ-1PL stay:PL-VL sleep=SUB child-COLL-we night.ATT 






J: the body was hot! 
526-'6/#=5/#=-'* 7-'$/#*
be_ill=IND=3 or 
A: He is ill, or …? 
548* 526-'6=-8*
just be_ill=3 









J: He is ill! 
!-#-#$/'34'*
all_right 
A: All right. 
)B4'4#*;)* 526-'6/#==-#=-'*
child.ATT be_ill=CONF=3 




,%'!)* (6/8=(%'!%&'=,-#* +-'>"#=(%#!%&#* +%#5%#=%'* 56/'(/'=-'!6-'!1(2/'!/#*
CNJ-CL now=TOP2=Q you=TOP2 how?=2SG think-PL2-APPL-3O 
J: And now, you, how do you think about it? 
...J* +-'>"#=(%#!%&#=,-#* +%#5%#=%'* :-8)*
INTJ you=TOP2=Q how?=2SG see 
A: Hmm, you, how do you see it? 
548* 5%'(%&'*5-'!-;)* 1(%#=(%#!%&#=6-'!-;)*
just TOP.1SG that.ATT I=TOP2=CND.ATT 
J: Well, if it would be me personally, I would say: 
,%#=!4'* B"#.-#* ?-'-#$-'!)J*
go:PL=1PL:OPT divine start-VL 
A: Let’s go and start reading the divining board, 
+/'6/#!7/#* 54#(/#=!48!)* +%#5%#!7/#!=%'=,-#* 56/'(/'=-'* +-'>"#*
he-COLL think-NMN-DEF how?-like=2SG=Q think you 
What do you think of these thoughts? 
1(%#* !%#7%'=(%&'* 54'(/'=-'-;)*
I thus=1SG think.ATT*









J: Let’s get him to the hospital.*
.'.'*.#.#J* B"#.-#!(-'!,=4'!4&'* 7/#/#*
INTJ divine-NMN3-DIR=1PL:OPT bring:3O 
A: Hmm, let’s get him to the diviners. 
B"#.-#!H(-#=,-#*
divine-NMN3=Q  
J: To read the divining board? 
!/'/'/'* !4'4'* B4'./#!)* 0:-8)J* ,%'=54'!)* +%#%#(%#* .%'$%'=%&'(/#* )B4'4#*
yes CNJ2.1PL:OPT illuminate-VL VV.see CNJ=2SG:OPT-CL indeed treat child 
A: Yes, let’s shed light on it and see; and you indeed should treat the child. 
+-'-#(4'!5%'* 6-8!-&',1/'* +%#3!4'* ,%#!=%8!%&'*
DEM2.PL-TOP there SUB:CNJ-1PL go:PL=SUB 
J: But those over there (i.e. in the hospital), when we go there, 
.-',-'!6-'!(%#(4'==-8!-&'* 548* .-'5-'-#.-'5-'-#*
know-PL2-BE-3PL=CONF just thing.RED 
they will just know these things (of going to diviners). 
)B4'4#* B+-'1-8!)* (6-'5"#!6-'!!48)* :-8,=,%'=%'*
child (POSS.)leg-DEF (POSS.)swell-PL2-INF see=Y/NQ=2SG 
A: Have you seen the swellings of the legs of the child? 
548* (6-'5"#* +/'6/#* 1(+%#3-'*
just swell he all 
J: That is, all have swollen, yes.. 
1(2%#52-#*
ts’i’k’a 
A: It’s “ts’ik’a” (disease which causes swollen legs). 
548* .-',-'!-#RRRJ* .-',-'!-#!(4'* .%'$%#=%&'!7/8!)!5%'* .-',-'!6-#!-#!(4'*
just know-3O know-3O-3PL:NR medicine-COLL-DEF-TOP know-PL1-3O-3PL:NR 
J: Just know it.., they will know it, even the treatments they will know. 
+/'/#76/'* )@/8!7/8!,!1-'* !"#$=-'!-&'* .%',%#5%'* .-',-'!-#!(4'* 1(2%#52-#!34#!!4')*
DEM1.COLL day-COLL-DEF-in very=3PL understand know-3O-3PL:NR ts’ik’a-???-INF 






A: And they will be able (to treat it). 
9-'-#(4'* ,%'!)* +%#3!-'!-&'* 9-'-#=01(+4#=%'!%&'*
be_able:3PL:NR CNJ-CL SUB:CNJ-3PL be_able=NEG1.3PL=SUB 
J: They will be able and if they can’t… 
)B4'4#* 6-#52-'!-#!>4'=1(2/#* +-'>"#*
child kill-3O-2SG:NR=NEG2 you 
A: You will not kill the child, will you? 
548* ./'/#=56-'$-'*RRR* ./'/#=56-'* !%#7%&'1(2%'*
just NEG:OPT=HORT.3 NEG:OPT=OPT.3 thus 




+%#3!4'* ,%#!=%8!%&'* ?48!7!0("#,!(4'J* +%#3!-'!-&'* +"'.-'!1(2%#!6-'=%'!%&'J*
SUB:CNJ-1PL go:PL=SUB say-BEN-1PL-3PL:NR SUB:CNJ-3PL overcome-MID1-PL2=SUB 
J: When we go,  they will tell us,  and when they have been overcome, 
!-#5-'*5-#!-&#* ("#)* +"'.-'!1(2!4#=%'!%&'*
TOP.3PL that we overcome-MID1-1PL=SUB 
when they say  “we have been overcome”, 
!-'5-#!-&#* 5+6-'-'!(/#!/#=56/'* 1(2-'-#!,-'*
3PL.that return-FACT-3O=OPT.2PL home-DIR 
A: they say: “You get him back home”. 
5+6-'-'!(/#!/#=56/'* 1(2-'-#!,-'*
return-FACT-3O=OPT.2PL home-DIR 
J: “You get him back home”. 
>4'4'* +%#%#(%#=4'* 5+6-'-'!(/#!/#* 1(2-'-#!,=4'J* !-#$/'/'*
CNJ2.1PL indeed=1PL return-FACT-3O home-DIR=1PL right 
A: And we return him home indeed, right? 
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+-'>!-#-#* ?48!01(2/#=%'* A/#52-#=6-8!-&'* >4'4'* +/'6=48* B2-'-#*
you-SFOC say-APPL.3O=2SG indeed 102=CND CNJ2.1PL he=1PL follow 
J: What you have said is indeed how it is, and we follow that. 
(6/8* 5%'%'*5-#!-&#* .9/#6-'* 1(+/'/#* +4#* 1(2-'-#!,-'* ,%#!%&'!("')*
now TOP.2SG that Mdewa not_be:3 who? (POSS.)home-DIR go:PL-1PL:NR 
A: Now you said that Mdewa isn’t home, whom will we go to, 
54#34'6-'=,/'* 7-'$/#* !-'(.-8,%&'*
Koyowa=Y/NQ or Asmani 
Koyowa? Or Asmani? 
!/'/'/'* (6/8* 94#=056-#-#*
INTJ now wait=2SG:HORT 
J: Yes, now wait a moment: 
-"* =%')=%#34'* =-#6-'!1-'!3/8!)* 1(2-'-#!,-'* 7/#/#!("')=,/'*
or103 Gingiyo mountain-in-m-DEF (POSS.)home-DIR bring-1PL:NR=Y/NQ 
Or will we get him to the house of Gingiyo, the one from the mountain? 
!-'(.-8,%&'* +/'6/#!5%#!H,-#* +/#1A2%&'*
Asmani he-TOP-Q over_there 
J: Asmani, really? (He is) over there (far away)! 
=%')=%#34'=,-#*
Gingiyo=Q 
A: And Gingiyo? 
=%')=%#34'* +/'6/#!5%#!H,-#* +/#1A2%&'*
Gingiyo he-TOP-Q over_there 
J: Gingiyo, really? (He is) over there (far away)! 
54#34#6-'=!4'* 1-#-#,-')* :-8)=!/#*
Koyowa=1PL:OPT first see-3O*




                                                 
102 The exact meaning of A/#52-# ‘indeed’ (?) is unclear. The form probably functions as a verb.  










54#34#6-'* +/'/#6'* A/#52-#* ?/'/#?-'!3/8*#)*
Koyowa DEM1.m indeed104 be_close-m.ATT 






J: Let’s see him. 
!4'4'* (%'>+%&'1+-#<%'!,-'* @/#./#*
CNJ2.1PL:OPT hospital-DIR accompany*
A: And let’s bring him to the hospital. 
+%#3!-'!-&'* A/#!/&'* 5-#!-&#* 548* 1(%#!5%#* +"'.-'!(!-#=!%'*;)*
SUB:CNJ-3PL later_on that just I-TOP overcome-1SG-3O=SUB.ATT 
J: If, later on, they say: “I just lost” 
>4'4'* (%'>+%&'1+-#<%'!,=4'* ,%#!%&'* !-#$/'/'*
CNJ2.1PL hospital-DIR=1PL go:PL right 
A: Then we go to the hospital, right? 
>4'4'* 6/#1(+-#,-#=34#4#4#* >4'4'* (%'>+%&'1+-#<%'!,=4'* ,%#!%&'*
CNJ2.1PL NAR:INTJ=EXCL CNJ2.1PL hospital-DIR=1PL go:PL*
J: Then we, hear, then we go to the hospital. 
+%#52%&'=056-#-#!)* 5+/#!/#* <-'?/#!)*
go:SG=2SG:HORT-VL hear wake_up-VL*
A: Be early and go and listen. 
548* >+/8!,-'* <-'?/8!(%&'*
just tomorrow-DIR(?) wake_up-1SG:NR*
J: Tomorrow I will go early. 
                                                 
104 See footnote 102. 




how?.3.say 105"" SUB:CNJ-2SG go:SG=SUB 
106" A: What did he say when you went there? 
548* 5-#!-;)* )B4'4#* +/'/#6'=34#4#4#* 1(2%#52-#=,/'* 1(2%#52!-#-#*
just that.ATT child DEM1.m=EXCL ts’ik’a=Y/NQ ts’ik’a-SFOC*













,%'!)* (%'>+%&'1+-#<%'!,-'* @/#.!4#!)* !%#(-#=-'* 7-'$/#*
CNJ-CL hospital-DIR accompany-NMN-VL refuse=3 or*
A: And did he refuse to bring (him) to the hospital, or...? 
!-'!-#* !%#(%&#=1(+/'/#*
no refuse=NEG1.3*




,%'!)* 5-#!-&#* +/#1A2%&'* )B/'/#!5-#!-#=,/'=/'*
CNJ-CL that there enter-COM-3O=Y/NQ=2PL 
J: And he asked: “Did you bring him there?” 
                                                 
105 Fused form < +%#5%#=-'*!%'.?48 
106  At this point, the speakers make a story leap: A has gone to Koyowa and is asked 




(%'%'* 5%#(%&#*5-#!-&#* B4'4#7%&'* )B/'/#!5-#!-#=01(+"#)*
CNJ2.1SG TOP.1SG that not_yet enter-COM-3O=NEG1.1PL 





he-TOP NEG:OPT=3107 fear-NMN3-like=3 
J: For him, he was near to (like) fearing. 
56-#1-#=-'*
be_alarmed=3 
A: He was alarmed. 
56-#1-#=-'*
be_alarmed=3 




,%'!)* 1-#-#!7!0(%#)* 1-#,-#)=56/'$-#*+/'/#6'* )B4'48!)* B48!!4&'* )B/'/#!5-#!-#*
CNJ-CL friend-COLL-you:PL first=2PL:HORT DEM1.m child-DEF over_there-LOC enter-COM-3O 
J: And (he said:) “You friends, first bring this child over there (to the hospital)”. 
,%'!)* +%#%#(%#* 5+6-'-'!(/#!/#*
CNJ-CL indeed return-FACT-3O 
A: And then indeed return him. 
+%#3!-'!-&'* 5-#!-&#* B48!!4&'* +4#?/'=5/#* +4#?/'=5/#=%'!%&'*
SUB:CNJ-3PL that over_there-LOC what?=IND what?=IND=SUB 
J: When they say this and that over there, 
>-'-'* A-#-#* <-'.-'!1(2%#=1(+/'/#=%8!%&'*
CNJ2.3 good be_appropriate-MID1=NEG1.3=SUB*
and when it does not match well (with what the diviner said),*
                                                 
107 The use of the negative optative marker with a realis subject clitic expresses ‘almost, near 
to’. 







CNJ2.1PL-??? 108 return-FACT-3O 
J: then we return him. 
+%#!3-'!-&'*
SUB:CNJ-3PL 
A: When they… 
>4'4'!,-#* 5+6-'-'!(/#!/#=%8!%&'*
CNJ2.1PL-??? 109 return-FACT-3O=SUB 




>4'4'!,-#* +-'>"#* 1(2-'-#!,=4'* ,4#5-#!-#* )B4'48!)* +/'/#6'*
CNJ2.1PL-??? 110 you (POSS.)home-DIR=1PL bring-3O child-DEF DEM1.m 
J: We bring this child to your house 111 
>%'%'!,-#* +-'>!-#-#* :-8,!7!0("#)* )B4'4#* +/'/#6'*
CNJ2.2SG-??? 112 you-SFOC see-BEN-1PL child DEM1.m 
and then you see this child for us 
1(2"#5+-#!>4'=,/;!)* *
cover-2SG:NR=Y/NQ-L 
A: and will you cover him in smoke?113 
1(2"#5+-#!>4'=,/;!)* .%#$%#=%&#(48!)* +-'6/8)* .%'$%'=%&'(/#!>4;!)*
cover-2SG:NR=Y/NQ-L treatment-DEF which?.m treat-2SG:NR-L 
J: and will you cover him in smoke, and which treatment will you use? 
                                                 
108 See footnote 88. 
109 See footnote 88. 
110 See footnote 88. 
111 J reports to A what has been discussed at the home of the traditional healer. J has been 
advised by him to get the child to the hospital and then come back to him. ‘Your’ refers to the 
house of this healer. 
112 See footnote 88. 







A/#52-#=6-8!-&'* +/'6/#=6-8!-&'* 5-#!-&#* HA-#6/#!5-#!-#=1(+/'/#*
indeed 114=CND he=CND that be_good-COM-3O=NEG1.3 
J: Indeed. If like this, then it will not be good for him? 
!-#J* A-#6!1(2%#!%'* N-'$/8!3!(4'* 1(2-'-#5"&'* )B/'/#=!%;)*
INTJ be_good-MID1-3:NR lie-AG-3PL (POSS.)at_home enter=SUB.ATT 





CNJ2.3PL good.m he 
A: this is good. 
1(%#!5%#=,-#* +/'6/#==-#!(%&#* 56/'(/'=-'*
I-TOP=Q he=CONF=1SG think 
J: As for me, I think so too. 
+%#3!-'* +/'6!-#-#* +"'.-'!1(2=%8!%&'J*
SUB:CNJ-3 he-SFOC overcome-MID1=SUB 





they-??? lie-NMN (POSS.)person.PL=SUB 




B"#.-#!(48!,!(4'* !-'.-',-'* +%#3!-'!-'&* +/'(!-#-#* +"'.-'!1(2%#*;)* RRR*
divine-PL-DEF-PL maybe SUB:CNJ-3PL they-SFOC overcome-MID1.ATT 
A: (these) diviners. Maybe, if they have failed, … 
                                                 
114 See footnote 102. 








A: Let’s be early with him tomorrow. 
<-'?/#!5-#!-#* >4'4'* ,%#!!-')* B48=!4'* )B/'/#!5-#!-#*
wake_up-COM-3O CNJ2.1PL go:PL-??? there=1PL enter-COM-3O 




.--,-* (6/8=4'* A/8!/&'* ,=4'!)* +/#1A2=4'* )B/'/#J*
meaning 115 now=1PL later CNJ=1PL-CL over_there=1PL enter 
J: So this means, later on, we enter there, 
+/#1A2=4'* )B/'/#J* +/#1A2=4'* )B/'/#=%8!%&'*
over_there=1PL enter over_there=1PL enter=SUB 
and there, and there. 
A-#6!%'=1(2/#*
be_good-3:NR=NEG2 
A: This will not be good. 
)@/8* ,/'/#!)* :2"#1(+"#5"&'!6-#=%'*
day stay:PL-VL pass-PL2116-3:NR 
J: Days will be passing. 
)B4'4#* 52-'!/#!("')*
child hurt-1PL:NR 
A: We will hurt the child. 
)B4'4#* 52-'!/#!1(2=-8* !%#3/#!)*
child hurt-MID1=3 stay:SG-VL 
J: The child continues suffering. 
                                                 
115 Swahili insertion: maana ‘meaning’ 
116 The plural marker has an underlying low tone, but is realized as a high tone before the 






A: That’s true. 
,%'!)* B48!!4&'!5%'* +%#3!4'* <-'?/#!)* ,%#!=%8!%&'* )@/8!)=!-'-'* )@/#=%8!%&'*
CNJ-CL over_there-LOC-TOP SUB:CNJ-1PL wake_up-VL go:PL=SUB day-DEF-SFOC dawn=SUB 
J: And if we are early and go there, when the day breaks, 
>4'4'* (%'>+%&'1+-#<%'!,-'* ,%#!=%8!%&'*
CNJ2.1PL hospital-DIR go:PL=SUB 
and we go to the hospital. 
!-'-'* )B%8)56-'!-&'!("#)*
CNJ2.3PL reprimand-1PL 
A: They will reprimand us. 
)B%8)56-'!-&'!("#)* !-'-'* 5-#!-&#* +-#56=/'* ,/'/#=34#4#4#*
reprimand-1PL CNJ2.3PL that where?=2PL stay:PL=EXCL 




,%'!)* )B4'4#=1-'7%&'* :-8,!(%#!(%'!)* 526-'6/#(/#* >/'/#*
CNJ-CL child=just see-BE-2PL:NR-DEF ill_person.m put:SG 






J: “You didn’t bring it” 
+-'-#(4'* .-',-'!-#!(%#!(4'* +-#!!-&#!1/'!,=4'* ,%#!%;!)J*
DEM2.PL know-3O-BE-3PL where?-LOC-area-DIR=1PL go:PL-L 
J: Those know where we go, 
+-#!!-&#!1/'!,=4'* ,%#!%;!)J* +-#!!-&#!1/'!,=4'* ,%#!%;!)*
where?-LOC-area-DIR=1PL go:PL-L where?-LOC-area-DIR=1PL go:PL-L 
and where we go, and where we go, …. 






+/'6/#* 1/#A-'* .-',-'!-#!(4'* )B%8)56-'!-&'!("#,!(4'*
he genuine know-3O-3PL:NR reprimand-1PL-3PL:NR 
J: This they will absolutely know, they will reprimand us. 
>+/8* <-'?=48!4&'* !-#$/'*
tomorrow be_early=1PL:OPT o.k. 
A: Let’s be early tomorrow, shouldn’t we? 
A/#52-#=6-8!-&'*
indeed 117=CND 





tomorrow.ATT thus=HORT.3 o.k. 
J: Tomorrow, let it be so, shouldn’t it? 
1+"#,01+"#)*
darkness.RED 
A: In the dark. 
1+"#,01+"#)*
darkness.RED 




6/#1(+-#,-#=34#4#4#* ,%#!%'!)* +4(>E1-<E* +/'/#6'* :-8)=!/#*
NAR:INTJ=EXCL go:PL-VL hospital 118 DEM1.m see-3O 
J: Hear, go and see this hospital. 
                                                 
117 See footnote 102. 















J: They will tell us. 
+%#3!-'* +"'.-'!56!-#=%8!%&'* >4'4'* 54#34'6-'*1(2-'-#!,=4'* 5+6-'-'!(/#!/#*
SUB:CNJ-3 overcome-CAUS1-3O=SUB CNJ2.1PL Koyowa (POSS.)home-DIR=1PL return-FACT-3O 
A: If he fails, we return him to Koyowa’s house. 
>4'4'* 54#34'6-'* 1(2-'-#!,=4'* ,%#!%&'*
CNJ2.1PL Koyowa (POSS.)home-DIR=1PL go:PL 
J: We go to Koyowa’s house. 
+-3-*
all_right 119 
A: All right. 
!%#7%&'1(2%'=56-'$-'* !-#$/'*
thus=HORT.3 right 
J: Let it be like this, not? 
!%#7%&'=56-'* !%#3/#*
thus=OPT.3 stay:SG 
A: Let it so be. 
!-#-#$/'*
right 
J: All right. 
1(%#!5%#* ./'/#,-'!-#=(%&#* (6/8=(%'!%&'*
I-TOP love-3O=1SG now=TOP2 
A: I agree now. 
                                                 
119 Swahili insertion: haya ‘all right’. 










4. Two sayings with explanation 
The openings of bags are turned over 
Explanation: If you are lucky, do not start glorifying yourself; tide may turn. 
?4'=4'<4#* 0)@"8)* >+%#@2%#!6-'!(!/8*
bag POSS.mouth turn_over-PL-BE-3 
The openings of bags are turned over 
!"#1/'* .-'-#5+-'* 5"#$%'34'*):4'.4#(4'* .(/#$-'!1(2=-'!-&'*+-'6/#!)*,%'!)* 1(2-8!5"&'*
yesterday (POSS.)year Kurio (POSS.)people Msera-LOC=3PL fetch-VL CNJ-CL drink-CAUS1 
Last year, the people of Kurio fetched water and drenched in Msera. 
+/'/#6'* .-'-#5+-'*.(/#$-'* ):4'.4#(!-'-'* 5"#$%'34'!!4&'*+-'6/#!)*,%'!)* 1(2-8!5"&'*
DEM1.m year Msera (POSS.)people-SFOC Kurio-LOC fetch-VL CNJ-CL drink-CAUS1 
This year, the people of Msera fetch water and drench in Kurio. 
(-',9-'6/#* !%#7=-'!-&'* !-#-#$/'!1(2%#* 5-#!-&#* ?4'=4'<4#* 0)@"8)* >+%#@2%#!6-'!(!/8*
Sandawe thus=3PL right-MID1 that bag POSS.mouth turn_over-PL-BE-3 
Thus, the Sandawe believe that openings of bags are turned over. 
.-',-'-#5+/;)* ?-+-1E* 524#./#!(!/8J* (6/8* 1(%#!1/'* >+/8* +-'>"#!1/'*
its_meaning.ATT 120 luck 121 move-BE-3 now I-area tomorrow you-area 
Which means: luck usually moves, today it is on me, tomorrow on you. 
+/'6/#!./'/#* +%#!%'* @24'4#6/#=%'!%&'* ./'/#=54'* +-'</#!1(2%#*
he-sake SUB:CNJ-2SG get.3O=SUB NEG:OPT=2SG:OPT glorify-MID1 
Therefore, if you get it, do not glorify yourself. 
                                                 
120 Cf. Swahili maana yake ‘its meaning’. 




Death does not have age groups 
Explanation: Death is the same for everyone, either young or old. 
1A-'-#(%&'* .-#$%&#5-'!(!/8=1(2/#*
death age_group-BE-3=NEG2 
Death does not have age groups. 
.-',-'-#5+/'* 1A-'-#(%&'* ?-'!/#* B2-'-#=1(+/'/#*
its_meaning death be_big follow=NEG1.3 
It means, death does not follow the (old) ones. 
)B4'4#!5%#=6-8!-&'* 1A-'-#(%#!%'J* 52-'$/'/#!5%#=6-8!-&'* 1A-'-#(%#!%'J*
child-TOP=CND die-3:NR youth-TOP=CND die-3:NR 
Would it be for a child, it may die, for a youth, he may die, 
9%'!%&'(/'/#!5%#=6-8!-&'* 1A-'-#(%#!%'J* 1A2-'?%#(4#4#!5%#=6-8!-&'* @2-'6%#!%'*
elder-TOP=CND die-3:NR stomach-TOP=CND fall-3:NR 
for an elder, he may die; a pregnancy may fail. 
+/'6/#!./'/#* ./'/#=54'* ?48* 5-#!-&#*
he-sake NEG:OPT=2SG:OPT say that 
Therefore, do not say: 
<-'?-#* +%#!%'* +-'>!-#-#* 1A-'-#(=%8!%&'* +-'>"#* .-'5-'-#* 1(%#* 1A2-'-8!(%&'*
later SUB:CNJ-2SG you-SFOC die=SUB you (POSS.)wealth I take:PL-1SG:NR 
When you will die, I will take (inherit) your properties. 
.-',-'!-#!>4'=1(2/#* +4#* ?-'-#$-'!)* 1A-'-#(%#!!48)*
know-3O-2SG:NR=NEG2 who? start-VL die-INF 
You cannot know who will die first. 
 








The following is a summary of the thesis in Dutch. See section 1.4.1 for an overview 
in English. 
Het proefschrift A grammar of Sandawe, a Khoisan language of Tanzania is een 
beschrijvende grammatica van het Sandawe, gebaseerd op drie periodes van 
veldonderzoek door de auteur. In de inleiding (hoofdstuk één) wordt kort ingegaan 
op een aantal kenmerken van de regio Usandawe, haar bevolking, en de taal, 
waaronder de positie van het Sandawe binnen Khoisan. Vervolgens wordt de 
achtergrond van de huidige studie gepresenteerd door middel van een overzicht van 
de voornaamste publicaties over het Sandawe en een beschrijving van de vorm en 
omvang van het onderzoek. Het hoofdstuk besluit met een leeswijzer die uit de 
volgende onderdelen bestaat: twee tekstfragmenten die de voornaamste kenmerken 
van het Sandawe demonstreren, met verwijzingen naar de betreffende paragrafen 
van het proefschrift; een beschrijving van de gebruikte spelling en 
annotatieconventies; glosconventies en lijsten van gebruikte glossen en morfemen. 
Hoofdstuk twee presenteert een beschrijving van de fonologie van het Sandawe. De 
taal bevat vijf korte en vijf lange orale klinkers en twee stemloze klinkers, E& en "&. De 
fonemische status van de stemloze klinkers blijkt problematisch als de distributie 
van de klinkers wordt bezien in relatie tot toon. De taal heeft een rijke inventaris aan 
medeklinkers, waaronder laterale fricatieven en affricaten (A, 1A en 9F), drie 
ejectieven (52, 1(2 en 1A2) en vijftien clickklanken, onderverdeeld naar click type 
(dentaal :, alveolair @, lateraal B) en accompaniment (stemloos, stemloos geaspireerd, 
stemloos geglottaliseerd, nasaal, stemhebbend). De voornaamste contrasten tussen 
de verschillende klanken worden aan de hand van voorbeelden aangetoond. 
Vervolgens wordt de syllabestructuur van het Sandawe besproken, gevolgd door een 
analyse van toon. Lexicale toon wordt gekenmerkt door drie tonemen: hoog, laag en 
stijgend. De analyse toont dat de dalende contourtoon ofwel in complementaire 
distributie is met de lage toon ofwel een samengestelde toon is. Aan de hand van 
voorbeelden wordt een overzicht getoond van de toonpatronen van één-, twee- en 
drielettergrepige woorden. De beschrijving van toon gaat verder in op toon op 
stemloze klinkers, toon op medeklinkers in de coda en toon op grammaticale 
elementen en clitica. Tot slot wordt een overzicht geboden van (de realisatie van) 
toon in het fonologische woord en grotere prosodische eenheden, met aandacht voor 
downdrift, downstep en upstep. Downstep wordt gebruikt als markeerder van 
verschillende syntactische constructies, upstep kan worden gebruikt als markeerder 
van prominentie. 
In hoofdstuk drie worden naamwoorden en nominale frasen behandeld. Het 
hoofdstuk begint met een overzicht van de structuur van het onafgeleide 
naamwoord. Het Sandawe onderscheidt mannelijk en vrouwelijk geslacht in 
enkelvoudige naamwoorden, al wordt dit onderscheid in het algemeen slechts overt 
gemarkeerd in afgeleide en definiete vormen. Er is geen regelmatige markering van 
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getal voor naamwoorden. Hierna worden verschillende vormen van nominale 
derivatie besproken: collectieve naamwoorden, de-verbale naamwoorden, nomina 
agentis, taalnamen, en naamwoorden voor plaatsen en plaatsnamen. Vervolgens 
wordt de morfologische markering van definietheid (bepaaldheid) behandeld, die 
gecombineerd wordt met een verplichte markering van geslacht en getal voor, 
respectievelijk, vrouwelijke en meervoudige naamwoorden voor mensen. Het 
hoofdstuk besluit met een beschrijving van nominale frasen, telwoorden, 
possessiefconstructies en post-positionele frasen. 
Hoofdstuk vier bevat een overzicht van het pronominale systeem. Er worden drie 
groepen in detail beschreven: persoonlijke voornaamwoorden, demonstratieven en 
de deictische elementen ,/#! and ,-#!, die verwijzen naar referenten op een bepaalde 
locatie. De klinkers / en - coderen (net als in de demonstratiefstammen +/'/#! en 
+-'-#!) de parameter afstand, respectievelijk nabij vs. verwijderd. Niet-zelfstandig 
gebruikte pronomina, zoals verbale objectsuffixen en verschillende typen 
subjectmarkeringen, worden elders in het proefschrift beschreven. De morfologie 
van de (zelfstandige en niet-zelfstandige) pronomina in het Sandawe is zeer 
vergelijkbaar en kan teruggebracht worden tot twee basale paradigma’s van 
persoons-, geslachts- en getalsmarkeringen. Deze worden, met uitzonderingen, 
beschreven in de laatste paragraaf van het hoofdstuk. 
Hoofdstuk vijf behandelt vijf typen clitica van het Sandawe. Een cliticum wordt 
gedefinieerd als een prosodisch gebonden element dat zich kan hechten aan 
verschillende woordsoorten, maar geen directe syntactische relatie heeft met het 
woord waar het zich aan hecht. Sommige in het hoofdstuk besproken markeerders 
hebben wel een vaste (post-verbale) positie, maar worden toch als clitica behandeld, 
omdat zij samen met de overige clitica een cliticumcomplex kunnen vormen en, net 
als de overige clitica, betrekking hebben op de hele zin.  
De subject-/modaliteitsmarkeerders vormen het eerste type cliticum. Er zijn vier 
paradigma’s (realis, non-realis, optatief en hortatief), die alle de markering van 
modaliteit en prominaal subject combineren. De beschrijving gaat zowel in op de 
morfologie als op de semantiek van de modaliteit. Hierna worden de syntactische 
kenmerken van dit type clitica behandeld. Met uitzondering van de non-
realismarkeerders (met een vaste post-verbale positie) kunnen subject-
/modaliteitsmarkeerders aan alle niet-subjectconstituenten gehecht worden. Alleen 
realismarkeerders kunnen meerdere keren voorkomen per zin.  
Er bestaan twee typen markeerders van negatie in de vorm van een cliticum in het 
Sandawe. Het eerste omvat een paradigma van port-manteau-markeerders die zowel 
negatie van realis-zinnen als subjectmarkering omvat. Het tweede type is het 
onveranderlijke cliticum van negatie, =01(2/#, dat negatie uitdrukt van non-
realiszinnen, speciale werkwoorden en van werkwoordsloze zinnen. 
Vervolgens worden de mediative clitica behandeld. Dit zijn clitica die epistemische 
modaliteit uitdrukken. Er wordt aangetoond dat de semantiek van deze elementen 




over de informatie in de uiting. De volgende clitica worden onderscheiden in deze 
groep: de confirmative markeerders ==-#!/==-8!-&' (de spreker is zeker over de 
gepresenteerde informatie), de mirative markeerder ==/#(!) (de spreker is verbaasd 
over de gepresenteerde informatie), en de ja/nee-vraagmarkeerder =,/'(!) (de 
spreker twijfelt over de gepresenteerde informatie en vraagt om bevestiging of 
ontkenning). 
Het cliticum =,-# is een algemene vraagmarkeerder. Het kan, naast de ja/nee-
vraagmarkeerder of vraagwoorden, aanwezig zijn in vraagzinnen, maar is niet 
verplicht. 
Het vijfde en laatste cliticum dat wordt besproken is het narratieve tussenwerpsel 
=34#4#4#. Dit expressieve element wordt veel in verhalen gebruikt om de aandacht van 
de toehoorders vast te houden. Het element kan onderdeel zijn van het 
cliticumcomplex, maar kan ook, los van het cliticumcomplex, als finaal cliticum 
achter het werkwoord geplaatst worden. In dit geval duidt het vaak extra duur of 
intensiteit van de handeling aan die door het werkwoord wordt uitgedrukt (bv. 
9-'$-'=34#4#4#*‘hij wachtte en wachtte!’). 
Tot slot van het hoofdstuk wordt het cliticumcomplex beschreven. De volgorde van 
de elementen in het complex wordt behandeld en de plaats van het complex in de 
zin. De subject-/modaliteitsmarkeerder speelt in beide een bepalende rol. 
Hoofdstuk zes bevat een beschrijving van het werkwoord. Er wordt ingegaan op de 
algemene structuur van het werkwoord dat bestaat uit een stam en (optioneel) één of 
meer derivationele extensies die achter de stam worden geplaatst. Daarna volgen de 
posities voor meervoudsmarkering, het objectpronomen en de verbale 
naamvalsmarkering met objectpronomen. Een aantal werkwoorden voldoet niet aan 
de algemene structuur, zoals de nulstam voor ‘geven; ontvangen’, ‘ergens zijn’ 
‘afwezig zijn’ en adjectivische werkwoorden. Deze worden apart besproken in de 
laatste twee paragrafen van het hoofdstuk.  
Er worden zes typen verbale derivatie van de stam behandeld: geredupliceerde 
werkwoorden, iteratieve werkwoorden, factitieve werkwoorden, causatieve 
werkwoorden, mediale werkwoorden en wederkerige (reciproke) werkwoorden. Er 
wordt uitgebreid ingegaan op de morfologie en semantiek van deze werkwoorden. 
De factitieve werkwoorden en de twee typen causatieve werkwoorden worden 
onderling vergeleken om deze ook semantisch te kunnen onderscheiden. Mediale 
werkwoorden in het Sandawe worden gekenmerkt door de extensies !1(2%# (middle1) 
en !1(2%&' (middle2), die een onregelmatige distributie hebben. In sommige gevallen 
kan een werkwoord zowel de ene als de andere extensie dragen, waarbij !1(2%# een 
wederkerende (reflexieve) handeling markeert en !1(2%&' een gebeurtenis zonder agens 
dan wel een reflexieve gebeurtenis waarbij het subject geen controle heeft. In veel 
gevallen komt een werkwoord echter voor met één van beide extensies en blijkt dat 
reflexieve handelingen altijd door !1(2%# worden uitgedrukt, maar dat gebeurtenissen 
zonder agens zowel door !1(2%# als door !1(2%&' kunnen worden gemarkeerd. 
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De paragraaf over objectmarkering behandelt het paradigma van objectpronomina 
en gaat vervolgens voornamelijk in op de morfologie van markering. In veel 
gevallen wordt een objectpronomen direct als suffix aan de werkwoordsstam 
gehecht. In sommige gevallen ondergaat de werkwoordsstam echter wijzigingen, 
zoals bij reductie van de finale syllabe (clipping), infixatie van het pronomen, en 
klinkerwijziging.  
Een belangrijk onderdeel van het werkwoord in het Sandawe is het markeren van 
getal, in het bijzonder meervoud. Een beperkt aantal werkwoordsstammen is 
georganiseerd in suppletieve paren, die verplicht optreden als enkelvoudige en 
meervoudige werkwoorden. Dit betreft zowel intransitieve als transitieve 
werkwoorden, waarbij in intransitieve werkwoorden het getal van de 
subjectsparticipanten wordt uitgedrukt, terwijl in transitieve werkwoorden het getal 
van de objectsparticipanten wordt uitgedrukt. Verder kunnen de verbale 
meervoudsmarkeringen !(!)6-# en !6-' meervoudigheid van, respectievelijk, 
objectconstituenten en subject-/oblique objectconstituenten uitdrukken.  
Naast meervoudigheid van participanten kan meervoudigheid van handeling worden 
uitgedrukt in het Sandawe. Vaak gebeurt dit in het (afgeleide) werkwoord, zoals 
geredupliceerde werkwoorden, iteratieve werkwoorden en wederkerige (reciproke) 
werkwoorden, maar in sommige gevallen worden hiervoor ook de verbale 
meervoudsmarkeringen !(!)6-# en !6-' gebruikt. De twee vormen van 
meervoudigheid zijn dus niet duidelijk te onderscheiden, te meer daar nominale 
getalsmarkering vaak afwezig is.  
Een indirect (oblique) object kan, in de vorm van een pronomen, opgenomen 
worden in het werkwoord. Het pronomen wordt hierbij verplicht voorafgegaan door 
een zogenaamde verbale naamvalsmarkering. Het Sandawe kent drie van deze 
markeringen: de benefactief (!7*'), de comitatief (!5-#) en de applicatief (!1(2/'). De 
naamvalsmarkering kan nog voorafgegaan worden door !6-', dat meervoud van het 
objectpronomen !/# (derde persoon object) uitdrukt. 
Hoofdstuk zeven gaat in op nevenschikkende en onderschikkende elementen. De 
linker !) is een cliticum en komt in verschillende vormen voor als nevenschikkend 
element: het kan gebruikt worden als linker tussen werkwoorden waarbij het zowel 
meerdere hoofdwerkwoorden als een hoofdwerkwoord en hulpwerkwoord kan 
verbinden. Daarnaast kan het gehecht worden aan het nevenschikkende voegwoord 
,%' en als nevenschikkend element voorkomen in opsommingen. Vervolgens worden 
drie typen nevenschikkende voegwoorden beschreven: ,%', +-'-' en de narratieve 
voegwoorden met een geïncorporeerd subjectpronomen. Tot slot worden twee 
onderschikkende elementen beschreven: het onderschikkende voegwoord +%#! dat 
een verplicht subjectpronomen heeft en het cliticum =%8!%&' dat een ondergeschikte 
bijzin afsluit. 
Hoofdstuk acht beschrijft twee typen vraagzinnen: vraagwoordvragen en ja/nee-
vragen. De beschrijving van vraagwoordvragen gaat in op een tiental vraagwoorden. 




(optioneel) de algemene vraagmarkeerder. Voorbeelden (uit begroetingen) laten 
echter zien dat een ja/nee-vraag ook slechts prosodisch gemarkeerd kan zijn door 
een upstepped hoog-laag tooncontour. 
Hierna volgt een referentielijst en een appendix waarin een selectie van vier orale 
teksten wordt gepresenteerd. De uitwerking van de teksten bevat de transcriptie in 
het Sandawe, een interlineaire vertaling met glossen en een vrije vertaling in het 
Engels. 
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